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DEDICATION.

To Purmmon, EsQ,: _

My Dea/r Sir-Permit me to acknowledge, in the man~

ner of my choice, that in every circumstance of trial, I

have found you willing and ready to battle for an honest

conviction, in an undisguised and magnanimous spirit, and at

your own cost. It is for this, especially, that I desire, on the

present occasion, to testify my respect for your character. I

am happy that wealth has neither corrupted the integrity of

your nature, allured you to a life of useless indolence, nor

diminished your sympathy for the wayward and the destitute;
but that, on the contrary, it has prompted you to go out into

the dusty highways of life, and the great thoroughfares of

the world, to vindicate the Truth, and to relieve the poor.
Therefore do I regard you as a consistent friend of Human

Progress; and I beg leave to dedicate my humble labors in

the following Discussion, in a special manner, to yourself.
With assurances of personal friendship and esteem, I am,

Yours truly,
S. B. BRI'I'.l'AQN.

NEW Yonx, Aug. lst, 1853.
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T0 THE READER.

ABOUT the first of J'une, 1852, I received a friendly note from

Dr. B. W. Richmond, of Jefferson, Ohio, requesting me to em-

body the facts and reasons in support of the alleged Spiritual
origin of the Manifestations, which he proposed to accompany
with a critical review and numerous facts and observations of his

own, and expressing a desire that the whole might be published
in a volume of several hundred pages. Dr. Richmond's letters

in the Tribune had previously attracted very general attention,
and he was regarded, at that time, as the most formidable op-

ponent to the Spiritual theory in this country. Indeed, the editor

of the Tribune had expressed the opinion that he was the ablest

man which the Spiritual phenomena had called into the field;
and it was manifest to all, that he had at least the candor to ac-

knowledge the facts, if he had not the ability to explain them,
on his favorite hypothesis. All other opposing theories seemed

childish or absurd, while the one suggested by my correspondent
certainly demanded the most serious consideration. I had no

wish to shun the proposed ordeal; but having to perform, in ad-

dition to numerous other duties, the entire editorial labor of a

weekly paper and a monthly magazine, I was quite too much

occupied to accept the proposition of Dr. Richmond, which, for

these reasons, was respectfully declined. But the private cor-

respondence thns commenced was continued, and finally resulted

in a mutual agreement respecting the terms and conditions for a.

public written discussion of the facts and philosophy of the
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Spiritual mysteries. It was deemed expedient to give the ques-

tion 0wo_fm~ms, so that each party might in turn occupy both the

atlzirmative and the negative. Accordingly the following prop-

ositions were proposed and accepted, as comprehending, in gen-

eral terms, the subject to be discussed:

1. Can the mysterious phenomena, now occurring in various parts of the

United States and elsewhere, and known as the Spiritual Manifestations, be

properly accounted for, without admitting the agency of Spirits in their pro-

duction?

2. Do those who have departed this life still continue to hold intercourse
with those who yet remain on the earth ?

Each of the foregoing propositions formed the subject of twelve

aflirmative letters, with an equal number in the negative, making
in all forty-eight letters. This volume contains the entire cor-

respondence, as originally published in the Srmrrnn. TEIAEGRAPH,
and doubtless presents a larger number of facts and reasons, in

illustration of ancient and modern Spiritualism, than any book

yet published. Further than this it would not become thepres-
ent writer to express an opinion of its merits. As the work

presents both sides of the question, which is now engaging the

attention of the civilized world, it is confidently expected that it

will ind numerous readers, and especially that those who oppose
the Spiritual idea, and desire to be fortiied at all points, will

make themselves familiar with the numerous facts which Dr.

Richmond has furnished in this volume.

The reader must bear in mind, while perusing the first series

of letters, that my correspondent has the affirmative, and that

our relations to the question were such, that it was in order for

him to prove the position assumed, while it was proper for me

to confine myself strictly to an analysis of /viafacts, and a rep-

lication to such observations as seemed pertinent to the question.
The facts and arguments, in illustration of the Spiritual theory
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were therefore reserved until the commencement of the discus-

sion of the second proposition, when alone they could be in-

troduced in an orderly manner.

Among the numerous facts cited in the ibllowing correspond-
ence, to illustrate the Spiritual origin of the Manifestations, I

learn that two examples, recorded in the eighth letter of my

second series, have been called in question. The cases are those

in which the name of J. H. Whiting occurs. An anonymous

informant of one of the Milwaukie papers has disputed some of

the essential features of the statement there given, and which

was made on the authority of Mr. Vhiting himself There are

substantial reasons for regarding Mr. W. as a man of strict ve-

racity; but I deem it possible that he may have been misin-

formed, in the particulars wherein he is disputed, though the

unwillingness of the party in Milwaukie to openly assume the

responsibility of his own statement may not seem to favor such

a conclusion. But facts of a similar character are now multi-

plying so rapidly, that the examples referred to can very well be

spared, if it shall finally appear that they are essentially untrue.

With these brief remarks, the whole is respectfully submitted

to the verdict of the Public. For myself, I ask no indulgence
for the errors of this book, and anticipate no applause for the

truth it may be found to contain. Nothing is claimed, at least

on my part, but an honest desire to promote the truth, and to

quicken the aspirations of men after communion with the Divine.

If what is here written shall subserve this purpose, even in the

humblest manner, I shall be satisfied.

B. B. BRTITAN.

Nnw Yonx, Aug. 4th, 1858. V
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RICHMOND AND BRITTAN'S DISCUSSION.

SPIRIT-IMITATIONS.

L E 1° T I B l .

S. B. Bnrrauw :

Dear Sir : Having been repeatedly solicited to give my views ofthe

"Spiritual Manifestations," and the columns of the Tsnscnarn having
been liberally offered me for that purpose, I will furnish two columns,
or more, weekly, for the perusal of your readers.

I attach much more importance to the " Manifestations " than most

persons who oppose them ; and am fully persuaded in my own mind

that, if the various phases of the magnetic condition, into which the

human mind, and body, may be thrown, were fully studied, and com-

prehended, that all, or nearly all, that new appears mystery and wonder,
would be dissipated; and the public would go calmly to work to study
this wonder, and try to comprehend more of the mysteriousness of our

own nature. I regard it as the natural fruit ot' an abnormal magnetic
state ; and the public, not knowing how to explain it, the first "rap-
pings

"
were attributed to the "

spirits," and the idea having been set

afloat, it has been adopted ; and every person who has heretofore ob-

served, or now witnesses, any of its multiplied singularities, does so lmder

an impression, more or less distinct, that it is the work of departed
spirits; and, as soon as any thing is observed that is a little singular,
the mind not succeeding in its attempts to unravel it, readily concludes

that it must be "

spirits." This, say most persons, is thc easiest way
of accounting for it, and your theory is so complex, that I can not stop
to make myself acquainted with it. Suppose that reply to have been

made to Gallileo, when he put forth his theory of planetary motion-it

would have rested with far more force against his system, than it can

against the explanation I offer against the Spirit theory. Much is

known, by the liberal-minded, in this country and in Europe, of the cu-

rious phenomena often seen, connected with this abnormal magnetic
state; while nothing was known on the subject which he attempted to

explain tothe world. To the common mind, it was plain and easy
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that the Earth was flat, and rested on something-on the back of Atlas,
and he stood on a tortoise, and the tortoise, again, on something, ot

course- he must stand on something-and the fact that no body could
tell what, was not permitted to stumble any one, on the theory that the
Earth was tlat and rested on a foundation. Motion, space, attraction,
and repulsion, were not understood, and the Philosopher came near

losing his life, and did lose his liberty of person, and character for intel-

ligence. When the world is as fully instructed in certain principles
connected with our existence, as it is in the laws of the physical uni-

verse, the "

rappings," I think, will cease to be a wonder. The whole

subject has been studied on the theory that it was
"

spirits," and but

few persons have allowed themselves to ask the questions,
' Can these

phenomena be explained on any other principle P Are they wholly
caused byforces, acting in our own bodies, hitherto not understood?

or are they thc work of spirits of departed friends, returning to our

sphere--to renew their acquaintance, and to quicken our souls into a

higher longing after immortality and a fiiture ? Or, is it the work

partly of spirits, and partly caused by our magnetic state, which enables

them to approach us P' I do not expect to convert any believer in its

spiritual origin, to my notions; t/wir minds are made up-the fact is

clear to them--and their minds are unbalanced for investigation. And

the opposers are in a similar mood : their minds are made up-they
know it to be a "lzumbug," and need no light to make the fact clearer.

Of both parties I ask a candid hearing ; suspend, if possible, your pre-

conceptions, and listen, and weigh what of fact I may give you.
A friend, writing me on the subject, says my theory is as

" marvelous as

the Atheist's theory of' creation, added to the Mosaic "; but still urges
me to give my views to the public. I have waited to see if my iirst

effort impressed any one, as affording any rational clue to the cause of

this marvel; and, beyond one, I have not met a single person who can

see any thing in what I wrote. And so I say to your readers, don't

suppose that I have the vanity to believe, that I am going to upset the

drift of feeling in favor of the cry of" spirits " that everywhere pre-

vails. The press, generally, has scouted it as a cheat; its friends have

believed, readily, all that has been claimed for it; and I know too well

the perverse tendency in the human mind to be very sanguine. But

the facts the public are entitled to, and whatever judgment may be ren-

dered, I shall be prepared for it. Your faith has urged you to defend

by reason, what you believed to be a truth, and in this I am cheered-

there is hope of the mind that will reason; but ignorance, and power,
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prefer to coércc the belief of the human mind. I regard this phenom-
enon of much importance ; it is taking deep hold ofmany minds, and the

waves already in motion, will widen and spread, till the thing takes a

definite shape, in the form of a religious organization. I mention as

an axiom to be borne in mind, that the success of an idea in the world

does not depend on its truthfulness; truth does not always prevail; the

mysteriousness of any statement gives it far greater power than truth-

fulness, especially when it pertains to the realms of belief. The causes

which put in motion the "
rappings," may operate for a century, on

the human organisation-and let not the public suppose we are done

with them.

With these preliminary remarks, let us commence our examination of

facts, by attending first to the "

Spirit imitatious." A marked exam-

ple of this is found in your "fac simile" of the Declaration of Inde-

pendence," written by the spirits. The first copy was made, during
the sitting of a circle, through the hand of a medium ; the spirits not

liking this, told him to burn the first copy, and place another paper
where they could complete the document during the night. Parchment

was placed on the table, in the sleeping-room of the medium, and in

the morning the parchment was covered over with what can not be

denied as being very good imitations of the hand-writing of the signers
of the Declaration of Independence. The whole document is highly
marked by a nervous tremor, and is as clearly the work of a single hand,
as any document ever written. The hand of John Hancock is very
near the original size ; but the hand trembled-and it will be remem-

bered in the old Declaration the hand was smooth and bold. The only
name on the Spirit Declaration written without trembling is Stephen
Hopkins; in this name the hand is _/irm, and in the original the hand

was paralytic-so much so that it was a striking name on the old scroll.

The account in the Tstscanu leaves the reader to suppose, that the

Declaration on parchment written during the night was written by the

hand of the spirits, in person, without the intervention of the hand of

the medium. This is the impression left on the mind of the public
everywhere. If each spirit wrote his or her name there, without a me-

dium, then are we to conclude that spirits, generally, in the next sphere,
are troubled with palsy-for almost every name on the scroll shows a

palskd /land, with the exception of the name before mentioned; and

Hopkins died with paralysis, or had it while writing his name to the old

Declaration. He, it appears, has recovered his steady nerves, while the

whole meeting of spirits that signed that paper, are now able to write
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only with a trembling hand. During the winter, John Q. Adams-who

died of palsy, and wrote a paralytic hand for years before his death-

in communicating with his friends in this place, not only wrote, but

signed his name, in a paralytic hand. When asked if he could not

write a firm /tmul, he replied that he could not yet control the hand of

the medium ; and, on further questioning, he adirmed that he had not

yet recovered from his paralytic state, and was obliged to write as he

did at. his death. When the propriety of believing such a statement

was brought up, he amrmed that he was imitating his old hand, and

that it was so
"

pai-nful " for him to control the medium, so as to make

him write in the hand he used to write, that when besought to write,
he, in A-indrwss quite characteristic, said to his friends, "Please don't ask

me to write-it is very painful."
Those who believe in a spirit-future may believe, if they choose, that

the spirits are paralytic-from ten to fifty years after entering that

state-I do not choose to admit such a statement That spirits, who

approach mediums so as to move articles of furniture of great heft, can

not control a pen so as to write a firm hand, is preposterous-whether
they write with or without a medium. The spirits who wrote the Dec-

laration either were all paralytic, or they could not control the medi-

um's hand so as to make a steady mark.

We ask you to state candidly to the public, whether the medium

wrote the declaration by the aid oi' the spirits ; or, whether the spirits
wrote it 'wit/tout airl, while he was locked in the arms ot' balmy sleep.
If the medium wrote the names onthe parchment, then the 'nervous

trembling of the hand may be explained; for most mediums who imi-

tate handwritings with any accuracy, are very nervous, and are the

most imprcssible class ot' mediums; hut, if we are to fall back on the

impression left on the public mind, that the spirits did not use the hand

of the medium-you will find it diilicult, I think, to convince sane men,

that spirits wrote that parchment without the aid of a human hand ;-

as in that case, you will at once be obliged to admit, that they all had

a subsultus temlitnum-(twitching of the nerves.) In discussing this

point, I shall assume that it is all the work of the medium, conscious

or unconscious-I care not which--spirits had nothing to do with it,
and the whole is the result of the imitative media,-nic power of the me-

dium, brought out by the abnormal magnetic state, which exists while

he is writing.
I will now attempt to prove, that such powers do exist, and that

persons in this state, do imitate, both handwriting, style ot' speaking,
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and gesturing-and in numerous cases have been known to execute

mechanical and artistic feats, of which they were wholly incapable in

the normal state. A medium of my acquaintance, who was seized with

a desire to " do good," and was perplexed about the means of support-
ing his family, while he should go forth into the field to reap the har-

vest that seemed already ripe for the sickle, says, the spirit of Sweden-

borg informed him that he should be provided for, and enabled to do

the will of the Lord. By interior impression, the old philosopher and

theologian taught the medium the construction of a
" shingle ma-

chine ;" the model of which was duly executed by the medium, and I

am informed has been sold by him for a good farm, on to which he has

moved his family. I have never seen the machine and can say nothing
of its value, only that it must be a very convincing

" physical demon-

stration" to the medium. The inventor has never been noted for me-

chanical powers-and his head indicates anything but a mechanical

genius-in filet, his life has been a tissue of intellechuzl and moral illu-

sions and fancies; and in some respects he has a superior mental or-

ganization. The idea, that Swedenhorg has been busy in cramming
into this gcntlcruan's head a

"

shingle machine " for his especial be-

hoof and benefit, is too ludicrous to be mentioned ; but that his excited

mental state enabled him to comprehend mechanics, so as to construct

what he desired, is to my mind, a settled fact.'

Some years since, a poor man in Western Ncw-York, became much

excited onthe subject of his poverty, and took to reading the Bible, and

stumbled across the 10th chapter of Ezekiel, in which the prophet,
while in a vision by the river Chebar, saw a strange machine, described

as having a "wheel in a wheel." This arrested the old man's atten-

tion, and prefigured to him, that God was about to bring forth this
" machine," seen by Ezekiel, in a tangible form, for the benefit of the

mee. He had secluded himself for months in an old ashery near a

swamp, where he was at work day and night, he was in cheerful mood,
and appeared unusually hopeful. One night he called on me and wished

to communicate something important, we retired to the barn, he ap-

peared strange, and his eyes were luminous in expression, and he spoke
in a low tone. He told me the earth was about to be revolutionized;
that he had twice fallen into a trance, his "knees smote," and his
"

strength left him and he fell to the earth "-that he saw among the

clouds, wheels and bars, and pins, and gearing to a vast amormt; the

use of which he did not know till his second But, said he, with

emphasis, "I am rich, the waste places of the earth shall be re-

* See Appendix, Note A.
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built; water can be carried to the deserts and the mountain tops,
'the earth shall blossom like the rose,' this ' machine ' is one of the

'trumpets' to be sounded in the earth. To-morrow you can see it

alone, you are chosen first." Flattered with this mark of confidence

from the celestials, I repaired to the " old ashery," and found it filled

with wheels, and traps, and cranks, strung together with great adroit-

ness. A huge Hume was overhead, a set of double chain~pumps were

set in, a pool of water beneath, with a large wheel geared in a crude

way, with everything in the building. The water was to be carried up

by the pumps into the Hume and let on to the wheel below, and the

wheel carried the pumps, and the water being discharged into the pool
beneath, was used over and over. I thought I comprehended the prim-
ciple of this spiritual machinery at a glance, and informed him that the

power of his wheel was just' balanced by his pumps, and he had the

fridizm. against him, and as soon as his water run out, his machine

would stop. He cast a clever glance at me, as much as to say;
" do

you know better than God," and suiting the action to the look, he

jerked the lever that controlled the gate, and such an unearthly set of

combinations and motions, were never before seen by mortal eyes. It

moved till his Hume was empty-the pumps failing to carry water

enough to make it go, and suddenly stopped. I again pressed the point
of defect; but he insisted that he had " rcrziwd power to evade it,"
and that he could add power ad iiwuitum, that he could move the uni-

verse with it. He next let in his neighbors, and the whole region round

about became excited about the machine that had been " revealed" to

Mr. C. He finally sent to Washington for a patent, and was offered for

his discovery six thousand dollars, he did not accept it; the ferment

died away, and the failure fell with such power on the old man that he

suddenly died. He was void of mechanic powers to a degree seldom

seen; had never been known to construct a wheel or anything else that

required mechanic abilities, and the solution of his discovery is to be

found in his abnormal magnetic state ; he was no doubt clairvoyant, and

his mind being directed to this point, resulted as has been related. All

his friends noticed that his eye had a penetrating look, and he was sub-

ject to fits of moodiness. A clergyman tells me of an acquaintance of

his who got to studying on a perpetual motion and finally discovered

one, and the last diHiculty was overcome by a
"

spiritual endowment ;"
the machine would not go for want of a balance-wheel. He prayed,
and fasted,and studied, and at last a

" point of light" rested on the dia-

gram which he held in his hand, and the spirit said to him, that there
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was the point, for the wheel that would give motion to his great dis-

covery. This man was a respectable physician, and a shrewd Yankee,
and had spent a year or more in perfecting his diagrams and models.

It is needless to say, that he was in an abnormal state, which gave un-

usual activity to his constructive powers. He was simply discom-

fudrlled.
A marked instance ofthe increase of this imitatire power ofpersons

in the magnetic condition, is found in the Seere of Prevorst. In one

of her magnetic moods she informed Dr. Kerner that she would make

out a diagram of spheres. The " Sun sphere "
as she called it, is very

complex-but
" she spun out the complicated web with unerring pre-

cision," and a pair of compasses given her to facilitate her labor, only
embarrassed her. It~is made up of circles within circles, and sections,
and points, amounting to thousands, related and connected, and yet the
" whole was executed," says Dr. Kerner, in an

" incredibly short space
of time." An engraving was made of this sphere, and a year after,
she was shown the engraving, and said it was not correct, a point on

one of the lines was wanting. On referring to the original, they found

she was right. This diagram contained many curious things, and in

some parts related to the highest departments of mathematics. This

faculty she only possessed in her magnetic state, being wholly incompe-
tent to the task when not clairvoyant. No living artist can execute

that diagram with a pen, _with a fac-simile before him, with the rapidity
with which that ignorant, uulettercd child of nature, did it.° I have in

many cases witnessed this imitative power ofmediums with the pen, dash-

ing oii' figures and images with a. rashness and rapidity inconceivable.

For me to afhrm that the "Spirit declaration " is the work of a mag-
netic person, inthe state above described, and that the imitation of

hands, so apparent in the scroll, is no way connected with "
spirit " in-

fluence, is to atlirm but little for this magnetic state.

Jnrrnasoiv, July 25, 1852. B. W. RICHMOND.

* 8seAppeudix, NoteB.



REPLY TO DR. RICHMOND.

LETTER I.

Dear Sir.-In the discussion of the question before us, I deem it im-

portant to devote our time and attention to such phenomena, only, as

the rational believers in Spiritualism are accustomed to adduce in support
of their theory. Facts that are not claimed by intelligent, discriminat-

ing and well balanced minds, as illustrative of the intercommunication

between the Physical and Spiritual Worlds, should be disregarded as

sustaining at most but a remote and doubtful relation to the subject. I

must be allowed to remarlr,that a strict application of this rule would

prompt the rejection of a large part of your first letter on account of its

irrelevancy. I desire to confine myself to the propositions mutually ac-

cepted as the basis of this correspondence, and I am unwilling to

proceed with that timid circumspcction which holds itself at a great dis-

tance from the theme it proposes to discuss. On the contrary, I wish

to establish and preserve the most intimate relations with the question,
and trust you will not deem me uncourteous if I leave the current of

your observations where they diverge from the subject.
Two or three remarks in your introduction require a. passing notice.

You assume that the Manifestations as exhibited in the Rappings and

Writings, are properly rcferable to an
" abnormal magnetic state " of

the medium. Accordingly, it devolves on you to dcjine the peculiar ab-

normal condition on which you presume such phenomena to depend.
Moreover, you are further bound to show the relation which the ac-

knowledged facts sustain to their alleged causes. Until this is done I

have nothing but the naked assumption before me, and may therefore

spare myself the labor of an argument.
Again, I think it must be obvious to every careful observer that the

whole history of the spiritual movement affords little or nothing to war-

rant the following statements, which I find in your introduction :

" Every person who has heretofore observed, or now witnesses, any of its mul-

tiplied singularities, does so under the impression, more or less distinct, that it

is the work of spirits". . _ "The whole subject has beenstudied onthe theory
that it was spirits."
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How can this be made to harmonize with your own declaration-
" The press, generally, has scouted it as a cheat "-which I find in the

same connection ? Is not the sentiment of the press a fair index to the

state of the public mind P And how do the foregoing statements accord

with the fads ? Who does not absolutely know that thousands have ap-

proached the subject with no such impression on their minds, but with

the settled conviction that the whole was founded in imposture and de-

lusion? If "
every person," who has observed these "multiplied sing-

ularities, has been influenced by a preimpression, more or less distinct,
that they are "the work of departed spirits," to what source shall we

trace the almost numberless hypotheses, which like a new order of soft

plants-a sort of intellectual fungi-have started up in all directions,
living, but for a brief hour, to illustrate the ignorance wherein they ger-

minate, and the presumptuous vanity which ministers to their growth ?

Is it true that even a majority of the people have exhibited this predis-
position of mind ? And has the whole subject been studied, hitherto,
on the theory that it was spirits ? Did Dr. Lee, of Buffalo, and his asso-

ciates, pursue the investigation and elaborate that " scientific report,"(?)
with minds thus preoccupied. Did the "

impression," of which you

speak, prompt Mr. Burr's exposé or determine the conclusion of Dr.

Taylor and the Boston Ilfcdical and Surgical Journal ? Has it moved
" the press, generally, to scout it as a cheat ?" What had it to do with

"Delarfud Vitalized Electricity " P with the Falling of Water? with An-

imal Magnetism? Somnambulism ? Ventriloquism ? Positive and Nega-
tive Conditions ? the Will Power? Jugglery ? or any of the ephemeral
creations of popular skepticism ? Literally nothing at all ; and thc

minds of men instead of being originally inclined to a belief in the spirit-
ual theory, were 'strongly inclined in the opposite diredimz, and have only
been drivento accept the spiritual idea when facts have multiplied around

them which, in their judgment, could only be referred to earthly
causes by

V

"
-_ a base

Abandonment of Reason."

I will now proceed to consider the origin of the Mystical Writings,
said to be the work of Spirits, with special reference to your objections to

the claims of the Autographical Manuscript, executed on the night of

Dec., 23d, 1851. As this is deemed the most reliable instance of direct

Spiritual agency, to which you have thought proper to refer me in your

first communication, I need offer no apology for making it the principal
theme of this letter_ The following passage sutliciently indicates the na-
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ture of your premises, and the rapid and convenient process by which

you arrive at the conclusion that Spirits had nothing to do with 
the names on the parchment:

" Ifwe are to fall back on the impression left on the public mind, that the

spirits did not use the hand of the medium-you will find it ditlicult, I think, to

convince sane men, that spirits wrote that parchment; as, in that case, you will

at once be obliged to admit, that they all had a aubsullua tendinum.... In

discussing this point, I shall assume that it is all the work of the medium, con-

scious or unconscious-I care not which-spirits had nothing to do with it, and

the whole is the result of the imilatiuc mechanic power of the medium, brought
out by the abnormal magnetic state, which exists while he is writing."

It is, indeed, very easy to "assume " that, but the assumption amounts

to nothing because it is in opposition to the facts. Uunbelief may repeat
the words with a thousand tongues, but the Fscrs, with their provoking
invincibility, shall remain, uumoved

" By this abundance of superiluous breath."

Your attention is now respectfully invited to the evidence deemed ne-

cessary to authenticate the writings referred to, and, without further pre-

liminaries, I here submit the following communication from Mr. Fowler :

STATEMENT OF THE MEDIUM.

p

S. B. BRI'l'l`AN : Dear Sir : I have been solicited by a mutual friend to send

you a concise statement of my experience, as connected with some mysterious
writings which have occurred in my room, a fac simile of one of which appeared in

number nine of the SPIRITUAL T|:|.:Gn.u>H. I comply with the request, though
in coutrariety to my inclinations, which would prompt me to shrink from any

publicity.
The original paper containing the autographs I found upon my table, about

three o'clock one afternoon, on my return from business; the paper used being a

sheet of drawing-paper, which was incidentally left on my table, and which I am

sure was blank when I left my room in the forcnoon. The succeeding autograph-
ical manuscript, a representation of which was published, was executed in my

room, on a piece of parchment, left on my table, by direction of the spirits, for

that purpose. This was written on during the night, while I was in my room

asleep. I would add that, many of the signatures on the parchment, were entire-

ly strange to me, having never seen them before.

I have also had several specimens of various oriental languages, written in my

room, on paper which I could identify as my own, though the languages were

unknown to me These have been written on, both when I have been in my room,

and when I have been absent. Several ofthe languages referred to, I had never

seen prior to my acquaintance with them through these mystical manuscripts,
and of course did not know what they were, until I had submitted them to a

linguist, who read them with facility. -

The 'first one which I received was, as I am informed through the kindness of

Prof. Bush, a quotation from the Old Testament, written in Hebrew. The execu-
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tion of this occurred about three o'clock in the afternoon, soon after I had re-

turned from my business. I was alone in my room, when, through the sounds

which then occurred in my presence, I was requested to leave the room for the

space of Eve minutes, during which interval they-" the spirits "-promised an

attempt to write. I obeyed their request, and went into a room below, where

sat my sister. I told her what had transpired, and at the expiration of the tive

minutes, we both ascended to my room. Instead of tinding, as we had conjec-
tured we should, some directions, written in English, we discovered this Hebrew

quotation, the ink on the paper being still unabsorbed, although after experi-
ments proved that the ink of a hand, heavier than that in which the Hebrew was

written. would, on the same kind of paper, invariably dry in from two to three

minutes' time.

That these writings have not been imposed upon me, I know, because I have

seen some of them written, I have seen them written in the day time, as well

as in the night; and that I was in no
" abnormal magnetic state," I infer from

the fact that my consciousness of the circumstances of outward life remained un»

impaired. The ringing of the tire-bells, moving of engines, the tolling ot' the

bells at the ferry, the paddling of the bont's wheels, and various other noises

common to the City, were no less distinctly heard than at other times.

That these writings were not perpetrated by myself, I have many strong proofs.
First: I had never seen any specimens of the languages in which most of the

manuscripts were written, and even to the present date, I have seen no other

specimens of one or two of the languages used. Second: That power which has
communicated to us in our Circle, through the rappings and lifting of tables,

professes to have performed this writing also.

That these rappings and liftings are not the results of an
" abnormal magnetic

state," l have reason to suppose from the fact that, manifestations have been

made in our Circle, in the light, palpable to the various senses of all present,
which, by far, surpassed, in point of power, the capability of any one in the

Circle. But if this, too, with all the rest, is but a fancy, a dream, then is my
whole life but a dream-a very real dream-and not altogether poetical in its
course.

Had I time and disposition, I might relate facts suliioient to till a volume, in
relation to this matter, the majority ot' which would _favor none other than the

Spiritual theory; but as I am no literary character, I will here leave the matter

to the numerous others who are, and whose facts are doubtless as much to the

point as my own. Yours truly, E. P. Fowmzn.

New-Yonx, August, 1852.

To the foregoing I beg leave to add the subjoined statement of facts,
which has been prepared by Mr. Charles Partridge, chiefly from the mm-

utes of the New-York Circle."

*The Nlw-Yom: CIRCLE was organized on the tlrat ot' August, 1861, for the purpose ol' making
careful observations concerning modern Spiritual phenomena. The Circle was composed oi' the

following named persons : Judge Gray, Dlward i'. l-`nwler. liian A. L. l-'awk-r, Dr. Gray. and lady.
Dr. Hull, Mr. and Mrs. Charles Partridge, Dr. Warner, Dr. Hallock, and lady, W. J. Bauer, and

lady, and Robert T. Shannon, who have been accustomed to hold frequent meetings up to the
present time. It will not of course be inferred that all ol' those |llll'Iil'NIl1\'(' been pr:-si-nt at every

meeting of the Circle, or that they have, in all eases, wilni--=scd precisely the same phenomena.
lt abou d be observed, hnwcrer, that Judge Pklmnnds, l'rul'. George Bush. H. B. Brittzm, Almond
Bal, S|mL Fowler, D. hiinthoon, and others, have, on aevexaloccaslnlzs, participated by invitation.
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STATEMENT CONCERNING THE MANUSCBIPT8, ETC.

The authenticity of the Brian--wax-ruvcs which have been given to this Circle,

through Edward P. Fowler as medium, having been called in question by Dr.

Richmond, the undersigned beg leave to state, that they have been in the habit

of attending circles with Mr. Fowler, for the investigation of Spiritual phenom-
ena, for the last two years, generally once, and sometimes twice, in a week.

During these sessions a great variety of demonstrations of spiritual presence and

power have occurred, and numerous communications have been given, some of

which may be thus brietly stated:

Persons at the circle have been unexpectedly turned round with the chairs in

which they were sitting, and moved to and from the table; chairs and sofas have

suddenly started, from their positions against the wall, and moved forward to the

center of the room, when they were required in the formation of the circle; the

persons in the circle have each successively lifted his own side of the table, and

the invisible power has raised the opposite side correspondingly; occasionally the

spirits have raised the table entirely, and sustained it in air, at adistance of from

one to three feet from the floor, so that all could satisfy themselves that no per-
son in the flesh was touching it; lights of various colors have been produced in

dark rooms; the table has often been rocked with great violence, and suddenly-
and unexpectedly to the whole company-it has been instantly arrested and held

irm and immovable, with the upper surface inclined to an angle ofsome forty-tive
degrees, when the lamp, pencils and other objects on the table, would slide or roll to

the very edge, and there remain fixed as if riveted to the table; a man has been

suspended in, and conveyed through, the air, in all a distance of fifty feet or

more.' The communications have been given in various ways, but chiefly in writ-

ings and by the rappings, after the ordinary alphabetical mode.

To establish the authenticity of the Spirit-writings through Mr. Fowler, the fol-

lowing specitic statements seem to be required : At the close of the session, held

on the 17th of November, 1851, the spirits-through the alphabet, and in their

usual manner-said, " We wish to give you a sentence for you to find out and

remember," when the following was communicated: " Debemos amar ai todo el

mundo, aun 5. nuestros enemigos." No person present on that occasion understood

a word of this language, but we were subsequently informed that it was Spanish.
At the sitting on the 24th ofNovember, 1851, the spirits commenced with their

signal for the alphabet, and the following message was communicated to the

Circle z

" My dear friends-I am happy to announce to you that the project which hu

engaged our attention for some years has at last been in part accomplished.
I am, B|~:NJ.Muv FRANKLIN."

Question. Do you refer to what took place with Edward in the nights of Fri-

day and Saturday last? .

Jlnswer. " Yes."

Question. Was the writing in Hebrew-executed in Edwurd's presence-
chosen by the spirits as significant of a new Spiritual Era?

 tm thgagrregirlgbgiihigis nl' powxhere mentioned, )l;l;|~
ry Gordon was in the Circle, and doubtless cont ributefl essentially, by his presence, to the
visible displays of what we are accustomed to term physical force. s. L n.
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The Spirit. " Partially."
Here the eolloquy was interrupted, and the spirits charged the medium as fol~

lows-the alphabetical mode of communication being preserved,-" Edward, I

wish you to get a book and note down very particularly what you have witnessed

and will yet see."

By Mr. Partridge. III had been in the room could I have seen what Edward

saw ?

The Spirit. " Your sphere would not have admitted us to present ourselves,
even to Edward."

By some one-" Who was the small man that Edward saw in his room ?"

Spirit-" The small man was Hahnemann."

[The occurrence here referred to was the visible appearance of Spirits as men

in Edward's sleeping~room, during the nights of Friday and Saturday. On the

last mentioned night, a spirit wrote in Hebrew as follows-(Daniel xii, 12, 18) :

,J T
" `

` '

 Me-
""x'ef'1w; Dwi' ~ f

b"'>iI?iff@t'! =»~iz<m°i;> ve: ea Dlilfll W/111 "av

nib' rw; l'*i2`¥? oats *DEB 'ew fun' ¢

Uewzw iii b"f§1'21g'D1] "mea 'wa s

1 '7N'J"|
ff'

On Thursday evening, December 11th, 1851, while specimens of writing in

Hebrew and Sanserit--executed by spirits in Edwnrd's room a day or two pre-
vious-were under examination, the signal for the alphabet was given and the

following communication spelled :

" Edward, put that paper on your table, and we will write a sentiment and

subscribe our names; then you may sign it too."

A paper was accordingly placed on the table, and, on the following day, in

the absence of Mr. Fowler, the words, " Pzacx-:, nur Nor wrrnou-r Fnrzsnou "

were written on the paper, together with nearly all the autographs which

were subsequently executed on parchment-an engravedfac simile ofwhich was

published in No. 9 of the Srmrruar. TELEGRAPH.

Subsequently ou two separate occasions, viz., on the 18th and 22d of Decem-

ber, remarks were made relative to the paper, and the signing of it by those of

the circle who concurred in the sentiment it was supposed to teach. Some had

signed it already, but irregularly, and in such a manner as to leave no room to
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record its history, which was regretted by all. At length the spirits said :

"BURN 'rr-rar .ann wa: wru. MAKE Awo'rH1~:a." This direction was obeyed;
the paper was destroyed, and two sheets of parchment were procured and placed
in a roll on Edward's table, and during the night of Dec. 23d, 1851, the same

sentiment, " Peace, but not without freedom," was again written and titty-six
autographs attached, including all, or nearly all, the names on the first paper
with several others!

At the next meeting, which occurred on the 25th of December, the sentiment

and signatures being under consideration, the question arose as to what was pro-

per to be written as the history of the manuscript, when the following message
was received from the spirits: " Now agree upon what should be written on the

parchment." The spirits then directed Dr. Gray, Dr. Hull, Mr. Bauer and Mr.

Partridge, to retire to another room and determine as to what should be writ-

ten on the parchment. Dr. Hull was then designated as the one to execute

the writing, which was done accordingly. It was then asked if the signatures
were in each case executed by the will of each spirit whose name appears, or

done by one operator for the whole? Answer: " Each for himself; by the aid

of the battery."
During the session on the 19th of January, 1852, the spirits signilied their de-

sire to make a communication in Hebrew. Mr. Partridge asked who should call

the alphabet, and reccivedfor answer,
" The only one present who understands

it-Gsoacr: Busrx." Professor Bush thereupon proceeded to repeat the Hebrew

alphabet, and a communication in that language was received.1'
Many additional facts might be given, to show that Spirits communicate in va-

rious languages through E. P. Fowler, but the above will sumce for the purposes

of this statement. We can not allow the present occasion to pass without an ex-

pression of the entire confidence and unqualified esteem with which Mr. Fowler

is regarded by the members of the New-York Circle, and by those who know him

generally. We have had an intimate personal acquaintance with him for two

years past-some of us for a much longer period-and we have only known him

as a high-minded and honorable young man. From the beginning he has steadi-

ly refused to accept the slightest compensation for his time and services while

employed in the capacity of medium. And we deem it but an act of simple jus-
tice to Mr, F. to record the fact, that, on all occasions we have found him entire-

ly unassuming in his deportment and eminently truthful in his life.

R. T. IIar.i.ocz,M. D., A. G. Hum.. M. D., Jomv F. Gnnr, M. D.,
L. T. WARNER, BLD., W. J. BANER, SAMUEL T. Fownla,
Amana L. Fowl.:-za, Mr. and Mrs. CHARLES Panrnxncn.

A brief analysis of the testimony, already presented, will be necesmry
in concluding this part of my subject ; but I must first correct an error,
into which you have involuntarily fallen, and answer an objection that,
in your mind, assumes an unreal importance. In speaking of the auto-

graphs you are pleased to remark that, " The first copy was made during
*The maniisrript here rs-fern-fl to in the one afterward executed in cerogrsphy, and published in

the Snnnvu. T1-:1.mn.m nfJuly 3d.

f'l'he spirits, through Mr. l-`1wler_ have given numerous communications in many languages,
some or which arf- ulroatly publi<lu><l in the llrxt volume ofthe SKEXINAII, and others will continue
to nppearin that work. s. I. I.
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the sitting of the Circle, through the hand of a medium; the spirits not

liking this told him to burn it," Src. Now this is altogether a mistake,
since neither the first nor second copy was made at the sitting ofthe Qircle;
nor has any such statement ever been made or sanctioned, by any one ac-

quainted with the facts in the case. Moreover, the spirits made no sort

of objection to the manner in which their mlm names were executed in

the original manuscript, nor did they start any objection. It was the

irregular manner in which it was subsequently signed by the members of
the circle-precluding the possibility of recording its history-that fur-

nished the occasion of complaint from the members of the circle them-

selves.

But you are led to infer, from the rough appearance of the names,
that if they were really written by spirits, the authors of this work must

all have had the palsy except Stephen Hopkins, whom you presume to

have recovered the free use of his nerves. Your diagnosis is as curious

as it is unreliable. This peculiarity which seems to furnish thc whole

ground of your objection to the spiritual origin of the work, is not refer-

able to the palsy but to the parchment, tlfe surface of which was imper-
feet, causing the ink to spread, while in anumber of places a small fiber

evidently adhered to the point of the pen, blotting several of the letters

Where the lines are heavy, the ink spread more, and unequally; the

name of Stephen Hopkins, being written in hair lines, does not exhibit

the same roughness. So the writings executed on paper, by the same

process, do not present the same appearance, for proof of which I

desire you to examine the specimens in several different languages, pub-
lished in the first volume of the SHEKINAH, page 302. Thus the " sub-

sultus tendinum " at once resolves itself into the inequalities of the

parchment-and the abruptness of Dr. Richmond's conclusions.

Let us now briedy analyze the evidence before us.

1. It appears from Mr. Fowler's statement that, the writings consist;

of communications in various languages to him unknown, and of which

he had never before so much as seen a single specimen, written or

printed. The names, alleged to have been written by Spirits, are found

on examination to be fac simile.: of their autographs while living, and a

part of them were new and strange to the medium ; and it can be Ihr-~

ther shown that, in several instances, the fad of the existence of such

persons, in this world or any other, was wholly unknown to Mr. Fowler.

2. That these writings have not been forged and clandestinely con--

veyed to Edward's apartment, by some mischievous person in the iiesh,
is evidenced from the fact that, a portion of them have been executedl

2
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in his presence, and in broad day-light ; and also by the repeated com-

munications of the spirits through other media, and bya variety ofmodes,
to the effect that they are, themselves, the authors of these writings.

3. That Edward P. Fowler, while witnessing the execution of such

portions of these writings as were done in his presence, was still in

his 'normal state-however his interior vision may have been opened at

the time--is manifest from his continued consciousness of external rela-

tions and objects, and the perfection of his sensational perceptions.
The testimony of the New York Circle may be thus summed up :

1. An invisible agency has been operating in the circle for two years

past, producing a great variety of manifestations of power and intelli-

gence--raising, moving, arresting, holding, suspending, and otherwise

disturbing nimicrous ponclernble objects-and all in direct contravention

of the laws which govern the realm of material nature.

2. The agency that docs all this has appeared in the circle-by the

multiform exhibitions of its mysterious presence-from time to time,
and by means of the alphabet has made intelligent communications, in

several different languages, the import of which was not understood by
the parties present.

3. The same agency has, on numerous occasions and in presence of

many witnesses, asserted its claim to the authorship of the written com-

munications und autographs now under consideration. _

The facts 'and circumstances, already adduced, constitute a chain of

evidence suilicient, it would seem, to produce conviction,'even where

there exists no previous
"

impression, more or less distinct, that it is the

work of departed spirits." I can not, however, submit this interesting
case to the final judgment of yourself and the public, without first soli-

citing your attention to several collateral testimonies. The first is

formed of parts df a communication, from Prof. George Bush to the

writer, dated New-York, March 27th, 1852, and published in the SHE-

K|NAH.°

Mn. Bnrrraw: Dear Sir: ln compliance wich your request I willingly make

a statement respecting the several communications in Hebrew, Arabic, Bengalee,1
Sw., which have been submitted to my inspection. ° ° ' ' °

" Altogether the specimens are of an extraordinary character, such as I can

not well convey by any verbal description. ' '

" Mr. E. P. Fowler, since I have become acquainted with him, does not at all

impress me as one who would knowingly practice deception upon others, however

'For the whole nf this communication the reader is referred tn the Slilul, Vol. I., pp. 306-7.

1"l'hese writings In foreign tongues consist of the following : Sanscrlt, Arabic, Hebrew. Bengnlce,
Persian, French, Spanish, Malay and Chinese languages. s. n. n.
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he might, by possibility, be imposed upon himself. He certainly has no knowl-

edge of the above languages, nor do I think it likely that he is leagued in collu-

sion with any one who has. A man who is versed in these ancient and oriental

tongues would be, I think, but little prone to lend himself as a party to a pitiful
scheme of imposture. It must, indeed, be admitted to be possible that Mr. Fow-

ler may himself have copied the extracts from printed books, but I can only say
for myself that, from the internal evidence. and from a multitude of collateral

circumstances, I am perfectly satisfied that he never did it. ' ' In like man-

ner, I am equally confident that he, though the medium on the occasion, had,
consciously, nothing to do with a Hebrew communication which was spelled out

to me in the presence ofa circle of very respectable gentlemen, not one of whom,
bmide myself, had any knowledge of that language.

° ° ° °

Very respectfully, yours, &o. G. Bum."

Mn. Bnrrrsivz Dear Sir: In relation to the writing in various languages
made in E. P. Fowler's room, and said to have been produced by spirits,I am

free to say that, I have been congnixant of the execution of some of said manu-

scripts, under circumstances physically precluding the pcsibility of their having
been done by any human agency.

With most of the languages written, I believe Mr. Fowler to have been entire»

unacquainted; and to the best of my knowledge and belief, he has no books in

any other of the languages than Greek, Latin, French, and German, with the

exception of a small portion of the New Testament in Syriac, which came into

his possession subsequently to the production of these manuscripts.
For the last three years he has lived in the same house with myself, and spent

much time in the same room, thus giving me an almost unlimited opportunity to

discover any deception, had he been disposed to attempt anything of the kind,
or to detect any hallucination, had any existed. His moral character I consider

to be, in every respect, unimpeaohable. Yours, &o. Msnrns H. Basra.

Ms. Bnrrrsiv : Dear Sir: I can in a few words reply to your questions res-

pecting Mr. E. P. Fowler. He has hitherto sustained an unblemished reputation
for honesty and veracity, and enjoyed the confidence of all acquainted with him.
' ' ' I have evidence suilicient to my own mind that he had no agency in

the writing of the different languages executed in his room, and purporting to be

the products of spirits. Respectfully Yours, Annma L. Fcwnnn.

Pmx.am:x.r1-ua, Sept. 24, 1852.

I leave this part of my subject with a single additional remark: If

it be " dihicult to convince sane men that spirits wrote that parchment,"
the reason will be found to consist in their obstinate skepticism, rather

than in any defect in the testimony.
To prove that men, unaided by spiritual influence, possess powers ade-

quate to the production of similar phenomena, you refer me to the case

of a man who was
" perplexed about the means ofsupporting his family."

In this extremity, itis said that Swedenborg made him a visit and, in

order to relieve his necessities, taught him how to construct a "shingle
machine," which he subsequently " sold fin' a good farm, on to which he
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hu moved hh family." Now, having no knowledge of the facts in this

use, beyond what is communicated in your letter I can ao! form a deci-

tivcjudgmenl as to lwwfar this intention is to be aflribuled to spiritual
agency, but the ease, altogether, seems illy adapted to sustain your posi-
tion. You personally testify that this man was

"
never noted for mechan-

ical powers-his head indicates any  but a mechanical genius-in
fact " that " his life has been a tissue of inldlechuzl and moral illusions

andt`ancies;" and this certainly auords presumptive evidence that the

invention emanated from some source superior to his own mind ; and this

conclusion is sustained and strengthened by the direct and positive testi-

mony of the man himself, who aims that Swedenborg gave him his in-

structions. The fact-if indeed it be a fact-that a poor man-dis-

treased on account of his inability to provide for his family-was thus

furnished with a
"

good farm," does not strike me as altogether too
" ludicrous to be mentioned," nor was the object unworthy the mission

of so exalted a spirit. I can not see how this ease sustains the airma-

tive of the present question. Indeed, your hypothesis is most emphati-
cally wnlradided by the witness himself, and should the remaining wit-

nesses concur, it will require uncommon skill in the argument to estab-

lish your position. Moreover, your ultimate success will demonstrate

this singular proposition in metaphysics, viz : That extraordinary men-

tal excitement-such as occurs hut once in the lives of some men-is

particularly favorable to a comprehension ot' mechanics !

Your next case is a protracted account ofa man who " secluded him-

self for months in an old ashery near a swamp ;" but you have neglect-
ed to show its aomudion with the subject under discussion; and as its

specific application is not altogether self-evident, I am constrained to

pause for information on this point. What, I would gravely inquire,
has that "

man," the "old ashery," or the "
swamp," to do with prov-

ing that Spiritual Manifestations can
" be properly accounted for with-

out the agency of spirits "? And that intinitude of 'wheels ! what is their

relation to the argument against the spiritual origin of the manifesta-

tions? At present we can only conjecture. "le are not thoroughly
acquainted with the family of wheels-can not even mention their ap-

propriate names-with possibly a single exception. If we mistake not

there is one known as the frrershot-whal ! If those referred to by my

correspondent were of this class, they perhaps illustrate the current ar-

guments against Spiritualism.
I have nothing to say of that new and peculiar phase of ' abnormal-

ism,' which you say consists in being
"

simply discomfuddled." How
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well the state may be adapted to the discovery of " perpetual motion,"
I am obliged to leave to the judgment of those who have enjoyed op-

portunities for personal observation.

The only remaining example referred to in your letter, afords no

ground for controversy. I know full well that when the spirit is, in any
considerable degree, temporarily withdrawn from the body-the interior

senses opened, and the latent powers of the inmost being amused to

loftier action in their appropriate sphere-it is capable of accomplish-
ing results that far transcend the mind's action in its earthly relations.

My spirit finds a sacred repose in the solemn, yet cheering and beauti-

ful assurance,that the partial exercise of those wondrous powers is not

likely to he suspended, nor long confined to such limited and transient

Rights, but will be succeeded by _a more glorious and God-like unfold-

ing, when the separation from the body of earth shall be complete and

final.
`

Earnestly desiring to be guided by the spirit of Truth,'and to receive
its divine baptism, I am, Fraternally thine,

S, B, BRIITAN,



SPIRIT IMITATIONS.

DB. B. W. BICHIOND T0 8. B. BRITTAK.

an-rrza n.

Many other examples might be cited, showing that mesmeric persons
have imitative powers, far beyond what they possem in the natural

state; and it is easy to cite instances, that refer not only to mechanic

and artistic power, but to singing, speaking, gesturing, mimicking, and

to almost every other peculiarity which characterizes ns as human be-

ings. I shall, ofcourse, assume that all mediums are, in various de-

grees, mesmeric persons, and hold myself bound to prove it, beyond a

cavil, when I reach that point. There is already much on this

point, with abundant assertion, that the mediums are in a per/'edly aor-

nal state, during the exhibition of the "

spirit
" phenomepa; and, yet,

nothing is plainer, to the eye of the practical mesmerixer, than, that

they are most absolutely mesmeric persons. We will take one feature

of the mesmeric peculiarities, of the human body and mind, and see

what we can iind in it. Some three years since the country was iilled

with " Biological " experiments. These experiments, in Ohio,attracted
much attention, and such was the intense excitement of the public
mind, that in some places, parents and the public were obliged to

interfere and stop boys from biologizing each other. The process con-

sisted in stilling the audience, and fixing attention. Seats were then

arranged, and the subjects called forward, consisting of girls and boys,
young men and women, and often older persons; and, seated by them-

selves, a piece of coin was placed in the hand, or a small battery, com-

posed of zinc, copper and silver; the subject was directed to look at

this for Efteen or twenty minutes ; the operator, meanwhile, would pass
the back of his hand over his iorehead,and occasionally grasp his thumb,
to find the temperature. After fifteen minutes the battery was removed,
and the operator would seize the right hand of thc subject, with his left,
and press the thumb firmly between the middle and ring-linger, on the
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back of the subject's hand ; then, looking the subject firm in the eye,
would press the thumb of his right hand with great force, in the region
of intulion and elairvoyance-between the eye-brows, at the root of the

nose, and request the patient to close his eyes-pronouncing in a very

positive manner,
" You can not open them." The subject, if subdued,

could not open them, though all the time making great eB'orts to do so.

The operator would then try the subject's powers to rise fi-om the chair;
place his hands on his forehead, and tell him to take them of ; then

set his hands to whirling, and prevent their stopping, by the force of

his will ; repeating,
" You can not stop them "-and soon it would be

found, that not only muscular motion, but the exercise of the senses,
could be destroyed by the will of the operator. Taste can be oblite-

rated, or changed ; memory destroyed, so that his name could not be

recalled; any picture, whatever, presented to the mind of the subject,
he would see. Tell him he saw snakes, and he would become fright-
ened, and rush with violence over the seats and benches; say to him

he was sleigh-riding, and he would instantly seize the reins, and

drive the horses with great glee ; tell him he was a witch-an old wo-

man in rags-and he would put on the character, and make confession

of all the crimes with which you had charged him. Tell him he was a

gay young lady, and another subjectwas about to court him, and a love

scene would commence; tell him he was cold, and he would shiver-

his teeth chatter-he would stamp, and whip his hands about him, with

great fury; tell him he was warm-very hot-and he would begin fan~

ning himself,  of his coat, and, unless prevented, would divest him-

self of all garments ; tell him that a tree of fruit was before him with

oranges, apples, grapes and figs, and he would begin to ill his pockets.
Sweep the room from before him and open the sky, and speak that the

river of life, and a white throne was before him, that the judgment was

set, and instantly the attitude of devotion and reverence would come over

the subject-he would gaze with burning eye, and rapt gaze, into the

scene of glory; take him to a lake side, and tell him a dead child was

before him in the'water, and he would wade in, take it in his arms, and

lay it carefully down, and weep over it in deep pity. Bring before him

the 1ightning's ilash, the thmder's roll, or proclaim a God in grandeur,
and a world on fire, and, once in Covington, Ky., I saw a .dozen subjects
fiill in intense fright-some onto the floor, some on benches, others sought
to Hy-and all declared to the audience, that a shower of fire seemed to.

be around them.

Any image the operator sees it to plant in the subject's mind is done-

nv
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readily; any passion, was readily assumed: reverence, revenge, vanity,
love, hate, fear, mirth, joy, grief, or ecstacy, were all imitated at the

bidding of the operator; and the images were, at the words "All right,"
safely dispersed, and reproduced with the rapidity of thought-changing
in a moment the action, and motions of the subject. Some amrm, that

they are conscious ot' the delusion at the time; others say they are not,
but that it seems to be 'real ; and all admit that, no mental eH'ort can

resist the impression ; they follow the image as a realzty ; it seems, at

the time, a verity, beyond a doubt. What is singular, if the subject re-

tain a single idea,-the farm of any physical object in the mind, at the

time you endeavor to make the impression-you can not succeed. Let

the subject think of an apple, a knife, a horse, a house, a field, or mea-

dow, and no impression can be made on him. It seems necessary that

the mind should be a perfect blank-divested of all ideas. The subject
at the time is, to all appearance, in a perfectly 'normal stale ; his mental,,
moral, and physical powers, seem unchanged ; and he thinks at the time

that he can resist your power over him; but if he gives you his eye, and

keeps ideas from his mind, you lead him captive by mental impressions.
Tell him he is swimming, and he gets down on the tioor, and thinks it is

water; tell him he is suffocating in water, and he will sutfocate, unless

you prevent him ; tell him he is struck in the head, and he falls, as if

stricken down with a hammer. That a subject might be killed by a

mental impression-by saying to him he was shot through the heart, or

was struggling in water-is the opinion of all the operators that I have

ever conversed with on the subject. The only variation from the normal

state, that is at all discoverable, is, that the eye, in most subjects, is clear

and glassy, and has the "penetrating " look ot' the clear-seer; it is, in

fact, the same eye that is observed in some maniacs, and in consumptive
patients ; it is clear, sharp, and feartixl to look at. The hidden tires of

the soul seem to bum through it, with intense force. I have watched it

for months, and years, in consumptives, who otlen become clairvoyant
under the wasting ot' vitality; and, the eye kindles and sparkles, with

more intensity, as they near the narrow house.

All impressible subjects have, to a greater or less extent, this eye;

and, I think, that those who show it in early life, are naturally inclined

to consumption-at least, all consumptives have it.

The trait in these Biological subjects, I wish to mark most distinctly,
is, that they have powers of imilation, that are perfectly amazing. A

lad, in the hands of an operator, was told that he was Judge Bi-, and

must make a temperance speech-(the Judge had a short, lame leg, and
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a peculiar way of walking.) The subject came out upon the stand,drag-
ging his own leg, in imitation of the Judge, in so identical a manner, as

to bring a recognition of it to the mind of every one who saw him. He

then began to speak, and so imitated the individual he was personating,
that it raised a great laugh. Tell the subject he is a dog, and going to

bark, and he begins and imitates exactly-the bull, cur, or whifet-so

that when a dozen subjects are all barking on various keys, it forms as

ine an idea of a midnight bedlam of barking dogs, as can well be ima-

gined. The subject will sing, in imitation of those whom he has heard

sing, when impressed to do so. The tact with which these magnetic
persons imitate the voice, appearance, acts, and peculiarities of others, is

too apparent to he denied; and yet their physical condition, in no wise,
resembles the ordinary mesmerie state ; and some, on that account, at-

tempted to say that it was not a magnetic phenomenon ; but the absurd-

ity soon refixted itself-as the subjects thus reduced soon showed peculiar
magnetic traits-and some were easily put to sleep ; others were so im-

preasible, that I have seen an operator draw a dozen of them from their

seats, by the magnetic force of his hand, standing at the distance of many
feet. The first move of the hand would bring the head forward, then

the body, and, by adding his voice, " You will stand up," they would,
while resisting with the will, in spite of themselves, stand up, and follow

his hand around the room.

So in the case of mediums: they are very often highly magnetic per-

sons, and might, as a rule, be thrown into the ordinary magnetic state,

by a good mayetizer. This power of imitation among mediums, is va-

rious; but distinct in many. Some draw maps, purporting to come from

a school-mate; others draw litlznesses ; others go through all the move-

ments ofthe water-cure-that, of course, would be Presnitz' spirit-as
with Dr. Reh ; others speak in voices imitating the dead-but they can

imitate the living just as well ; others hear sounds-the voice of a wife,
or child, or friend-as in the case of Judge Edmonds.

Now, is it possible for the human brain to be in a condition to hear

and see, and do things, not seen, or done, or heard, in the ordinary nor-

mal state.' An English gentleman, says Walter Scott, was ill, and was

told by his physician, that he had lived in London too long, and lived too

fast; and advised him to retire to the country and ruralize. One of his

troubles was, that a set ofgreen dressed dancers would enter his drawing-
room, and go through with their evolutions, and retire. He knew it was

an illusion; but could not resist the annoyance, or the impression they
made on him. He retired to his country-seat, and, in a few weeks, got

* See Appeudi; Note U.
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rid of his visitors. He concluded to remain out of town, and sent to

London for the furniture of his old parlor, to be placed in his country-
house ; but, when it came, and was arranged in the room, the corps de

ballet, dressed in green, all rushed into the room, ezdaiming, " Here we

all are again-here we all are again." He had associated in his mind

the furniture and t.he dancing-apparitions, and when it returned, they
came with it, and, as he thought, spoke with voices. I have elsewhere,_
as you will see, given numerous instances of a similar character. Even

the excessive use of wine will induce a state of brain, in which the per-
son tninks he hears voices, and sees spirits; but on close examination it

will be found that it is the work of the abnormal powers developed in

the brain by stimulus medicines, or intense thinking This unravels

the voice Judge Edmonds heard. This long-continued meditation on

death, with night, solitude, loneliness and darkness, had so impressed
him, that he thought he heard a sound; and it was an exact imitation

ofthe voice of his wife. In the case above referred to, hearing was

not only affected, but the organ of color was involved in the hallucina-

tion, and the green _figures were as plain before him as real persons.
This is, always, one of the phenomena of ghost-seeing that the Seer

associates-form and color, voice and nets-with the spectre.
In my next letter I shall call your attention to imitations, in style of

composition, and give some examples of these wonderful exploits. The

imitations of hand-writings here, by mediums, have been most accurate

in giving signatures-as in the ease of the Declaration. Of course, the

medium has the most accurate knowledge of signatures, in all eases.

B. W. RICHMOND.



REPLY TO DR. RICHMOND.

LETTER Il.

Dear Sir :-I will venture to hope that your second letter, on what

you are pleased to denominate "
SPlRlT°lMiTATIONS," may be interesting

to our readers, notwithstanding its relation to the present question no

where appears. It will be perceived that the form of the proposition
makes it your privilege to lead, while it is my duty to follow by a care-

ful analysis of the facts and reasons-if any are presented-on which

you rest your theory. The particular direction and bearing of the dis-

cussion, for the present, must, therefore, depend on you. If you think

proper to leave the subject of our correspondence, and to confine your
observations to miscellaneous facts and experiments, in the production
of which no spiritual agency was ever pretended to be exercised, I can

only express my unwillingness to follow you in these erratic excursions,
and leave the reader to infer the necessity which prompts this abandon-

ment of the question. Why not proceed at once to prove that the phe-
nomena alleged, by men of discriminating minds, to be spiritual in their

origin, can be properly accounted for by referring them to the known

laws of matter, and the acknowledged capabilities of the human mind,
while subject to its earthly relations and dependencies? Nothing can

be accomplished until you attempt this. If the achievements of modern

material philosophy enable you to dispose of the subject in a proper

manner, let it be so disposed of, now and directly. Only in this way
can you rationally expect to answer the demands of the occasion. If

Science has placed the key in your hands, we have a right to presume
that you will use it, to unlock the secret chambers in which Mystery
has concealed the springs of the present spiritual movement. Disclose

to us the authvrs as well as the instrumentalities of the Manifestations.

If the agents and the means are all of earth, they must be open to

human inspection, and cognizable by the senses. Let us see them, and

let the specific relation of each particular fact to its appropriate cause,
be clearly demonstrated. If you fail in this, you accomplish nothing.
It is in vain to record miscellaneous phenomena in this loose way. A

.rcien£Mc analysis and clam;/icatiofn are demanded ; andwhen the facts
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are properly classified, it will still be incumbent on you to prove that the

laws of matter and the powers of the human mind, while confined to the

body, are adequate to the production of all the 'various phenomena which

have been attributed to spiritual agency. Now, if you refuse, or neglect,
to grapple earnestly with the question; if you fail to furnish illustra-

tions that bear directly on the issue; if you shrink from looking the

real facts fairly in the face ; and make no serious attempt to overthrow

the spiritual theory, you give me nothing to do, but simply to acknow-

ledge the receipt of your letter, and to admonish you that its contents

are wholly foreign to the subject of the present discussion.

Your letter mainly consists in a description of the modus operandi of
" Biological ezperi1nmts." The object of this lengthy account of irrele-

vant matters, I am unable to comprehend or perceive. Surely no man

ever conjectured that the ordinary experiments in Biology were produced
by any other than merely human agency. Did any one ever intimate

that Spirits had aught to do in their production ? Never ; and atler all

that has been said of the insanity of spiritualists, I have yet to find one

crazy enough to confound the two even in his dreams. If no one-be-

liever or skeptic-ever pretended that the '
Biological' vagaries were

produced by the spirits of departed men, your labor is all lost, and your
facts and illustrations appear like so many impertinent visitors who obtrude

themselves on unsuitable occasions. All the results, in '
Biolog,' which

you profess to have observed, I have myself produced-and far more

wonderful experiments than those-except such as consist in degrading
Godlike natures to a level with dogs, and other inferior beasts, which I

have neither performed nor allowed myself to witness. But the nume-

rous and beautiful illustrations of the active and receptive powers of the

human mind, are easily distinguished ti-om all the higher demonstrations

of an invisible spiritual agency. It can be clearly shown that the two

classes of facts are essentially diverse, and that it is impossible to refer

them to the same source. From the elucidation of this point, itwill

distinctly appear that the experiments, performed by the lecturers on

'

Biology,' are by no means identical with the phenomena which we

ascribe to the spirits.
1. In the ' Biological ' experiments there is a visible human operator,

to the action of whose mind every physiological change, mental impres-
sion, and mechanical movement, can be directly referred. In the

Spiritual Manifestations, no human operator can be found, or demon-

strated to exist.

2. In '

Biology,' the phenomena occur in harmony with the will or
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desire of the operator, and in conjunction with certain manipulations.
But the illustrations of the Spiritual presence and power, often occur in

onzosilion to an earnest desire; they 'resist the most rigorous efort of the

will, and are not dependent on any process, similar to the one described

in your letter, as necessary to induce the '

Biological' results.

3. Only men and women are found to yield to the experiments in ' Bi-

ology,' while,in the Spiritual Phenomena, chairs and tables are among the

most impressible subjects.
Here allow me to suggest that, if your theory be founded in tmth, it

will admit of an application to the dead as well as to the living subject;
for the same power that moves the human medium, also moves the

wooden table, and other inanimate objects. Now, to demonstrate the

oneness of the agents and forces employed in the '

Biological ' experi-
ments, and the Spiritual Manifestations, it will be necessary to produce
the same edects on dead matter, that are wrought on living, sensitive,
and intelligent beings. Let Dr. Richmond, therefore, proceed to put
the table and six chairs into the Eledro-biological stale, and it shall sudice.

We will insist on no terms that will infringe the laws on which the phe-
nomena are supposed to depend-will not even ask to be present at the

experiment, lest our skepticism might disturb the '

Biological ' cir-

cuit, but will accept the testimony of three credible witnesses. If

the subjects move off; if the table and chairs step to the music, lift-

ing their feet so as to mark all the variations in the time, we will demand

no more, but accept the experiments in '
Biology

'
as appropriate illus-

trations of the subject before us. This is not unreasonable. Your

hypothesis is worthless, unless it will cover all the essrnlialfacls. It must

explain the movements of gross ponderable bodies that have no life, as

well as the delicate vibrations of the living nervous system. Until you
can illustrate this implied unity of causation, by some such practical ex-

periment, or by reference to incidental occurrences transpiring under the

law, your position is merely assumed, and the assumption is quite too

illogical and absurd to admit of serious discussion. To relate what

Biologists have done in Ohio, in order to subvert the legitimate claims ot

Spirituulism every where, is to aim as wide of the mark as those
" Who dive at stars, and fasten in the mud."

If your closing observations, concerning the susceptibility of certain

persons to a species of hallucination, were designed to intimate that all

who have seen, heard, or otherwise witnessed the Manifestations, are thus

hallucinated, and that the results, so far asthey seem objective, are all

imaginary, I need not dispute the assumption, for the reason that it is
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not likely to be accredited by any one. Moreover, if I have misappro-
hended the design of your concluding remarks, I must be excused for

not perceiving that they have any bearing whatever on the present isue.

Trusting that you will ind it convenient to cultivate more intimate

relations with the question,
I remain, yours fraternally, S. B. BRITTAN.



SPIRIT IMITATIONS.

DB. B. W. RICHMOND T0 S. B. BBITTAN
/

' LETTER I II.

As much stress is laid on
" imitations " of writing, coke, and gestures,

of alleged Spiritfmanifestations, as proof positive of the ability of spirits
to return to our sphere, I will follow up the subject in another letter.

The great power of certain individuals to copy and mimic other persons
is well known to all. The pantomime among the ancients was an art,
and was carried to great perfection ; it was, indeed, a profession among
the higher classes. This art was mainly mimicry, by motions and ges-
tures. This power rarely exists now in great perfection. In this coun-

try it has been cultivated by but few as a profession, yet many persons

possess the gift. One will mimic sounds, another actions and motions,
and more rarely we ind persons who have great tact in imitating hand-

 I was showing the " Spirit Declaration " to a mechanic of my

acquaintance, and he took a pen and sketched afac simile of a dozen or

two autographs, from memory, of persons whom he had not seen write in

many years-the hands were various, and dillicult to execute. That he

would give a good fac simile of that paper, in a few hours, I have not a

doubt. He has promised to do so.

Now the question recurs, How can a person, who has no marked abil-

ity as an imitator, bring out such a paper? I answer, He is no doubt a

somnambule, and his peculiar magnetic state unfolds his imitation of

writing. A few years since, while on a. visit to New-England, I left a

lunatic at Brattleborough, Vermont. While examining the curiosities

of the institution, I was shown a representation of the Garden of Eden,
executed by a young lady, confined in the institution. The grounds
were laid out with great skill, and the whole ornament/ed with moss and

shmbbery in a tastefiil manner. Adam was in the " midst of the Gar-

den," dressed like a modern dandy, with a jim bearer on his head and an

umbrella under his ann-it might possibly rain. Eve was a jolly-looking
Miss with a waspmvaist and modem bomut-regaling herself among the

Howers of the garden. Superior artistic skill was apparent in the execu-
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tion of this historic scene-far beyond the reach of the normal powers of

the young lady.
Other specimens of work were shown me, and in fact may be found

in every lunatic asylum in the world, showing clearly that the excited

brain ef' the maniac takes on new powers and evinces new skill in con-

structing and imitating.
While passing through the rooms of the Mount Pleasant Asylum,

near Boston, the Superintendent ushered me into a large room, and

without any notice at all, introduced me to " Mr. God Almighty "!

At first I was a little dashed at being introduced to so august a presence,
but soon recovered my equilibrium so as to do the honors with becoming
reverma. I saluted him by his title, gave a cordial shake of the hand,
accompanied by a low bow, which put his capricious majesty in excel-

lent humor. Before me stood a stout-built Yankee, with a large,.iine
head, around which a strip of cotton cloth was skilfiilly wound, so as to

form a kind of turban. His eye was restless and piercing, his bearing
full of pomp and consequence, his face wearing a benignant smile while

you treated him as the great
" I AM." He was anxious to know what

we had in Ohio that was great and singular. On being informed that

we raised great fields of com and multitudes of horses, he expressed a

very anxious wish that he " had forty thousand millions of acres of corn,

with a kettle big enough to boil it in, and horses enough to eat it.

And," said he, with great vehemence, stretching up his mighty self to

a full highth,
"

we would have one everlasting chanking." All his

wants and wishes seemed to be on a magnificent scale, in good keeping
with the almightiness he had assumed to himself. His reverence had

become an artist, and from his buttons he had suspended the wide end

of half-a~dozen pewter spoon-handles, whittled to a point, and a hole

through the wide part, and strung on a piece of tape. W

With this rude

metal for a pencil, and the walls of his room for his canvas, the deluded

man had drawn out on the walls of his room a huge fish-the head be-

ginning at a point in the wall and the body carried around the entire

room, the tail resting near the head of the monster. The body, in eve-

ry part, was Elled with figures, signs, hieroglyphics, images, and symbols
of ideas which reveled in the old man's fancy. Eachasign had its ap-

propriate meaning, which he recounted with regularity, or altered to

suit his fancy. Over twenty years has he toiled in bringing out this

great ideal of his universe.

It would be a profitable and curious labor to visit the asylums of the

insane, and study the new powers of mind, brought out by their new
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mental condition. This specimen was formerly a merchant, and not

noted for abilities to draw. If still living, his great fish still adorns his

room where he has resided for near thirty years, reveling in the idea

that he was, in fact, the invisible Jehovah, in an earthly tabernacle.

The somnambule presents some curious examples of these suddenly
acquired powers. Major Elliot, Professor of Mathematics at West

Point Military Academy, relates of a young lady, ofa cultivated mind,
who was attacked by tits of somnolence. When she came out of the lit,
she had lost every kind of acquired kmrwledge. She began anew the ele-

ments of study, and made good progre for four months, when a second

tit occurred, and she suddenly acquired all she had previously known,
and forgot all she had acquired during the interval. A third attack

obliterated all memory, as in the Erst. In each alternate attack she

acquired and lost-first her original knowledge, and then that which was

acquired during her intervals. She sufered these attacks for four years.

During the healthy interval she was remarkable for the beauty of her

penmamhip ; but during the second interval, in which she lost all her

original knowledge, she wrote a very awkward ha/nd. Persons seen dur-

ing the healthy interval were not recognized during the paroxysm, and

vice versa.

Sir Walter Scott speaks of a young lady who had been insane two

years. She had been able, only when sane, to form a few letters; but

during her insanity, learned herself to write very perfectly. She can

not attend to any one who attempts to learn her to write. During her

sane periods, she loses wholly her ability to write or read; but when

her insanity returns, these arts both return with it, and she reads and

writes with great facility.
Dr. Prichard relates the case of a lady who was subject to its of in-~

sanity, which would pass off suddenly, and she would instantly recur to-

the train of thought she had been occupied with during her lucid inter-V

val. She would sometimes inish an uniiuished senterwe, beginning at.

the very word where her attack had interrupted her train of thought
when her lunacy came on. She would recur at once to the thoughts.
and words she was engaged with when the previous attack went oil

This same curious state is observed in mediums when the train of

thought is interrupted, and when they return to it they begin at the

very word or sentenw they had left oE at-often finishing a sentence or-

a word left unfinished. Persons under the inhuence of liquor chen-

lose memory, and recover it again when sober, forgetting wholly the

acts committed while drunk; and again, when intoxicated, suddenly:
3
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remembering what was done in a previous debaueh. This also occurs

with some narcotic medicines. Other powers are acquired strangely
when in the somnambulic state. Persons dream out facts which were

lost to memory. Some somnambules get up and go to work-others

prepare a horse and ride-others go to the top of dwellings-others
compose and write out poetry or facts which were occupying their minds.

I think myself warranted in the inference that E. P. Fowler, in a

similar state, unknown to himself, arose on the night of the 22d of De-

cember and aiiixed, with his own hand, the names alleged to be writ-

ten by the Spirits to the parchment, called the " Spirit Declaration "

This brings out a new fact in mental philosophy.
The foregoing cases seem to indicate a kind of double memory, and

it is explained on the same principle as double conseiousnem. We have

a double brain, and each seems capable of exercising a separate con-

sciousness ; and in this singular mesmeric mood we find old impressions
obliterated and new ones acquired, and when the ordinary state returns,
new impressions are lost and old ones return. To my mind, it seems to

be the altemate action of the right and left brain; first one predom-
inating, then the other ? The memory of the abnormal state seems to

be far more active, vigorous, and vigilant, than in the normal state-

persons often remembering forgotten things, and repeating poetry, and

performing in music in a very wonderful way. Every one has observed

the changes that occur in persons upon whose minds some sudden and

intense excitement is brought to bear. The moon-struck lover, when

unsuccessful, is at once converted into a poet, and writes love ditties to

his wayward amorosa.. Grief, especially from the loss of children, will fre-

quently set mothers to writing poetry. Some of the most remarkable

poets, ancient and modern, have had the powers of their hurps suddenly
exalted into celestial notes by deep grief. How deeply was the whole

life of Byron colored by disappointment with Mary Chaworth. Burns

never sang so sweet as when tuning his harp to the praise of "

Mary, in

Heaven." Petrarch's enchantments were never so deep as when over-

whelmed with the death of Laura. Milton's most glowing scenes in
" Paradise Lost "

are drawn from his experience with his wayward and

wilful wife. Cowper's habitual melancholy and pensive gloom was

deepened into a full flood of pensive numbers by his disappointment
with his cousin. Tasso's miseries and sorrows put new songs into his

heart, and a more celestial fire into his inimitable numbers. Abellard

was swept into the wild current of poetic fancy by his passion for He-

-loise-losing all interest in more manly studies and pursuits, he aban-
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doned himself to writing amorous verses. Mirabeau, the French oratnr,
when on trial for his connection with a celebrated French lady, holding
up to the court a lock of hair in which poison was concealed, burst into

such a fit of eloquence as to carry his acquittal. Tallien, when no-

tified by a scroll, concealed in a cabbage-leaf and thrown from the win-

dow of the prison, that his intended bride and Josephine were to be

beheaded on the morrow, rushed with fury into the Assembly, ascended

the Tribune, and moved a decree against Robespiere as a tyrant, and in

an instant the butcher knew that his doom was come. Poe, that wild

and wayward genius, received an impulse from early disappointment,
that hurried him through life in a dark and devious path-the image
of Annihle Lee never ceased to haunt him. Pinel tells of a maniac

in the Bicetre, who was insane on the subject of the revolution, and de-

claimed in his cell, with ardor, force, and eloquence, on that subject;
and always with a force and elegance far above his mediocrity of tal-

ent. Like phenomena were witnessed all over France during the matu-

ring of the reign of terror. The most eloquent and powerful harangues
were heard from the damp cells of gloomy prisons, by male and female.

So much beauty, eloquence, talent, and misery, has rarely graced the

annals of an insane nation.'

These periods of intense intellectual power in nations are periodical;
they come like the return of a comet from trackless space. Such was

the age of Christ-such was the age of Constantine and Athanasius-

of Attila and Alaric-of' Stilecho of Tamerlane, Napoleon, and our

own Revolution. They were periods marked by great men-by great
actions-by bold thoughts; the mind breaks old schackles-strikes out

new paths-sees new truths-unfolds a page in the great drama of hu-

man life and human progress.
Newton marked one of those periols in the history of physical sci-

ence. Luther another, in the history of free thoughts and free con-

science. Another of those periods is approaching. Men will think,
and _think in spite of thrones, principalities, or powers. The Church

need not mutter through her teeth, and cry, hold V She has betrayed
her high and eternal trust. The autumn of her revolution has come.

Her winter will be dark; but the spring of a new life, of new forms,
and new truths, will unfold itself to the world. What if a few do be-

come insane ; the world had better be insane than live eternally in the

old age ot' a stupid, unthinking sanity. A little wholesome excitement

will do the world good. It purilics the elements, like the thunder storm,

cleansing the physical world of' dross and vapor.
* See Appendix, Note D.
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Let man discuss the destiny of his spirit. What subject more fitting
to occupy his thoughts.

" If a man die, shall he live again P" What

evidence have we on that momentous question ? What light is reflected

from the present state into the eternal fixture P What light streams into

our spirits, from that far-oil' realm to which the millions are hurrying P

B. W. RICHMOND,



REPLY T0 DR. RICHMOND.

Llfrll IH.

Dear Sir : In your second letter you virtually proposed to account

for the Spiritual Manifestations, by reference to certain experiments in
'

Biology,' but the peculiar modes and phenomenal aspects of the two

were seen to be so essentially diverse as at once to preclude the accept-
ance of any hypothesis based on the alleged unity of causation. Ac-

cordingly, the biological oracle is now permitted to descend from the

tripod, the dum spirit having been interrogated in vain for a solution of

the Spiritual Mysteries.
In the letter now before me various agents, conditions, and functions,

are coerced into the service, none of which, with a single exception,
appear to be at all at home in the strange relations they have been made

to amume. The first of these is "The great power of certain indi-

viduals to cqny and mimic other persons." We are informed that a

species of mute representation, called "pantomime, was carried to great
perfection among the amzzknts," and from this fact we are expected to

infer that all spiritual phenomena among the modems are exhibitions of

the same kind. It may be a somewhat fastidious regard for law and

logic, which restrains me, but I can not jump at conclusions after such

a fashion. The invisible agents are rapidly gaining a. mysterious and

irresistible power over thousands. The old man, the youth, and the

little child; venerable matrons and timid maidens ; grave doctors,
judges, and divines; the solemn and religious, as well as the gay and

thoughtless, are alike subject to unseen masters. Have they all at once

become ambitious to excel each other in this species of acting? Ii;
indeed, the present Spiritual Manifestations consist merely in panto-
mimic display, the fact must be susceptible of proof, and we wait for the

emkicna to establish our conviction. In the mean time, the idea that so

many intelligent, thoughtful, and devout persons, are merely engaged in

a sort offantoccini with tables and chairs, unconsciously,or for their own

amusement, can only be received when reason shall resign her empire.
Moreover, upon the supposition that the phenomena are regulated by
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some unconscious action of the minds of the media, how does it happen
that inanimate objects act so conspicuous a part in the phenomena F I

have personally witnessed many exhibitions in which the table was not

merely a
" star actor," but it appeared to sustain all the principal char-

acters, and the remainder of the company were only supernumeraries,
or passive spectators. Herein,it appears to me, we greatly excel the old

masters, and all the antique exhibitions of pantomime to which you

refer. With us, not men alone, but even tables and chairs seem to be

mysteriously gifted with a power to act per se, and are all included in

the dramati: persmuc.
A

There is one class of facts that may be comprehended under the head

of what you are pleased to term SPIRIT-IMITATIONS, many of which

must be admitted to sustain a somewhat intimate relation to the subject
of this discussion. I desire to dispose of this class, now that you have

summoned me to their consideration, and pursuant to this purpose, it

vrill be necessary for me to analyze the phenomena which you have

merely introduced, without regard to order or any attempt at classifica-

tion. That one person may imitate another, in his chirography, intona-

tion,in a variety of scenic exhibitions, and, in short, in numerous ways

was,I may venture to atiirm, never disputed by any one. We employed an

artist to engrave the Spirit-writings, which formed the principal theme of

my first letter,and he succeeded in producing avcry fair imitation,but what

has that circumstance to do with the production of the originals? Noth-

ing, whatever; and if I have been enabled to show that those manu-

scripts wcn really executed in the particular manner already described,
you accomplish nothing by proving that the work might have been done

in some other way.
It is plainly intimated in what you have written that, one of two hy-

potheses must be adopted in accounting for the ' imitationsz' Either

they are the voluntary work of the media, resorted to in order to pro-
mote deception, or they are imconsciously performed by the media-

while they are in an abnormal state. You have assumed the latter hypo-
thesis to be the true one, and have, therefore, resigned the privilege of

resorting to the theory of fraud or voluntary counlcrfeiliwzg, in any

emergency.
I will now speak of the essential conditions on which the more re-

markable " imitation: "
are ascertained to depend, that we may deter-

mine their precise relation to the question under discussion. It is known

to all persons, who have made critical experiments in Animal Magnet-
ism, that, the magnetic sleeper, especially in the intermediate stages
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between outward sensation and inward lucidness, is preéminently sub-

ject to the control of the magnetizer. In a greater or less degree the

entraneed ones experience all the emotions of the experimenter. Their

sensations, thoughts, desires and actions, are not uniiequently our-: with

his. To develop these results, two parties are of course required.
First, a person to be imitated, who must sustain an active or positive
mental-electric relation to the subject; Second, the imitalor, whose con-

dition is required to be one of complete passivity. These conditions

are necessary to render the latter receptive of impressions from the for-

mer. When the relations are properly adjusted-and this may occur

without inducing a stategof coma, and even without direct physical
contact-a union is established, through the vital aura or electric me-

dium which pcrvades the living body. The nervous system of the

subject is thus temporarily conjoined to that of the experimenter, when

the impulses, thoughts and purposes, of the active or positive mind, are

electrically conveyed to the sensorium of the subject, from which they
reiiet through the nerves of motion, and find expression in appropriate
organic functions. Permit me to illustrate this part of my subject by
an interesting example. The account from which the following is ex-

tracted, was originally published in the Manchester (Eng) Courier :

" Having thrown two girls into the sleep, Mr. Braid sat down to the piano, and

the moment he began playing both somnambulists approached and joined him in

singing a trio. Speaking of one of the girls, Mr. Braid said, although ignorant
of the grammar of her own language when awake, when in the sleep she could

accompany any one in singing songs in any language, giving both notes and

words correctly. Mr. B. requested any one in the room to put her to the test,
when Mr. Schwahe played and sang a German song, in which she accompanied
him correctly, giving both notes and words simultaneously with Mr. Schwabe.

Another gentleman then tried her with one in Swedish, in which she also suc-

cecded.
" Janvier Lnvn being present, now played and sang a slow air, with Swedish

words, in which the somnambulist accompanied her in the most perfect manner,

both in the words and music. Jenny now seemed resolved to test the powers cf

the somnambulist to the utmost, by a continual strain of the most ditlicult rou-

ladcs and cadenzaa, including some of her extraordinary aoatenuto notes, with
all their intlections from pizmisimo to forte crescenda, and again diminishing to

thread-like pianisimo, but in all these fantastic tricks and displays of genius by
the Swedish Nightingale, even to the shake, she was so closely and accurately
tracked by the somnambulist that several in the room occasionally could not

have told, merely by hearing, that there were two individuals singing-so in-

stantaneously did she catch the notes, and so perfectly did their voices blend and

accord. Jenny, having been told that the somnambulist might be tested in some-

other language, commenced aiging ' Casts Diva,' in which the fidelity of the im-.
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itatiou, both in words and music, fully justified all that Mr. Braid had alleged
regarding her powers."

I might furnish many illustrations of this singular faculty from the

records of my own experiments, and from s variety of other sources,
but this single example will sumce to indicate the general law, and the

specific conditions, on which the phenomena depend. Here allow me

to remind you that two things are indispensable to suc,cess in every ex-

periment.
1. The somnambule must be en rapport with the particular individ-

ual-directly or through the mind of a third person-whose thoughts,
words, and actions are to be imitated ; and in no case will the subject
personate, or especially regard, any one until this sympathetic union is

established.
'

2. The proposed results must in no case transcend the individual ea-

pacity of the experimenter, since his powers of necessity determine the

functions of the subject.

A superficial investigation will satisfy any one of the entire correct-

ness of these propositions. Visit any number of susceptible persons;

speak to them while they are abstracted from the sphere of their out-

ward relations, and are in sympathy with another, and they will not re-

gard you. This is always the case, and the fact indicates the existence

of an absolute law. When, therefore, the somnambule begins to ' imi-

tate,' or personate, an individual, it demonstrates the fact that the imi-

tator is in communication with the person so represented. Now who,
what, and where, are the parties personated? I answer, they are per-
sons of all ages and countries. Are they always present in the body 9

No. On the contrary, individuals who departed this life many years

ago, who were wholly unknown to the medium, and forgotten by all the

members of the circle-if indeed they were ever known by any one

present-are often announced by name, and the peculiarities of their

persons, manners, business, habits of thought, and modes of action, are

rendered with equal fidelity. Now, as the imitative subject can only
represent the persons with whom he is intimately associated-in the

manner already described-we are forced to conclude that the medium,
in such cases, is en rapport with the spirit of the person represented.
The argument may be thus briefly expressed :

1. The "Imitations" are produced by persons in a somnambulic

state, or while the medium is otherwise externally unconscious. This

you assume.
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2. Persons in this state can onu' imitate, or persomte, those with

whom they are en rapport.

3. When, therefore, the dead, who are unknown, or forgotten, are

thus represented, the fact proves the medium to be cn rapport with the

departed spirit.
This conclusion derives strong confirmation from a variety of incidental

circumstances and attendant phenomena. The name and age, circum-

stances of birth, place, condition, education, disease and dissolution, and

a great number of particulars not specified in this connection, are dis-

closed in words which all can understand, and, at the same time, the

power that claims to communicate thus, through the medium, also acts

on dead matter in a startling and truly wonderful manner. In_deed, a

large class of these manifestations have never been successfully counter-

feited, by minds in the body, and from their nature we are sure they
never can be. I most emphatically deny that mortals, unassisted by
spiritual agency, have ever been able to produce so much as a tolerable

semblance of the real facts. A single example, under this head, will

serve to illustrate the character of these representations, and, with the

foregoing observations, must sutiicc in proof of their spiritual origin, un-

til it shall become my province to lead in the discussion, when I shall

have occasion to introduce others equally remarkable.

Last winter while spending a few days at the house of Mr. Rufus

Elmer, Springfield, Mass., I became acquainted with Mr. H.,a medium.

One evening, Hi, Mr. and Mrs. Elmer, and myself, were engaged
in general conversation, when-in a moment, and most unexpectedly to

us all--H. was deeply entranced. A momentary silence ensued when

the medium said, HANNAH B- is here. I was surprised at the an-

nouncement, for I had not even thought of the person indicated for

many days, perhaps weeks or months, and we parted for all time when

I was but a little child. I remained silent, but mentally inquired how

I might be assured of the actual presence. Immediately the medium

began to exhibit signs of the deepest anguish. Rising from his seat he

walked to and fro in the apartment, wringing his hands, and exhibiting
a wild and frantic manner and expression. He groaned in spirit, and

audibly, and often smote his forehead and uttered incoherent words of

prayer. He addressed me in terms of tenderness, and sighed and ut-

tered bitter lamentations. Ever and anon he gave utterance to expres-
sions like the following :

" Oh, how dark! What dismal clouds! What a frightful chasm!
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Deep-down--far down-I see the fiery llood! Hold ! Stay !-Save

them from the pit! I 'm in a terrible labyrinth ! I see no way out!

There's no light! How wild !-gloomy ! The clouds roll in upon me !

The darkness deepens! My head is whirling ! Where am I l -"

During this exciting scene, which lasted perhaps half an hour, I re-

mained a silent spectator, the medium was unconscious, and the whole

was inexplicable to Mr. and Mrs. Elmer. The circumstances occurred

some twelve years before the birth of the medium. No person in all that

region knew aught of the history of Hannah B--, or that such a per-

son ever existed. But to me the scene was one of peculiar and painful
significance. The person referred to was highly gifted by nature, and

endowed with the tenderest sensibilities. She became insane from be-

lieving in the doctrine of endless punishment, and when I last saw her

the terrible reality, so graphically depicted in the scene I have attempt-
ed to describe, was present, in all its mournful details, before me !

Thirty years have scarcely dimmed the recollection of the scene which

was thus reenacted to assure me of the actual presence of the spirit.
That spirit has since informed me that her present life is calm, peaceful
and beautiful, and that the burning gulf, with all its horrible imagery,
existed, only in the traditions of men, and in the fitful wanderings of her

distracted brain.

I may here very properly conclude. Concerning the cases of insan-

ity and the effects of drunkenness I will speak, if necessary, when I am

able to perceive the point they are designed to elucidate. The exam-

ples, selected from history, in general, illustrate the fact that the men-

tal forces sometimes converge and find an outward expression in the un-

usual power and intense activity of a single faculty, and that a variety
of circumstances in life conduec to this unequal development and exer-

cise. The facts are quite interesting in themselves, but wholly irrele-

vant, and their introduction, in this connection, is not the happiest indi-

cation of that maturity of thought which the profound importance of the

subject demands.

Your concluding observations assure me that your tendencies are lib-

eral and progressive, and they inspire the hope that you will yet see, in

the revelations of the Present, new and tangible evidences of the soul's

immortal life, and of the interest which the departed yet feel in tho

welfare of mortals. Yours fiaternally,
'

S. B. BRITTAN.
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DR B. W. RICHMOND T0 S. B. BRITTAN.
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D1-:an Sm: I have received the second letter sent you for the
Tsnsonaru. You express an unwillingness to follow me 'in erratic

arcursimu, and leave the reader to infer the necessity which prompts
the abandonment of the question.'

I first offered you a discussion. You declined, and oB`ered me
" two

columns a week" in the Tsascmipu, to present such facts as might
throw light on these mysterious occurrences. I accepted the oB`er and

sent you a letter touching the "
Spirit-declaration," as published in

number nine of the Tetsemxmr. I had seen but one copy, and that

but an hour. It struck me as the work of a medium or somnambule.

My second letter followed, in a few days, after which, you proposed a

discussion. While that was being settled, I wrote a third. Your

readers will see at once that neither of the numbers sent could have

particular reference to the particular form of the question, subsequently
presented, being written before it was agreed on. But those facts most

clearly bear upon a peculiar manifestation of mind, into which you

might inquire, instead of lecturing me on my course. Of necessity
great latitude must be allowed both parties, and I would beg the

forbearance ofyour readers, in getting this dihicult subject before them.

All the friends of the new theory, aided by numberless spirits, are my

opponents. I ask you to be gentle, and not press me too hard, for I

am turned back on the study of Mind and Matter, while you can, ifyou
choose, consult daily the countless hosts of sympathizing spirits, whose

intellects have been expanding in the celestial spheres for years and

ages-and now offer their evidence that they are knocking at our doors.

But to return: My tirst impression was that a medium wrote the

names on the parchment, and as I was a little mistaken about the

cause of the spirits ordering Edward to bum the first autographs, I will

call attention to a disagreement in the two accounts. In the ninth

number of the SPIRITUAL TELEGRAPH, you say, after the spirits had
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ordered Edward to put a paper on the table, " in accordance with the

above directions, Edward placed a paper on the table, in his sleeping-
room, which was duly written on in the course of the night, by forty-
three spirits." In TELEGRAPH number twenty-two, E. P. Fowler

says,
" The original paper containing the autographs I found upon my

table, about three o'clock, one afternoon, on mi return from business

-the paper used being a sheet of drawing paper, which was in-

cidentally left on my table, and which I am sure was blank when I left

my room in the forenoon." In the ninth number of the SP. Tm.. you

say, "The subject of Kossuth's mission having been incidentally
mentioned," the spirits ordered E. to put a paper on his table, after

they had subscribed-then " all might sign it." In the twenty-
second number of the SP. T1-:1.., R. T. Hallock and others say that, on

the eleventh of December, while specimens in Hebrew and Sanscrit

were under examination, the spirits told Edward to put
" that paper on

his table and they would subscribe; then you  may  it too."

This committee say it was written on in the day time, while the

account in the ninth number of the Sr. Tm.. says it was
" duly written

on in the course of the night." -

The account in number nine of the SP. TEL. says the paper was

left on the table by direction-the committee, R. T. Hallock and

others, agree-while Edward declares, in the twenty~second number of

the SP. TEL., that it was incalientally left. Men in a normal state

certainly ought to agree in so palpable a matter. The point at issue is,
whether fifty-six different hands, or wills, wrote those autographs, or

one hand.

SPIRITUAL Tsuzcuarn number nine: " When Dr. Hull asked

whether each spirit executed his or her name on the parchment," they
answered, emphatically,

" Yes !"

SPIRITUAL Ti-:LEGRAPH number twenty-two, it is said, when asked it

each spirit executed his own signature, or one operated for the whole P

the answer was, "Each for himself, by the aid of the battery." What
battery ? Do the spirits have to connect their will, or hand, to the pen

by a battery? Will you explain? I hold that those signatures are

clearly the work of a single hand. I have shown the autographs to

many good writers-it strikes all as the work of a trembling and

cautious hand. The ink spreads in some names-but mark:

1. The dilference in the name of J. Q. Adams and Step. Hopkins.
2. The wave in the hair-line in Hancock's J, and also in the quirk

under Franklin's, Fulton's and Hull's name.
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3. The name of Fitch, Green, Maylor, Jackson, and J. Q. Adams

-all show a cautious, waving motion, or the autographs belie them-

selves.

4. At the left of Daniel's Hebrew a set of marks occur-and also at

the left of his name;-which can be nothing else than trembling hair

marks.

I have seen mediums write in this subsultus method-but that spirits
have such a tremor is doubtful, as the names of John Adams,
S. Hopkins and Daniel's show. Daniel's name written at the bottom,
from the right, ends with a tremulous movement of the pen, which

most incontestibly shows that Daniel was excited, or he had palsy, or

possibly thought of the lion's den.

1. With the exception of Penn, JeEerson, Coles, Hancock, and

Jones, the entire names on the autographic scroll show the writer to

be accustomed to arolling or circular mmxment of the hand.

2. The names were executed in groups, and the Brat that arrested

my attention were, Roger Sherman, John Adams, Step. Hopkins, Rob.

Morris, Lewis Morris, J. Otis, P. Henry. The second, B. Franklin

Benj. West, Sam. Adams, D. P. Madison, James Madison, James

Monroe, John Penn, and Richard Henry Lee. The third, Phil. Liv-

ingston, John Paulding, J. Fenimore Cooper, and James K. Polk.

The fourth, Francis Lightfoot Lee, Jas. Hull, ° ° ' ° (can't read it,)
and S. Skinner. The fifth, G. Whitefield, M. Kosciusko, and Charles

Carroll. The sixth, Geo. Washington, J. Marshall, Martha Washing-
ton, Rob. Fulton W. H. Harrison, Jno. Trumbull, and Andrew Jack-

son. The seventh, T. Knox, Nath. Green, Alex. Hamilton, John

Fitch, and John Maylor. The eighth, Rowland Ellis, H. Bell, Joseph
C. Neal, and Edgar A. Poe. The ninth, Y. Q. Sanford, Jas. N.

Fowler, R. Partridge, and J. Harris. The tenth, B. Gray, C. Gray,
Abby Fowler, and J. Q. Adams. They resemble the Madison and

Kosciusko group. Jetferson and John Dickinson have a resemblance.

Wm. Penn, G. Coles and Paul Jones are similars. Hancock is dis-

tinctive and alone. Among the " immortal " signers, who attended the

immortal meetingin Edward's room and allixed their names on the

parchment, only fourteen appear, to notify America and the world that

they were back and seeking to make known that they still existed.

Where were the rest P Echo answers, where ?-for it would seem that

all should, if possible, be on hand, and "

hang together," as Franklin

said on a certain occasion : a baker's dozen, and one over-and those

happen to be the men whose names are most easily connterfeited.
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Let us notice the ezadness with which they have written their old

names-attempting, as they did, to imitate, they would be likely to get
them as near as possible:

Hancock used to raise his hand before making his H, and carry his

loop over; in this case he puts them together ; and his Hourish used to

end at the left, but in this case it ends to the right of the center. B.

Franklin, on the old Declaration, wrote his name Benj", with a curious

F ~; in this case, he imitates his name signed to a letter to Mr. Strahan,
but boggled in his small r, and partly imitated the one in Poe's name.-

(Su Sparks' Lys of Fra-nlclin, page 392.) Phil. Livingston, in the

old Declaration, wrote a sluzrp hand; in this paper his hand is round,
and he was in such a hurry he forgot to dot his i's, as usual. Roger
Sherman used to connect his o and g; in this they separate. Step.
Hopkins-having got cured of his palsy--improves on his hand ; he

canies the stem of his first p up higher than usual, and slips in Frank-

lin's k, with a loop-he used a plain stem formerly--a compliment to the

Doctor, probably. John Adams used to begin his A at the top; but,
as it is convenient, he begins it at the bottom-in imitation of every
other A of the kind on the scroll.-Large love of approbation. Rob.

Morris forgot how to begin his R, and squats his name more than usual;
he used to write better, but now, don't write as well as father Hopkins.
Lewis Morris has a roll on the right of his M, and forgot also to make

his quirk right--writes badly. The chivalrous Carroll bungled his racy
old hand, and left off the proud ajiz: "of Carrollton." Sam. Adams

missmade his m, and left off the semicolon ; begun his A, too, at the

bottom-he once begun it at the top. John Penn looped his h-in-

stead of his old stem--and moved his hand less free in making his P.

Jetferson did well-has lost his art and his old way of looping his last

f-has progressed the loop to the right. Richard Henry Lee has looped
both his h and his y, and writes badly on parchment. Francis Light»
foot Lee made sad work: looped his h, and dotted his first i-formerly
he dotted the last one.

This may be the work of an
"

overshot-wheel," " superfluous breath,"
or

" diving at stars and sticking in the mud ;" but, lest I be again
charged with "

abmpt conclusions," I call attention to the capitals:
Take J, in the four Jn.mes', in John Adams and J. Q.-all begin at

the top, and look related. Four others are varied, but have the same

movement. See the L's, in Lewis and the two Lees. The A, in

Abby, in the three Adams' and in Alex.-all begin at the bottom, and

arc cast in thc same mold. The S, in Sam., Sherman, and Skinner.
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The H, in P. Henry, H. Bell, Hamilton, Harrison and Hopkins-the
two in Henry Lee and Hull, are also identities. See the W, in West

and the Washingtons: Geo. used to loop his W, and dot between G.

and W. Notiee, also, the T, in Jefferson and Kosciusky. Look at E,
in Ellis and Edgar. .The crossing of the t, in but, not, without, Fitch,
Lightfoot, and Hamilton; and, also, the horizontal marks under the

muiment-all executed by the same motion. The dotting of i is char~

acteristic ofa single hand. The o, in Koseiusko, G. Washington, Roger,
Joseph C. Neal, Carroll, &c. Thetinish of the H, in Harrison, is not

characteristic, and the W is nearer like that in Wm. Paca, than Harri-

son's hand. The m, in Freedom and Sherman; the r, in Freedom,
Edgar, and Franklin, are alike. See the d's in the two Madisons,
Paulding, Richard, Sam. and J. Q. Adams. Note the finish of the R,
in Rob. and Richard. The G, in Coles, is but little varied from the G

in Geo. Ross-old Declaration. The R, in Rowland, is moddled from

R in Rutledge, and the E, in Ellis, is suggested by the E in Edward.

The B, in Braxton, suggested the B in Bradford. The small t, in

West, Martha, and Nath., all indicate om movement.

To you, this may all appear critical-over-much-and while I see

evidence immeasurable in the grand system with which God has

garnished the heavens-that man is not made to waste his life in a few

short years, and go out forever-and also, that the laws of the Moral

and Physical Universe ptterly forbid the return of his liberated spirit-»
you, and many men of sound minds, End the evidence of his future life,
and return to earth in a few names scrolled upon parchment, under

very peculiar circumstances.

Now, why "burn up" that first autograph? Was it because it

might show that the " spirits, aided by the battery," could not execute

their names twice alike? Why not keep it to show that fact, and to

transmit, as a heavenly memento, to future races?

Why send Edward from the room, when about to write Hebrew?

It appears his sphere was not incompatible; they had visited him at

other times. The ink, too, that was undnksd. Just write in characters

as large as those and let them dry, and re-wet them with ink, and you
will gain the two minutes' time he makes in the two cases. Once they
wrote when he was gone in the day time, and once they wrote while

asleep. Yes, they of old "stole the body of Jesus while we slept."
Edward, I observe, is accustomed to drawing, by the reference to

paper used for that purpose-and of course used to forms, sizes,
similars and resemblances in lines and curves and circles. He gets
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communications in a variety of strange tongues-and we find in his

possession books in " Greek, Latin, French, German and Syriac"-
afber a certain time. Now, Mr. Fowler is, doubtless, what you all

suggest-but the " opinions" and " beliefs" of a thousand persons, that

this or that person don't think another capable of such deception, and

that they did not see him or her do such and such acts, amounts to less

than nothing. There is a 'loo:¢'ness' in the whole affair, into which tricks,
that would make angels weep, may be woven. In that autographic
scroll lives the evidence, to my mind-internal-unevadable-unalteh

able-unmistakable, that a single ha/nd wrote every name; design, clear

as light, is stamped on it :'

1. The trembling movements.

2. The TMI/lid circular movement ofthe writer.

3. The groups, as indicated above.

4. The resemblance of each name in the group, and all the groups,
in a general motion, and a slow and cautious action of the hand.

5. The identity in capitals and small letters; crossing of t, and dots

of i, showing a close identity in those minor motions.

6. The great departure from the original.
7. Edward was there " asleep." Why 'not make sure your test, and

lark the room, leaving him out-they had wrote before when he was gone-
and "

guard the door by a band of soldiers," to see that no one stole the

parchment ?

The facts, on which such momentous questions hang, must be more

firmly knit-more iron-linked.

I have taken measures to bring this autograph to the test of the best

penman in the land. Will you do the same, and republish the cut of

the autographs, that new subscribers may have it to study, as I have

suggested P Yours truly,
B. W. RICHMOND.

Jsrrsnsou, Ohio, Oct 13, 1852.

¢ see Appendix. New 11



REPLY TO DR. RICHMOND.

Ll'l'|'ll IV.

My Dean Sm: It is true that the original proposal for a discussion

came from you, and when, in my answer, I offered the columns of the

Tensoaam, as the vehicle through which the public mind might be

addressed, it was most distinctly understood that I should reply.
In attempting to excuse what seems irrelevant, in your three letters

on Smmr-11m'rn|oNs, I can not think you are extremely fortunate.

You assume that the question was not understood at the time those let-

ters were written. In this, your memory is as much at fault as your
facts and logical consistency. It was understood from the beginning
that we were to discuss the origin of the so-calkd Spiritual M'anQ`e.¢la-
tions. The specific form, or verbal imbodiment, of the proposition,
could scarcely render any class of facts relevant or irrelevant, and when

the real import of the question was mutually comprehended from the

first, what more was required? Moreover, that the tirst form of the

question was to be such as to give you the aj"/uztire, must have been

clear enough to your mind ; otherwise you surely would not have led of

with so much freedom. To suppose that Dr. Richmond would rush to

the conflict, like a blind war-horse to the battle, without knowing what

he is contending for, or whether indeed there is anything to be achieved,
is to withholdthe credit due to his reputed sagacity. Is it not suili-

cieutly evident, in view of these considerations, that my correspondent, at

least, did u/nderstand the question-its verbal aofnstruclion as well as its

general import? If other evidence be wanting, to settle this point, it is

contained in a brief note-the first received from your hand after the

letters on
"

Spirit-imitations" were written. I had previously observed,
in a private communication, that you had omitted a formal acceptance of

the proposition, to which you responded thus: "I supposed I had aazpt-
ed J your proposition, with barely explanation enough to guard against
misapprehension."

If I fully comprehend your meaning in the remark that,
"

great lat-

itude must be allowed both parties," it seems proper to say that, it does

not express any necessity of which I am personally conscious. The
4
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real ground of the controversy is sutliciently extensive-is far more

than I can even hope to occupy-and when I get so far ' out of my
latitude '

as to lose sight of the question altogether, a timely
' observa-

hbn ', on your part, will set me right. I trust I shall not be so unfor-

tunate as to infringe, in any manner, the rules of friendly discussion.

Allow me to assure you, dear sir, that I shall esteem it a privilege to be

as "gentle "
as possible, taking care, of course, not to confound gentle-

ness with general debilily. The " countless hosts " of which you speak
may possibly be spared from actual service, for the present, and until

the opposition to Spiritualism shall develop a real emergency. Highly
as I esteem their presence and sympathy, it is not because they give me

an undue advantage over my neighbor, nor are they capable of doing
aught that you are unwilling to attribute to the agents at your command.
" Vital Electricity,"

"

Biology," "Abnormal Conditions," " Panto-

mime," " Vacuum," etc., constitute a host scarcely less numerous and

certainly far more mysterious.
The discrepancy, of which you speak, is only apparent. It is confined

to one or two unimportant particulars and does not exist, even in ap-

pearance,`in the complete testimony of the witnesses, as furnished by
themselves and published in my first letter. It is frankly conceded that

the account, as rendered in number nine of' the Srmrruai. Tsu-:cmu>n,
contains a slight error, and I am happy to have this opportunity to ex-

plain the manner of its occurrence. When we published the autographs,
I had recourse to the book containing the minutes of the proceedings of

the New-York Circle, and hastily copied such portions of the record as

seemed to be necessary to a general understanding of the subject.. The

mistake occurred in the process of transcription, and your humble ser-

vant is, therefore, alone responsible, while the testimony of the witness-

es remains unimpeached.
Your letters clearly enough indicate the unsettled state of your own

mind, with respect to the origin of the phenomena in question. In

your first communication you came to the following conclusion :
" Tm:

wuouz is the result of the imilative mechanic power of the medium,
brought out by the abnormal magnetic state, which exists while he is 'writ-

ing." It is true you did not attempt to prove that Mr. Fowler possessed
any such power of imitation, or that he was in an abnormal state, either

when the autographs were executed, or at any other time in the whole

history of his life. Of the Spirit-writings, yon
" had seen but one

-copy
" of a single specimen,

" and that but an hour." And yet, with

'this superficial investigation, you, in three lines, pcremptorily decide
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the whole controversy, so far as it relates to this class of phenomena-
decide, too, in opposition to the evidence, and without the slightest re-

gard to the judgment of learned men who had carefully examined the

originals. And after this summary manner you rmdertake to dispose of

the facts and the witnesses together, with as much ease and complacency
as a police magistrate commits petty ofenders who disturb the peace.

In your second letter, the inference seemed to be in favor of some

biological luzllucination; but how the stat/e was induced, by whom, and

for what purpose, did not appear. Nor did you attempt to show by
what mysterious process dead matter was

"

biologized " with as much

facility as the living human being. You were reminded that all the

agents, referred to in your letters, were utterly powerless to move disor-

ganized and lifeless matter ; while it is clearly demonstrated,by numer-

ous actual occurrences, that the power behind the Manifestations through
living media, does produce analogous efeots on a variety of inanimate

objects. But the biological theory did not aiford a satisfactory solution

of the mystery-did not appear to satisfy your own mind-and it was,

therefore, materially modilied in your third letter.

Our credulity was next challenged by the improbable hypothesis that,
the whole coimtry was being converted into a theater for certain scenic

exhibitions, and that thousands of sensible men, before engaged in a va-

riety of sober pursuits, had all at once turned actors! Or that a singular
species of insanity had mysteriously endowed a great number of persons
with extraordinary mental powers, such as sane people do not possess.
But here the old dimculty reiippeared. It was not so easy to determine

how insentient things made such proficiency in the arts and

especially in Pantomime. That the theory in question would even ap-

ply to the sentient subject was no where made manifest, and certainly no

alienation of reason would tolerate its application to inorganic and life-

less forms. But many strange things had transpired. Electricity had

learned to converse ; the table had become skilled in music and danc-

ing, and would beat time with its foot as accurately as the singing-mas-
ter. Mental excitement had become an

' inventive mechanio,' and

insanity was proficient in the elegant and useful arts! But now all

this came to pass, agreeably to your hypothesis, remained to be ex-

plained-and still remains.

From the tenor of your fourth letter, I judge that your theory has

been again metamorphosed, and that the last change is sadly retrogres-
sive. I had indulged the hope that my friend would not find it neces-

sary to abandon his very charitable theory fn- the last resort ot' skepti-
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cism. But so it is, and that you are fairly over--committed to the side

of 'voluntary fra-ud-appears from the following passage in the letter

now before me :
" The opinions and beliefs of a thousand persons, that

this or that person don't think another capable ot such deception, and

that they did not see him or her do such acts, amounts to less than

nothing. There is a looseness in the whole afair, into which tricks, that

would make angels weep, may be woven." Such is ever the last resort

of unbelief-an open denial of the facts, however well authenticated,
and the condemnation of the witnesses. Hitherto you have had the

candor not to call the integrity of the medium in question ; but now, the

whole, in your mind, assumes the aspect of deliberate imposture. If the

claims of popular skepticism must be sustained at all hazards, let the

Work be done at the expense of those who worship its material gods. I

will retire from no ordeal instituted by Reason and Philosophy. I care

not how severe the analysis, or how searching the criticism ; but you are

bound to respect private character and human testimony. In your in-

diference to these, you illustrate the following lines of the Poet:

" Critics to plays for the same end resort,

That Doctors wait on trials in a court :

For innocence condemn`d they've no respect,
Provided they'vs a body to dissect."

All your observations on the microscopic imperfections of the auto-

graphs, strike me as pointless and puerile. Suppose they were far lem

perfect than they really are ; would that affect the validity of the direct

testimony concerning their origin, and the peculiar mode of their execu-

tion? Not in the slightest degree; and I can well afford to let your
criticisms go to the public with this passing illustration: I have before

me a communication from a gentleman who is reputed to be a scholar.

On examination I find that a number of words have been incidentally
omitted; others have been abbreviated, sometimes without the use of thc

apostrophe. No invariable rules are observed in the punctuation. The

same letter is variously made, and seldom twice precisely alike, there is

no method in these mistakes and omissions; these, and numerous tritling
errors, appear to be chieiiy the result of accident and a hasty manner of

execution. Now while 'I have direct and positive proof, that this com-

munication is really from my friend, the force of the evidence is in no

degree diminished by Ending fault with his chirography, or any trining
peculiarities in his style. I have received one letter from my corres-

pondent, which does not bear his name at all. All other letters from

'Dr. Richmond, which have come under my observation, have his auto-
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graph at the bottom. Should I contend that this letter is a forgery,be-
cause the autograph is wanting, any one acquainted with the facts, and

familiar with the existing evidences of its authenticity, would regard me

as a mere caviler. And yet to matters far less than this, your letter is

chiefly devoted.

Your "
measures, to bring the autographs to the test of the best pen-

man in the land," may amuse others and furnish yourself with agreable
pastime, but they do nothing to establish your hypothesis. You may

prove that the autographs can be cor/,nzerfeited ; but that, no intelligent
man ever doubted. Indeed I stated distinctly, in my last letter, that our

engraver furnished avery fair imitation of the Spirit-writings; but I in-

sist that, this proves nothing concerning the manner in which the ong-
inals were produced. In all such eforts, therefore, you labor as one

who beats the air.

I am extremely anxious to consider the more important facts of the

Manifestations, without further delay. Will you have the kindness, my
dear sir, to introduce them, and to exhibit their alleged relations to

physical causes ? It is not sudicient to assume that the facts are depend-
ent on any particular cause, material or spiritual ; every position must

be proved. If it be possible to vindicate any earthly hypothesis, let it

be done, at once ; but any attempt of this kind must comprehend all the

various phases of the manifestations, or it will sigually fail. Disclose to

us, then, the power that moves
' dead matter) A subtile induence per-

vades the fibers of the wood, and they vibrate like the nerves of the liv-

ing animal body. This fact alone, in the absence of your explanation,
appears to be snicient to explode every material hypothesis, and to

force the rational mind back to a faith in some diviner energy. This is

a material point, and you are required to show that some one, at least,
of the agents to which you ascribe the Manifestations, has power thus to

arrest the great laws of matter ; to produce a strange semblance of vital

action, and of all mental fimctions-among elements that have no volun-

tary motion-no thought-no life. Will you tell us how the woody
fibers are made to quiver like convulsed muscles? How do creatiues

that have no life in themselves, no innate power of motion, yet move as

if instinct with life, and feeling, and thought ? Whence the mystic
voices that come to us from the inert and silent elements-the voices

that speak of the forgotten Past and of the unopened Future ? Mysteri-
ous power! that thus realizes, in the most literal manner, the poetic im-

agcry of the Psalmist ! Objects, motionless as the hills, now pass before
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IIB; cold and voiceless things speak to man, and ' the very trees of the

Wood leap and rejoice)
Hoping that you may be able to disclose the grand secret of these ou-

rious revelations, I remain, Very cordially Yours,
S. B. BRITTAN.



PHYSICAL FORCE.-ELUIDS.

DR B. W. RICHMOND T0 S. B. BRITTAN

u:'r'r|:a v.

D1-:An Sm: I must ot' necessity drop for a time the subject of Spirit-
writing, and bring forward the points most deeply mystical in this new

set of Spiritual wonders. What I have previously written will take its

place, in due time, in the discussion.

In discussing the "

physical demonstrations," it is necessary to attend

to force and _/Zuids, as force-agents. What is force? Simply matter,
put in motion.' A mass of matter, at rest, has no force, but is inert.

The earth, save the force of attraction, at rest, would have no power to

move other bodies; but, in its wild career around the sun, should it

come in contact with another globe, its force would be immense.

Two balls, of sixty pounds each, at rest on a marble slab, would have

no power to move each other, or other bodies around them ; put these

balls in motion, and you have a force-equal to their size and velocity.
Water, in a state of rest, has no force to move other masses of water

-attraction would serve to keep its particles in contact-but at rest, it

moves nothing. Put it in motion, and it becomes a fearful element-

shattering the strongest combinations of matter known to man's inventive

genius. So of a small mass of water, in the bed ofthe lake, untouched

by heat or air, it is harmless-hut open it a path and it rushes with

power down the mountain-slope, sweeping away all objects that oppose
its course.

Steam-a still lighter fluid-at rest, is harmless, and impotent as a

force-agent; but put in motion by heat, its power is increased in pro-

portion to its rarity compared with the surrounding atmosphere. A

harmless vapor, pent up and forced into a state of expansion and ex-

treme rarity, it requires the strongest combination of cylinders of iron to

hold it in abeyance, and then, at times, it tares open its iron covering,
and scatters death and confusion around it. Moved by a regulated ac-

tion, it seizes the ponderons boat, with its cargo of matter and animals,
and glides gaily over the bosom of the placid lake-or rides boldly into~

the face of the tempest and wild war of waves. In another form, we
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see it trails the huge locomotive, with a gorgeous retinue ofcars, freight-
ed with life and hope, at a frightful speed over the iron track, across

streams, through tunnels, and sets the whole down in an hour at twenty
or ifty miles from its point of starting.

Electricity-a still lighter Enid-has still more fearful power: it can

not be chained; bolts, bars, the tall oak, and the solid rock, are torn by
its movements into whistling shreds.

Strange though it may seem, we find tluids increase in strength, as

force-agents in proportion as they become more rare-or depart from

the solid toward the fimponderable. Let us study this element for a short

time : All space is evidently iilled with this fluid, and in it all other

tluids and solids seem to float. Each earth, with its atmosphere-our
solar system, the countless orbs rolling around ns in space-are sus-

pended in, and revolving in, this imponderable fluid.

Water, when piled up in waves, plays strange freaks with the tiny
vessel, floating on her bosom. Steam, when swelled beyond a certain

point, tears the vessel in pieces with perfect ease. Electricity, when

accumulated into waves-like water-seeks its level, or equilibrium,
with such force that all solid physical elements give way, before it-the

mountain side is rent asunder, and the whole globe tremblcs under its

sturdy strokes. A few examp'es will illustrate the relative force of air

and electricity :

The movement of air at one mile per hour, is hardly perceptible ; at

titty miles per hour, it brings a terrible storm; at one hundred miles

per hour, it becomes a tornado-revolving, as it does, in a circle-it

desolates man's dwelling-prostrates forests, and wrings the sturdy oak

from her stump, and leaves a wide track through the forest, swept clean,
audits tall oaks torn up by the roots. Electricity, when accumulated

among the clouds and vapor, is still more forcible in its demonstrations.

In 1772, in the Island of Java, in the District of Cheribon, reports like

those of cannon were heard, while the top ofa mountain was covered with

dense fog, from which blazed the red flames of lightning. The cloud

came down over the mountain, the inhabitants fied before it, while it

was tossing and rolling, emitting globes of fire so frequently that night
gave way and the surrounding country was lighted up with the glare of

the noonday sun. To the inhabitants below, the scene was horrible;
but to those who were in the midst of it, it was indescribable. The

houses and plantations, for twenty miles round, were demolished, torn

up, or buried; the whole stock of cattle, horses, and sheep, were killed,
and over two thousand persons lost their lives.
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Dr. Hibbert states that, on one of the Shetland Isles, (Fetlar,) about

1750, a rock of mica slate, one hundred and tive feet long, ten broad,
in places, and four feet thick, in an instant, by a flash of lightning, was

torn from its bed and broke into three large and several smaller frag-
ments. The first fragment was twenty-six feet long, twenty broad, and

four thick-this was turned over. The second piece was twenty-eight
feet long, seventeen bread, and live feet thick-this was hurled one

hundred and 'nifty feet from its bed. The third fragment, about forty
feet long, was thrown still farther into the sea. r

The first example was caused by the movement ofwaves of electricity
among watery clouds ; the second, by a stream ot' electricity, pouring from

the earth into the air, and as this mass of rock was in its way, it disposed of

it as above related. Will the reader here mark this fact: The above

phenomena, were caused by the moremcnt of an imponderable _/laid, so

light it can not be wcig/1ed.'
Previous to 1797, Cumana, South America, was visited by an earth-

quake ; its Hrst motions were
" horizontal oscillations. Another oc-

curred in that year, and the earth seemed to 'rise up, and noises like the

deep explosion of a mine was heard ; then undulatimu' of the earth, a

smell of' sulphur, near a hill, and subterranean noises_; flames burst from

the banks of the Manzanares, and in the gulf of Cariaco These osdlla-

tions, undalations, noises, and _/lames, all indicate the action of a fluid.
From 1811 to 1813, a surface-limited by the Azores,the Valley of the

Ohio, New-Grenada and Venezuela, and the lvest Indies-was agitated
by a common cause, acting deep in the bowels of the earth. During the

7th and Sth of' February, 1812, the basin of the Mississippi was in a

state of continual oscillation!

In March, of the same year, after a terrible drouth, Caraecas was

disturbed by a shock so hard, "that it made the church bells ring."
Another shock followed: the "

ground was in a continual state of un-

dulalivn, and heaved like a tluid under ebullilion." Soon a subterra-

nean noise, louder than tropical thunder, was heard, and was followed

by a perpendicular motion, and that by an wndulatory motion. The

shocks passed from North to South, and from East to West. The un-

dulalions, crossirzg each other, hurled Caraccas to the earth, burying
thousands of its inhabitants in its ruins.

In 1759, in the Plain of Malpais, covered with rich plantations, hol-

low sounds were heard for two months, and one night, four square miles,
the site of a plantation, rose suddenly up, and formed the volcano of

Jorullo. Flames poured from an area of soil measuring six square miles.
* See Appendix, Note R T See Appendix, Note G.
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Streams of air also have issued from the earth, and formed volcanoes.

Volcanic eruptions are attended with all the phi/:ical symptoms of earth-

quakes: rolling, [Wing and whirling of a iluid is apparent, and erup-
tions occur almost always simultaneous with earthquakcs, with deep~
toned .sounds in the bosom of the earth. Volcanos of smoke, with vivid

streams of lightning, pour up into the heavens from the crater; masses

of rock, gleaming red with heat, are hurled high into thc air; then

comes lava and showers of ashes.

Sicily has been literally uprooted. In a single town in Africa, ten

thousand inhabitants perished in a single shock. In Lisbon, Portugal,
sixty thousand inhabitants perished ; in an hour, vast coasts were sunk

in the sea, mountains rent open, and their proud summits precipitated
to their base. The Sumbawa, in the Molucco Isles, in 1815, in one

eruption, buried nearly all the people and covered the Isle with ashes.

In 1783, the Jokul, in Iceland, covered a vast area with lava, dammed

up rivers and drowned the inhabitants. Humboldt, near the Brigan-
tine Mountains, saw an inky cloud rise high toward the zenith, deep
thunder was heard, flashes of lightning, and an earthquake shook the

earth. '

All animal nalurefeels the change in the air before a shock, and mshes

to some retreat. These mighty convulsions-that burics cities, sinks

islands or creates them, splits mountains, and buries nations, are caused

by motion in an imponderablc fluid.
Having seen the " physical demonstrations " of a fluid on our earth,

let us inquire into the sources of motion in matter, or thc sources of

power. We see, in the preceeding examples, three motions: a lifting,
caused by the swelling ofa fluid from a center ; undulalimu, caused by
wave movements, and gyrations, caused by circular motions in the iluid.

What are the sources of motion in fluid? I answer, heat and mind.

Internal fire evidently evolves and puts in motion an elastic fluid, that

gives us all the phenomena of earthquakes and volcanic eruptions. Heat,
fi-om the sun, puts in motion the atmosphere, causing tempests, hurri-

canes and tornadoes. These motions are most commonly gyrations-
the air moves ina. eirdc-revolves around a center Heat puts in mo-

tion steam evolved from water; air moving on water creates waves;
heat moving among water evolves steam ; this duid moving amid a denser

maiium-air-seeks an equilibrium with surroimding nature, and with

such energy as to bring out a tremendous force. All duids act and move

by waves, and are capable of being accumulated more at one point than

another-hence the negative and positive electric clouds. So heat, mov~
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ing among water, creates steam, and propels the engine and steamboat.

Heat acting on air, in open space, creates the tornado-moving forests

before its breath; heat acting on matter, evolves electricity ; this iiuid

seeks an equilibrium, and brings with it the earthquake's ruin. Water

moves at a slow pace ; poured on a wheel it turns a mill. Air in storms

moves one hundred miles an hour ; the electric iluid moves two hundred

thousand times faster than air. Sound is brought to the ear through
air; light is brought to the eye through another medium, and moves

nearly two hundred thousand times faster. The 1ightning's Hash and

cannon's light reaches the eye long before the sound of either is heard:

sound comes through the airflight through the ether; or, to dehne

closer, sound is a sematizm produced in the mind by vibrations in air ;

light is a sensation produced in the mind by vibrations in the electrio

atmosphere. The more elastic the tluid, the more rapid and powerful
its waves or movements. What is heat ? A sensation produced in the

mind by rapid intense movements, among particles of matter, caused

by chemical action. What is chemical action ? An uncontrollable fancy,
or atlinity, which one particle of matter has for another-causing it to

drop one and seize another with such force as to create what we call href

Here we reach an ultimate, beyond which we can not go only by a

broad leap. What is the ultimate source of all force? We ca'n't rea-

son here, but we see that it must be mind. What, then, is mind ? Self-
nmring, thinking matter-the .rourw of all force. To say mind is "im-

material substance," is to say it is something made of nothing; for im-

material conveys to the mind the amd idea of nothing. Mimi-matte-r

differs from all other forms of matter, in that it moves of itself-it is a

"way it has got "-while all other matter must be moved by a force az-

terior to itself.

I must close, by saying that, in my next, I will examine Man, and

see if an impmzderable _/laid can be found in his possession, that mind

can move against tables and chairs and make them dance "biologically"
Be patient, friends, I will try and get Bro. Brittan into hot water-

myself, too, perhaps. Yours truly,
B. W. RICHMOND.



REPLY T0 DR. RICHMOND.

LETTER Y.

Dt-:An Sm: I End your last letter to consist of introductory observa~

tions on the philosophy of physical forces, followed by a disquisition on

certain meteorological or aérial phenomena, earthquakes and volcanic

eruptions, together with general remarks on the agency of imponderable
and other tluids in the production of physical effects. That it is only
through the more rariiied forms of matter that the great forces of Nature

are developed, is obvious to my mind, and did not require much effort

at elucidation. The reason why active power, or farce, is only gene-
rated in the more sublimated and less ponderable elements, is also ap-

parent. When matter is expanded by a process of rarefaction, to a

state of extreme tenuity, its elements admit of the most rapid mutation,
and the molecules, or ultimate particles into which all bodies are pre-
sumed to be resolvable, exhibit the phenomena of constantly changing
relations and conditions. In this state the elementary atoms are kept
in motion by the laws of chemical amnity ; and thus, under the Divine

Mind, the great forces exhibited in matter are generated. The powers
thus elaborated are more or less potent according to the subtilty and

imponderability ofthe agents on which they proximately depend, while

the several degrees of material sublimation modify and determine the

momenta they communicate to various ponderable objects.
As storms, whether attended by electrical phenomena or otherwise,

earthquakes and volcanoes, sustain, to say the least, but a very remote

relation to the alleged intercourse of man with departed spirits, I shall

not, of course, be expected to consume much time or space in my reply.
It is true that a brief inquiry into the nature and origin of the forces of

which you speak, might not be altogether inappropriate to the subject,
but the beterogenous facts and observations, which follow in your let-

ter, are so remotely related to the present question that I am unable to

perceive the connection. That a large number of persons, inhabitants

of the island of Java, lost their lives, in the manner described by you,
is not disputed, and the reader, for aught we know to the contrary, may
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be interested to learn what proportion of the 'live stock'-how many
"

cattle, horses, sheep," &c., were destroyed at the same time; but

what that catastrophe has to do with the particular subject of Spiritual
Manifestations, it is extremely dihicult to infer. I am, moreover, in-

clined to the opinion that a piece of mica slate "
one hundred and tive

feet long, ten broad, and four feet thick," might hare been forced by a

thunderbolt, from the scene of its long repose, and scattered in huge
fragments over the land and into the sea. The fact itself is scarcely
more extraordinary than the circumstance of its citation in this place.
But our amazement is in no degree diminished while contemplating the

size of the fragments, as statedin your letter. One is said to have been
"

twenty feet broad," and another " seventeen feet," notwithstanding the

whole stone was only "ten feet." These details may be apocryphal, but

those who locate such wonderful occurrences in the Shetland Isles

should not stumble at Spiritual Manifestations in the United States.

But as your facts do nothing to settle the question under discussion,
I need not consider them particularly, or in the order of their narration.

While your philosophy may not be so entirely foreign to the chief objects
of this correspondence, I can not resist the conviction that it is often

erroneous in principle and generally fragmentary, or otherwise defective

in statement. Permit me to remind you, mydear sir, that, as you have

the aflirmative of the present question, you are bound, by all the rules

of intelligent discussion, to fortify and establish your position by such

facts and reasons as will admit of no other application. This-pardon
my frankness for the sake of the truth-you have neglected to do. I

have not time to consider in detail the numerous points assumed in your
last letter, nor is this necessary, since they have not yet been confirmed

by any show of evidence. All that can reasonably be demanded of me, in

a case like the present, is to deny what you assume, and patiently wait

until you are ready to summon the witnesses on which you chieiiy rely,
Nevertheless, I will do what the acknowledged rules of polite discussion

and scientific research do not require. For a moment I will use
' the la-

boring oar' with avicw to disprove what you have merely assumed. The

positions asserted by you are so numerous, and withal so various, that I

can, perhaps, only accomplish my present purpose by selecting one that

appears to be fundamental. It is brieiiy comprehended in the following
literal quotation from your letter: " What are the sources of motion in

_/laid? Ianswer, m-:rr and MIND."

Leaving mind out of the question, at present, let us consider whether

heat is the sm/.rce of motion in fluids. It is true that certain combinations
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of matter, existing, if you please, in a tluid form, may be made to ex-

hibit a chemical action. But in such cases halt is not the cause of the

chemical action, or motion; on the contrary, heat is evolved by the

rapid movement of particles during that process. Thus heat is the gfed
of motion, or of atomic friction, while the immediate muse of motion

must be sought for in the positive and negative relations of the constit-

uent particles of different substances.

But as you have led me to inquire into the origin of the forces, ope-
rative in matter, and especially in tluids, I must not omit to consider the

subject in its relation to the great fluid mass that covers the larger
portion of our earth, and is essential to the existence of all terrestrial

beauty and life. From this great chapter in the book of Nature we

must read the law. Were we to take our seat in a comer, and confine

our observations to the tea kettle or to a steamboat boiler, we might pos-

sibly conclude that heat is the chief source of motion in fluids. But

then it would be necessary to infer that the first link in the chain of

causation, proceeding from visible eH`ects, is the ullimate and only link,
when it can be clearly demonstrated that sensible heat is but a mere

effect, and that the ultimate cause, or source, of all thermal motion is

still ulterior. If the application of heat converts water into an aéri-

form state, in which it ascends into the upper air, it is none the less

true that cold condenses the aqueous vapors, causing them to descend

again tothe earth. If the burning simoon has power to pile up the

waters under the equator, and to move the very sands of the torrid none,

like the waves ofa fiery sea, the wld storms that prevail in these higher
latitudes have the same eR`ect on the waters and the drifting snows.

But the most remarkable movement of matter, in a state of fluidity,
is found to depend on other causes than heat. I refer to the tides.

You are doubtless aware that the attractive force of the sun and moon

is supposed to influence and govern the tides. Indeed, in the judgment
of scientific men, this is ascertained to be a fact. The gravitation of

the particles of matter, toward the earth's center, is thought to be less

on the side of the earth that is presented to the sun or moon, and where

matter exists in a iluid form it will, by virtue of this foreign attraction

and the diminished gravitation toward the center, rise above the ordina-

ry level. While I am not fully settled, in my own mind, respecting
the philosophy of the tides, the foregoing contains, in brief, the accepted
idea of the savafzs. That heat has little or nothing to do with this stu-

pendous and ceaseless motion of the great fluid mass, is evident from

the fact that the sun's action is comparatively small, the alleged lunar
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induence, in the production of the tides, transcending the solar in tho

proportion of about tive to two.

If further evidence be required, to disprove the assumption that heat

is a chief cause of motion in fluid matter, I will undertake to prove that

a still greater force, and more violent motion, can be produced by its

opposite, wld. While cold contracts almost all things, water and several

other forms or conditions of matter, are partial exceptions to the law.

At forty degrees Fahrenheit water attains its 1mz1°imu.m density, and any
increase or diminution in the temperature produces an expansion. The

greatest expansion occurs at those degrees of heat and cold, at which

water is vaporizecl or solidified. It is well known that when water

reaches the freezing point innumerable spieulae shoot through the liquid
element, and the surface speedily assumes the solid form. When con-

gealed it occupies more space than before. Hence, in the solid state,
it is specifically lighter, so that ice will float on the surface of water

instead of sinking to the bottom. Now the expansive power of water,
in the process of congelation, greatly transcends the force of steam, so

far as the capacity of the latter has been illustrated by mechanical ex-

periments. To prove this I might refer to several scientific authorities,
and instance other facts and observations, but the following brief ex-

tract from Blake's Encyclopedia, page 375, will sudicez
" A computation of the force of freezing water was made by the Flor-

entine Academicians, from the bursting of a very strong brass globe or

shell by freezing water in it, when from the known thickness and tena-

city of the metal, it was found that the expansive power of a spherule of

water, only one inch in diameter, was sutlicient to overcome a resist-

ance of more than twenty-seven thousand pounds, or thirteen tons and a

half. Such a prodigious power of expansion, almost double that of the

most powerful steam-engines, was exerted in so small a mass, seemingly
by the force of cold."

Thus all that wc learn, or know, or can perceive, of the laws of mo-

tion in fluids, stands opposed to your assumption. A voice, like the

sound of many waters, is heard, and the very elements witness against
you. That voice speaks in the silent dew-drop, t.hat is condensed by
the cold night air ; it is musical as it leaps unbiddcn from the earth, in

unnumbered springs and fountains ; it is syllabled in the tlow of a thou-

sand rivers, and rises in terrible majesty in the creseendos of the ocean

storm !

When you intimate that MIND is a source of motion you are doubtless

much nearer the truth. I am happy to entertain the idea that mind is
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not only a source of motion in ponderable matter, but that it is the source

-that all motion and life, as well as sensation and thought, have their

origin in mind. The intermediate links, in the chain that connects mind

with the lowest elements of material nature, may be numerous and invis-

ible, but that chain is doubtless complete, and the exhaustless life and

thought of Deity ilow down through all his creations. Next to /wat you

presume that mimi may be the source of motion. If it. be mind that

thus moves among the elements, producing tempests, reading the solid

rocks, kindling subterranean fires, and tossing continents and islands like

fragments of a wreck on the tumultuous deep, we are forced to look

quite beyond the sphere of Earth to find mental powers adequate to the

production of such effects. If, therefore, the facts contained in your
last letter, in any way illustrate the general subject, they certainly serve

my purpose far better than they can yours, inasmuch as the least of all
these stupendous revolutions, in, the forms of matter, must require some

Supra-mortal energy.
The momentum exhibited in the movements of light, electricity and

sound, the vibratory motion of fluids, the philosophy of heat, chemical

action and the sensation of animal bodies, are subjects which chieily be-

long to the domain of physics, and when discussed by a master they
shed but a dim and uncertain light on the realms of the soul.

Wandering thus among 'jluiz/is, ponderable and imponderable ;' 'over

placid lakes ;' through
'
storm and steam,' and amid the "wild war of

waves ;" venturing where ' blaze the red flames of lightning ;' exploring
the heated chambers of ' the v0lcauo,' and "

tossing and rolling among

globes of fire," it is easy to perceive that the Doctor is likely to realize

the object of his labors by getting us both into_ "hot water." Hazard-

ous as this business may be, I must not disappoint my friend who trusts

in the fidelity of my companionship. Accordingly, I will follow on and

abide the ordeal of all these earthly elements, content, for the present,
to, wander in ' desert plaoes,' cheered with the prospect of the halcyon
days when I shall be privileged to introduce my friend to scenes of

more peaceful beauty. We may yet ascend some spiritual eminence

together, to contemplate the '
promised land ' of the spirit, where all is

vital and vocal with immortal life and celestial harmonies.

Rejoicing in such a hope, I remain, Yours fraternally,
S. B. BRITTAN.
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DR B. W. RICHMOND T0 S. B. BRITTAN.

LETTER vr.

Di-:An Sm: My third letter with your reply is just received, and I
must make a few remarks on the answer. You still insist on their " ir-

relevancy ;" I reply they were written before any question existed, as

you well know. With these facts before the mind, that in insanity,
drunkenness, somnolency, clairvoyance, and vairous intense mental

excitements, the subject suddenly acquired new powers of singing, speak-
ing, writing, mimicking, inventing, &c., it is possible the " SPmrr-wm'r-

mos
"

as imitatiom, originated in a similar way. Every fact given is

entirely relevant to the point I was making. Had I known the entire

history of the "
writings " I should have made a different point-and

have, as it is. Imentioned pantomime as a familiar example ot that

power to imitate in the normal state. I instanced the almost endless

powers of the biological subject to imitate-when moved by a mental

mpression to do so-and this, too, in a condition as apparently normal as

that of any other state in life-can hear bells, see men, talk and act as

in all other cases. The eye alone of the subject shows great brilliancy.
It is constantly reiterated that mediums are in as perfectly normal state

-they are no more so than the biological subject, and their new ac-

quired powers are just as wonderful. It will be claimed by and by that

magnetic persons because they appear perfectly 'normal ;°while the most

marvelous class of magnetic and mental phenomena, ever seen, are

among persons who appear perfectly normal. Again, a somnambnle

took words and sou/ads and shakes from the mind of Miss Lind, this

proves the two minds to be en rapport. Let us give form to your ex-

ample of " H."

1. " H.," while " deeply entranced " in your presence, repeated words

and thoughts, and imitated actions, so vivid on your
"

memory
" that

thirty years had not dimmed their recollection.

2. This proves, that " H." was en rapport with your mind-and was

bul .I somnam 8
* See Appendix, Note H.

5
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3 As none but the mind of the somnambule is capable of being en

rapport with other minds.

You ask what entranazd " H.?" I reply by asking what causes you
to think, to sleep, to dream ? It was spontaneous, and he went instant-

ly into rapport with your mind ; those " undirnmed impressions "
were

the first he found. Hannah B.'s name was there, and the " undimmed "

thought in your memory was force enough to place before his spirits
eye, the shadowy form of the poor maniac. Mr. Courtney tells yon,
that spirits can not discriminate between the real and imaginative-this
law is universal among magnetic persons. The biologist transforms ea

stick into a spirit-he says spirit--and the subject has a spirit before

him-to him as real as the other ; both are Heal, unreal. The shadow of

the maniac was real to the mind of "
H.," but it was a rqledizm of her

image from your mind. What placed before the mind of Henry Clay,
the spirits of his living friends ? These spirits were the rejledions from
his own. mind, and so were the spirits of his dead friends that he saw

around him.

Dr. Kerner, I am aware, attempted to prove that the Seeress of Pre-

vorst could distinguish between the real and imaginary spirits that were

about her. She saw her own spirit sitting near; but the history of ghost-
seeing, which we shall reach in due time, will settle some points in this

diillcult question. You assu/nw that B.'s spirit was present, and then use

what follows as evidence of the very thing you should have proved. In

dealing with the subtilties of mind, great caution is needed to avoid false

conclusions. I have often seen mediums stop at a letter-a word-a. sen-

tenoc-and return after a. lapse of hours, or days, to the same letter-word,
or sentence. The case related by Dr. Prichard, and the same phenomena
in the inebriate, were in point, showing a similar mood of mind. But I

:must pass to another question, and in doing so, I will advert to your

remark,
" that my facts are wholly irrelevant, and their introduction in

this connection is not the happiest illustration of that maturity of thought
which the profou/mi nature of the subject demands." By reference to

the question it will be seen that, the " abruptness of my conclusions,"
and the " maturity of my thoughts "

are not the points under review ;

and without hinting that such personal allusions may indicate inordinate

-self-esteem, I would request the readers ofthe Tsnsonsrn to pay very
little attention to friend Brittan's opinions on these points; I will bring

~such " thought "
as I have, and each may judge for himself. Neither of

~us can did/l|g¢ the laws of the Universe, and we shall both find much

vto be learned alter the discussion closes.
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To prepare the mind of the reader for a clear understanding of the
motion among chairs and tables, and to show how the humans mind may

prepare them to become " star actors," I have called attention to fluid,
and traced out in as short a manner as possible the manner and cause of

their action. That an invisible imponderable fiuid was at work in these
movements I doubt not. If the medium has any connection whatever
with these occurrences, there is some medium through which his or her

mind must act; and so of the "

spirits "-if there be any-they must

act through some media. If they enter the body, or stand outside of the

medium, how do they reach the table and chairs P-by hands, or how P

All mesmerizers have contended that a fluid "
nerve aura," or elec-

tric vitality was put in motion in mesmerizing. My own observation

has long convinced me that an imponderable Buid was at work in the

various forms of nervous affections that aiilict our race, and these con-

victions enabled me more readily te grasp the agent used by the mind

in these occurrences. I venture here a remark, that so long as sounds

are involved in these phenomena, it is useless to deny the work of a

fluid. Sound can only be produced through fluid. So far as_the nor-

mal ear is capable of hearing sound, it gathers it, wholly and totally,
either by the movement of the particles of the same Huid against one

another, or the movement of one fluid through another. Sound, then,
is a sensation, produced in the mind, by a concussion of the particles of

air or ether against each other. I might here rest this point; for either

hypothesis involves this necessity.
" Spirits "

can not produce sound

without it-nor move matter-nor can imbodied spirit, produce sound

or move matter without it. The law of acconsties is as fixed as gravi-
tation, and involves a fluid throughout the realms of animated being-
wide as the race and as unevadable as the decree of Omnipotence
Here we wish to ask distinctly : Are all, or any part, of the human

family surrounded by an ether-Buid or aura, peculiar to themselves-

distinct from the atmospheric ocean in which we live? Biology and its

phenomena long since satisfied me that mind could be added to mind so

as to be one-an impulse in the one was an impulse in the other ; and

that strange power which enables us to destroy sensation in a limb,
must control the medium through which sensation passes from the mind

to the muscle. We see that some agent must act between the mind and

the muscle, and must,oi` course be able to seize it wherever it is found.

In experimenting on impressible subjects, Prof, Buchanan was able to

demonstrate the existence of a fuid,
"

'nerve aura," through which he

worked his wonders. ,~
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Reichenbach's Dynamics discloses more hilly the existence of this

power, which he calls Od-force. He had noticed that certain persons
in the impressionable state acquired new powers. Seeing, feeling, hearing,
touching, he found to be vastly exalted. It occurred to him that these

persons might discern, by this exalted state of sight, the cause of one

magnet attracting another, and the cause perhaps of all attraction from

globes to atoms. He observed certain persons to be strangely affected

by magnets, crystals, &c. On presenting a magnet to one of these sub-

jects, she saw a bright _flame from the poles. He again and again re-

peated these experiments, ranging from magnets through the whole

kingdom of Nature. But here rose a difhculty; these flames might be

"reflections from the medium's mind." As this flame seemed analo-

gous to light, would it atfect the iodine on the camera. A horse-shoe

magnet was placed in the camera, and all light ercluded, and in sixty-
four hours perfect evidence ofthe action of od-light on the plate was ob-

tained. He still persevered, and traced it out in every substance in

Nature; and then began with men and women, and clearly established

its existence in and around the human system, proved its identity with

that of magnetism or the Od-force of magnets and crystals. By num-

berless experiments he established its trafnsmissibility from man to every
substance in Nature. He traced it throughout the Universe, in earth,
air, light, heat, and electricity. It is dual in all substances, and follows

the law of heat and cold, or positive and negative. The existence of

this " Od-force," was found constant, in persons of highly nervous tem-

perameuts-in the hysterical-those subject to fits-the impressible of

all classes. Those, too, were found, who exhibited perfect health, yet
they showed these phenomena. The sick-sensitive did not always show

it so clearly, as those who departed less from the apparently normal state.

I can not go into details on this point, but will refer all scientific readers

to the work of Baron Reichenbach. The point I wish to impress on

the mind, is this: that a ccrtain class of persons, are certainly known

to be surrounded by a a subtile iiuid, and their bodies are pc-rvaded
with it; the subtile chemistry of the human system generates it, both

in digestion and other vital changes. This fluid is transmissible to

metals, crystals, glass, wood, or any substance wearing the form of mat-

ter. And we here suggest that, if this fluid is subject to the human trill,
when it is transmitted to these substances, we have found probably a

solution to "

spirit-force."
The fact that bodies attracted each other was observed long before

fthe days of Newton ; he only announced itas a law of all matter. When
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asked what causal these bodies to act on each other, in proportion to

their quantity, the philosopher was deeply puzzled, and the deep and

clear insight into Nature's laws only enabled him to conjecture, that it

was a subtile imponderable tluid-each seeking an equilibrium with the

other-and being entangled in the mass of denser matter, its move-

ments carry with it the bodies it pervades. Euler, in some respects
more penetrating than Newton, confirms his suppositions and concludes

that Deity had willed this tluid into solids at the moment of creation.

When Newton contemplated the mystery of muscular motion, he con-

jectured that a Huid, imponderable in its nature, was under the control

of the human will, by which it moved our bodies from place to place.
Mesmer, who began to observe, with a clear sight, the effects ofmag-

nets on persons, producing in them a strange state, by accident found

that the same results could be induced without magnets-by moving the

hand over them. Just enough has been preserved of Mesmer's original
movements, in producing magnetic sleep and curing the sick, to show

that he regarded the cause of it as intimately connected with the great
laws ofthe Universe. His rooms hung with mirrors ; his magnetic tub;
slow music falling on the ear ; pleasant sights and sounds ; shady walks

and blooming flowers, clearly demonstrate that, in his mind, light, re-

Hection, magnetism, sounds and odors, all aided the production of this

mysterious sleep. The history of his discovery has been a strange one;
but Reichenbach's Dynamics comes in to confirm and substantiate all

Newton's conjectures, as to the cause of attraction and muscular motion,
and most singularly confirms and demonstrates the force by which Mes-

mer worked his singular influences on the living organism. If all bodies,
from the earth down to the horse shoe magnet, and the small crystal, are

surrounded and penetrated by a magnetic tluid, then we see the cause

of the mutual attraction between bodies as clear as sunlight' Just so

in living bodies, there must be some force by which they move and pro-
duce movement. The hand seizes an iron ball and puts it in motion-

we say the will put the hand in motion-but between the will and hand

there must be a medium-an agent by which the will grasps the muscle.

That agent must be an imponderable fluid-subtilc and easily moved-

capable ofbeing set in motion on the nerves and muscles, producing mo-

tion and sensation. Electricity is the only agent in Nature, known to

man, that will produce muscular motion when brought in contact with a

body from which life is extinct. It is beginning to be admitted by lib-

eral men in the medical profession that a close identity exists between

the cause of muscular action and magnetic forces, that it is identical
* See Appendix, Note I.
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with electricity and its modiiieations. Reichenbaeh's discoveries settle

this question, and the world may deny it, and scout it, and abuse the

author as it has done, yet it is a firm step in the path ofphysical science,
and destined to lead to more important results in unraveling the laws

of mind and matter, than all others that have preceded it.

The Od-force of Reichebaoh comes at once to our aid in the " mod#

ern mysteries." It is an imponderable fluid pervading all bodies, it

charges the human system, is abundantly produced in the process of di-

gestion, and the subtile chemism of the human system, it is transmitted

to all bodies by simple contact. The human body having it in abundance

transmits it to inanimate matter-the human will having control over it

-as easily grasps and impels it, when chairs and tables have been

charged with it, as when a muscle or a nerve has been charged with it.

It is no more strange that it can be transmitted from dead to living, or

from living to dead bodies, than it is that one cup of water can be poured
into another; or that one candle can be lighted by another, or steels be

heated when plunged into fire, or a sponge iilled with water, when

placed in contact with it. This outline will suiiice to show the readers

of your paper, the track in which I will try and guide them in future

numbers. Yours truly,
B. W. RICHMOND.
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REPLY TO DR. RICHMOND.

_

LETTER VL
_

Dua Sm : Having at length attended to the foreign fdations of Spir-
itualism, I am pleased to perceive a disposition to regard matters nearer

home. While I have no wish to dictate as to the course to be pursued,
in this part of the discussion, I yet feel that the more internal and vital

elements and interests of the subject have been too long neglected, and

the present indications are, therefore, the more highly appreciated.
Thus far we have been gazing from a distance-in various directions-

through clouds and storms, striving to catch amomentary glimpse of the

Spiritual Zion; but, from the present course of things, I am encouraged
to hope that we may yet establish intimate relations with the question,
and, perhaps, gain the outer courts of the great Spiritual Temple.

In the opening paragraph of the communication now before me, you

repeat with emphasis what you had before stated, namely, that your
iirst three letters "

were written before any question existed." Nothing
further need be said to satisfy you and our readers that, in this case,

your memory is at fault. The facts and circumstances, as detailed in

my fourth letter, are deemed conclusive. If any one should entertain a

diferent opinion, I beg leave to refer him, particularly, to your own

words-recorded in the same connection-from which it will appear that

the real parties to the controversy on this point, are Dr. Richmond, in

his public wrrespmndmce, versus, Dr. Richmond in his private epistles.
A willingness, on my part, to renew the discussion concerning the ori-

gin of the ' Spirit-writings,' might be construed into a tacit acknowledg-
ment that the evidence already adduced is insuiiicient, as the basis ofa

rational conviction. I see no occasion for such a concession, and will

not question the validity of the testimony, even by implication. You

introduced the 'writings' to illustrate your position, referring them to

a supposed 'abnormal,' and perhaps
' unconscious,' exercise of certain fac-

ulties. In my reply I offered a simple statement of the facts, and the

concurrent testimony of a number of the most respectable persons, with

several collateral proofs and incidental circumstances, all strongly cor--

robcrative of their claims to a spiritual origin.
'

The question, it will ber
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perceived, is one offad, and against your naked asnunptabn I oppose the

testimony of persons whose characters for intelligence and veracity no

candid man will venture to impeach. The reader will judge which is

most reliable, and I will consent to renew the discussion, concerning the

origin of the writings, only, when you succeed in your labors to invali-

date the evidence on which their authenticity now rests. Until then, I
most respectfully decline any further reference to the subject.

The attempt to identify the influences denominated spiritual, with the

effects of ardent spirits and mental derangement, are not merely in bad

taste-they can not fail to prejudice your case. Materialism, in its rash

efforts to dispose of a ditlieult subject, has hitherto resorted to no hy-
pothesis more repugnant to reason and enlightened observation. If in-

sanity and drunkenness, etc., really produce the phenomena to which in-

telligent Spiritualists refer, as illustrations of the intercourse of man

with the invisible wort/d, let this be shown : take the facts, whereon we

rest our convictions, and exhibit their alleged relations to these causes.

This you are bound to do or at once relinquish your position, so far as

it rests on the implied allegation that, inebriety and lunacy are conspic-
uous among the sources of the Spiritual Manifestations. To even intimate

that the ravings of a madman, or the incoherent mutterings of a drunk-

ard are, in any case, suitable illustrations of the subject before us, is to

deride the deepest and holiest sympathies of the human heart; to trifle

with the most endearing associations and sacred realities, and to pour

contempt on the religious faith of thousands.

You amrm that all media are in an abnormal state, but this is not

true. Many of them exhibit no signs of any such condition. They
write letters and converse on subjects altogether foreign to the maifesta-

tions, and appear, while the sounds are occurring, as they do on all other

occasions. Augusta Middlebrook, ofBridgeport, Ct., a rapping medium

-through whom I once had some seven hundred test questions correctly
answered in the space of one week-never, in my presence, exhibited

the slightest indication of magnetic susceptibility, or of any abnormal

condition of the faculties. These remarks are substantially true in their

application to many others. But you essay to evade the force of these

facts by assuming that ' the most marvelous class of magnetic phenom-
ena are developed in persons who appear perfectly 'normal.' This, also,
I deny. When persons are-so far as we can judge from all outward

signs and phenomenal appearances-in a perfectly normal condition, I
would respectfully inquire, by what unknown laws of evidence or rules

of logic do you decide that they are in an opposite state? If, in such
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cases, you totally disregard all the evidence, whereby, alone, the condi-

tions of the human body and mind may be determined, do you not at-

tempt to sustain your hypothesis at the expense of your reason, and in

opposition to the facts ? And is not this a conspicuous example ofsome

more vital defect than any that is implied in the mere abruptness of your
conclusions: Trance is certainly one of the ' most marvelous' of the

magnetic states. In this condition the spirit leaves the body, tempora-
rily, and of necessity the physical functions are arrested. The eye is

motionless, the muscles are relaxed, respiration suspended and the heart is

still. Now so far from the subjects of this mysterious state being, in

appearance, in a perfectly normal condition, they appear, in numerous

instances, to be perfectly dead! So far, my dear sir, your observations

and the facts are at variance.

You assume that H., the medium referred to in my third letter, was

'
spontaneously entranced,' and that he was en rapport with my own

mind while personating a maniac in a scene that occurred thirty years

ago. That your conclusions, in this instance also, are neither the result

of evidence nor of mature deliberation, is clear to my mind, and I

doubt not, the following considerations will render the justice of this re-

mark equally manifest to the reader. All effects, of whatever name or

class, suggest to the rational mind the existence of certain causes, with-

out which the qfcds themselves could not occur. When H. was en-

tranced, there must have been some cause or agent of suicient power to

produce that result. Moreover, that cause must have been operative
at the particular moment when the state was induced. When you atlirm

that the trance was
"

spontaneous," you appear to want to relieve your-
self of the labor of looking after an adequate cause. Pardon me if I in-

sist on searching for the unknown magnetizer. That there was some

agent, visible or invisible, to produce this mysterious state must be ob-

vious to every well informed mind. It is well known that sleep, as it

occurs in the order of nature, is gradual in its approach, and there can

be no doubt that the exhaustion of the vital forces, by exercise during
the day, produces the state. But when a profound trance supervcnes, as

in the ease of H., it obviously depends on different causes. Allow me

here to remind you, that H. was not in a circle-no circle existed in the

house at the time. He did not on the occasion referred to-nor does

he ever under similar circumstances-yield gradually to a state of som-

nolenee. He was mtranced unexpectedly a/ad in an instant. Did he en-

trance himself in the midst of an animated conversation ? No. This

he has not the power to do under favorable circumstances. What are
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the probabilities that he was induenced by me P I answer, there are no

such probabilities. If you doubt, here is my proof : I had, on a pre-
vious occasion, and in presence of witnesses, spent some forty minutes

in an energetic efort to magnetizc H., but without any perceptible qfed.
Did an

" impmuierable _fluid " '

put him into the state ?' If so, please
explain the modus operandi, and tell us how unorganized matter can ex-

ert a voluntary power greater than that of the human mind? If the

trance was not seltlinduced ; if the mind of the writer had nothing to do

with it; and, finally, if no 'imponderable tiuid' is adequate to the produc-
tion of such a state, it remains for you, either to admit that it was the

result of spiritual agency, or to account for it in some other way.

Leaving you to account for the fact of the trana-if that be possible
-without admitting the presence and iniluence of a spirit, I will proceed
to consider another point. You presume that, on being entranced, " H.

went instantly into rapport" with me, because he represented a scene of

which I had a distinct recollection. But here your conclusion is unau-

thorized, as I will endeavor to show. By reference to my third letter,
in which the case is narrated, you will discover that neither the particu-
lar circumstances there mentioned, nor the person, had been a subject of

thought for a long time, nor until the name was most unexpectedly an-

nounced and the representation commenced. It is true that the inci-

dents of that melancholy experience made so deep an impression on my

mind, that I can still recall the scene with all its deep shades and fear-

ful coloring; yet weeks and months often pass with nothing to awaken

the recollection. In the instance under discussion, it was revived by a

Sffll/llgtf who knew nothing of my personal or family history, and in the

peculiar manner already described. Now the decision of the contro-

versy, as far as it relates to this particular fact, turns on this question:
Do somnambnles, impressible, magnetic or psychological subjects, re-

flect the thought that is latent in the mind, and the memories that slum-

bcr in the soul, or does the awakened though! alone cast its shadow or

daguerreotype its image on the receptive mind? I know not that my

opportunities for observation have been more extensive than yours, but

for many years I have pursued the subject carefully and calmly, but

with an intense and ever-increasing interest. I confined myself to a

course of private investigation for many months, before venturing to

make any public communication. My experiments-on a great number

of persons of all ages and tempcraments-numbering thousands, have

all contributed to establish this one fact, namely, that the persons who

are susceptible-agreeahly to electrical and psychological laws-to im
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pressions from the minds of others, invariably reflect the rruwingrthought,
the existing emotion, or predominant afedion of the human mind.

Indeed, it is quite impossible that it should be otherwise, consistently
with your hypothesis. You suppose that these impressions are made

through the excitement or disturbance of an imponderable iluid, and that

they are transmitted, through the medium ofthe sensor nerves, to the sen-

sorium of the subject. If this be the case, it must inevitably follow that

the active impulse, rather than the latent afection, the living thought, and

not the burned recollection, will be represented, since the former alone

have power to disturb the vital aura or other imponderable elements of

the human body. Thus it is not what the poet or the orator felt in

his childhood, or even but yesterday, that moves men's souls to-day. It

is the impassioned utterance of the present hour that ignites the latent

elements of thought, quickens the heart's action, and moves with a mys-
terious spiritual energy over all the springs of being. So it is not what

we thought, or willed thirty years sirue, but the volition of the passing
hour-of this moment-that must of necessity influence the somnambule

and determine the nature of his impression. Now as I was think-

ing of other persons and objects, and 'not of Ilavmah B., when the name

was unexpectedly announced, we are forced to refer this fact to a spirits
ual source. If I believe on insujiaknt evidence, you certainly believe

without arty. You conjecture that the medium was eu rapport with me,

in opposition to his own express declaration and regardless of a variety
of circumstances, all of which point most significantly to a different con-

clusion. My own conviction-authorized by the mysterious intelligence
itself-is confirmed by all our observations in this department. It will

abide the severest ordeal of enlightened reason and a sound inductive

philosophy, and is sanctioned by the plainest psychological laws and the

revelations of a' spiritual religion.
You appear to have taken slight exceptions to a single observation in one

of my former letters. When I incidentally remarked that the introduction
ofcertain miscellaneous physical and mental phenomena, did not aiford the

most felicitous illustration of the maturity of thought demanded by the

nature of the subject, I designed to restrict my language to the particular
subject comprehended in 'the question! Your facts seemed to repudiate
any specific application to the real issue, and the intimation that you
were not making the subject proposed-Spiritual Manifestations-a mat-

ter of mature thought, was, perhaps, the most civil manner of suggest-
ing that the main question was lost sight of altogether. V

You query concerning the peculiar mode whereby spirits produce the
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effects ascribed to them. " If they enter the body or stand outside the

medium, how do they reach the table, chairs, Src." Permit me to re-

mind you that I have not the atlirmative of the present question, and

hence may be excused for leaving your question unanswered, until the

appropriate occasion for its elucidation shall arrive. For the present, my
friend has undertaken to show how the more remarkable phenomena can

be produced without spirits. Just now, therefore, we are andously
awaiting any disclosures you may be pleased to make on this subject.
We, in turn, shall present our facts and reasons when we are privileged
to lead.

What follows in your letter is highly interesting and to the purpose,
'but it contains nothing that I am inclined to controvert. I of course

yield a willing credence to Newton's discoveries. The interesting facts

and observations of Dr. Buchanan, in his Journal of Illan, I also ac-

cept as important contributions to science. The experiments of Mes-

mer and Baron Von Reichenbach are of great value. I receive all

their fads, with the utmost cordiality, though I frequently dissent from

their cofnclusimu. In all this you occupy neutral ground, and your ob-

servations-with slight exceptions which I need not particularize-sub-
serve my purpose well. It now remains for you to prove that the human

mind, in the body, or some earthly agent, can, and does, control these im-

ponderable duids, in the production of all the astounding phenomena
which we ascribe to the agency of Spirits.

Resolved to follow wherever Truth may lead the way, I await the re-

ceipt of your next letter, and am, Fraternally thine,
S. B. BRITTAN.
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DB. B. W. RICHMOND T0 S. B. BRITTAN.

|.rrr|:n vu.

Dean Sm: Number four and five of my letters and your replies are

before me. I perceive clearly enough that I should write to aquestiim,
whether one existed or not, by mere foresight of " reputed sagaeity ;"
and, that being settled, I promise reformation in that particular, as soon

as convenient.

But a single point is made in my criticism on the autographs-and
that is, that it has internal evidence of being the 'work qf one luzml, instead

of being the work of fifty-six different individuals, without insisting that

it was an
" unconscious feat of somnambulism," the work of forgery, or

of spirits. My remarks touching the medium, places him where the

fads given to the public place him. It is of the facts given to the pub-
lic of which you may complain-unless you show that I have misrepre-
sented them. Appeals to the sympathy of friends in favor of a medi-

um, on the plea that his "
integrity" has been attacked, are useless ;

when such momentous questions are sought to be settled by the testi-

mony ofa single individual, I think men will pause before they settle so

intricate a matter by one man's testimony. I regret much that you

did not feel bound to give the whole of Mr. Bush's letter in the Ter.-

sonnn, asyou published it in the SHI-IKINAH. In the course of

the Discussion I shall again reach this subject; for the present I must

drop it.

Your reply to my fifth letter, is singular indeed. That you may

easily understand almost any proposition, without "elucidation," may
be true, but you will pardon me for suggesting that I am not writing
out my train of reasoning for your particular benefit; many who read

the TELEGRAPH may need just such facts and elucidations as I am giv-
ing, to enable their minds to grasp the subject. Your first paragraph
only atlirms my definition of chemical action.

Dr. Hibbert, I suppose, only gives the average breadth and thickness

of the rock torn up by an imponderable fluid, while portions of the rock

probably was wider than " ten feet," as his account seems to indicate.
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Such criticisms indicate an ability to crawl into a Iwle less than "ten

feet " in diameter. When I begin to talk about tables being charged
with a _fluid and moved by the human will, it will be held up as the

most marvelous thing on record-but to my perception, it is far less

wonderful than the destruction of such a rock, by the movements of a

fluid, in open space, unguided by will-or heat-or aught else that we

can see-but its tendency to seek an equilibrium, like two waves in

water. "Tea kettles,"
" steam boilers," and splitting rocks, seem

small matters for your capacity. Newton cut the ridiculous figure of

studying a
" falling apple," and can only be excused on the plea of' in-

competence. You and I, my dear sir, ought to be above such littk things
as Newton dabbled in, having a Hood of light from on high.

I

Your disquisition on
"

cold," as a greater force-agent than heat, seems

out of place. My definition of heat makes it an eject ; why then your

argument to show it an effect? Probably because I mentioned it as a

cause of motion in iiuids In air, water, and steam, it acts as a cause-

itself being produced by chemical action-and is an effect when men-

tioned in that connection. If your Florentine academicians present wld

in their experiments, as a condition of matter destitute of heat, they
misled themselves. Cold is a relative term used to indicate a condition

of matter indicating less /wat than a certain other condition. If in your

io: illustration you intend to teach that cold is the absolute negation or

absence of all /zeat, then you and I have studied the science of heat and

cold diferently.
Heat is abstracted from water till it reaches a. certain point-it con-

geals and rarities--but heat remains in the ice still. In freezing-water
spicula not only shoot out through the liquid, but, what is more marvel-

ous, they shoot out around a common center, (the law of all congelation,)
uniting in a thpusand fantastic ways at their various circumferences. I

have watched the process by candle-light-an undignilied business, no

doubt, in the opinion of savans, and my own tastes, indeed, would have

preferred a tilt astride ofan iceberg galloped by lightning down the de-

clivities of the North pole.
The attraction of the moon on the ocean, in no wise contradicts my

statements. Air and water may be moved by heat, the moon may at-

tract the ocean, and yet each and all of these phenomena are variations

of the'law of gravitation in its diiferent modes of manifestation, and still

we must have some medium through which to transmit our thought, and

are obliged to use terms which men may misunderstand, if they choose

to do so, and ride on cold moonbeams into the regions of shadows.
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Thanking the friends for their patience, I will again call attention to

Od-force and Will-force. Baron Von Reichenbach clearly demonstrtes

that, the od-force illed and surrounded the bodies of all magnetic per-
sons-also those who were sickly-subject to its-hysterics-trance-~
somnambulism, Sze. He clearly established another fact, that it was

transmissible to all substa/ruzs in nature, without exception, by simple
contact with the person-and that, in muscular motion and mesmerie

attraction, the mind, or will, controls this subtile fluid. All mediums,
without exception are the same class of temperament and persons
on which the Baron made his experiments. When I come to physical
symptoms and tefnpcraments of mediums, I will settle this point.

_

Dr. Dodd, of Boston, has logically demonstrated that, in muscular

motion, the mind acts through, or upon, an imponderable fluid, putting
it in rapid motion, causing the muscular molecules to assume different

relations, and presenting to the eye the phenomena of muscular contrac-

tion and expansion. Dr. Smee, of London, has, by experiment, settled

quite satisfactorily the fact that the mechanism of muscular action is

voltaic-that during muscular contraction a voltaic current is passing.
Electric sparks have been obtained from the nerves, of persons subject
to consumption and, I believe, those subject to fits. Dr. Buchanan

says he has proven that, in mesmeric phenomena, an imponderable fluid,
"

nerve aura," plays an indispensable pars, and that his experiments on

impressible persons show the existence of such a duid. He can not

identify it with electricity, or magnetism. Von Reichenbaeh has

proven its identity with magnetism.
The torpedo is an example of animal life by will electrically con-

trolled. Its power to give a shock, and to benumb the living fiber, is

known to all. The gymnotis, or electric-eel, is a still more striking ex-

ample of electric life. Humboldt, in his travels in South America,
witnessed a fight between these eels and horses driven by the Indians
into the pools of water where they lived. The fish rose to the surface,
presented his back to the belly of the horse, and his shock stunned the

poor animal, so much that, in many eases, they fell into the water and

were drowned. They give a distinct shock to the hand and arm, when

touched by a stick, transmitting the electric current- along a common

stat? or reed.

Their nervous systems are electric, two-thirds of the Ebers of the

brain being connected, distinctly, with the electrical apparatus. The

will, in these cases, controls electric currenls, produces muscular motion,
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and the phenomena of "
physical demonstrations," almost equal to the

tc
rappers

77

Is the human brain a magndic battery ? Experiments in biology had

clearly shown me this, long before I had heard of Smee, Von Reichen-

bach, or Gregory.
Take the operator and wires, in the telegraph, and substiute the will

of the biologist and the nerves of his subject for them. Suppose the

brain a battery, and the blood a solution of vitriol, and you have a ma-

chine presenting all the wonders of the telegraph. You may, by will-

force, break and connect those human wires at any point, controlling as

you do by mind the currents that are apparently passing over them,
carrying motion to the arm, sight to the eye, taste to the tongue and

sound to the ear. My convictions will not satisfy others. A. J. Davis,
in his volume called the Physician, announces the fact that the brain is

a battery, and the phenomena of life magnetic. The savans laughed
at it, of course, but they will be obliged to eat the fact in spite of their

wry faces. Smee announced the same fact, founded on long and care-

fully oonducted experiments. The savans mocked him, and said " make

a man and put life in him, and we will believe you." The stupid fools!

Von Reichenbach demonstrates that the phenomena of life is magnetic,
and the result of animal chemism-the sacam think him crazy ora fool.

All their reviews of him were the concentrated essence of bigotted stu-

pidity. Leibeg shows the same fact by another route, but still nobody
can see it.

To the above we add what Gregory says :

Max A Gnmvr Ganvaxxc Barn-zar.-The remarkable fact already noticed,
of the existence in all parts of the body of an alkaline liquid, the blood, and an

acid liquid, the juice of the Besh seperated by a very thin membrane and in con-

tact with muscle and nerve, seems to have some relation to the fact now estab-

lished of the existence of electric currents in the body, and particularly to those

which occur when the muscles contract. The animal body may be regarded as a

galvanic engine for the production of mechanical force. This force is derived

from the food, and with food has been derived, as we have seen, from the solar

rays. A working man, it has been calculated, produces in twenty-four hours an

amount of heating or thermal effect equal to raising nearly fourteen millions of

pounds to the hight of one foot, heat being one form of mechanical effect. But,
from causes connected with the range of temperature, he can only produce,in the

form of actual work done, about as much mechanical effect as would raise three

million live hundred thousand pounds the hight of one foot, and that in twenty-
four hours. Even this is a prodigious amount of force, and whether we regard
it as derived from heat, electricity, or chemical action, it is ultimately derived

from the luminous solar rays, on which vegetation depends.
[Gre|'ory's Chemistry.
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The phenomena of all animal life is magnetic ; the human brain and

nerve are designed for electric action. The white and gray substance

of the brain, take the place of zinc and copper ; the ultimate molecules

of the gray substance, are globular : the white fibres, found in contact

with it, may be, traced through their whole extent, as perfectly as the

wire to its different stations. Add to all this, the fact, that electricity
and its modifications of all substances in nature, when put in motion on

the human nerves, is alone capable of producing muscular contradion,
exactly resembling the action of the muscle, under the will-power. I
will caution the reader here, not tn confound will, or mind with od~force,
magnetic currents, or vital heat, produced by chemical action, in the
human organism ; the latter, is only the agent-the imponderable fluid,
which the mind seizes and controls, in producing the voluntary phenom-
ena of life; while the unconscious, interior involuntary will, controls

these vital currents in their action on the heart, lungs and involuntary
phenomena of animal life. When we are shut out by sleep from the

voluntary world, with what wonderful regularity is life maintained; the

lungs inhale, the heart contracts and expands ; the blood is arterialized;
the body is nourished; the brain transmits thought; and the body as

unconsciously obeys its impulse, as do the heart or lungs.
Now, what has all this to do with " Spirit-rappings P" " Much every

way." I have reached about this result, in the chat we are having:
Man, is a magnetic machine, to produce force, under the control of

will or mind. He is found to be surrounded, and permeated, with the

od-force-electricity-vital-heat-nerve aura-an imponderable fluid;
mind comes in contact with this force, or Huid ; applies it to muscle ; applies
living muscle to the chair; upsets it ; raps on the table ; turns it over-with

various other physical demonstrations ' We iind this od-force in the horse-~

shoe magnet ; one magnet operates on another and moves it,repels and at-

tracts it. Baron VonReichenbach presented these magnets to sickly, iitty,_
magnetic-impressible persons; it attracted, repelled, and produced in.

them convulsions, fits, magnetic sleep, cramps, spasms. In one case-

we see two dead masses of matter moving each other; thatis wondertizl,
marvelous, curious, monstrous. Again, dead matter, or the magnet,
moves, controls, cramps, puts to sleep a living being-a person of par-s
ticular make, and condition; and now comes the rub : Can dead matter,
under the control of mind, be made to jump, turn over, dance, play the-

pantomime, quiver, become a
" star actor," and make a fool of itself,.

and those who are trying to look into its mysterious behavior?

The od-force, vital fluid, magnetic tluid, nerve aura, are controlled;
* See Appendix, Note J.

6
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bymind, in the body or out; this fact Von Reichenbach, and mesmeric

experiments, settles forever. This fora, or fluid, is transmissible to all

known substances, by simple' contact. Don't kick, and say, it is not ;

first study the Baron's Dynamics, he settles that point, too. It accords

with other facts in Nature, of a relative kind. Water enters the sponge;
air penetrates where water can not; heat enters the solid steel, by simple
contact ; water penetrates the pores of wood ; one dame kindles another;
the living body imbibes the small-pox virus, from a dead body; it puts
in motion a new action in the man; he dies of cholera-malaria does

the same. All nature is full of examples of the kind. One person

pours his own vital fluid upon another ; he seizes his will, his body, and

controls it as his own; he eats, walks, thinks, acts, as the uiill of his

master directs ; yet they are ten feet, or twenty, apart. Major Weir,
hung for witchcraft, was very gifted in prayer by the sick bed; but

could not pray when they took away his staff. It had become a con-

ductor, and when gone from his hand, his brain was oppressed by the

od-force, or nerve-aura, which the cane carried ofl' ; about as strange as

the conduct of the gymnotis, that gives a shock to the hand, through the

length of a staf, by the force of his will. Weir was hung for the one,
and the eel skinned for the other. In my next, I will bring my facts to

bear on this theory, and do remember, that it will soon be my turn to

"follow behind," crack tlu whip, and cry
"

get up°" When I get the

planks of my platform together " spit on it," if you dare.

Yours truly,
B. W. RICHMOND.
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Dean Sm: At length it is virtually admitted that '
a question' has ex-

isted from the beginning of this controversy. It is true the concession

indicates slight reluctance, and is accompanied by a kind of verbal ne-

gation-as though the medium unconsciously resisted the influence of

the conviction-still, it merits a gracious reception, seeing it measura-

bly relieves my correspondent from the former Quixotic aspect of his

Brat efforts. Since it is decided that there is a question, and also that

you have the adirmative, the reader may be authorized to anticipate
more positive results. While the question, in its present form, has no

direct claims on your humble servant, it is snmciently obvious that a

most important duty-onus probamli-is demanded at your hands.
`

Permit me to remind you that seven ofthe Twelve Letters, required
to account for the Manifestations on the principles of physical science,
have already appeared, and only om solitary fact-for which a Spiritual
origin was ever claimed-has thus far been introduced. The attempts to

discountenance that fact-to disprove it, or explain it away-have been

various according to circumstances.
`

At one time you discovered the

spasmodic action of Mr. Fowler's nerves in the unequal spreading of the

ink on the parohment,and then the hypothetical 'submltus tendinum' was

palpable evidence of the " abnormal magnetic state which exists while

he is writing." On another occasion the internal evidence was presum-
od to authorize the suspicion that Edward was naturally gifted with re-

markable powers of " imitation"-was " accustomed to drawing," and
" of course used toforms, sizes, similars and resemblances, in lines, curves

and circles"-all assumed without evidemz and against the facts-and that
he had exercised his faculties for fraudulent purposes. The position first

assumed being indefensible, of course nothing remained but to assail

the Spiritual theory, and the facts in the case, from a diferent stand

point. Such changes are easily accomplished under circumstances of

urgent necessity; and your philosophy-so admirably plastic!-as readi-

ly adapts itselfto one hypothesis as the other-mutatis mutandis. In

your last letter you intimate with great complacency that you have met
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the case fairly-in no way misrepresenting the facts-at the same time

you manage to have all the witnesses disappear in a most mysterious
manner, and aliirm that " such momentous questions are sought to bc

settled by the testimony of a single indiridual ! And here this exhibition

of your
' fairness' almost approaches the sublime ; especially, as you go

on to exprem "much regret" that I did not furnish more evidence. You

would dine every week on fre.:/1 testiml/ny, though you had failed to di-

gest the first repast-you would have the whole of the letter from Prof.

Bush, when you had not deigned to notice the portion already received !

I must have a limited indulgence to speak of that remarkable fact-

so beautifully illustrative of your theory-imported from the Shetland

Isles. I infer, from the spirit of your rejoinder, that you would have the

reader deem my criticism out of place, and indicative of a capacity for

small things; but the intelligent reader knows as well as Dr. Richmond

precisely how the case stands. When learned men express their well~

founded convictions, we may believe; but the coup d'etat to which

Doctors, as well as Princes, sometimes resort in an emergency, is quite
another aB`air, and few will fail to make the distinction. But the man-

ner in which you propose to help yourself out of the dilemma, and to

extricate Dr. Hibbert, -is extremely amusing.
" Dr. H., you suppose,

only gives the average breadth and thickness of the rock." This can

not be, for he states that the 'whole rock was ten feet broad, " in places,"
which distinctly implies that other portions were much less, and indeed

that ten feet was not thc average but the maximum breadth. But if

the Doctor designed to give the average breadth of the whole mass, he

doubtless also gives the average width of the fragments, which only im-

poses a more grievous tax on our credulity. Now the average of the

two pieces particularly described was just eighteen fmt and sir inches, so

that the breadth of the third and largest fragment-the one said to have

been forty feet long, and which was thrown into the sea-is literally re-

duced to notlzivrg. Not wishing to criticise small matters, I pass over

what is said about the relative thickness of the whole and its parts. The

diierence is only twenty per rent on the side of the fragments, and that's

not much !

It is well known that the apparent magnitude of external objects very

much depends on the medium through which they are viewed. By the

aid of certain optical instruments huge things become diminutive, and

minute objects assume the most gigantic proportions. Some persons
seem to be provided with a sort of mental camera obscura, into which

the light reflected from all objects is admitted by invisible lenses, which
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magnify or reduce the apparent size of the objects at the pleasure of

the possessor. The instrument is self-adjusting. While looking at the

'autographieal manuscript) you had in a double convex lens which dis-

closed monstrous imperfections. " John Penn looped his h-instead of

his old stem"; Jetfersou progressed the loop to the right;
" Richard

Henry Lee looped both his h and his y" ; while Francis Lightfoot Lee

looped his h, and dotted his first i," instead of " the last one." These,
under the great magnifying power of your mind-as adjusted for the

occasion-became matters of vast moment. The little ' dot over the

first i' suddenly swelled into grand and more than capital dimensions,
and became a mountain of evidence against the claims of the spirits.
Things of this nature were so momentous, in your judgment, as to be

deemed worthy to occupy the whole of your fourth letter, while the

writing of a single paragraph in review of one of your facts, (P) the

statement of which involves utter impossibilities, exposes me to the charge
of being hypereritical. In this case you evidently look through the con-

eave lens, and the mistake, on your part, grows
"

beautifully less" while

the occasion for criticism disappears altogether.
In discussing

" the sources of motion in fluids," you distinctly men-

tioned heat, giving it the iirst place. According to Webster, the term

source is defined to mean, the "jirst cause ;"
"

original ;" " the _/lrst
producer ;"

" he or that which originates, Src." If you have abolished

the old definitions in Ohio, please send ns your lexicon that we may
know what you mean. The word heat represents both a sensation and

a substance,  and on account of its dual meaning, it is not so suitable

a term, in certain relations, as caloric, which is only applied to the prin-
ciple or cause of the sensation. When the terms heat and cold are used

to denote certain sensations, both indicate merely relative conditions, and

whether the causes of those sensorial impressions are substances, or merely
conditions of other forms of matter, scientific experiments have never

clearly demonstrated. I know that caloric, latent and sensible, is pre-
sumed to be a substance--it may be so-and the experiments performed
at the Academy del cimento, at Florence, and subsequently repeated
with entire success at Geneva-showing the immense force exerted by
freezing-water-were supposed to warrant the presumption that cold,
also, is a substance. Later philosophers, however, undertake to account

for the efects on a diH'erent hypothesis, and the word cold, when em-

ployed to represent the cause of the sensation, is now generally under-

stood to denote merely the absence of sensible caloric. And thus it ap-

pears that heat, instead of being a principal source of motion and chief
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among the force-agents, does not develop so great a force as we see ex-

hibited in its absence. That latent caloric still exists in water, in its

solid state, is very obvious from the fact that, under certain circumstan-

ces, and without being congealed, it can be reduced to a temperature
several degrees below the freezing point. Philosophers, however, have not

been inclined to ascribe the sudden expansion that occurs during the

process of solidification, to the remaining latent heat: I shall not be

greatly surprised to learn that my worthy friend has consulted his pref-
erences by that romantic ride, "down the declivities of the North pole."
Such an excursion, at " lightning " speed, and " astride of an iabcrg,"
certainly suggests a novel and original mode of escaping the force of all

criticism, and especially such as relates to your views of heat and motion

in fluids.
I had occasion to refer to the ebb and How of the ocean tides, to show

that your caloric hypothesis did not account for this ceaselsss motion in

the waters. Your rejoinder consists of a rhetorical flourish about " ri-

ding on cold moon-beams into the region of shadows," which of course

aB`ects my remarks on that subject quite as much as it does the tides

themselves.

Your next illustration, of the mundane origin of the Spiritual Mani-

festations, is derived from the peculiar powers of the torpedo and the

gymmtus. I am aware that these animals are furnished with a kind of

electrical battery, which for self-preservation, and for the purpose of se-

curing their prey, they discharge, suddenly, and in such a manner as to

give a powerful shook to the nervous systems of other animals. But

this proves nothing with respect to the human capacity. Man is not so

organized as to admit of this powerful concentration and dzleruptire dir-

daarge of animal electricity; nor will a galvanic battery and any num-

ber of electrical eels enable us to account for Revelation and miracles.

As the phenomena of vital and voluntary motion, in animals and man,

depend on the distribution of electric currents, it must necessarily fol-

low that various forms and conditions of matter, whether taken into the

system, or placed in intimate external relations to the body, will influ-

ence the organic functions. Any object that will suddenly attract or re-

pulse the vital electricity, will influence vital motion in a corresponding
degree. Thus when a powerful magnet is placed in close proximity to

a sick or sensitive subject-one who has but little voluntary power, rv

sistance of foreign influence, or self-control over the functions of the

nervous system-the electric aura is suddenly disturbed, and, under its

rapid and irregular motion, the nerves vibrate in an involuntary and un-
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controlable manner, producing "
cramps, spasms, Src." A powerful

brain, highly electrical, and energized by a human spirit, might produce
similar effects on a very impressible subject; but all this most signally
fails of accomplishing the object, if the fact: are cited to prove the sub-

lunary origin of the Spiritual phenomena.
That vital electricity is the great agent in all the phenomena of vital

motion and sensation, I believe ; moreover, this agent and its relations

constitute an integral part of my system as well as of yours. I have

not been indifferent to the discoveries in this particular direction. I have

heard of Alfred Smee, and Reichenbach and Gregory are names not

wholly unknown to me. I respect the authorities you have cited, but

unfortunately they do not serve your special purpose in the present issue.

We have no evidence that they even believe in the facts of the Spirit-
ual Manifestations, if we except Mr. Davis and Dr. Buchanan, both of

whom entertain the Spiritual theory. Thus the very persons, on

whose experiments and observations you chiefly rely, saw none of the

spiritual phenomena while engaged in their important researches, nor

did they pretend to have discovered a scientiiic solution of kindred mys-
teries. What you have proved, therefore, in the letters already pub-
lished, I was ready to admit before the discussion commenced ; what

you have merely assumed, it will be dimcult to prove. Here I await

the receipt of your next letter, and with sentiments of friendly regard,
am, Sincerely thine,

_

S. B. BRITTAN.



OD-FORCE.-FACTS.

DB B. w. mcrnaosn ro s. n. narmm.

I-l1'l'll VIII.

Dua Sm : I am in excellent humor this moming, and I will steal the

march on you by writing you mother letter before seeing mother of

your replies. Not having to stop to sd you right, something valuable

may be looked for. As the " Manifestations "
may be made to play an

important part in this number, I callattention to the first case of willing
dead matter, on record. History relates that the sorceries ofSimon Ma-

gus consisted, in trees grow whore he pleased (it so appeared to

the beholder) in passing through the streets attended by the ghosts of

the departed, in passing through the air fiom place to place, (like Mr

Gordon the medium,) and in making chairs and tables move about or

change places in the room as he willed or desired them. He was called

a sorcerer and condemned by the apostles; and the fathers of the church

have left just enough on record of his doings to show us that, the strange
manifestations of Simon were, in part biological-in part

" second

sight," and in part, the same physical signs that attend our mediums-

moving chairs and tables-by will or desire. He also made a sickle

reap without hands, very rapidly. The facts related by Dr. Kerner, in

the Seeherin of Prevorst, are of a similar character. A Mr. Hahn had

taken up residence in a castle in Silesia, and with him was a French

soldier named Kern. Strange sounds were heard in the room and in ad-

joining rooms. Their furniture was moved about, caps, napkins, chndle

snufers and other articles were raised from the floor or stand and dropped
again. A napkin rose up fiom the floor to the ceiling over-head and

slowly iluttered down again; also, a basin of water was suddenly emp-
tied of its contents, while heating for the purposes of shaving. Flashes of

light were seen darting from corner to corner ofthe room, while these 
were occurring. Kern left, and the phenomena ceased; he was a me-

dium undoubtedly for these occurrences. What is singular, this castle

was iinally destroyed by lightning, a few years after, and a skeleton found

in the cellar, confirmed the belief that spirit: were engaged in the capers,
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as they had been seen about the premises. Kern saw the ghost of his

dog one day come into the room-when the poor fellow was locked in

the barn still alive. I explain the above facts by the magnetic condition

of' Kern and probably the decomposition of a dead body in the cellar be-

neath, had something to do with the manif`estations.' The place seemed

also to be highly electrical, as the castle was destroyed by lightning. I

notice two classes of facts of a physical character. The iirst seems to be

the work of vacuum, the second of mental attraction and repulsizm.
The od-force must be kept in mind as I pass on. A boy, a medium,

put his hand over the top of a pump-the pump-handle moved, and

brought water. On removing his hand, the pumping ceased. The

pump, all know, acts by vacuum. The od-force of this magnetic boy
passed from the hand to the water below-it being of the nature of light
-éand moving about 200,000 times as fast as air-its sudden passage

through the air to the water below, would move the air upward and form

a vacuum. If a spirit aided the boy, (and one professed to attend him

who wrote his name
"

Hog Devil,") did the spirit operate through the

boy's will and hand on the od-force ? or did the spirit take hold on the

pump-handle and work it ? Why did not the spirit work the pump
when the boy moved his hand from over it? or could not "

Hog Devil "

pump, only as the boy-aided by some indefinable somehow#-connected
with his hand? This lad on going up stairs near some com, the ears

were set to flying about as if suddenly struck by an unseen force, some

ears passed out the window. The od-force from the boys hands passed
suddenly to the corn and scattered it about, is probably the right so-

lution.

Let us take another class of phenomena. A lady, a powerful medi-

um, on retiring to bed and extinguishing the light, was attended by sin-

gular demonstrations. An old musket was brought into her room from

a back chamber, with a lot of old cartridge boxes. Her pillow was

taken from under her head and thrown at a person standing on the stairs.

A tumbler, on the stand near her bed, was never touched; also a watch

with glass crystal, and a band-box with a bottle of cologne water, were

never disturbed. When the bottle was taken from the box, it was up-
set and put in confusion like other matters. Her trunk, filled with her

clothing, standing in her chamber was set to bounding, lirst one end then

the other would rise from the iloor and come down with force, as it

moved by an invisible hand-an unseen force. Considerable straw was

pulled from her bed, through a very small hole in the tick, and also

the clot/us hanging in the room during these capers would move from
* See Appendix, Note K. 1 See Appendix, Note L
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the wall and swing to and from the wall as if moved by a fluid, or air

in motion. The gun, rusty and magnetic, would be easily and highly
charged with the magnetic od-force of the lady (for Von Reichenbach

has demonstrated that the od-force of magnetic persons is identical with

that of the horse-shoe magnet) and drawn by attraction toward herself.

The glass tumbler, being a bad conductor-although it imbibes the od-

force and becomes magnetic, yet in a less degree; and here we see why
the tumbler, watch and cologne bottle were not' moved about by her

mental magnetism. The pillow was charged with the same force and

sent toward the person who was scared and in the negative state. The

iluid passing from her body, hands and eyes, charged the clothing on

the wall and of necessity put them in motion. The fomites of small-

pox, or contagion, of cholera or plague is absorbed by clothing, and let-

ters, and give these diseases to persons after some months have elapsed.
Plague may be transmitted in a similar manner. The fact that these

occurrences took place after _the light was extinguished, I think, finds

its explanation in the fact that the current of this od-force or nerve

aura was not opposed by the waves of light from the candle-they
would oppose each other, just as one current of water would oppose
another. Did the spirit carry that gun out of the chamber to her room?

Then why did she not upset the tumbler, break her cologne bottle, and

the watch > for this spirit, as you will see, owed the medium a spite!
Below stairs, in the same house, with the same medium, in the even-

ing, a chair was thrown through the air-a settee was rocked-a bureau

moved toward her as she passed by it. As she passed suddenly through
a room, chairs and a table moved into the line through which she passed ;

as she passed the second door, a stick of wood in a deep box fell on the

tloor, near the track she passed through. This is apparently the work

of vacuum and attraction combined. These articles, occupied as they
were by the family, and probably the medium, the chairs and settee

would be charged with the iiuid and moved about by the attraction of a

stronger magnet. All this, and no
" thunder clap P" Surely; for it

is clear that the medium bygiving attention and sitting down and turning
the od-force in another direction, gets small " claps of thunder "

or

" rappings "--but the fluid when moving about loose mshes into the best

conductors and they are attracted accordingly. Is this more strange
than to see one horse-shoe magnet attract another-or move large pieces
of iron or steel-and yet no will-force is acting at all in the magnets.
Kemer states that the Seeherin, when in the magnetic state, was in a

degree deprived of her gravitation; when standing he would extend his
* See Appendix, Note M.
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hand and put his lingers against her's, and lift her from the floor; this

phenomenon is the work of the same force-only in this case Kerner's

will, though unconsciously acted through the medium of the nerve-

aura, and moved the body of the woman up and down. She could not

be sunk in water when in this condition. In experiments on magnetic
persons-in the biolological and impress-ible state-I have seen them at-

tracted by the hand, and drawn from their seats, in spite of their wills

to the contrary. Persons in the biological state may be so attracted to

a stef, or a chair, as to be unable to drop it ; it clings to his hand like

one magnet to another. I once saw a subject fixed to his chair, and

the chair to the floor-and a stout man who tried to lift him succeed-

ing in raising the chair from the door-but it clung to the subject while

he lifted only the subject. This is will-magnetism--and you object to

it, as irrelevant. Recently a lady in our region was told, while asleep,
to visit a sick person some miles of ; the medium went; fell into her

trance state, and she appeared so singular that the family were alarmed,
having had no notice of her coming ; and they called in some men to

carry her out of door, and lo, her chair stuck to the floor ! they could

not liit her-she was suddenly very heavy. My explanation is that she

connected herself to the floor by will-through the cd-force. Yours

would be that the spirits held her down-but how? by od-force-or

biologically ?

I must now return to the medium, who seemed to attract chairs and

tables as she passed by them. Engaged in the laudable business of

studying anatomy, she had a subject whose spirit insisted on being buried.

The raps, while studying, would come on the table, and on a dry skull

lying on it, and also on the book before her. They had been engaged
in dissecting, one day, and the ladies left the room iirst; before the

doctor left he changed the position of the subjed-laying one hand across

the breast, and the other by the side. During the night the ladies

thoughtthe old woman entered their room in person, and various occurrences

were related ot' what passed. But on comparing notes, the medium saw

the ghost-not as they last saw it-but as the doctor left it, with one

am across the breast and the other by her side. The door remained locked,
and the subject was undisturbed, and the inevitable conclusion was that

they had not been visited by the dead subject, but had seen her by a

biological impremion through the mind oi' the doctor. They saw her

just as he left her-hence they took their image or ghost from his mind.

Here we have a clear case of one mind uneonscimtsly operating on an-

other, and producing the image of a ghost in the mind of the person that
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seemed to be real. And yet the medium, when seeing it, thought her-

self awake and conscious. If the spirit could reenter her body and

walk into the room, through a locked door, she could have borrowed a

hoe and buried her own body-the thing she seemed to be clamoring
about. If she took up the body and carried it in, she had strength to

bury herself'-any man would have loaned a hoe and pick for so reason-

able a purpose, just to spite the doctor for being engaged in such a

monstrous business. You say that the spirit impressed the mind of the

medium-but the impression followed the mind of the disseder who last

saw the subject, and clearly iixcs the occurrences between him and the

medium. When the dissection was finished, the bones were put into a

kettle filled with lye and lime, to clean the bones, and set to boiling.
The raps became so loud that it raised a riot in the neighborhood-the
medium was alarmed--the sounds came around the room-on the sides

of the house-articles in the room were moved about, and a bureau full

of articles approached the boiling kettle. You say the spirit was of-

fended because her bones were being boiled.

This is my explanation : The od-force, says Baron Von Reichenbach,
is developed in graves by decaying bodies. A case occurred in which a

sensitive patient saw a ghost-over a recent grave. He took another

clear-seer to the spot; she only saw a light _/lame-an odic-light about

six feet high; the other transformed it into a ghost ; thgsubject felt the

eject of the od-force on approaching it. The Seeherin of Prevorst was

always affected when near a grave; many other persons have the same

sensations-and the horse is always sensitive near graves, and sometimes

acts as wildly as Tam O'Shanter's gray mare,
"

Meg." The Baron

had the body disinterred, and the quid:-lime removed, and the ghost
and od-light both disappeared-thus unfolding a mystery that has been

the terror of all ages among the ignorant and timid.

Now, put these facts with my ghost-story. The bones and flesh im-

mersed in lye and lime, and put to boiling, eiected a rapid decomposi-
tion of the parts, and the od-force-as in the Baron's ease-was rapidly
evolved; the medium being charged with the lluid. Also, we get a

combined force, that clearly accounts for the uproar about the woman's

boiling bones. Another fact: A dry skull used by the ladies was seen

one night iloating in the air around their bed. It occurred again, and a

brother of one of the ladies came and caught it, and retumed it to a

safe place. When it stood on the stand, it would be seen trembling, as

if alive ; when the face was turned from them, it would never turn

around while they looked at it; the moment they turned away it would
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face them. My explanation is, that the skull beinga natural conductor

of the od-force, it became charged with it-in life the currents naturally
run toward the face, and when charged from the medium they naturally
run in that direction, as the currents do in the needle or magnet; when

turned around, they run in the same direction of course. The medium

on turning her face from the skull, and looking in an opposite direction,
changed the course of the currents which affected the skull and it would

then turn and face her by the attraction upon it. This medium, in a

magnetic state, when at rest in bed, still had a connection with the dry
skull, and, charged with the vital currents of her own brain, it was at-

tracted as one magnet attracts on another, and having found the center

of gravitation, it floated around the bed and over it-as the earth floats

around the sun.
'

Various bones in her use have been attracted to her

bed, and when returned to their place they would find their way back.

You have my explanation of these strange occurrences.

The above facts are well attested, and I think can be relied on. I

have not given all, and keep names,
' of course, from the public, as the

medium wishes to avoid any public connection with such strange events.

I mentioned these facts in The Tribune, last winter, and got severely
chastised for it. This I took coolly and kindly-as I am a natural

martyr and love to suffer for righteousness' sake-and in this case I cn-

joyed the consolation ofa severe scolding from one of the best-looking
women in Ohio-though she be a medium. I desire to injure no one's

feelings, but want all the light for the Tau-:onarn that can be given,
with injury to no one.

I shall continue my notice of physical facts.

Yours truly, B. W. RICHMOND.
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l»l'l'l'lR VIII.

Dsan Sm: The Spiritual Manifestations comprehend a great variety
of facts essentially different from the phenomena of gravitation, mate-

rial magnetism, electric adinity, and the dynamics of imponderable Hu-

ids. This is made manifest by the almost universal skepticism, with re-

spect to the facts themselves, whidm we find to prevail among learned
men. The professors in our colleges and men of distinguished scientific

attainments generally-indeed almost all who are profoundly versed in

the mysteries of the material universe have, by their determined oppo-

sition, intimated that such phenomena as we ascribe to spirits do not

come within the sphere of physical causes. The laws of attraction and

repulsion, the power of the magnet and the processes of chemistry, in-

stead of furnishing a satisfactory solution of the modern mysteries, have

lead the most erudite men t.o reject the facts, or to ascribe them tofraud

and delusion. This general unbelief, among those who have deeply
studied the laws of material nature, is most signiiicant. It plainly shows

that, in the opinion of those best qualified to judge, the facts wholly
transcend the capacity of physical agents, and thisis rendered the more

conspicuous by the very first attempt to apply _your hypothesis to par-
ticular examples.

Here allow me to remind you that physical phenomena, or such as

are ascertained to depend on merely physical causes, are essentially the

same in different ages and countries, wherever the same material instru-

mentalities exist. The phenomena of electricity, as they occur in the

earth and atmosphere, are what they were centuries ago, although they
occur more frequently in some countries than in others, and are more

startling and terrible in warm than in cold climates; yet in their nature,

they are essentially the same the world over-if, perhaps, we except
tlw Shetland Isles! In like manner vital electricity is, and was, as much

a constituent element in all men in every period of the world's history,
as it now is in those whom we call ' mediums! We may as well sup-

pose that the ancients existed without blood and without brains, as with-
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out vital electricity, and such other forms of imponderable matter as are

necessary to the development of animal and human life. Thus, if the

Baron's od-force is essential to the mysterious functions of life, volun-
tary motion and sensation, it must be generally diffused and coextensive

with animal and human existence ; and hence the manifestations, if

chiefly dependent on this agent, would be likely to occur among all men

and through all time.

Scientific discoveries have enabled us to make an application of the

great forces in Nature to many grand and important purposes of life.

But our discoveries have not served to augment the resources ofNature,
or to energize the springs which govern her stupendous movements. All

that science has done, or can do, is to observe and classify outward phe-
nomena and illustrate their relations to eternally existing laws. The

utmost limit of all our attainments has not witnessed the slightest in-

crease of power in these potential agents. Light and electricity are the

same everywhere, and their effects are substantially the same. Nor am

I aware that electrical eels have any powers, at the present day, that

did not belong to their remote ancestors. Doubtlcss electricity is now

precisely what it was when Jesus compared the splendor of his coming
to ' the lightning which cometh out of the East and shineth even unto

the West! To assume, therefore, that the mysterious phenomena, now

so prevalent in this country, are dependent on these physical causes is

ofensive to reason, and inconsistent with the facts and the laws on which

they depend. Men have been suiiiciently physical and electrical in all

ages to produce such manifestations, if they depended alone on the in~

strumentalities referred to. .

The absurdity of your hypothesis is not mitigated in the least by the

assumption that the will controls the agents employed in the manifesta-

tions. Indeed its inconsistency with the known laws of matter and

mind is thus rendered more apparent, since there have been men of

unyielding nerve and iron will in all ages. The heroes of the olden

time, whose giant forms were encased in burnished steel, as they went

forth to
"--lick

The gory dust from of the feet of war,"

must have been the best possible human electrical conductors. But I

need hardly remind you that they were not media for the peculiar phe-
nomena you propose to elucidate. Nor are the men of vigorous consti-

tution and strong vitality, the persons in whose presence the Manifesta»

tions chieily occur. The fact is undeniable that the media., with occa-
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sional exceptions, are electrically negative. Many of them are very

delicately organized, and a large proportion are little children, while

strong men, in whose bodies the greatest amount of vital electricity is

elaborated in a given time, are rarely visited by the mysterious powers.
Thus the facts are plainly opposed to your assumption, and can not,
even by a possibility, be coérced into the service of sustaining a theory
that violates the eternal laws of Nature and Reason, as clearly as it de-

nies the claims of the Spirits.
In concluding these general observations, on the nature and capacity of

natural forces,I can not suppress the remark that, the foregoing consid-

erations appear to subvert the hypothesis applied to the particular facts

narrated in your last letter. It is of little consequence whether we

deny the facts outright, or resist the great lessons which they manifestly
teach. The results, so far as they affect human happiness and the in-

terests of science, are not essentially different. Scientilic men have been

accustomed to demand facts in all their researches after truth, and they
have hitherto professed a willingness to accept such conclusions only as

legitimately depend on well attested phenomena. Of late, however,
the supply greatly exceed: the demand, and facts are now at a discount.

When the facts obviously point to a spiritual source, men of science

either become strangely taciturn, or they prefer to diversify their men-

tal exercises by indulging in wild, improbable and romantic speculations.
Before passing to a summary review of the contents of your last letter,
I must not omit to observe that, your facts and references are, for the

most part, extremely imlqinite. You rarely give names or localities,
and in your allusions to authors you never mention the page, and sel-

dom indicate the title of the book. In speaking of persons and occur-

rences, be kind enough to give to each-though it be an

"-airy nothing-
A local habitation and a name."

This at least will somewhat divest your facts of that air of fiction which

attaches to some of the statements already made.

Your effort to marry the theory to the facts will answer an important
purpose, though the illegitimacy of the union must be self-evident. The

curious facts presented in your lirst paragraph are explained, you say,
"

by the magnetic condition of Kern, and probably the decomposition
of a dead body in the cellar." But allow me to remind you, my dear

sir, that no explanation is given. Merely sa/ying that you refer the

mysterious occurrences to the magnetic state of Kem, or to some undis-

covered energy peculiar to 'dry bo'nes,' proves nothing whatever but the
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monstrous character of your assumption. That the living, conscious

spirit of the man-who probably experienced a violent death'-was at-

tracted to the spot, and manifested his presence by physical effects, is

not at all improbable; and the probability of such an occurrence re-

ceives strong confirmation from a multitude of similar examples equally
well authenticated. Moreover, that the spirit might have psychologised
Kern, and presented the image of his dog before him, in order to re-

mind him that the poor animal was "shut up," and perhaps suffering
from hunger or thirst, is, no doubt, quite possible. But to presume
that Kern unconsciously evolved a visible magfnetic dog from his brains

and projected him out of doors, and that the creatine was first seen as he

came into the room to his master, instead oi' on going out from him, is to

make a draft on our credulity that we are forced to dishouor. You do

not attempt to demonstrate that a highly magnetic state of the system
is adapted to produce such singular effects, or that Kern was in such a

state at the time of their occurrence. You do not undertake to show

that even the bones of dead men have a power that living men have not.

But you assume this, and more-everything is assumed, and everything is

improbabk to the last degree. If the phenomena depended on the mag-
netic state of Kern, they would doubtless have followed him when he

left the castle. To conjecture that they were produced by the decom-

position of the human remains, is at once to ascribe powers to the dead

body which you boldly deny to the living spirit! Such notions are only
taught in the school of Materialism. If the bones of one man generated
a power sumcient to move the furniture in the old castle, the number

deposited around St. `Paul's might he expected to evolve force enough to

more the church edyice down Broadway as far as the Battery !

The fact that the castle was subsequently struck by lightning, if it

proves anything, proves the very reverse of what you suppose, name-

ly, that it was not " highly electrical "-that it was in a negative
' While holding an interview with what claimed to be the spirit of a distin-

guished divine, the invisible intelligence communicated the following, as the rea-

son why strange manifestations of an occult presence occurred at a place in New-

England : "A murder was committed there more than ifty years since. The

spirit of the murdered man often visits the place, and demonstrates his presence

by physical effects. When the earthly life is cut short, by accident or other

sudden and violent means, it is easier for the spirit to produce these physical dc-

monstrations, because it left the body while in the exercise of all its powers, and

before its work on earth was completed. It is for this reason that mysterious
sights and sounds have always been most frequent where similar transactions,

have occurred.

7
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state. Wherefore, on a certain occasion, the accumulated electricity
of the atmosphere was discharged at that point, and the building was

destroyed.
Your fact in Odic-hydronamics next claims attention. You atiirm

that, when a certain " boy put his hand over the top of a pump, the pump-
hamlle nuwed and brought 'water ;" and you suppose that the od-f`orce
descended from the boy's hand and displaced the air, thus causing a

vacuum by reason of which the lever moved, Src. The explanation, so-

oalled, indicates a great want of attention to the mechanism of the

pump , or, otherwise, the od-force infringed the principles of mechanics

and the laws of atmospheric pressure. Had the od-force displaced the

atmosphere in the pump, causing a vacuum to exist, the water would

not only have risen and opened the valve, but, so long as the medium's

hand remained over the top, it would have flowed covdinuously, the

weight of the atmosphere inside being thus removed ; and there would

have been 'no motion of the lever or piston.
Before leaving this case, permit me to suggest several questions,

which, as you claim that the Baron sustains your theory, you may be

able to answer. 1. If the od-force is "of" the nature of light," why
did not the su/n, when at his meridian and shining into the top of thc

pump, produce a
' vacuum ' and cause the water to be discharged P

2. Do you learn from Reichenbach's Dynamics that the od-f`orce bas

power to expel the ntnwsplwrc from the place where it exists? 3. Does

the Baron demonstrate that the od-force has power to comwse and to

'write its 'name ? and did it give the same name at Vienna that it gave
the boy inOhio? 4. Does the Baron also prove that corn. is a good
conductor of the od-force ?

You next cite some very remarkable phenomena, alleged to have oc-

curred iu the sleeping-room ofa lady. An " old musket "
was, in your

opinion,
"

highly charged with the magnetic od-force of the lady," and

this accounts-we are assured on the authority of my medical friend-

for its suddenly leaviugits place in the " back chamber," and marching
'into the room where the medium had retired for the night. We have

heard that loaded guns sometimes go gf, but this one came to-the lady.
7Under ordinary circumstances, such behavior ou the part of a gun would

be deemed very strange, but in thc light of your explanation we are

'taught that_whcn a gun is charged with od-f`orce it is all perfectly natu-

ral. It was
"

rusty and magnetic " and, therefore, easily charged at a

distance. Most rational reason ! But the cartridge bores-usually made

~of wood and leather-were they also "

rusty and magnetic " that they
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followed ? or was it from long companionship and the power of habit?

The reader may be curious to know whether it was from force or a_feo~
tion that the boxes accompanied the gun? It was supposed to be set-

tled, some time since, by scientific observations and experiments, that

bodies in opposite states-with respect to the imponderable elements that

surround or permeate them-exhibit attraction; but your hypothesis
makes the phenomena depend on other causes. The magnetic attrac-
tion was not exhibited until a partial or total equilibrium was established,
by the odic emanations which proceeded from the person to the thing.
Moreover, you amrm that the od-force charged the pillow also, notwith-

standing feathers, if I mistake not, are but a poor conductor. Will you

explain why the pillow was so violently repulsed-was thrown from the

lady, and down stairs, while loading the gun caused itto move in an op-

posite direction-to be attracted ? I have been present on several oc-

casions when the table was so powerfully exercised that two strong men

could not restrain its movements. Now, if ponderable objects, and

especially fire-arms, are liable to become so over-loaded, the danger of

using them will be found to be much greater than has been generally
supposed. A dmlblc-barreled gun might perhaps be so heavily charged
as to shoulder a small man and walk oil' with him! especially if the

man was distinguished for a strong will, and the gun happened to be
"

rusty and magnetic." Upon the presumption that a spirit conveyed
the gun into the lady's apartment, you wish to know "

why he did not

upset the tumbler, break her cologne bottle and the watch ?" I reply,
because he knew better; all common sense people are accustomed to

handle glassware more cautiously than they do guns, cartridge boxes,
trunks, etc.

Again, as the same medium " passed suddenly through a room, chairs

and a table moved into a line " behind her. These phenomena you
ascribe to vacuum, and yet who does not know that no vacuumisformed,
or can be produced in this way. If the thing were even possible, any
other person, as well as the medium, passing through a room with the

same velocity, would produce precisely the same results. One body
 through air will displace the atmospheric medium as readily
and thoroughly as any other body of the same magnitude and momen-

tum. Air is so rariiied that it is not a very sluggish element, and it

would be quite likely to ' keep up
' with the lady, unless she traveled

much faster than people do this way; especially as the surrounding atmo-

spheric pressure of fifteen pounds to the square inch, would assist it

along, with a force equal to about Mr¢>Ir¢' nr ji/`l¢'r'n /uns on the entire
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surface of the body of air displaced. Bntthis marching of all the house-
hold furniture after a medium is not, in your judgment, more wonder-

ful than that a horse-shoe magnet should attract large pieces of iron or

steel. In my humble opinion it is quite another affair. The horse-

shoe magnet has no power to attract wood; it will not 'move the

bureau '
nor

' lilt the trunk ;' it will not repulse feathers, so as to send

them down stairs; neither will it ' scatter the corn, nor
'
pull the straw

outof the bcd.' We must, therefore, ascribe such phenomena to the

operations of a diferent power.
When you say, in substance, that a staE, chair, or other object, will

cling to the hand of a biological subject, by virtue of the same princi-
ple that operates in the magnet, I deny the assertion and utlirm the

thing to be impossible. Moreover, I promise to make the error of the

statement apparent to every capacity, whenever you attempt to fortify
the same by any important evidence. The other unlocated facts,  
mentioned in the same connection, could not have been produced by
any other form of material magnetism aided by the human will in the

body. If you think otherwise, make an argument in support of your

hypothesis and I will venture to attempt its refutation.

The remarkable facts witnessed by, and in presence of, a lady who

was pursuing a course of anatomical studies, I shall notice at length
hereafter. For the present I defer it, because the case is one of pe-
culiar interest and some matters of moment appear to have been omitted

in your statement. I am led to adopt this course from a late per-
sonal interview with an intelligent friend who is somewhat familiar with

the facts to which you refer, and whose version differs in several essen-

tial particulars from the one contained in your letter. I can not resist

the conviction that the publication of such startling occurrences should

be accompanied with the testimony necessary to secure their acceptance
by all candid readers. Facts that can not be authenticated should not

be introduced in a scientific discussion ; nor should important facts be

suppressed, merely to gratify a fastidious delicacy that holds in subjec-
tion to itself the highest interests of science, and the soul's reverence for

the most sacred realities. A simple statement, concerning the occur-

rence of phenomena which address themselves to the senses, can not, in

any manner, commit the author of such statement to my theory or yours.
The person who testifies is in no way responsible for our conclusions, or

those of the public at large, any more than the witness is auswemifle

for the judgment of the court, or for the more questionable decisions of

popular opinion. Now as you desire " to suffer for righteousness' sake,"
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allow me to suggest that you had better out with the whole truth-

cull the witnesses and give us a. connected statement of all the material

facts-thus will your
'

martyrdom ' be glorious and 'your consolation'

complete.
With a lively interest in the general subject of' our correspondence,

and assurances of personal regard and esteem, I am

Very cordially yours,
S. B. BRITTAN.



PHYSICAL PHENOMENA.-TEMPERAMENTS OF MEDIA.

DB B. W. RICHMOND T0 B. B. BRITTAN.

' LETTER IX.

Dean Sm: My sixth letter with reply is received. My first letter

bears date July 25. August 7th you proposed a form of question ; two

other letters of yours, dated August 24th and September 3rd,
" decline

the discussion " till the "

propositions "
are accepted. I can not see

your agreemen! with yourself, though you doubtless do. I offer you a

personal meeting to settle our diference where kind words shall be used

as weaponsf-till then, as the politicians say, I refer the friends to our

"life and writings." We don't agree about the "writings
" either.

Harper's Magazine, for July, 1851, has the old signers' names. The

Autographical Detcdar, found at any bank, has fifteen hundred names;

will the friends get these, and with my criticism, examine and see for

themselves. Those names I believe to be the work of mae hand. Many
writers have examined them and agree with me. Shall Mr. Fowler's

hand writing be brought to the side of these autographs, to retixte their

resemblance P If so reasonable a request is denied, I rest the matter

where it is. In this I mean nothing personal, further than the facts

warrant candid criticism.

I did not intend to say that mediums were all drunk or lunalics.

The expression, "in a similar way," is a little ambiguous. I intended

to say that drinkers and lunatics showed new sysmptoms, mental and

moral, and that a somnambule in his exaltation of powers, might imitate

 Mr. Bush seems to have been struck with a similar thought
in his letter for the Sussman. Alcohol, opium, belladonna, all poi-
sons, make a deep impression on the sensorium, and in these moods the

person exhibits various mental and physical symptoms, which resemble

the symptoms of mediums. I do not conclude from it, as you hint, that

they are under the effects of medicine-but of the od-force, probably,
which makes a still deeper impression on the subject. You say, spirits;
I say, physical induences, affect them. I dislike all personalities, and

have intended to avoid them. We disagree about mediums being in a

normal state. You ask by what rules of logic I prove that they are ab-
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normal persons. Two of my little boys are very impressible. I look
one in the eye and say to him, "you are going to whirl your hands ;"
he does so, with violence, till I say

" all right," and he stops instantly.
He appears as usual, and did while whirling his hands. I infer that he

has an abnormal state, from the fact that he inuolu/nlarily obeyed my
will. A man is brought into court, he claims to be sane; the court sets

three days, and are about to call him in the normal stale ; a stranger
suggests that he is Christ; the prisoner assents ; the court infers his

abnormal state from the fad. Augusta M. sets down at a table with

Mr. B.; soon :tra/nge sou/nds are heard--incontestibly connected with the

medium-I infer her abnormal state from the fact ordinary persons don't
have such sounds about them. Normal means

"
according to a rule or

principle." These persons have new symptoms added to them, and

when judged by other persons they are not normal; they dont't "
square

"

with the rule and principle by which we measure the condition of per-
sons. I am going to hold you to this point. Talking about "

more

vital defects " than abruptness, won't aid your case.

You assume that trance is one of the most marvelous of the magnetic
states, and that the spirit leaves the body "-I deny it. I assume that

the spirit don't leave the body. Augusta M. answered "
seven hundred

test questions," giving seven hundred demonstrations that she was en rap-

port with your mind. "
H.," referred to in your third letter, was en-

tranced by your agency. The trance is spontaneous in many persons, as

much so as sleep, dreaming, or somnambulism. Evidence of this is

abundant. You had, for forty minutes tried to magnetize him ; you had

charged him with the od-force of your own body; it floated over his ner-

vous system and impressed it with its peculiar force. When he came

into your presence the "
imponderable fluid" of your nervous forces

charged and entranced him. Had I known this fact before, I could have

found the unkvuown magnetiaer. The impression ot' a powerful operator

impresses persons for years. Many persons, on coming into Mesmer's

presence, were thrown into both trance and spasms. It is not neces-

sary to suppose that mind acts at all in such cases. Miasms, causing
fevers, the coutagion of cholera, and plague, show that imponderable
Huids produce strange symptoms. The magnet, the crystal, with Von

Reichenbaoh, threw persons into the magnetic sleep or trance. The

biological state and mesmeric sleep are produced instantly by the sound

of a word or a wave ofthe hand, or look of the eye.
You again refer to " H.," and find, as usual, that I presume that she-

went into rapport with your mind. You assume that the somnambulev
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was en rapport with the mind of Miss Lind, because the one took sounds

-or musical ideas--from her mind. I assume that "
H.," was en rap-

port with your~mind, for the same reason.

Two pith balls, electrically charged, attract or repel each other. Two

balls show the same phenomena in a thunder storm. We assume from

that fact, and correctly, too, that the same cause is acting.
While it is known to the savans that one mind has the power of

mingling with another and absorbing its ideas, you will be puzzled to

make it so clear as you wish to, that such an occurrence indicates the

presence of a third mind. But how came the ghost of " H." there?

They shall have their turn in due time. The lawyers, when dissatisfied

with oneargument, make a second; the jury commonly suspect both.

You are in a similar fix. You assume that the case turns on this point.
Do various magnetic subjects reflect the latent or recent thought in the

mind. They retlect both, the one and the other, and frequently mix

the two together.
In the first place-you was not psychologzing

" H." A voluntary
-or involuntary if you please-junction of the two minds occurred, by
the operation of the life fluid of the one on the other, the intenseness ot

the impression produced on his mind seemed to correspond to the im-

pression that " H." made on your mind-hence the first image rq/Zeated
was

" H.," then the impression of those words, not elfaced in "
thirty

years," came out protuberant in their horrid fullness. You was not

impressing him by will, he was searching your mind for facts and ideas.

Undoubtedly when you impress the subject you would get the recent

thought ; but you say, mentally, how can I be sure that " H." is here,
your minds are one P " H." is coupled in your mind with the tragedy,
and his mind catches it as naturally as the hound sants the game. You

my that " H." declared he was not en rapport. I gave you, in my last,
a casein which one mind unconsciously impressed a medium with the

image of a subject under dissection : the subject stood before the mind,
apparently living; horrid sounds came from her ghastly half-dissected

ghost-ship ; the old hag, from a city-hell-house, was mad because they
would not bury her half-rotten carcass.

Not to mislead ourselves and others, this law of mental reflection

must be closely studied. Not only mental, but physical images are

reflected, and by close-looking we can trace it from mind to mind-the

facts themselves proving the minds en rapport. Gregory went to bed

with a jug of hot water at his feet; he dreamed of visiting Etna. He
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had visited Vesuvius, lang since, but reamlly read of Etna. Heat was

here the cause, or jug-ology.
A friend sat asleep ; his wife requested a visitor to sing a song. Half

an hour after, the husband awoke, and pretty soon repeated some lines

of the song. He thought it strange-he had not thought of it for years.
Here sound renewed the memory.

A friend of mine, in a dream, went to his barn; saw the ditch filled

with lobsters, their claws armed with a tall blue light-the ghost of

od-lights probably; on turning toward his house, saw the whole sky
filled with an immense frame-work to a building. He had been months

before painting, for a geologist, lava blocks, and cutting down the strata

he thought of the fact that, lobsters had worked to the top through
erevices. Years before, an immense frame-work had deeply impressed
him. Here the old and new are woven into one, and exhibited to the

mind. My little boy, three years of age, standing by his mother, said

all at once-his eye sparkling with new tire-" Pa is coming home

to-night and L., too ; I see them," I was forty miles from home, my
return uncertain. It came out as he said. That is mind-reflection.

Every day shows cases in which mediums take facts from the minds

of those around them that have slept for twenty, thirty, forty years.
The law of en rapport understood, the occurrence is no more strange
than that we should recollect a fact forgotten-it is, in fact, the same

process of memory. Memory is indestructible. In the Susxman, (a
beautiful Monthly, edited by S. B. Brittan of New-York, filled with

the choicest thoughts from some of the best minds of the age-a feast

for all thinkers,) page 127, I find this fact: Mr. B. was lecturing in

Connecticut, and happened to be thinking of a young friend some miles

distant. At the very moment some persons were trying to mentally
impress him ; all at once he escaped from their control, and said Mr.

B. wanted him.

I have performed many similar experiments, and it proves that mind

acts on mind through space, as one globe acts upon another, through
space ; the one the work of mind-matter, the other of an

"

impondcra-
ble fluid." This admitted, and there is no backing. It is the law ot

en rapport, and has three reflections. 1. When impressed, it reflects

the recent impression. 2. When requested to reflect-as in mediums-

an old fact-it at once acts on the memory, and finds the image
"

un-

dimmed in thirty years." 3. When left to the dream movement, void

of volition, it mixes old and new, and deduces new images. I am going
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to try to slide all your i' communications through this loophole, so fortify
it. It is a very important point.

I now return to the od-force, mental attraction and repulsion. A few

eases occur where spirits claim to move articles without mediums; but

the mass of facts show that the medium is indispensable. Mr. Hume 's

recent visit to Poughkeepsie, showed wonders in physical eB`eets. In

your first letter you attribute the power of the demonstrations to his

presence, among other mediums. When Mr. Gordon was in New-York,
last winter, he went into a room with Mr. Partridge. The sofa rolled

toward him. Vacuum and mental attraction seem involved in the phe-
nomena. He Hosted up into the air, and around the room. The un-

conscious will-force seems greater than ordinary volition. His body
charged with thc od-force performed this feat, partly by gravitation and

partly by will-power. A table lifted on one side by a person, a spirit
liilcd the other-the medium applied the od-force to one side. Tables

are lifted on one side, pens and other articles remain on-rendered

magnets by the od-force and attract each other, while the will of the

medium lifts the table, repels, attracts, and "makes every fiber give."
In reasoning upon the od-force, and that mediums are abnormal-

magnetic-biologic-mesmeric-cataleptic-hysteric-impressible-sick-sensitive
persons, I have, of necessity, assumed this fact, until I could reach it

in order. All Von ~Reiehenbach's experiment were among this class of

persons. Cahagnet's experiments were all among this class of individ-

uals. Mesmeric subjects are among this class; biological subjects are

among the same class, and mediums are no exception to the rule, but

confirm it in every instance known to myself. The temperament of

these persons must be studied, and their various symptoms in disease and

apparent health carefully noticed. I appeal to examples for proof ot

my statement. Mediums may be thus classed: 1. Persons whose pa-
rents are of decided nervous tempcraments. 2. Those whose mothers

are nervous, hysterical, or epileptic. 3. Those whose parents, one or

both, are subjects of consumption, or whose mothers are sensitive from

sickness.-I beg pardon ofthe ladies who may feel accused of hysteria
-may have the temperament without fits, and if they have both they
are no more responsible than they are for having the consumptive tem-

erament.P
1. The most powerful medium I have known is large, well formed,

large brain, sparkling eye, very nervous-grief throws her into convul-

sions. Parents nervous temperament. Mother died early.
2. Three cousins-married ladies-all good mediums; best at writ-
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ing: large brain, light skin, black eyes, fine hair, quick motions-all

nervous and sensitive-a decided hysterical temperament. Mothers

both of the same temperament.
3. A young lady-nearly blind for some years, cured by a biological

impression-a good mesmeric subject: slim, pale, ine hair and skin,
blue eyes-a marked nervous temperament.

4. A mother and little girl : slim, feeble health, blue eyes, light hair,
nervous fiber marked, and sensitive. Parents and family subjects ot

bypochondria.
5. A lady: light eyes and hair, quick motions, large brain, sly ex-

pression of face-subject to its-crafty as a policeman. A marked

nervous and hysterical temperament. Parents unknown to me.

6. A young lady: quick in intellect, light complexion, medium size,
hysterically inclined-so deeply impressed with excitement she became

insane, and now in an asylum. Parents unknown.

7. Two girls: black eyes and hair, large brain, feeble looking, nerv-

ous-good rappers. Parents nervous temperament.
8. A young man : slim, pale, nervous, light hair and eyes, quick

nervous fiber-prescribes, sees angels, Christ and the devil-has fits,
hysterics absolutely. Mother a nervous, hysterical, fidgetty compound.
The highest medical authority pronounce men subjects of hysterical
phenomena.

9. A lady : light hair and eyes, quick Ebcr, vapory and nervous;
was a long time trying to be a medium; seemed instantly to take it

from another medium who was having spasms. She wrote, run, jumped
about, quivered all over, her head rolled and rocked-violent spasms
succeeded. She was relieved by emetic tartar.

10. A married lady: long subject to fits; parents consumptive. She

is slim, light eyes, and fine nervous fiber. She has periodical catalepsy;
preaches; fits come on at particular hours ; preaches best on a particu-
lar night ; claims the power to heal disease by the aid of the Holy Ghost

and Doctor Franklin. She was treated by another medium, and was

impressed by his nervous condition. Spirits threaten her with sickness

and death if she refuses to do good. Subject to jerks of the head always
on one side. She mimics in ber sleep the various cramps enjoyed by the

damned.'

ll. A young man: slim, black eyes and hair, quick motions, small

head; writes rapidly; very nervous. Mother has been very sickly for

many years.
12. A young man: large brain, very nervous, writes furiously. His

`

* See Appendix, Note N.
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sister, while the spirits were developing her into a medium, was found to

be an excellent biological subject. Parents marked nervous tempera-
ment.

13. Amale : slim, red hair, goodbrain; good writing medium. His

wife a mesrnerie subject and clairvoyant, and writes some.

14. A highly nervous organization; a spirit wrote out the contents of

a letter after she had put it on her forehead. Spirits understand psy-
chornetry.

15. A young man-a student of medicine: a highly excitable nervous

temperament, and a ine biological subject. After trying to be a medi-

um, by sitting with the pen, proposed that I should biologize him. I

did so, and after a few sittings, he took the pen, and the "

spirits"
came at once; he wrote freely; and after three days' experiment he
came to a settled conclusion that the comma/micatiofns were from his own

mind. The images were old, new, and the two mixed together, com-

bined without any reference to order or time.

Another medium, of large brain-a nervous-lymphatic-was, after a

few months' medium-ship, attacked with paralysis. It willnot be denied
that the identity of the individuals with all others of a magnetic charac-

ter-some being mesmeric sleepers, others clairvoyants, others in the

biological or impressible state, others cataleptic,others entranced, others

with paralyzed limbs-raises a strong presumption in favor of the idea

that these phenomena are among those mysterious things connected with

this class of peculiarly organized individuals. The inference is a fair

one, until shown to be false.
It is among this very class of persons that Von Reichenbach dem-

onstrated a predominance of the od-force, and Buchanan his system of

impressibility ; and while these Spiritfphenomena are always found most

intense in the same connection, it willbe well to investigate closely what

magnetic persons may do, before rushing into the unseen world after in-

tangible causes. Two magnets attract each other ; we infer the power
of magnetic iluid from that fact. Two balls of iron, suspended from a.

hight by a cord, approach each other, the lines varying from the parallel
--we infer thence that the balls attract each other. A magnetic person
is attracted from his seat by the hand of another-we infer that both

are powerfully magnetic from the fact. This same person, a medium,
approaching a table, passes his hand over it, and after a a little the table

moves, and the plain inference is that the person attracts or repels the

table, as the case may be.

In my next I will call attention to other physical symptoms.
Yours truly, B. W. RICHMOND.



REPLY TO DR. RICHMOND.

LE'|"|'lR IX.

Mr DEAR FRIEND: In the beginning of your letter you seem inclined

to entertain the thought that my language is, at least occasionally, char-

acterized by a spirit of unkindness, and the observation that you
" dis-

like all personalities," seems to imply that I have been less scrupulous
on this point than yourself. If I have given just cause for such a com-

plaint it is my misfortune, of which, however, I am still unconscious.

I beg you will consider our respective relations to the question and to

each other. You occupy the ajirmative position, and it is your prerog-
ative to take your own way in the defense of the material theory ; but,
so long as I am in the negative, I am not privileged to take an inde-

pendent course. I must await my time until the form of the proposi-
tion is changed and our relations to the question are reversed. Now, I

respectfully inquire, what have I to do, agreeably to the acknowledged
rules oi discussion, but to follow you in a careful analysis of what you

may be pleased to write ? If the privilege of reviewing your premises
and conclusions is denied me, then, manifestly, the negative can bear

no part in the controversy. And yet, the facts and arguments on both

sides, it appears to me, should be subjected to a severe ordeal ; this is

necessary to enable us to distinguish between truth and error. In dis-

cussing the relations of the present question, to the established principles
of physical science, it is obviously my privilege and my duty, as one

who accredits the claims of the Spiritual theory, to show, if that be pos-

sible, wherein your explanations infringe the known laws of physics.
Now permit me to say, in all sincerity, that I deem the spirit of your
letters worthy of imitation, and while I bear witness to the uniform kind-

ness manifested by yourself, during this correspondence, I trust that my
friend will do me the justice not to confound a playful criticism or logi-
cal analysis with personal ill feeling. While I presume that our respect
for each other, and for our readers, will always be appropriately mani-

fested, I venture to hope that the sentiments of personal friendship and

cordiality will not be permitted to dilute the elements, or impair the

force of the present controversy. These sentiments, I doubt not, are
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mutually entertained, and should not be diminished by such a measure

of freedom as our deepest convictions may sanction or the truth demand.

I need not occupy time and space with matters already disposed of,
and, therefore, very eheertiilly accord to you the privilege of the last

remarks, concerning the acceptance of the proposition now under dis-

cumion. For similar reasons I leave the reader to decide whether the

Spirit-writings through Mr. Fowler-introduced, be it remembered, by
Dr. Richmond-contribute to establish the amrmative of the question
in its present form. I will, however, furnish a specimen of Mr. Fow-

ler's chirography if it can be of any possible service in your present
labors.

You adirm that " all poisom make a deep impression on the senso-

rium," producing " various mental and physical symptoms," and thence

conclude that all media are under the influence of the odforce! You

will pardon me if I am unable to perceive the remotest possible connec-

tion between the premises and the conclusion. Moreover, I did ask to

be informed with respect to the peculiar rule of logic, according to which

you infer that all the media are in an abnormal state, and the following
answer by my correspondent is singular enough:

" Two of my little

boys are very impressible, I look one in the eye and say to him, ' You

are going to whirl your hands ;' he does so with violence till I say
' all

right' &c." Now if this answer involves any rule of logic, it is more

than probable that its wonderful subtilty or my extreme obtuseness will

render it forever imperceptible. Grant that your little boy is "

very

impressible ;" I am willing to accept the fact without further evidence;
but when you ask me to infer from this circumstance that the media for

Spiritual Manifestations, are without exception, in an abnormal condi-

tion, I am left to look in vain for that rule ot' logic, and must beg leave
to be excused if I fail to accomplish the leap. The facts and your de-
duction may be concisely stated thus: '

My son is highly susceptible
to my influence ; he whirls his hands involimtarily, whenever I tell him
to do so, and until he hears his father say,

" All right ;" therefore all
media for the Spiritual phenomena, of whatever nature or class, are in
an abnormal state.' It will be perceived that the conclusion sustains
no possible relation to the antecedent propositions.

But I am reminded that the word normal, as employed in this connec-

tion, signities-to use the precise definition of IVebster-" According to

an vstablzlshczl law, rule or principle."
' You are going to hold me to

this point.' Very well ; I will try to hold still. New you at once infer
that Miss Middlebrook is in an

" abnormal state, from the fact that ordi-
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nary persons don't have such sounds about them " But this is sheer

evasion. The question to be settled is not whether all persons, or

" ordinary persons," are accompanied by the sounds, but do the mani-

festations occur "according to an established law, rule, or principle ?" Dr.

Richmond most certainly contends that they do, and has labored even

from the commencement of this discussion, to prove that they all depend
on the ' established laws ' of imponderable fluids, or the '

principles
' of

electricity, magnetism and the od-force. If my fricnd's position be cor-

rect-if the manitestations are regulated by the undeviating laws of

physical nature, as much as gravitation, chemical aliinity, the expansion
of bodies by heat, and the attraction of the magnet, then, manifestly, as

normal means agreeably to law, the fact is proved-Dr. Richmond being
the principal witness--that the media may be in a strictly normal con-

dition. The fact that "

ordinary persons don't have such sounds, etc."

presents no valid objection to the conclusion. It is well known that
"

ordinary persons
"

are not philosophers, mathematicians, poets, paint-
ers or musicians, but philosophy has to do with laws, the exact sciences

are subject to inflexible rules, and poetry, painting, and harmonics are

governed by established principles. I conclude, therefore, that even

Plato, Archimedes, Shakspeare, Michael Angelo and Mozart, may have

been, for the most part, in a perfectly normal condition, since it docs not

follow, necessarily, that persons who possess extraordinary powers, gifts,
capacities and susceptibilities, are in an abnormal state, so long as their

peculiar attributes and functions are regulated by law.

You tacitly acknowledge all that I particularly desired to prove by
my remarks-published in my sixth letter-concerning the nature of

tra'/zw._ You had previously assumed that ' the most marvelous mag-
netic phenomcna ever witnessed are among persons who appear perfect-
ly norm.al.' I denied the assumption, and instanced trance as one of

the most marvelous of the magnetic states, observing at the same time

that, the subject of trance, so far from appearing
" perfectly normal,"

frequently appears to be dead. Now I am very well assured that nei-

ther my correspondent, nor any other intelligent observer, will attempt
to dispute this point. Every case of trance plainly disproves the assump-
tion that the most wonderful of the magnetic states is characterized by
normal symptoms. This is all I designed to establish by my former

remarks. Whether the spirit absolutely leaves the body, during the

continuance of the state, is not the point involved; however,tlie proba-
bilities of the case will more clearly appear when I come to present the

evidence under this head.
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You insist that Mr; Hume was-in the scene of the maniac described

in s former letter-entranced by me, and you seize on the fact that I

had spent some forty minutes in an elfort to magnetize H., to sustain

you; but the fact is plainly subversive of your hypothesis. Will you
hear in mind that it was on a prembus occasion that I tried to entrance

Mr. Hume, and also that I tried in vain. Nothing, in my humble opin-
ion, can be more unphilosophical than your manner of disposing of this

case. You at once presume that, although I had utterly failed to make

any sensible impression on H., at the time of the trial, yet some days or

weeks after, and without any eifort of mine, he was suddenly and deeply
entrsnced-because he was previously dm-ged with the odzforee of my own

body! Did this wonderful agent which, according to Dr. Richmond,
moves

" about 200,000 time as fast as air," require several days to
" Boat over the nervous system

" of Mr. Hume, so as to "
impress him

with its peculiar force ?" Can anything be more preposterous ! I am

sure the Baron's od-force never did appear so extremely odd as it does

just now, and in the service of my friend. It causes bodies to be at-

tracted and repulsed, elevated or cast down, with equal facility ; inani-

mate objects become animated and walk of; they dance to music ; they
take aerial excursions, and perform an endless variety ofthe most fan-

tastic trieks, in which they violate all the known laws of imponderable
agents and astonish every body. Did any force ever act so before ! It

is certainly not surprising that the clergy and the press are alarmed,
and that able writers are excited to opposition, now that Odforce preach-
es on Sunday, edits newspapers and threatens to ruin the whole bus-iness of
authorship ! Seriously, when you attempt to refer such wonders to the

od-force, will you not consent to treat the subject in a more scientific

manner, and not insist that the mere repetition of those cabalistic words

furnishes a solution for all mysteries. Words are not always revela-

tions ; sometimes they even obscure the divinest thoughts, or they may

dimly shadow forth.

"-- combinations of disjointed things,
And forms, impalpable and unperceived

By others."

That dreams may be inspired by sensation and a previous association

of ideas, is proved by a great number of illustrations: Gregory's dream,
cited in your last letter, presents an example of this class. But a dream

which can be directly traced to an adequate cause, proves nothing with

respect to the innumerable facts which admit of no such reference.

This case will not enable us to aooount for all, or for any one class, of
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the Manifestations, any more than it proves that all dreams are directly
inspired by 'Mt. Vesuvius ' or 'a jug of hot water '! The other dreams,
referred to in your letter, amount to no more.

In my psychological experiments I have often made impressions on

the minds of others, without direct physical contact, and, in some in-

stances, when they were at a distance. The fact quoted from the Sas-

KINAH comprehends the result of one of these experiments. But it

should be remembered that these were persons with whom I had pre-

viously been en rapport, and that no trial of a similar kind was ever at-

tended with success, except there was a powerful wrmcfntration of mind on

the object and a. determined ezeralve of the will. In all such cases, there-

fore, the relations of cause and eifect are plainly distinguishable. The

results of my own experiments have often filled me with astonishment,
but they wholly differ in their nature, and in the circumstances of their

occurrence, from the more important facts usually ascribed to the agen-

cy of spirits. The deliberate announcement that you are
"

going to

try to slide all" the essential facts through
" this loophole " does not

strike me as particularly remarkable-it will be very extraordinary,
however, if you succeed.

Your mode of accounting for what occurred to Henry Gordon, while

in a room with Mr. Partridge, is not quite as clear as demonstration.

To solve the problem of Henry's aérial journey
" around the room "

you say,
" The 11/l|»¢Wll361:01L3 will-force seems greater than ordinary voli-

tion." This reminds me of the claims of certain theologians, who are

accustomed to make an important distinction between the revealed and
" the secret will of God," both of which they profess to understand.

Will you inform me how you came to be conscious of the existence of

that " unconscious *willforce " of which no one has a consciousness?

Your explanation continues thus: "His body, charged with the od--

force, performed this feat partly by gravitation and partly by will-

power." But allow me to remind you that the human body, by virtue

of a law that acts irresistibly on all ponderable bodies, could only gravi-
tate toward the center of the earth. Now as Henry, agreeably to the

statement-and thisis not a solitary example-moved in the qrposite
direction, from the ea,rth's center, it is obvious that gravitation had noth-

ing to do with the result; but the fact is the revelation of a power com--

pared with which ordinary physical forces, mighty as they really are,

are nevertheless inferior. Moreover, to amrm that a phenomenon of

this nature, and withal so extraordinary as to be deemed utterly incred-

ible by the mass of men. was accomplished by a simple act of the will,
8

Y
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is about as rational, at the present stage of human Spiritualization, as to

say that a nian may lift himself' by his shirt collar !

You next present a brief analysis of the temperaments of some twen-

ty media, not one of whom, so far as we are able to learn from your

statement, has any name or residence. I presume they are all verita-

ble eases, but we have no means ot' Hnding any one of them, unless my
friend or the od-force shall be pleased to disclose their whereabouts.

The object of this analysis of temperamental conditions seems to be, to

show that the media, male and female, are generally restless mortals,
subject to nervous excit/ements and hysteria. The cases appear to have

been selected for a particular purpose. Suppose I make a selection ; I

will give the names and residences too, as far as possible :

Rev. Cnsnuzs Hamronn, Rochester, N. Y., a gentleman of ener-

getic mind and strong executive powers-was never affected mesmeri-

cally, or otherwise by any magnetic or psychological process-will
give my correspondent, or any respectable biologist, an opportunity to

make a longer or shorter trial as may best accord with the convenience
of the operator. The right hand of Mr. Hammond has written several

interesting books, that are now having an extensive sale, in the origina-
tion of which, fizrther than is here indicated, he has had no personal,
voluntary or conscious agency.

Aunnsw Jscxson' Davis, now of Hartford, Conn., has been a Seer
and Spiritual medium from his early youth. He possesses a firm nerv-

ous-billious temperament, a sound constitution, and was never troubled

with nervous diseases. Mr. D. is characterized by great calmness of

feeling, manner and speech, is a philosopher by nature, and is subject
to frequent inllux from the Spiritual World, the spirits not unfrequently
presenting themselves in visible form before him.

Mr. Dann-:r. GAT!-:s, Worcester, Mas., is a man of sterling common

-sense and ineorruptibie integrity--weighs nearly two hundred pounds-
enjoys good health-is distinguished for correct habits, and a calmness

»0f mind and temper that is seldom or never rutlled. Mr. Gates has been

a medium for some months.

Mr. Banana--said to have intercourse with spirits-resides in New-

Haven, Conn., is frequently in Bridgeport, New-York and elsewhere,
.acting in the capacity of medium-weighs, I should think,not far from

-two hundred and thirty pounds-is ofa strong billions-lymphatic temper-
=ament, has a good appetite, rests well and was never known to be

ftroubled with hysteria.
I can easily extend the number to twenty if it is requiredéwizlumt
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suppressing names or loazlities-but the above may suiiice tp show that,
the media are not all of the class described by my correspondent. It is
true that a large number of persons susceptible to spiritual influence,
have nervous temperaments and are delicately organized; but it ir not

true that their nervous systems are generally shattered, or that they are

otherwise diseased. If the nervous or mental temperament is usually
predominant in the media, the fact rather favors the spiritual theory,
since persons of this class are more ethereal in their natures, and, of con-

sequence, other conditions being favorable, are more likely to be ap-

proached by spirits.
As to " rushing into the unseen world after intangible causes," I

need only say that, while I can not conceive of ultimate or real causesas

existing anywhere but in " the unseen world " I still propose to proceed,
in searching after them, with the greatest coolness and deliberation.

With assurances of personal friendship, and believing that the alleged
intercourse between spirits and men is a solemn and sublime reality,

I am yours sincerely, S. B. BRITTAN,



PHYSICAL PHENOMENA.-TEMPERAMENTS OF MEDIA.

DR B. W. RICHMOND T0 S. B. BRITTAN.

l|l'l'|`lR X.

Dun Sm : In your reply to my seventh letter you still seemed to be

haunted with that "

question "-its ghost won't down at your bidding.
Edward seems also to run in your imagination, and you seem to think

that I have treated him as badly as the spirits did when they caught
him in the garret, paralyzed his legs, and told him to be quiet, he should

not be hurt. I would not hang my dog, or the ghost of Kern's dog, on

such testimony. You give it to Dr. Hibbert good; he got his stone

too broad, you think, and I suggest that his measurement was
" inci-

dental," or by
"

special direction," or possibly he did it " while Kossuth's

mission "
was under discussion-either of which would have been sutli-

cient to have made a difference of seven feet. Possibly the difference

was occasioned by the " examination of Hebrew and Sa-nscrit," which,
combining with Daniel's excitement about the lion's den, producing sub-

mltus, or "zig-zag," as Mr. Bush calls it, suddenly moved Hibbert's

hand. 0ther places seem worse atllicted with electricity than the Shet-

land Isles; men seem to be worse disfigured than the rock. The pal-
pable blunders made by some ol" the celestial signers may have occurred

in the same way, and I was about to inquire of fiiend Fowlcr,but as he

was out at the time, his testimony would not be relevant.

Ifeat and cr/lzl seem still to trouble you-and for your consolation I

remark that freezing has been used in various countries in Europe to

split rocks, fbr centuries. A wedge passed into a drill or crevice in the

rock, and, saturated uith water, was left till heat was abstracted to a

certain point, and the sudden expansion split the rock; but the academ-

ics ofFlorence thoughtit all "assume-d." and so went about demonstrating
of it. The Swedes, for centuries, had used the above method of split-
ting out grind-stones. Now, friend Brittan, don't turn round and say
that I attribute the "

phenomena " to grind-slime splilfing, because I

have "incidentally " mentioned it, as I did "lunacy and groging." Did

you seriously think that " mi-nd " grumbling in the bowels of' the earth

causes earthquakes--or that I quoted the electric eel in proof' of "
reve-
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lation and miracles ?" Heat is a sensation produced by motion in mat-

ter-cold is a term implying a condition of matter having less heat than

some other condition of matter. I have a new lexicon-and you shall

have it when you send that "hand writng " I spoke of. Philosophers
who attempt to show that heat or cold is matter have always failed.

Swedenborg says that the inmost of God is love-and love answers to

heat-so that the soul of all organized life is divine heat; that a prin-
ciple analogous to this;dead heat, pervades all dead matter, causing grav-
itation ; so that on your definition that heat is matter, you would make

heat the cause of all motion.

I am profoundly surprised at the opening of your eighth reply. You

attempt to mob me down by authority.
" Professors in colleges and men

of distinguished scientific attainments," are said to disbelieve in the
"

rappings," and aver that the laws of matter are incompetent to pro-
duce them. Professors of science and theology all agreed that Galilleo

was a fanatic, a heretic, and that the laws of matter could not produce
the motions he attributed to the earth and other planets. The Bible,
revelation, and reason, all showed him wrong, but " still it moves," says
the philosopher. Professors don't know everything, and, of all men,

they are least competent to judge in this case. Not one in ten thousand

of them have given a candid investigation to Phrenology, Mcsmerism,
Psycholog, Dynamics of Mesmerism, or Smee's experiments. I know

that almost all theologians. professors, and doctors, regard the rappings
as a /Lambug ; and, of all men, professors and doctors are the most big-
otted and stupid. Galen's opinions ruled the whole tribe a thousand

years-every improvement in medicine has been the work of some rebel

like your man of the Scohzel. Harvey lost both his good name and

practice for teaching the circulaton of the blood; the whole profession
hunted him as they would a wild beast. I saw it stated the other day
that "

twenty members of Congress " had pronounced in favor of the

Spirit theory, and yet there is scarcely a scientific mind in that grand
manazuree. Morse was years begging for aid to start the telegraph, and

Hnally got dimes enough to go to Baltimore. Professors, doctors,
D. D.'s, or M. D.'s, Judges nor Congressmen shall control me by author-

ity ; they are mm, but as a mass, wholly untitted by their selfish habits,
their gross want of science and independent candor-to investigate
either spirits or humbngs. Physically, you have well observed, men

have always been the same. .Agents act on every man alike under like

circumstances-eels nor ghosts form no exception.
Your giant story is instructive, but so much steel glittering like moon-
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light among thistle-blows would destroy the od-force. This is "as-

sumed," I admit. You are evidently unwilling, or some
"

more vital

defect "
prevents your meeting the physical phenomena and facts I have

presented. You say that " mediums are, with occasional exceptions,
electrically negative,"

"

delicately organized-a large proportion little

children." To this I agree ; but when you assume that in strong per-
sons a larger amount of vital electricity is elaborated than in the others, I
demand the proof. This shows a

" vital defect " in your observations.

You say I am
" indefinite." Names and localities are not given, I

admit, and for the reason that I got gloriously abused last winter for

even allusions-and slander, and venom, and meanness was resorted to

the moment I attempted to question the authority of the syririls.
The " air of fiction," you speak of, raises a personality to which I do

not obiect. I will get rertyied, if you demand it. Let me see-I will

ajirm that the stories are not fiction-and get professor L.L. D. to say
that a man who writes for the Tsnuomru would not be likely to be

writing "fiction ;" then I will get
"

Lucy Long " to certify that I am a

clever fellow, and divers others (and they are numerous) to ajirm their

favorable impression: of my personality-and that I did not in their

opinion write certain na/mes or iictions on papers left "

incidentally " and

by " direction "
on my table-and that I probably was not imposed upon

while " out " or
" asleep," and certain other " invisibles," (to all but

myself,) to say they wrote the " tictions " by the aid of the " battery,"
and the reason why the names or Iietions look so mach alike was the tre-

mendous sympathy which the " invisibles " have with each other ; that

they made the letter.: all alilm because they rather love to be alike-
" birds of a feather Bock together "-and then, to wind of, I aim that

I was normal, could hear bells, and ding-dong and clatter-only my legs
were so stif with magnetism from the celestials that I could not get down

stairs, and I had to see them wind lightning around a pen and write

steadily only when the " oriental costumes " (see Smzxman) got in the

way. Kem's "ghost dog "
was right-end first, of course, if the spirit

psycholigized him. But why did not your benevolent ghost go to the

barn, crawl through the key-hole, and make such a racket as to ca.ll aid

to poor boss. More on this point when I come to ghosts. A skeleton

was found in the castle alter its destruction; it was no doubt a murdered

peddler-they are always buried in thc cellar. Mark, all these phenom-
ena dirappeared when Kern left. (See Seeherin, by Kerner.)

The " pumping " medium wears the name of Warren-a lad twelve

years old-raps, pumps, and " throws corn ;" gross in his manners and
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mind; would, naturally, you see, attract "Hog Devil." This spirit
gives various accounts of himself: His hog ship is sometimes a pirate-
spirit, and at others the devil whom Christ east out of the lunatic, and

who went into the hogs-who, you recollect, (see New Testament,) ran

down into the sea and were choked. I incline to the latter opinion,
which accounts for his special spite toward the corn-he remembered

how much corn he lost by getting drowned in the swine. Reichenbach

don't cover this case: His majesty has written for the ladies in J`e&'er-

son. In Andover, this County, he was anxious; on a time, to show

what sphere he came from, and wrote out "
Hog-tail sphere ;" and when

asked for a communication, to comfort his friends on earth, (the hogs, I
presume,) he gave them, " Glory be to my long-tailed pig"-the one

doubtless into which he personally went. He will appear in your circles,
probably, as he had the habit here of seizing the pen whenever any oth-

er spirit stopped When he wrote for ladies he was quite a

gentlema/n ; when among brutish boys, he talked as boys do. He has

often written at D. Cadwell's, in this place. Call him up, friends, he

will "own the corn "-and you can "verify the truth of history."
The pumping occurred at Mr. Eben Mills', in Austinburg, this County.
The water tlowed "

continuously," and the handle was moved by juts ot

od-force. Ask his hog-ship whether we can pump by
" sunshine."

Can the " od-force converse
"

or
" write its name

" ? are questions
that indicate how incompetent men are to keep cause and eyed cou-

nected in the mind. The most conceited can talk loudly of "
cause and

efect," but the wilfully blind can never see them. Reichenbach dem-

onstrates that the od-force is largely evolved in digestion,-of course it

is--for it is the " vital electricity " of which you talk so learnedly, and

no one can converse without its aid or move a muscle. It is under the

control of mind ; the will sends it over the lungs, and we speak-to the

hand, and we write. Do you really think now that I have spoken of

od-force as an intelligence, or only as an agent of intelligence? Can od-

force write its name P"-" Can electric eels account for revelation and

miracles P" Possibly, if they should attend circles.

The "remarkable phenomena, in a lady's sleeping-room," seem to

surprise you. The gun was passed through one room, over or under

one bed ; human hands are not known to have touched the gun. How

did your spirit get it ? Did she handle it, bring it in, as a person
would? It seems that she did not handle the " tumbler and bottle "-

non-conductors-for fear oi breaking them.

What was
" Ann "-as she called herself-smelling around among
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the old cartridge-boxes for ? She pulled out the ram-rod, and meant

to shoot them unless they buried her. The bureau moved toward the

fllditl/Ill as she passed it, the chair was thrown from her-attraction and

repulsion-thetable and chairs moved into the line through which she

passed. This last occurrence can not be explained but by vacuum and

attraction of the medium. Try it with your spirit theory. The straw

drawn from the bed, and the pillow-throwing, occurred when the medium

was ahed. When articles were thrown from the medium, it was toward

those persons who were frightened. -

_

How the spirit pulled the straw from the bed? By presenting her

celestial finger to the north pole of an oat straw and drawing it through
a small hole; or, she may have crawled into the straw bed and kicked

it out. What a proud triumph for spirits ! See her flourish aloft a

wisp of straw, and call on men to believe. For these facts, address

Lucius Austin, Austinburgh, Ash County, or Lysander Cowles, do.

The boiling of the bones occurred in Marlborough, Ohio. The sounds,
while it was going on, were far louder than ever before ; the medium was

sorely frightened ; the bureau moved up to the kettle, and knives, forks,
and other articles, were attracted into the kettle. Put this with Bei-

chcnbach's observation on the grave where a body was recently buried

with quick-lime-where the od-force was rapid and abundant in its evo-

lution and ceased when the lime and body was removed. This sug-

gested the "
dry bones " body in the castle ; of that wc can know noth-

ing definite. I mentioned it to call your attention to similar phenom-
ena. The action of lime water, in producing cholera, here iinds its ex-

planation. Of that by and by. Take the burials about St. Paul's,
envelop the bodies in quick-lime-or boil them in a vast cauldron-with

strong lye, and make the conditions parallel with those I give, deal can-

didly with such facts, and then see what happens. I know there are

two or three versions of this story. I have given the best version I could

get. I have asked for all the facts, but could not get them. Dr. K.

G. Thomas, Marlborough, Ohio, can give you light, if' he will. The

medium objects to her name being given I have promised not to give
it--I respect her feelings too much. I am a martyr, and will be sawed

asander, and lose the buttons from my vest before breaking my word.

These facts-the skeleton-skull-gun-straw-ghost-and all-were

detailed to Mr. Greeley, when in Jefferson, this summer, at Senator

Wade's. Consult him, Lucius M. Austin, and Lysander Cowles, and

~then give us the " fiction."

You indicate in a note that the ghost of a divine told you that when
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a fellow gd.: killed he can come back easier, and make more noise and

demonstrations. Dying a natural death scents to ratherflat us out.

Von Reichenbach shows the identity of the od-force and the agent of

human magnetism ; all admit that will acts in mesmerizing. Here we

have mind controlling the fluid. The eels show the same fact. The

action of magnets shows the power of this od-force to move matter

without will. The experiments of Dr. Kerner and Dr. Buchanan show

that will controls it. All sensitive, mesrneric and sickly cataleptics
have it., in abundance. Mediums are just this class of persons; the

force is transmissible to all matter; it permeates and surrounds all mat-

ter, living and dead. When the mediums approach physical objects,
they move, are attracted, repelled, dance, jump, turn over. When

the medium is gone, they cease. The chain you can not break; dust

you may throw ; talk about "
marrying the facts ;"

" do eels explain
revelations ?" "

can od-force write his name ?" Mind can use od-

force to write names or move tables.

You observe that " vital electricity was as much a. constituent ele-

ment ir.. all men, in every age, as now, in those called mediums." It

varies, of course, in degree, in all; and in the sensitive and sickly it

shows new symptoms. Let us inquire in this direction, and see what

we find. Spasms, eatalepsy, clairvoyance, second sight, speaking and

dreaming, we now see.

A lady of an excitable make, who had written some, had been seeing
another medium write ; her arm being much amicted, flew about and

grasped involuntarily the pen, candle or clothes. On returning home,
she was showing her friends how the girl acted, and the candlestickiwas
held tight in her hand and ilew about in various directions, and finally
_eeased. In a short time she began to twitch in her arms; her fingers
curled into the palm of the hand; her arms felt heavy and paralyzed,
trembled, and one pointed up into the air, the other down. She kept
her hands constantly in motion, laughed, jumped at the girls; her eyes
looked wild, and her hands seized whatever she could reach. She had

caught it. I procured pen and ink, and seated her at the table. She

first dashed oil' an image of a man in Turkish trowsers and English cue.

I asked the spirit his name; she wrote, Sam Smith, and divers other

matters followed. I took her to an adjoining house and her spasms in-

creased. Her head rolled rou/nd on one nkle, by a kind of rotary motion ;

her arms grew cold and stid' ; her hands drew back; her head, also her

owcr extremities, moved back to meet them, and in this state of agony
she rolled from the chair on to the floor-head and heels up. Her
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whole body was rigid, and any attempt to relieve her increased the pain.
She was perfectly herself, like other mediums, laughed and groaned al-

ternately. She thought the devil was in her. On offering her medi-

cine, she .spit it into my face ; still she begged for it, and, when I ap-

proached, she shut her mouth involuntarily. Finally, by pressing against
the throat, I got her to swallow a. weak solution of emetic tartar. She

soon became sick at the stomach, and the devil and Sam Smith left for

the night. In the morning, the spirits and spasms returned. This

timel gave them lobelia; this oH°ended them so much they have not

returned since. The whole thing came pretty neartospiritual hysteria.
It is a nervous disease, variously developed in different persons.

The above case depended on physical causes, and emetic tartar re-

moved it. Emetic tartar will arrest the phenomena of any medium in

a short time.

The following case occurred in Bloomfield, Ohio, and was published
in the Waarrert Transcript. A Mr. Belden was mesmerized by a spirit
called " Emma."

" She was, when alive, considered a powerful mesmerizer. After further ques-

tioning, it was found that she would give directions in ten minutes, through Mr.

Eastom. On watching the medium closely, we saw that he was fast going into

the mesmeric state. The eyes closed slowly, and the lips moved as if articulat-

ing, though inaudibly. When the ten minutes had expired, what we readily
recognized as a female voice spoke through him, as follows:

" ' James is magnetized. I have magnetized him for the purpose of an inter-

preter. I will magnetize Ansil (Belden) in ten minutes.
" ' Ansil is to sleep till 9 o'clock. It is necessary the house be very still, as his

lungs are so affected that he can not speak very loud. You will have to listen

attentivelyf ° ° ' ° ' ° ' '

" After the spirit had ceased speaking through Mr. E., the second medium.
Mr. B., who was thoroughly magnetized, was suddenly seized with terrible

spasms and convulsions, violent jerkings ofthe headfrom one side to the other,
and other indications, proving that the nerve-electric iluid was disturbed from

some unknown cause. The friends of Mr. B. became much alarmed, and ques-
tioned the spirit through Mr. Eastom as to the cause and what should be done.
The answer was, that there was too much noise in the room. and that a glass of
water should be given him; which being done, he assumed his former composure
-the lips began to move, and after some eH'ort, what follows was spoken, the
mediums having previously been moved from their position at table to the door
near another room, so that all in both rooms might have an opportunity of

hearing:
" ' I, Emma, wish to converse with my friends, but must again request that

91° ll01B0 be still, as Ansil's lungs are weaker than usual. Further directions
I will make known through James (Eastom.) I wish to talk to mother, brother
and sister. I should behappy to address my other friends, but time will not
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permit. I am happy that you have taken the trouble to come here, am also glad
to see Esther,' (a lady who had never before been present there,) ' and hope she

may be benefitted. I have tried to converse with her at other times, but have

been defeated Mother, I wish to say to you, be diligent, search the Scriptures,
for in them are the words of Eternal Life. I am happy that through Christ you
have put away your sins. There is more joy in Heaven over one sinner that

repenteth than ninety and nine that need no repentance.
° ' ' '

° ° Beware .' beware of the_/irst, second, third andfourth spheres,
for they areplaces ofmisery. Those who are superstitious, wilful, and secta-

rain to bigotry, will inherit these spheres. Trust in God-rely on His word-

keep his commandments-be truly banevolent.' "
A

Another specimen of these symptoms is found in a meeting of medi-

ums in Massachusetts, published in the Sprirtgfvkld Republican. The

writer says:
" When we entered the hall, the meeting had not commenced, and all parties

were engaged in a lively chat. Soon there was a spontaneous coming to order,
and the ladies formed into a circle around a table. The gentlemen then formcd

a larger circle, entirely surrounding the ladies. A good hymn was given out

and sung. During the singing, we noticed one lady growing excessively pale
and cadaoerous. Then her hands began to twitch, and she commenced pound-
ing upon the table. Directly opposite her, a young woman was undergoing the

process of being magnetized by the spirits, while she, as we were informed, was

resisting them. Her hands were drawn under the table by sudden and power-

fuljerks, and every muscle in her body seemed to be agitated with the most

powerful commotion, as if she were acted upon in every part by shocks of elec-

tricity. This continued for ten or iifteen minutes, until she was, at last, in a

state apparently resembling the magnetic sleep.
" Another lady, with a ine eye and an intellectual cast of countenance, was

then moved to write, which she did, while her eyes stared and rolled as if in a

state offrenzy, and every muscle seemed strained to its utmost tension. She

wrota absolutely furiously, but no one but the spirits could read it, and it was

passed over tc another medium, who announced it a message of such utter unim-

portance that we have forgotten it. A brawny blacksmith was among the medi-

ums, but he did nothing but pound on the table, and write the word ' sing.' The

famous medium, Gordon, was there, too, and he went through various confor-

tions-got down upon his knees, stood upon his seat, stretched up his arms

andfingers, trembling all the while, as if in the highest state of nervous ez-

eitement. Once he was twitched bodily under the table, uttering a scream as

he went. At times, the different mediums would rise, spread their arms, slap
the table, and throw their hands into motions almost inconceioably rapid.

" One of the mediums, a young woman, arose by the dictation and powerful
urging of the spirits, and delivered a rambling sermon. It abounded in quota-
tions from the Bible, and the doctrines of Universalism. We presume to say that

it was the poorest sermon of the season.

" But it was when the singing was in progress that the spirits and the medi-

ums were in the highest ecstacy. Then the latter would pound, throw their arms

around, and point upward in the most fantastic manner possible. And thus,
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with singing, and pounding, and reading the Bible, and writing, and preaching,
the evening passed away; and while ' Old Hundred,' was being sung, the spirits
gave their good-night to the circle."

I find the following in the Plain Dealer :

" Just before opening the meeting the piano was played, the medium beating
time, and some ladies present sung 'Ben Bolt.' We should think about thirty
mediums were present, most of them very much excited, and making most extrav-

agant physical demonstrations, their nervous systems apparently stretched to

their utmost capacity.
" The mediums, by order of the spirits, at this crisis, called for some lively

music, and the tune of ' Uncle Sam is rich enough to give us alla farm '
was sung

with great effect, the mediums testifying their gratincation by violently beating
time, and getting quite excited, as the music waxed livelier and louder. This

song was followed-more music being called for-by the Missionary Hymn,
' From Greenlend's Icy Mountains!

" A male medium then arose, and in the most vociferous manner, with the

most violent physical demonstrations, emitted a quantity of untelligible jargon,
similar to the Mormon gift of the tongues. It is said that this medium speaks
the Indian language when under the influence of spirits, though when in his nat-

ural state he knows nothing of it. Some of the mediums present seemed to un-

derstand him however, rapping at times quite vigorously."
`[ find the following in the Cleveland Herald :

" On consultation, it was resolved to bring the mediums together on the plat-
form. This was done to the number of forty or titty, about a third males. The

mediums were ofall ages, from children of twelve to old men of sixty. They
were seated in a circle on the platform, Dr. Underhill standing in the center as

manager. Spiritualists were admitted to the hall, the unrecognized being sub-

ject to the test of a clairvoyant at the door. The exercises again commenwd with

music, and the vibratory manifestations as well as rappings were more general
and violent than when the mediums were scattered among the congregation.
Still the right kind of harmony was lacking.

' ' ' The spirits commu~

nicated that more lively music would be agreeable, and Mr. Tidany invited the

ladies to come forward and play and sing. He suggested ' Three Grains of com
'

as the spirits' air for the piano, and the ' Old Granite State '
was also played and

sung. Rappings and oibratory manifestations were frequent, some of the male

and female mediums being exercised much after the manner of the jerkings of the

reuvialists in Kentucky many years ago, and the early Mormons of modern

times. ' ' ' More music was 'resorted to, and ' Vote yourselfa Farm '

was sung. Dr. Underhill spoke a few moments with much earnestness, and the

demonstrations also considerably increased in power. A white-haired gentle-
man rose and exhorted a few moments, at the same timejerking and twitching
all over. A young man who had been violently exercised by jerking spasms.
rose and ran on for some moments in a sort of Indian jargon, precisely as the

Mormons were aifected when they supposed the Indians were the lost tribes, and

that they had'received the gift of tongues for the purpose of gathering them to

the promised land. The spirit of Black Hawk had probably returned to Cuya-
hoga to ' vindicate the truth of history!

° ° ° In Rochester, he, with
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others, had an interview with Benjamin Franklin, through the well-known Miss

Margaret Fox. An answer from Franklin was rapped up by means of the alpha-
bet! and when read by the medium was pronounced ungrammatical by a gentle-
man at the table. A second time it was rapped out by the spirit. and again pro-
nounced ungrammatical. Miss Fox immediately left the table indiguantiy, with

the emphatic remark, ' You all know that I don't understand grammar !' "

These jerkings, and cramps, and head-rolling, don't occur in all, but

will among the most sensitive, if the excitement is great.
Let us now glance at this state as seen among the Jerkers of Ken-

tucky and Tennessee, and in Austinburgh, Ohio. In Howe's History
of Ohio, page 46, we find the following: "It was called the Jerks and

first seen in Teen, at the sacrament. The subject was seized with

spasms, convulsions in every muscle and tendon. His head was thrown

from side to side with such rapidity that his visage was not discernible,
and fears seized the bcholder lest he should dislocate his neck or dash

out his brains-(as in New-England witchcraft the bone seemed dis-

solved.) His body parwok of the same impulses, and by jerks was

hurried on over benches, trunks of trees, Sie." Attempts to restrain

them were useless, and the paroxysm gradually exhausted itself. To

resist was thought to be resisting the Spirit of God. " The first form

of the spasms was a jerking and violent agitation if the hand and arm.

From the elbow downward the jerk was short, quick, and at intervals.

It extended to the body, and when the neck was affected the head was

thrown badeward and forward with a celerity frightful to behold." (See
Farmington medium and also the Cleveland mediums.)

" The bosom

heaved and the countenance was distorted. ' ' * The hair,
in the movements of the head, snapped like a whip, and had to be cut

off. The back was affected and the patient fell down on the ground and

moved like a fish. Their actions resembled persons goaded with hot

iron. The head rolled from side to side and forward and back with a

quiekjerk. The subject could not stay himself, but would sometimes

dash on the ground and bound from place to place like a ball," (gravita-
tion overeome, the body charged with the nervo-electric fluid,)

"
or

hop round with head, limbs and trunk twitching in every direction. The

head would jerk 'right and left and ha# round, and the face seemed as

much behind as before, and the person looked like another creature.

The females tied their hair with handkerehiefs, but the first jerk threw

them of. These jerks were involuntary, and the person exerted in vain

his will to control them. They had barking, rolling, running, and

dancing exercises-also visions and tranoes."

Dr. Watson, of London, alludes to a disease like the above that ap-
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peared in Lmarlzshire, Scotland. Drs. Barton, West, Bennet, Laoook,
have all seen cases of similar convulsions. (See Watson's practice.)

Other affections showing the ssme physical symptoms will be noticed

in my next, and then the cause will be sought :her with great 
Yours truly, B. W. RICHMOND.



REPLY T0 DR. RICHMOND.
LITTIB X.

Mr Dsan Sm: I am quite unable to conjecture what you propose
to accomplish by your last letter, since it fails to disclose any specific
object to my mind. If it was designed merely to furnish a repast for the

reader, the provision is liberal, and the bill offare sudiciently diversified,

If the object was to get rid ofa mass of heterogeneous materials, which

had been found unsuitable and worthless in the superstructure of the ar-

gument against the spirits, very well; we shall not question the propriety
of seeking relief in this manner-in any manner-though we are slightly
incommoded by having the same left on our premises. Almost any one,
if disposed to undertake the labor, may be able to Iill a quarto volume

with crude, ill-assorted facts and mongrel phenomena, but what would

all this avail in a scientiiio discussion ? And, in the present instance

especially, what end, worthy of the subject or the occasion, can we hope
to accomplish by writing merely to amuse ourselves ? Will the domain

of science be enlarged ? Will faith be increased or diminished ? Will the

devotion to truth be strengthened, or an honorable distinction achieved P

And if neither of these results shall be realized, I repeat, to what

important end have we labored? Should the propriety of the foregoing.
interrogatories be questioned, I only demand careful attention to the

contents of your letter. It will be found to consist, mainly, of a repro-
duction of what you have before written, and the second edition is, if I

do not misjudge, far less forcible than the original statement. In all

your lengthy rejoinder to my seventh and eighth letters, no serious at-

tempt is made to authenticate any one of your facts, to fortify your

general position, to refute what I have said in my replies, or to invali-

date, by any logical process, tho claims of the Spiritual theory. I have

taken your facts as they were presented, and endeavored to analyze them

with strict reference to the acknowledged principles ofphysical nature ;

and, especially, by a comparison of the facts themselves with what is al-

ready known of the nature and operations of the very agents on which

you allege they are dependent. From this analysis of the Spiritual phe-
nomena, and also of the powers of Material agents and the capacities of
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the human mind in its sublunary relations, it is made to appear, most

distinctly, that the phenomena referredtoare not regulated and governed
by the laws of electricity, magnetism, the od-force, or any merely phys-
ical agent at present known to the scientific world. On the contrary,
it is no less manifest that the laws of those agents are constantly violated,
and the powers of the earthly mind tramoefnded in every possible way,
whenever and wherever the genuine facts occur.

Imperfectly as I may have executed my task in the first instance, I

do not propose to repeat it in this connection, by following you in all

the details of your letter. My remarks will be brief and general in their

application. Reluctant as I am to question the candor of my corres-

pondent, I hardly know how to escape the unpleasant necessity, unless

I dispute his knowledge of the first and plainest principles of electricity
and magnetism. Dr. Richmond is, of course, aware that the magnet
will not both attract and repulse the same objects ; also, that neither the

loadstone nor the electro-magnet have any power to move a great va-

riety of objects, which are constantly acted on, and moved in every pos-
sible direction, by the potential agency of the spirits. Why, then, in-

sist on a forad and unnatural reference, of the phenomena under dis-

cussion, to principles which have never once produced their semblance

in the whole history of the world? Why assume that they depend on

laws which they never observe, but constantly violate ? It still remains

for you to demonstrate that the agents whereon you rely are capable of

producing, in the course oftheir legitimate operations, the identical facts

employed by men of nndoubted intelligence asillnstrat-ions ofthe Spiri-
tual theory. Indeed, you must prove that the facts Ann thus produced, or

fixil in the attempt to vindicate the Material hypothesis. IfMaterialism

is indefensible on the principles of natural science, where it has claimed

to be most strongly fortified, let it be abandoned. Chaining one`s self

to the naked assumption, only demonstrates the absence of a rational

faith, and the presence of adetermincd skepticism.
In view ofyour assumption, that the mystical phenomena can be easily

accounted for, by reference to certain material forces and scientific prin-
ciples, I cited the fact that men of science generally, who have had no

opportunities for personal observation, are disposed to discredit the facts

of the manifestations altogether, and for the reason that the phenomena
wholly transcend the capacity of known physical causes. And how do

you meet this significant fact, so utterly hostile to your pretensions?
You who have quoted Gregory, Kerner, Smee, Hibbert, Drs. Wa'son,
Barton, West, Bennet, Laeock and others, and filled long letters with
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authorities, often introduced in the strangest conceivable relations, and

to sustain the most unnatural conclusions? Why, even Dr. Richmond,
who of late has taken exclusive possession of Von Reiehenbaeh, and,
without securing the good Baron's consent, has modified and mutilated

his dynamics, and scourged his od-force to the most unreasonable service ;

yes, even my correspondent accuses me of an
"

attempt to mob himdoum

by authority." And then flies of, showing a peculiar mental obliquity,
and indulges in a philippic against gentlemen of the learned professions
and members of Congress, who, as a body, are alleged to be uniit to in-

vestigate by reaason of " their sellish habits, their gross want of science,
candor, Sic." Now, there is something rather dramatic in this denun-

ciation, and your deep aversion to authorities is finely illustrated, espe-

cially on this particular occasion, by your very lengthy quotations from

the Press.
'

In the course of this discussion you have started the most improbable
hypotheses, and, without adducing the least evidence in their support,
have assumed them to be true, and to afford a scientific solution of the

profoundest mysteries. You have professed to explain electrical phe-
nomena by conjectures which involved a palpable violation of the known

laws of electricity. Bodies have been presumed to be invested with a

power 'identical with that of the horse-shoe magnet,' and, by virtue of

that power, you have made those bodies attract wood, straw, and other

substances over which, as every school-boy knows, electro-magnets have

no such power. At one time you aihrm the od-force and electricity to be

diferent agents ; again, they are identical. Certain facts not admitting
of a reference to one of these agents is readily accounted for by the

other. Other phenomena are supposed to depend on magnetism, vac-

num, or the will, not as the laws of matter and mind may indicate, but

as the caprice of the moment may determine. Your disposition of

other phenomena would seem to authorize the inference that, each of

these agents had proved false to its own nature ; or had been suddenly
endowed with the attributes and powers of each and all the others. The

will-power in '
your region ' held a lady down, so that "

some men,"
who were

" called in " for that purpose,
" could 'not lift her." In New-

York, you make the same will-power subvert gravitation, so that Mr.,
Gordon goes up, and his body is suspended mid air, Thus the " will-

mag1uh1rm," to use your own term, held the lady down to the _floor
while it held Mr. Gordon up from the _/ioor. But the will-magnetism of

all those men in Ohio, who attempted to lift. the person of that lady, as-~

complished nothing ! To account fgr the mysterious movements of tables,
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and other objects formed of similar materials, you aihrm that they
become pcwertiilly

'

charged ' notwithstanding every one knows, who has

any knowledge of the subject, that the floor is as good a conductor as

the table, and hence, should the current from the largest voltaic pile in

the world be passed into the table, it would as rapidly pass of into the

door, the walls, and the earth, equalizing itself among the surrounding
elements. No motion of the table would occur from the transmission of

the current. It is well known that a train of first class railroad cars,

moving at the rate of forty miles an hour, will not so much as move an

ordinary sized carpd bag, if placed at a distance of four feet from the

track, and yet we are required to credit the monstrous assumption that,
when a medium deliberately walks through a room, the motion of the

body creates a vacuum which causes chairs, settees, bureaus, etc., to

start from their places and follow on. Moreover, the atmosphere, though
impelled by a force of about 28,000 pounds, on the entire surface of the

air displaced, is obliged to lag behind, as appears from the fact that the

objects mentioned follow at a convenient distance! The lady, men-

tioned in your eighth letter, attracted different objects formed of wood

leather, iron, etc., by virtue of " the magnetic od-force of her body,"
which you assume to he ' identical with the powers of the electro-mag-
net.' But why did those objects stop at a distance from the lady's
person ? Did any rational man ever see a magnet for five minutes who

did not at once perceive that, its power over the objects attracted was

increased in proportion as the intervening distance was diminished?

Who, that has read so much as the title page of a work on electricity or

magnetism, does not infallibly know that if such phenomena occurred,
agreeably to the principle alleged by you, that the objects would not

-only have been attracted toward the lady, but to her, and coming in

contact with ber body would have been MM fast as the magnet holds

the steel ? The dry bones that found their way into a lady's sleeping-
-room-the case is mentioned in your eighth letter-you contend were

'" charged with the vital currents of her own brain," andwere " attracted

-as one magnet attracts another, and having found the center of gravita-
tion the skull Hosted around the bed, and over it, as the earth floats

around the sun !" But if the attraction was dependent on the principle
suggested-if it was identical with thc action of the magnet-how was

the centnfugal force all at once developed, and so nicely applied as not

'merely to arrest the aefniripetal tendency, but to exactly balance it, thus

producing a rotary motion? You require us to believe that such phenom-
~em occured without any other or higher agency than material magnet-
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ism. I have yet to find a Spiritualist half crazy enough to adopt these

notions. Such fantastic puerilities are presented to us in the exalted

name of Science! And all this, and much more of the same sort, is cher-

ished by men who have little faith in their own souls, and still less in the

being and power of God's "
ministering spirits."

You admit that men have ever been essentially the same, in the con-

stituent elements of their bodies, and that phenomena depending on

material causes are ever substantially the same. Then, why not ac-

cept this conclusion, namely: U' the genuine mcmifestaliom depended on

physical agents merely, they would imfvitably occur in all ages and coufn-

lT1k3,'lU'll]l sudt modifications only as amid be directly traced to existing
playriazl conditions. If you can not accept this, be kind enough to show

that the inference is illegitimate. The deduction appears to have

frightened you off, und, terminating your paragraph abruptly, the atten-

tion of the reader was at once diverted by a Hourish about the efect of

'steel on the od-force,' and its resemblance to " moon-light among
thistle-blows " !

Again, when required to authenticate your facts and statements, you
commence anew to talk of your

'

martyrdom# and of the profound
'
re-

spect you have for the feelings ' of your witnesses-their intense sensi-

bility precludes their being summoned before a public tribunal-who
must be allowed to remain incog ; and then, in a derisive spirit quite
inappropriate to the circumstances of the occasion, you propose to prove

your personal credibility hy one whose individuality is altogether uncer-

tain. And thus it is manifestly intended to avoid the necessity of prov-

ing anything-even the facts adduced by yourself-in the present contro-

versy. By this time the cloud may be so dense as to render it didicult

for the reader to determine who ' raised the dust.'

Your quotations from the newspapers prove nothing for or against
your views. Whether certain terms and images, employed in your re-

cent letters, are in good taste, I may not decide ; also, how far you are

successful in your attempts to be facetious, when argument is demanded,`
and to what extent, in the advocacy of your present hypothesis, you

pour contempt on certain Spiritual phenomena narrated in the New

Testament, is left to the decision of impartial judges.
Hoping that your next letter will evince a more serious and candid

spirit, I am, Yours faithfully,
S. B. BRITTAN.



PHYSICAL PHENOMENA.

DB B. W. RICHMOND TO S. B. BRITTAN.

`

l.l:'r'rl:l. xx.

Dan Sm: The important question still remains-can eel: prophesy,
and tables and bedsteads dance ? I append two examples to show the

possibility of the latter. The first, I have from Mr. A. J. Davis,
recently in our place. At High Rock, Mass., at the house of a friend,
an Irish servant began to have the raps, when she gave attention to it

communications were received by a number indicating considerable intel-

ligence. One night she retired to bed, and the family were awakened

by a tremendous noise up stairs. On going up to her room, Mr. D.

with the family, saw the girl wrapped in her cloak, lying on the door

under the bed, singing at the top of her breath-raps were on the wall,
and about the room, loud and iiequent. The singing continued, and

directly the mattress "
rose from the bed and began to _float in the air,

and kept time exactly to her singing, it finally fell in front of the bed,
and then the bedstead began to move, iirst one leg, then another, then

all, and kept time to the singing ry" the girl, and was moved with such vio-

lence as to nearly demolish it. The Irish od-force had charged the mats

tress and bcdstead, and the vibrations of the tune seem to have been

the medium of keeping them in motion.

The second case is found in the N. Y. Tribune of Dec. 4.

" Singular results are obtained in this City from a very simple application of

the nervous tluid, animal magnetism, or whatever be the agency, to brute matter.

Let a party of six or eight persons sit around a common pine table for twenty
minutes to halfan hour, with the palms ofthe hands held flat on the top ofthe table;
it is not necessary that their minds should pay any attention to the process, or the

ordinary conversation be suspended ; but presently the table becomes so charged
with the mysterious tluid that it begins to move; then rise from it, push away

your chairs, still holding your hands near, though it is not necessary to touch it,
and it will turn around from end to end, and even proceed rapidly about the

room. without any visible agent, on which excursions the persons must bear it

company, or the current is broken and the movement stops. This simple experi-
ment may easily be tried; it requires no faith and no outlay of physical or mural

strength ; and the result, with a table that is not too heavy, is pretty sure to fol-

low; at least, we have known of several instances in which it has been most aston-

i hingly produced. The fact, when scientitioally established, must throw light on

7)
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the obscurities of Mesmerism, Spiritual Manifestations, and all that unexplored
clam of phenomena.

These cases approach a demonstration that the human mind can move

matter, through contact with the od-force of the human body, as nearly
as the taots approach a demonstration, on which we base our belief in

the laws of gravitation. To make it approach the closeness of chemical

demonstrations, let some of the dear-seers be taken into these experi-_
ments, and let them test the facts as did Von Reichenbach; it is easy to

do so ; the very sensitive, sickly, magnetic persons, can see the fuid as it

is thrown from the hands of the operators on to the table, and the

response of the vibrations of this fluid to music, shows it to be controlled

by the note.: of the ringer. My victory in this matter is to be too easy-
friend Brittan I feel provoked.

Buc/uuum's Journal of Jfbm, for January, 1852, contains interesting
experiments, by a' lady in Illinois, on willing matter. They seem to

coniinn the above experiments on the tables. I must now retum to

symptoms wich occur in witchcrnlt-mental and moral diseases.
" Dr. Horneck states that, in the Swedish village of Morah, in Eltland, witch-

cratt became general. Several hundred children were drawn into it. Fifteen

were executed-thirty ran the gauntlet, and were lashed at the church door

weekly for a whole year. Twenty of the youngest sutfercd three days only.
" The suspected witches were confronted with the children, and three hundred

children were agreed in the following story: The children were told by the

witches to go to a stream and invoke the Devil, who appeared finely dressed, with

gray coat, red stockings, red beard, high hat, various colored linen wrapped
around it, and garters of peculiar length. He anointed the children, set them on

beasts. and carried them to Blocnla mountain. Most of the children thought
they went bodily-others that their spirits only went-their parents always
Ending their children in bed, and could not awake them out of a deep sleep,
though they shook them violently. They also fell into _/its-strange, unusual

p0|l'ttftl."° [Walter Scott's Witchcraft and Demonology, p. 187.

Who does not see magnetic sleep, convulsions, tits, contortions, &,c.,
in this account of witchcraft ? Do these symptoms occur among medi-

ums and spirit-rappers ?

Let us now run a parallel between the symptom of Witchcraft, Spirit-
rappers, Kentucky Jerkers, French prophets and Mormon prophets.
What do we find in New-England Witchcraft?

The iirst case occurred in the family of a Mr. Goodwin. After a

quarrel with an Irish woman,
" three of the children were seized with

strange diseases, and the neighbors thought them bewitchcd." Here are

their symptoms: "They stéfcncd their necks so hard at one time that

the joints could not be moved ; at another time their necks were so /teri-
* See Appendix, Nota 0.
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bk and xuple that the bone seemed dissolved; they had znbknt wnvulrions

in which their jaws snapped, with the force of a spring-trap set for ver-

min ; their limbs were curiously contox-ted, and seemed dislocated and

displaced. Amid these contortions they cried out against the poor old

woman, whose name was Glover, alleging she was in presemz with them,
adding to their torments. The oldest girl, to show her minister it was

,of the Devil, could read a treatise in defense of the Quakers,but nothing
against them ; could read a Chardt of England prayer book, but not the

Bible. She was sometimes merry, and would in imagination mount a

pony, and seated in her chair, mimic riding; would canter up stairs, but

could not enter the Parson's study, but when pulled in, she stood up
relieved. For this, says the simple minister, reasons were given

"
more

kind than true." Dame Glover was hung. In the family of Mr. Par-

vis, two children were taken. Their symptoms were :
" Their mouth:

were stopped, throats choked, limbs racked, and they saw the specter: of

those who bewitched them. An old Indian and squaw were tried and

hung. Finally the adlicted began to see the specter: of those in high life,
and some escaped ; others were arrested; some executed. A child ive

years old was in¢licted,its ghost having been seen, and a dog (poor Tray)
was hanged, having been seen busy in the mischief. A Mr. Cory was

pressed to death ; in his agony he thrust out his tongue ; the sheriff

crammed it back with his cane. Nineteen were executed, and two hun-

dred were imprisoned!
The really innocent in this devilish outrage were those who were exe-

cuted, the bewitched being under a magnetic disease ; some who were

suspected were also diseased. Cotton Mather says the more they appre-
hended the more seemed to be affected ; terror seemed to develop thc

condition. The Indians themselves were amazed at the foolish Colo-

nists. (Sir Walter Scott's Demonology and Witchcraft, p. 234.)
In the same work, page 181, we find the following :

" In the begin-
ning of the sixteenth century persecutions for witchcraft broke out in

France, and multitudes were burned by authority of law." The deluded

in this case supposed they were taught by the Devil, but his promises
failed, just as promises made through mediums fail. He told them to

face the rack and faggot and they should not be hurt; but Government

burned them by thousands. They accused the Devil of lying. During
their torture, they fell into "profound stupor," which had something
of Paradise in it, being gilded, says the Judge, by the presence of the

Devil.

The witches came together in multitudes, in conventions, before the
' See Appendix, Note P.
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gates of Bordeaux and in the square of Galienna. The Devil told them
he would confound their enemies; but he failed, and lost much credit.
When they attempted to confess before the Royal Commissioners, they
were stopped with "

open mouths, as if the throat was obstructed."

They upbraided his majesty, and said, " Your promise was, that our

mothers, who were prisoners, should not die; but see they are burned

and are a heap of ashes." To evade this mutiny Satan had two eva-

sions. He created illusory fires, and encouraged the mutinous to walk

through them assuring them that the judicial pile was as frigid as the

tires they saw. Again, taking his refuge in lies, he stoutly a$rmcd that

their parents, who seemed to have suffered, were safe in a foreign coun-

try, and if their children would call on them, each would receive an

answer. They made the invocation accordingly, and each was answered

by Satan in a tom that resembled the voice of the rlezeased parent (speaking
mediums) almost as successfully as Monsieur Alexander could have

done. Just refer to the Farmington mediums and note the exact

resemblance. The failure of the Devil must have been for want of
"

ha-rrnony " in the meeting, as the Cleveland mediums failed.

President Dwight, in his account of New-England witchcraft says
that most of the convictiorw rested on "spectral testimony." Dogs and

children were implicated. One man who complained to a magistrate,
received half the fees-ten lashes, as due to the informant. Another

man prosecuted the acousers and the cases ceased. One man Ifczrilched

and rode a dog; being suspected, he ran away. In the Conn. His. Col.

a case of witchcraft is detailed. The ajected fell on the door and rolled

over a/nd over with such violence that he had to be restrained from going
into the fire. The hogs would run around on their hind legs and squeal.
One pig's ear was cut 06, and the old woman suspected always kept her

ear mudled-(she was in leaugue with my friend " Hog Devil, doubtf

less.) Soap would boil over, potash boilers also were tormented with

their potash running over. They shot into it and the old lady was found

dead in bed. Another ease occurred where "
specters talking "

were

seen by the man-two females-he accosted them in the name of God,
and they vanished so quick that they left their "hoods "

on the spot.
Ghosts wear bonnet.: and costumes. Whoever will look into the records

of this disease-for such it is--will find it attended with 'rolling of the

head-subsullus of the hands and arms-clairvoyance-spectral illusion

-magnetic en rapport with those around them. Some of those accusedi

seem conscious of an ability to put themselves en rapport with those

they wish to aH'ect. Hence they burn wax images, or bake clay images:
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of them before a iire, keeping their minds fixed on the one they wish to

curse. A reading medium pestered the good minister in one of these

cases. In Sweden reading children have recently appeared. In Ger-

many speaking and other mediums have appeared in great numbers.

Children are mainly the subjects of it. They are elairvoyant and the

preaching is made up of Scripture-hymns learned at Sabbath school. An

account appeared 'in the Tribune, last winter, of a people in the north

of Sweden, effected by a phrenzy similar to the one which appeared
among the French prophets-they have 'visions-prophesy, and go into

spasms.
In Buduman's Journal (vol. i, p. 133) we find the following on witch-

craft. A teacher writing to the Journal, says:
" Most persons here

believe in witches, and some persons are chased by specters. One wo-

man was bridled by a cat in her bed and transformed to a horse, and

rode all over the country, and then put in bed again. It was a muddy
time, and I told them she must have needed rubbing down in the morn-

ing." .....

" Features of persons are seen in open daylight." .....

" Women frequently see their husbands come home and turn out their

horses, but do not retum in three or four days."
Dr. Buchanan replies: "This is easily explained by neurology. I

have demonstrated the existence of an organ of Spectral Illusion, at the

posterior part of Imagination and Marvelousness. This organ, when

large, or excited by any cause, or by fever or insanity, gives rise to

these illusions."'

It will be noticed that some mediums talk in unknown. tongues-and
is referable to a peculiar magnetic condition, as proved by the following
statement of Dr. Kemer :

" The Seeherin of Prevorst. in her magnetic state, spoke for days together in

verse and in an unknown tongue. She gives a specimen of it in words and sen-

tences. She says every person has it, and it is the language of the passions. A

Mormon in Portage, N. Y., perfectly illiterate, would, after prayer and singing,
start up from a reverie and talk for an hour in a wild jargon, and then stop with

a wild jerk. A young lady, Eunice Sawyer. an interpreter, would then raise

her eyes, rolled up and half shut, and interpret the tongue. At the Cleveland

Convention of mediums, a similar scene occurred : a young man spoke in an In-

dian tcngue a wild splutter of words from a somnamhulist."

The Mormons give undoubted evidence of being clairvoyant. Their

celebrated prophet had a premonilion of his coming end. The earlier

Mormons were frequently attended with twitching and convulsions.

This mental and moral condition was seen among the nations of antiqui-
dy, and was found coupled with the arts of magic and witchcraft, and at

* See Appendix, Note Q.
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times these persons became so numerous that the Government could not

control them. "
They acted strangely," say the historians,

" and in

towns and cities the multitude thus afected were vastly more numerous

than those that were not." Zasinius' account of this magical state in

the reign of Valentinian, and Valens clearly shows it to have been a

magnetic epidemic. A sect arose also, called Jumpers, among the

Welsh, much like the above, and a sect of Whippers in France. They
sought righteousness by whipping each other. They were sad and

gloomy, and swelled to thousands. Their moral and physical symp-
toms resembled the above-specimens of religious disease. In fact,
the Middle Ages were constantly deluged with such sects. The Whip-
pers in vast multitudes were often seen in the streets-priest and cardi-

nal-with leathern thongs, whipping each others' naked backs to the`

glory of God.

In 1373, a sect of Dancers sprang up in Flanders. They would all

at once fall to dancing in the most violent manner, and, when exhausted

by the exercise, would fall down together in a trance, and had vzlnlms,
saw spirits, and would finally awake from the state. (Mosheim, vol. ii,
page 5-10.) The sect were numerous, and were cured by music. Mo-

shcim traces this sect down to the present Shakers, who it seems have

had writing and speaking mediums, -for more than half a century.
The following is a. summary ot' the symptoms attending the Convul-

sionists of France : In 1688, a sect of Convulsionists appeared in France.

Five or six hundred Protestants of both sexes regarded themselves in-

spired hy the Holy Ghost They in the main resembled the Jerkers.

Their numbers swelled to thousands. They were of all ages and sexes,

but chiefly boys and girls and persons ofmiddle age. They had straugejils,
staggered and trembled, and fell down as in a trance. They struck them-

selves, fell on their backs, and heaved their breasts. They remained

awhile in tranees, came out with twitclzes, and uttered all that came into

their heads. They saw Heaven, Hell, Paradise, and angels-probably
the " Ten Angels." Before prophesying, they had violent agitations of

the body. The burden of their prophecies was:
"

Repent ye ; amend your

lives; the end of all things draws nigh. The hills resounded with their

cries for mercy, and imprecations against the priests.
A writer in the American Gazette notices several similar sects-the

principal called the Yezidis:
" The American missionaries, Grant and Hinsdale, visited them during thepe-

riod of their residence among the Nestorinns in Persia and the Kurds........
" The most prominent feature in the doctrine of the Yezidis is, that they believe
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not only that the spirit who is the cause of all evil was originally good, and has

fallen from God, but that he will, in the end, be reconciled again...... This ap-

plies exaotly to a Christian sect which sprang up in the eleventh century in the

Byzantine empire, coming from Thrace and the neighboring country, under the

name of Prayers, Enthusiasts-so called from their prayers and convulsions.

The Constantinopolitan writer, Michael the Stammerer, from whom we obtain our

knowledge of this sect, notices a third class who only honored Satan, and

set themselves in direct opposition to God. It is doubtful, however, whether

this distinction is founded on truth. We find another striking correspondence
between the Euchitse and the Yezidis : the former boasted of special revelations,

appealed to visions and convulsions, and this we End also among the Yexidis.

. . . . . The Thracian mentions, as an example, an occurrence which took place
when he attended a meeting of his sect in Southern Dalnmatia : a man in an ec-

static state rose and denounced him as having been sent by the government to

lay snares for the sect, and publish their secrets, and take him prisoner to Con-

stanstinople. There is another resemblance to the Yezidis in the practice ofthe

Euchitm of holding nightly meetings, at which the lamps were extinguished."

You see they could not get any zlenwnstrations while the candle was

lighted, and we trace clearly the symptoms that attend all divisions of' the

sects that have arisen, in a similar way. I myself am a Yezidi, as I

have always believed the devil (if there be one or more) was a perfa-I
gentleman compared with those who charge their sins upon him. The one

I have described, should he root over anything and break it, " I am

responsible for it :" give him plenty of " corn" and let him "

pump"
occasionally. But to return. Gibbon describes a sect of Christians,
called Suiakles, who sought martyrdom as their chief glory, compelling
others to kill them, and also killing themselves-a fact that can only be

explained by supposing them to be laboring under some peculiar fever

of the mind. During the terrible fanaticisms that raged about the be-

ginning of the fifth century, Timothy the Cat, an ambitious monk, suc-

ceeded Dioscones in the government of the church of Alexandria; his

successor was murdered and burned, his ashes scattered to the wind.

The cruel tyrant waged a five-years' war against the people and

Christians of' every degree, and deprived them of temporal and spiritual
comforts. Gibbon says that "

a pretended vision of an angel" led to

the murder. " Under the consulship of' Venantius and Celer," says a

grave Bishop,
" the people of Alexandria and all Egypt were seized

with a strange and diabolical frenzy, great and small, slaves and freemen,
monks and clergy--the natives of' the land who opposed the Synod of

Chalcedon lost their speech and reason, and barked like rings, and tore

with their own teeth the llesh from their hands and arms." (Gib. vol.

iv., p. 522.)
* See Appendm, Note R.
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Cnc rejoices when he sees that the tyrants who had imposed such suf-

ferings on the Egyptians, that famine and disease had in them the seeds

ofthe tyrant's destruction. The " vision of the angel" points clearly to

second sight. The symptom of barking points to the symptom of' rolling
of the head from side to side, or more usually to the movement back

and forward-Salaam convulsions, as they are called in medical books.

Many persons are now living in this region who witnessed the jerkers in

their exercises, and aiirm that the bark was occasioned by a sudden

move ofthe head back and forward, and the air seemed thrown in a

sudden jut from the throat, and resembled the bark of an uututored

P"PPY-

We will now turn our investigations to the cause of these symptoms
of body and mind, and of necessity must again call attention to nervous

persons. St Vitus' Dance (chorea sancti viti) was first observed in a

saint, to whom a chapel was dedicated in Suabia. Persons in like man-'
ner drum with their hands, (this was often observed among the jerkers,
and is seen among mediums ;) their heads turn with great rapidity from

side to sale (rotation ;) they have tits of running (propulsion.) All

these symptoms I have seen among mediums, (see Watson's Practice,
p. 406.) Kinderwood relates a case where the patient, a young, un-

married woman, was attacked( She beat her limbs with the palms of

the hand-danced on one leg-was luzU` raisedfrom the chair and reseatul

-would leap upward, and strike the ceiling with the palms df the hands

-touch small holes in the ceiiing-made steps about the room, her lips
moving, but no sound ; a person recognised the tune and sung; she

danced at once up to him till tired out. A drum was beaten ; she danced

up to it and missed a step, and the motions ceased ; this always occurred

when the measure was changed. A continued roll on the drum stopped
her movements, and this was seized on as a hint to her cure. The pa-
tient was conscious, and said that a tune was on her mind, and she was

impelled to follow the notes. Her symptoms always ceased when the

catamenia appeared. Compare this ease with the case related 'by Mr.

Davis, of the singing-medium at High Rock. Dr. Abercrombie relates

a case ofa lady sick of nervous affections for two years ; was finally at-

tacked with convulsions; would lay quiet a long time ; then her whole

body would be moved by a. convulsive spring, and fall on the iioor.

While in this posture she would return to the bed by a spring, or leap
on to a wardrobe some tive feet high-the body moving horizontally like

A fish. Her senses remained entire ; she was, she said, moved by a se-

cret impulse ; she was often thrown back, her head and heels approach-
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ing near together, with twitches and convulsive movements. Compare this
case with the medium who was tormented by " John Smith." The above

patient of Dr. Wood's had a rotation of the head nigh! and day for weeks

together, which motion was increased to a frightful extent if the neck
was touched. Cupping cured the patient, the symptoms ceasing with

a jerk. The symptoms returned. Iron administered, which regulated
all the uterine farwtions, a jerk again occurred, and she remained well

at the writing of the account. The case detailed in my last letter that

I stopped with emetic tartar, was in part caused by periodic interruptions
-caused by cold. Seeing another medium jerk, she seemed affected

by sympathy. Many similar cases are recorded by Watson. Dr. Watt,
of Glasgow, relates a case where the patient was first seized with rotation,
then "

whirling," like the whirling Dervishes; then lying on the bed,
she was seized with rolling from one end to the other of the bed; rolled

the whole length of the gravel walk in a garden, and when put into wa-

ter, rolled like a spiral-wheel. The rotations were sixty a minute.

Finally, she placed her head and feet together like a hoop, and, lying on

the bed, would straighten out suddenly ; and this she continued for four-

teen hours together. She then took to standing on her head and falling
down suddenly on her knees, for fifteen hours a day.

She recovered by a spontaneous diarrhea. Men are also subject to

similar fits, as they are subjects of pure hysteria, as well as females ; but

these cases occur more frequently in females. Majendie tells us of a

man who was seized with a fit ofpropulsion; would sally into the streets,
and walk rapidly forward till he dropped down. Tubercles were found

in the brain, when examined after death. I have known a similar case

of a young man who was upset in a love affair. He will sally forth all

of a sudden, and walk or trot for hours together, beating his hands against
his thighs with great rapidity. He procured himself a dress, and put
on women's clothes; he declared he was a lass of "sweet sixteen."

Majendie speaks of a woman who had an opposite propulsion ; would
run hack constantly, with rapidity, and the movements being involuntary,
she often fell over obstacles and into hollows, and was hurt. I have

known one case of a woman, laboring under both movements, in its of

insanity; she would move back a rod or two, and then go forward, then

hack again; she declared the devil had run her out of the "

straight
and narrow path." Any deep impression on certain parts ot the brain

seems capable of producing these symptoms. In Scotland a disease has

been noticed, to which the name of "leaping agua" has been given.
The malaria seems to act on that part of the brain which gives rise to
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these various movements. A shoemaker, aftera debauch, thought him-

self tuming, and soon began to revolve, and continued till he died. I

myself once suffered a similar attack from eating. I had fasted all day
and was much fatigued; on returning at night I ate warm bread, which

soon distressed my stomach, and the house and all nature began to

whirl, and on my trying to walk, I whirled around and could not walk

in a straight line.

Says Professor Buchanan, (Journal of Zllan, vol. i. No. 11 :)
" A

lady of cultivated and vigorous mind consented to undergo the operation,
to gratify her love of philosophical knowledge. I found, after a few

movements of the hand along the median line of the head, from the nape
of the neck forward to the root of the nose, that the divergence of the

eyes was distinctly produced with a peculiar state of mind. "' " '

The physiological balance was so completely destroyed that she was

unable to sit ered. Her head and body would recline to one side ; as

she attempted to correct the bias, it reclined to the other side. Be-

tween the two inhuences she leaned in one direction, or rocked from side

to side. ' * * These vibrations continued for an hour or more,

spite of all that could be done to restore the equilibrium. " * "

Her mental phenomena were equally singular."
In this beautiful experiment of Dr. Buchanan, we come at the modus

operandi of mind in producing these curious symptoms-the brain and

body being dual, (double,) and the vital currents crossing at the base

of the brain, keep the two hemispheres of the body in eo-ntinuzly.
When he disturbed these currents, the head rolled from side to side

Majendic cut the cerebellum of a rabbit vertically on the left side ; the

animal rolled over and over toward the cut side. The same thing oc-

curred when the crus cerebelli was cut. When the corpus striatum

is cut away, the animal darts forward ; cutting the pons varolii causes

the animal to rotate from right to left, or from left to right, according
to the side on which the section occurs. Buchanan's experiment shows

that disturbance of the nerve aura causes these movements, and Ma-

jendie's experiments prove that in voluntary movements of animal life,
the will applies the nerve fluid to these diferent points in the brain to

cause rotation, right or left movements, or forward or backward move-

ments. The eases I have detailed prove that various physical causes

may direct the life forces of volition to these various points of the brain.

A pin in a certain part of the medulla-oblongata caused a pigeon to _/ly
badcward ; a section toward the anterior pyramids causes a circu-

lar movement like a horse in a mill. Observing many of thesc strange
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motions in mediums, my attention was directed to this subject. Watson

couples chorea, epilepsy, and these apparent tricks with the vagaries of

hysteria: ; and seeing almost all mediums of that temperament, I was led

to think Spirit-rappings were part of the same. Hysterical women in

the wards of Hospitals are often in sympathetic rayaort. One troubled

with a ball in the throat (says Watson) was relieved by the probang
being passed into the throat. She instantly went into a lit, and, at the

same moment, many other women in the Hospital were affected with

hysterical spasms. These simultavuom movements show the law of mag-
netic rapport wndusivdy. Imitation is another of its peculiarities ; al-

most every disease is imitated in the hysterical temperament, when all at

once a fit relieves the patient of the former symptoms.
The physical causes of such temperaments will occupy my next.

Yours truly, B. W. RICHMOND.
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LETTER Xl.

D1-:An Sm : I have been anxiously waiting for you to '

get the planks
of your platform together,' conscious that it will be a relief to have

something to stand on, even though it he wholly artificial. I have to

regret that your immediate prospects in this direction are not commen-

surate with the necessities of the case. At present, however, instead

of that "
platform," so beautiful in its ideal structure and proportions, I

see nothing but a mass of irregular fragments which, like those peculiar
rocks of the Shetland Isles, seem to increase in their superficial dimen-

sions as often as they are smitten and shivered by the tire of thought, or

scattered by the electric force of reason. These fragments in no way
resemble the different portions of a building, on which the artisan has

left the impress of his plastic hand. Many of " the planks "

appear to

be shaky, and as they float along, manifestly without design and without

order, I am constantly reminded of the draft-'wood in a freslwt, rather

than of a splendid edifice, whose complete parts the skillful mechanist

might put together
" without the sound of a hammer."

Without further introduction, I proceed to a brief examination of the

contents of your letter. The facts referred to in the first paragraph,
are well authenticated. The testimony of Mr. Davis would be saili-

cient, but I am happy to state that a number of other persons, whose

veracity can not be questioned, are ready to bear witness to the occur-

reuces at High Rock. If no similar phenomena had occurred elsewhere,
this case alone, if fairly presented in all its startling details, would be

sulhcient to drive a rational man from every hypothesis that Material-
ism has yet devised. And yet, you quote the facts as complaccntly as

if they were precisely adapted to your purpose. Allow me to remind

you, my dear sir, that a multitude of facts and authorities will avail

nothing in this case, unless they contribute to sustain your cause. One
would be liable to infer, from the course you pursue, that the number of

witnesses alone insure safety, no matter what may be the import of their

testimony. Now, I ask the reader to notice the facts: ' Loud and

frequent raps were heard on the wall and about the room,' while the
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medium was "lying on the floor "
; the ' mattress was raised from the

bed and floated in the air '
; also,

' the bedstead moved, first one leg,
then another, and finally all, and beat time to the music, while the girl
continued singing, and until the bedstead was well nigh demalished by
the violence of its motion ' ! All this was done' in the presence of re-

liable witnesses, and without any visible or other known agency of tLe

medium, or any earthly being. My correspondent accepts these facts.

By introducing them in the manner he has, an unqualified indorsement

is distinctly implied. And now it may concern the reader to know how

Dr. Richmond disposes of the whole matter; so here is the explanation
in full: "The Irish odzforce hurl charged the mattress and bedstead, and

the vibrations of the tune seem to have been the medium of keeping them in

motion "! To ordinary minds the subject involves a great mystery, to

be sure, but your explanation is all comprehended in about two lines ;
" Since brevity's the soul ot' wit,"

it need not require more. And how clear the subject appears now!

The luminous emanations, said to accompany the odic force, are lost in

the superior light of your exposition. There is one point, however,
that may still admit of further elucidation. I refer to the singular
elfects of vocal music on the bedstead. The ' vibrations of that tune '

were certainly very wonderful, surpassing anything of the kind in our

experience. We have attended some of the recent concerts of Madame

Sontag, at Metropolitan Hall, in which she was sustained by a powerful
orchestra and six hundred chorus singers, but " the vibrations of that

tune " moved nothing in the house-save the feelings of the audience.

Seriously, whether this twaddling is to be ascribed to a disposition to

trifle with the whole subject, or to some other cause, we shall not ven-

ture to decide, but in all sincerity we ask, can Dr. Richmond for a mo-

ment suppose that any person, not wholly destitute of reason, will accept
this trifling remark as an explanation of the phenomena F If we are

unequal to the task ofa scientific disquisition, let us, at least, treat the

subject in such a manner as will not offend the common sense of the un-

educated reader.

The ease credited to the Mio- Hn-k Tflibil/llll, appears to indicate a

want of critical observationof the facts, in their supposed relations to the

dynamics of imponderahle substances. On account of the respectability
of the journal through which the paragraph referred to obtained pub-
licity, it has been extensively copied, and, for this reason, I shall notice

it more particularly than might otherwise seem to be necessary. I do

not doubt the actual occurrence of the phenomena described, but take
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the liberty to question their subservieney to your purpose, and must be

allowed to repudiatc, in the main, the Tribunehs philosophy of their

causation. The writer of the paragraph amrms that, the facts he de-

scribes nre 'not dependent on the mental condition and action of' the par-
ties in whose presence they occur ; to use his own language :

" It is

not necessary that their minds should pay any attention to the process ;"
moreover, the experiment "

requires /no faith, and no outlay of physical
or moral strength." So far, therefore, as the paragraph under review

proves anything on this point, it certainly proves that the moving of

tables, Sze., is not, in any manner, produced by the action of minds in

the body. To this extent, at least, it is at war with your hypothesis.
This being settled, and the existence of any Spiritual agency being also

denied, it only remains to refer the facts, if that he possible, to the nat-

ural opreation of electricity or some other imponderable element; and

this accords with the writer's own conclusion.

I now propose to consider whether the facts will admit of such refe-

rence, and to compare what the writer merely assumes, with what isnow

generally known. It is said that the table " becomes charged with the

mysterious fluid," from the vital batteries of the persons whose hands

rest upon it; and the various and eccentric motions of the table are pre-
sumed to be natural etfeets, wholly depending on the subtile principle
wherewith its substance is pcrvaded.- To this conjecture I oppose three

several objections, any one of which is deemed fatal to the Tribune's

hypothesis.
1. The human body is a vastly better conductor of electricity, espe-

cially of that which is generated by its own processes of chemical and

muscular action, than the table or any piece of seasoned wood; and, for

this reason, the vital electricity would not readily pass from the body to

such inanimate objects. Nor is this all ; the transmission of this agent
from living bodies to lifeless and unorganized matter, is rendered

extremely diilicult, and almost impossible, on account of the 1wn-wn-

ducting quality of the skin. The cuticle when dry is so poor a conductor

of electricity that very little can be directly discharged from the body,
even by the most vigorous effort of the will. The quantity thus dis-

engaged is so small as to escape detection, except when the most deli-

cate instruments are employed. The most successful experiments hith-

erto, have only demonstrated the fact that the needle of avery sensitive

galvanometer may be moved by volition. But in this experiment it is

necessary to communicate with the wires leading to the poles of the

instrument, by placing their extremities and the hands of the experi-
10
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menter in a solution of salt in water, which by wetting the cuticle ren~

ders it a good conductor, so that animal electricity is disengaged with

less diiliculty. To this peculiarity of the skin, and certain other mem-

branes, we are indebted for the capacity to resist, in a very great degree,
the electrical changes of the earth and atmosphere, which, otherwise,
would at once interrupt the electrical equilibrium of the system, and thus

derange the whole vital economy. The basis of my first objection may
be thus briefly stated: 1. Living, animal bodies are vastly better elec-

trical conductors than seasoned wood, and as it is the nature of electricity
to follow the best conductors, it would stay in the human body, and hence

tlu: tabks would not " become charged with the mysterious fluid." 2. The

cuticle is a bad conductor, which renders the disengagement of vital

electricity, in any degree appreciable by its effects on inert substances,
extremely diiiicult or impossible. 3. The most decided results hitherto

obtained, by the best scientific experiments in this department, consist

in deflections of the needle of a very delicate instrument, to the extent

of some thirty to fifty degrees, which would not move the weight of an

ordinary tailor's needle.
'

2. It is well known to every electrician that a table could not be

c/Larged with electricity, so as to produce any sensible results, without it

was previously insulated ; and, as insulation is not one of the conditions

to success in the experiment, the assumption that the table is cluzrgai,
in any unusual manner, is rendered utterly indcfensible, and this con-

clusion is based on the acknowledged laws of electricity. These re-

marks are not less relevant, if the phenomena be referred to some other

agent. Any force-agent that could be conducted through the medium

of the table would find the floor an equally good conductor, and hence

the former could never be charged, except in the manner already stated.

Some men-Dr. Taylor, of Pctersham, and my correspondent are among
the number-speak ofelectricity as

"

delac/wd," or
"

loose," as though this

mysterious presence which travels with the speed of thought, and with

the same ease through earth, and sea, and air, had been subject to close

confinement until recently, and might even now be cooped up like a do-

mestic fowl. True, the table stands on the floor, which is just as good
a conductor, but electricity, nevertheless, gets sd among tlzc fbers of the

wood, and, in its struggles to get out, turns the tables over, or carries

them with it in its clumsy efforts to achieve its freedom !

3. Suppose it were possible to charge the table in the manner indi-

cated. Admit, if you please, for the sake of the argument, that the

table does " become charged with the mysterious Enid," what then?
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That would not move it. Charge any body to its utmost capacity , and,
in the absence of any contrivance for alternately interrupting and re-

storing the equilibrium, neither sound nor motion would occur. You

may charge, if you will, a thousand leyden jars and not one of litem will

be moz-ed a. /u1ir's breadth by the operation. And thus the loaded tables
are disdzarged.

Seeing that the principles of physical science aford no solution of the

mystery, you have, in the last emergency, the altemative of falling back

on the idea of Spiritual agency, or ot begging the whole question, as

many have done, by assuming that the table must be moved by sonic un-

known, law of material nature. Here I rest the point, leaving my cor-

respondent and the writer in the Tribune to hang on either horn of the

dilemma, as they may choose, and will conclude my remarks under this

head, by moving to postpone the discussion of any unknown principles of

Nature until they come to be known.

I do not propose any extended review of the remaining portions of

your letter. I think I shall not undertake to prove, in this connection,
that ignorance, superstition, delusion, fanaticism and disease, are

Spiritual Manifestations ; much less that they are reliable, or to be de-

sired. I cordially confess that these do not very well illustrate the

claims of the Spiritual theory, and I therefore resign them, leaving my
friend to refer the facts, if he will, to the old Materialism, where their

principal causes are most likely to be found. With respect to Demon-

ology and Witchcraft, however, it may be proper to remark that the

Scripture writers, as well as many modern authors, abundantly prove the

occurrence, in different ages and countries, of many strange and start-

ling phenomena which have been thus classified. It will be exceedingly
dimcult, I apprehend, to refer all those to merely physical causes.

Should you be successful in this attempt, your labors will prejudice the

claims of no inconsiderable portion of the New Testament. The results

of human Experience, the voice of History, and the testimony of Reve-

lation, all unite to assure us, that while thousands have been led astray
by fancy and fanaticism, many singular facts have occured for which

Materialism, with all the resources of modern science and art, has failed

to furnish any rational solution. But the particular facts, cited by you

on the present occasion, are not such as I am disposed to select in vin-

dicating the Spiritual theory, and I may, therefore, save myself the un-

necessary labor of a more formal reply to specific examples.
Each succeeding week brings us fresh evidence of your remarkable

aversion to authorities. This is manifested by a seeming disposition to
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'
use them up

'
as fast as possible. We have no objection to a. republi-

cation of the balance of Korner, and the remaining portions of Scott's

Demonology and Witchcraft, etc., only that we do not wish to infringe
the copy right law.

Hero I rest the subject, for the present, and am

Thine fhternally, S. B. BRITTAN.



PHYSICAL AND MENTAL PHENOMENA.

DR B. W. RICHMOND TO S. B BRITTAN

|.r:'r'r|:n xxx.

D1-:an Sm : Your replies to my ninth and tenth letters are not

received, and time renders it needful that you should have the last of

the twelve in which I am to lead. In my last two I have grouped
together certain phonomena-physical and mental, occurring in individ-

uals and masses of individuals; and the symptoms so nearly agree that

no serious attempt will be made to deny the identity of cause. The

physical symptoms in the individual I conceive to be produced by a

physical cause-operating on the brain and nervous system of the per-

son-resulting in sleep, trance, convulsions, jerks, spasms, rotation of
the head, tremblings, starts, and various violent muscular exercises.

The mental phenomena, speaking, dreaming, visions, ghost-seeing, are

caused by mind acting on mind, and the deep impression made on the

nerve centers-through which mind acts-to connect itself with the

outer world. The physical
" demonstrations " I attribute to the trans-

mission of the lirst named physical cause, 'nerve-auraf-to physical sub-

stances and the control of that nerve-aura by the human mind, after it

has passed to surrounding substances. In the classes of persons men-

tioned we bring together, witches, ecstatics, convulsionists, dancers,
jumpers, jerkers, and mediums; and the symptoms taken as a whole

suliiciently are alike to draw the conclusion that if one set are the work

of spirits, all are-if one class are the work of a physical agent.-a gas,

say-then all are. Doctors reason in this way-When a person is found

with a certain set of symptoms, wc say he has taken opium, or belladonna.

When the symptoms in another person resemble them, we say again,
it is opium, or belladonna, or what closely resembles them in its action

on the system. Every mineral and vegetable substance has an action

peculiar to itself, it resembles but does not act exactly like any other

medicine. Take a few ofthe symptoms of' one or two well known med-

icines. Belladonna on the sensorium;
"

vertigo as though everything
tamed in a circle " " H. walks in a circle." " He imagines he sees

ghosts, and various kinds of insects." " He talks with his late sister in
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the church-yard." " She secs dame before her eyes."
" She sees a white star at the ceiling of her room-the size of a plate-
white silvery little clouds Boat before it." " He sees things double, and

multiplied." (See S3/mptomen Coda.) Here we find a physical sub-

stance producing ghost-seeing, and the odic lights. The bite of the tar-

antula produces symptoms that resemble St. Vitus' dance. The

patients are cured by music. A case is related by a writer in the

Medical Repository, vol. iv, of a girl bitten by a. spider who was ren-

dered clnirvoyant. Her attacks were periodical. The sense of tour):

we infinitely exalted. Spasms, convulsions and catalepsy attended her.

Nearly a year after the bite the hand suppurated. A mass of black

matter was discharged and she recovered. A person in Nelson, Portage
Co., was bitten by a serpent. For seventeen years he had annual

attacks of the symptoms, and at last died. Here we see poisons pro-

ducing singular mental and periodiazl symptoms.
'The Rev. Mr. Clark, on visiting the Mammoth Cave, of Ky., when

hc returned to the open air lost his strength ; and smell was anllcd so

that every flower and shrub was distinguished by its odor. The cruder

forms of matter only induce physical phenomena-while the more .mb-

limalal forms affect the senses and mental symptoms. So far as history
fumishes the facts, the oracles of Delphi were the work of clairvoyancc
produced by medicines. The protoxide of nitrogen is a familiar exam-

ple of the work of a very light tluid form of matter. It produces mirth

in the mirthful--fight in the destructive-politeness in the alfable. The

vopors of mercury inhaled from water gilding, produce very different

symptoms from the crude article. The entire Zllateria .Medica furnishes

examples of the strange physical and mental, as well as moral symptoms
induced by different substances found on our globe. Now because in

witchcraft, religious ecstacies, jerkers and mediums, we find many of

the symptoms seen in persons who have taken belladonna, lachesis, or

opium, we do not conclude that either of the above named class of per-
sons has taken those articles, but that their nerves are impressed with a

fluid capable of deeply impressing the sensorium or seat of' sense and

mind-and that these classes being numerous, and spread over the entire

globe-whole countries--entire cities, or large localities, some agent
must be acting capable of affecting all persons; and in_ the more im-

pressible we see its peculiar effects. If an individual should observe

persons in New York under certain symptoms, the disease would be

called cholera. It' the same symptoms, or the prominent ones-some

being added and others dropped-should appear in Paris, London, (lon-
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stantinople, Pekin, the disease would be called cholera, whatever the

cause, or particular poison might be, it would matter not, so far as the

grand features of' the epidemic might be, it would be assigned to the

same causation, or one extremely similar.

In speaking in future of the agent operating on these persons, wc

shall use Buchanan's term, nerve aura-as implying nerve-od. The

od-force of Rcichenbach being general, I have used it in a general way
to familiarize the mind with the term. Svedenborg uses the temi

sphere in a general way, to indicate that all bodies have a sphere, or

atmosphere, or od, or aura, surrounding them. That space is filled

with an ether or iiuid, electric in its character, is pretty generally con-

ceded by philosophers. Breathed as it is in our atmosphere in combi-

nation with other forms of matter, its effect is modified, as that of' every
other substance is modified, by being combined with another substance.

We have luckily a few rare chances of' noticing the effects of this ether

on the brain and nerves, breathed somewhat free from crudcr matter.

The sky-riding of Mr. Wise and M. Petin. The latter ascended from

Bridgeport, Conn., in July, and reached an altitufle of 22,000 feet. A

hail-storm surrounded them-held in the air by an unknown power-

(spirits probably.) M. Petin says,
" One of our companions fell asleep.

We felt so weak that another companion and myself' could hardly open
the valve. The imagination of one exalted to such a hight grows vivid

and warm as the body becomes dull and chilled. For us no reality, no

limits were existing. The dreams of Bernardine and St. Pierre were

realized--universal peace seemed to be on earth ; and the whole globe
were united states."

Mr. Wise, in his ascent from Ravenna during the summer, afler

riding high into the air, came down in the vicinity of Vllarren, Ohio.

When at the highest altitude, he says his feelings became preternatu-
rally exalted. A kind of transcendental ecstacv took possession of him;
and such were his poetic dreams of heavenly joy, that he longed for

some one to write them down, and give them to the public, which he

had often resolved to do ; but on descending his feelings cooled, and he

had never had courage to tell the world all that he felt while breathing
this highly electrical ether. Both Mr. Wise and Petin unite in the

same symptoms, and in' the electrical ethereal state of' the surrounding
medium. Who does not recognize in these symptoms the ecstatic,
transcendental, rhapsodical, poetical, prophetieal, millennial, progres-
sional state of mind of mesmerio subjects, religious ascctics, and magnetic
spiribmediums? Dr. Buchanan says of clairvoyants and mediums,
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their communications are much alike, ecstatic-rhapsodioa1+" moon-

shiny." .

The positive state of this atmospheric influence, which produces this

epidemic magnetic state, acts mostly on women and children; the nega-
tive state, which produces an epidemic putrefactive state of the human

system, acts mostly on 'robust me-n. The negative state acts mostly on

the positive or male race; the positive state acts mostly on women and

children-the negative part of thc race. The return of both states is

periodic, and connected with earthquakes and volcanic eruptions and epi-
demic plagues and fevers. The earth, during the negative or sickly
atmosphere, produces in great abundance; vegetation is rank, but man

fails from the earth; while the positive state, or spirit-rapping periods
exist, vegetation is less thrifty, sickly-potuto~rot becomes universal.

These periods arc seen on a large scale to be controled by tens, and

the grand circles seem to be centuries, half-centuries, and so ranging down

to ten again. Taking the birth of Christ as an initial point, we are surprised
to see how many of the great events of our earth are consummated or

begun about the beginning of each century; the middle period fre-

quently showing the same crisis or climax in matter and mind.

The symptoms are not only periodic but dual in their manifestations

On one continent we have sometimes a warm season, on the other half

a very cold one; on one hemisphere we have a universally feverish state

of the body-pestilence and plague ; on the other half an intense men-

tal activity, amounting to national fury-just like the phenomena of the

human body under a malarious fever. One day we get a light chill,
the next a heavy chill, following the positive and negative, and dual in

their order-following the notes of the diatonic scale. The chill of the

first day will correspond to that of the third day; that of the second

day to that ofthe fourth ; then the third to that of thc sixth, and the

fourth to that of the eighth. They are not only diurnal but annual also

in their return. Just so with man on a large scale. His bodily condi-

tion at the beginning of one century will correspond to that of the next

century, or to that of a half century. Earthquakes being periodic, as

well as eruptions, follow the same law. Let us tix on a point or local

effect of this kind as a type of the whole and then thread our way

through the facts. A statement of a few facts from history will be suf-

ficient to show that this law of periods has followed the race.

At the close of the first century the Roman world was in arms, and

the Jewish nation was literally blotted out, and Jcrusalem destroyed.
About A. D. 250, one ofthe periodic movements in the Northern tribes
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occurreyi--the Goths invade Rome. A. D. 300, Constantine espouses

Christianity, and it becomes the religion of the empire. About sixty
years after, Julian succeeds him, and proclaims universal toleration;
but revives the Pagan worship throughout his dominions. Toward the

close of the third century the Huns came rolling in the wake of' the

Goths. A. D 400, Paganism is destroyed-Alaric nppeaus and Rome

is sacked. A. D. 450, Attila appears in sight, and stretches his sword

over both empires. A. D. 550, society seemed falling into fragments,
and a universal earthquake occurred, followed by a plague that ravaged
the Roman world for fifty years. A. D. 600, Mahamet begins his ca-

reer. A. D. 800, Charlemagne founds the empire of the Franks.

A. D. 900 to 1100, confusion prevailed; and at the opening of the

eleventh century the first crusade occurred ; in 1147 the second.

A. D. 1200, the fourth crusade began ; and the Greek empire was

founded, and Zingis Khan invades China. About 1350, the Ottoman

empire rose; and Tamerlanc appears. About 1450, the Turks take

Constantinople. A. D. 1500, or nearly, Columbus discovered America.

For a short time let us return to periods of disease. Dr. Kcrner

says that in a mountain village of Germany, St. Vitus' dance becomes

epidemic, attended with sleep and clairvoyance. He adds that, in the

valley below, the people have malarious ague. This is a sample only,
but is a type ot' two forms of epidemics-the one mental, the other phys-
ical; but between these lies a disease called influenza, which commonly
ushers in the febrile form of disease. The magnetic form sometimes pre-

cedes, sometimes follows. Plague and yellow fever will be in one locality,
and jerkings; convulsions in an adjoining location. Plague, and all

violent epidemics, follow eruptions and earthquakes. Noah Webster, at

the close of the epidemic of 1800, wrote on this subject. Here are the-

facts. " Between B. C. 480 and the Christian Era, a number of vio-

lent plagues occurred, most of' which coincided in time with these phe-
nomena, comets, earthquakes, eruption of volcanoes, drouth, severe

winters, diseases among cattle. Of thirteen comets during that time,.
dght coincide with eruptions of Etna, and eleven with pestilencc." All

great plagues have been attended with violent disturbance of the cle--

ments. The facts he says are confirmed by the plagues that accurred

in the tbllowing eras: A. D. 80, 167, 252, 375, 400, 445, 542, 552,

590, 639, 679, 682, 745, 762, $02,, 905, 994, 1005, 1031,1044, 1069,
1106, 1135, 1142,1162, 1181, 1222, 1242,1300,1347,1368,1400,_
1477,1500, 1531,1577, 1602, 1625, 1636,1665,1699,1709,1719,
1728,1743, 1751,1760, 1770, 1783, 1789. Of' these tiftyplagues,
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thirty occurred near the beginning and the middle of each century. The

whole seems ranged nearly on a scale of ten, ranging from that point.
up to one hundred. He says:

" The phenomenon most nearly con-

nected with pestilence is an earthquake. I question whether an instance

of a considerable plague can be found not preceded or accompanied with

an earthquake." All places shaken are not visited. The region is

sometimes contiguous. Take America-earthquakes have occurred in

me fouowiug years: 1638, 1647, 1658, 1662-3, 1663, 1727, 1735,
1783. Slight shocks seem to usher in epidemics-either measles, influ-

enza, sore throat-as in 1669, 1720, 1737, 1757, 1761, 1769, 1771,
1791, 1797.

Volcanic eruptions seem next nearly connected with epidemic sick-

ness. Cold 'winters are preceded or followed by eruptions, as in 1776,
1779, 1783, were followed by intense cold winters. The severe winters

of 1762-3, 1779 and 1780, were followed by eruptions. When erup-
tions are continued for a number of years, if it becomes intense, a se-

vere winter follows. Etna was in eruption from 1664 to '69. In '69

the disturbance was severe; a cold winter followed. In some cases a

severe winter extends to both hemispheres-sometimes only one. Thus

in 1607-s, in *sa-4, in 1762-3, in '66-7, in '79-80, in 1739 and '4o,
the severe winters extended to both hemispheres. In 1640-41, 1739-40,
and other instances, preceded by one year in Europe a similar winter in

America. These facts show the changes on the air and elements

around us.

Comets also attend pestilenoe, and severe winters. Large comets

are seen to produce great heat, drouth followed by cold winters, swell

ofthe tides, storms of wind and hail, and volanic eruptions. The drouths

of 1762 and 1782 preceded eruptions of Etna and Hecla. The years
when eruptions, earthquakes and comets appear, or the atmosphere is

fiery, meteors, streams of light, mock suns, &c., are beyond comparison
'the most tempestuous.

Those periods are most sickly in which the eruptions and earthquakes
are most violent. From 1631 to 1637 three of the most noted volca-

noes discharged immense quantities of lava. Pestilence prevailed over

Europe and America. The same remark holds good of the years 1663

tend 1666, when Europe was desolated with pestilence, the most fatal

ever known. Also from the year 1691 to 1786, all the plagues occur-

=ring show the same connection with volcanoes. Influenza and plague
-often appear just before an earthquake.
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In the mastcrly work of Mr. Webster he shows that the order of

these occurrences is regular-first influenza, then measles, angnina,
small~pox, yellow fever, plague-advancing from mild to fatal. He at-

tributes, of course, the first to the electric or highly stimulating efects

ofthe atmosphere. The last have local causes combined with them.

Local epidemics are most commonly dysentery, agues, yellow fever and

plague. What alarmed Mr. Webster's readers and reviewers was that

he adopted the doctrine of " equivocal generation," to account for the

vast accumulation of musketoes, ilies, worms, fish and insects, during
the putrqlictwe periods. Dr. Priestly writes to Dr. Mitchell, saying
that such a theory would show that MAN might have originated in the

same way-and exhorts to its abandonment, as amcriptural. Is it to

be supposed that our race can breathe an atmosphere so affected by
earthquakes and eruptions without inducing a variety of mental, moral,
and physical symptoms, when Messrs. Wise and Petin are- so strangely
affected by a few hours' residence in the air 20,000 feet above our

globe ? No one will pretend it.

I will cite a few cases from ancient history: A. D. 360, in the reign
of Valentiuian and Valens, an earthquake shook the Roman world.-

(See Gibbon, vol iii, ch. 1.) During the reign of the same emperors,
Zasinius states that a disease appeared among the people.

"

They
acted strangely, and vastly more were effected than were known. Some

miracles were wrought ; and the emperor became a magnetic physician,
curing disease by varous strange methods."--(See Godwin's Lives of

the Necromancers.) This was, beyond doubt, a magnetic epidemic.
A. D. 542, or nearly, another earthquake convulsed the globe. In

the iifth year of Justinian, a comct appeared ; eight years after, anoth-

er; and the people predicted wars, peslilemz and fami-nc. Plague soon

appeared near Pelusium, between the Serbonian bog and the eastern

channel of the Nile. It spread over Syria, Persia, and India, and west

along the coast of Africa, and over the continent of Europe. Constan-

tinople fell a prey to its ravages. Says Gibbon, vol. iv, p. 294 :
" The

infection was sometimes announced by the visions of a rlistemperedfam-y,
and the victim despaired as soon as he heard the menace, and
felt the stroke of an invisible specter." But the greater number at

work, or in bed, were surprised by a slighlfevcr. Swellings began, and

death followed in a few hours, or days. Vast swarms of locusts had bred

in the African sand-died, and rotted ; and now the human race lay
above ground, dead, rotting in vast heaps. The female was les-.s .m.¢r¢pt-
ble tha/n the male, while youth was the most perilous season. Such was
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the desolation that some of the fairest portions of the globe were de-

populated.
A. D. 1373 the dancers appeared in Flanders. A. D. 1688 France

was deluged with a cofnvulsivc disease ; apd about the close of 1700, the

West was Hooded with the jerkers, in Ohio, Kentucky, and Tennessee.

Multitudes of other instances might be cited-but sumce it by saying
that all these forms of diseases are connected, and coincide with phys-
ioal disturbances of the earth. Hildreth, in his American Ilistory, tells

us that just before the landing of the Pilgrims, New-England was swept
of her Idian tribes by a pestilence. Again, (H. A. H., vol 1, p. 327,)
in 1647 an epidemic influenza ravaged the colonies. Indians, Dutch,
French, and English were alike seized ; and its mortality was frightful.
A. D. 1675 Philip's war began. Omens became general, and added to

the horror of the hour. Indian bows were seen in the clouds, and

scalp; in the moon; unseen horsemen galloped through the air; and

ranks of mounted warriors rode among the clouds. A. D. 1688 witch-

craft began, and up to near 1700 the colonies were in a state of frenzy-
"

spectral illusions," ghosts in league with the Devil were seen on all

hands, accompanied by trance, convulsions, and various other symptoms.
Aifeeted persons barked like dogs, purred like cats, were dumb, deaf,
Sw. About 1700 Boston was visited with a pestilential fever, and sick-

ness generally prevailed.
About 1740 another 'form of mental eascitement occurred-the new

lights appeared-and a bare glance at history, shows the public mind in

a feverish unusual state. New~York city partook ot' thc fury. Some

negrocs were suspected of setting fires to buildings; and the city ran

mad-and a ferment. was apparentt in every dcpartmcn of society. The

Indian tribes were in motion; and Pontiac, connecting the vast tribes

from Montreal to Mackinaw, fell like an avalanche on the defeneeless

whites.

Near the year 1800, yellow fever appeared It spread from Maine

to Mexico, and even South America, while the West, near the same date,
was visited with jerkers and visions. A wide spread influenza ushered

in the fever; and man failed from the earth, while the earth itself

bloomed with perennial beauty; vegetation was rank and green-the
trees blossomed and bore fruit-and blossomed again Two crops

appeared of some kinds. Pork and iish spoiled in vast quantities. In

New-York the rivers and marshes teemed with insects and flies-the

earth with worms. Isolated pools of stagnant water became filled with

eels, which gave rise to Webster's bold speculation of "
equivocal gen-
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eration." The filth of cities fermented. All who were connected with

the making, vendivlg, of use ef soap, sickened and died-the same is true

in plague ; while those who worked in grease and oil escaped! France

at the same time was in an opposite state. Mental frenzy raged with

violence till the "reign of terror " ushered in Napoleon, who hushed

the rude storm into steady streams of death. The earth shook-volca-

noes belched-meteors blazed in the heavens-the clouds were fiery;
hail and storm, and tempest chimed in to fill up the wild notes that

seemed to mingle into onc grand funeral dirge, chanted to sooth a sick

and mourning world.

This is no fancy. Read the history of the times, and it will appear
more than real. Open the Ilkdical Repository, published by Dr. Mit-

chell in 1800, 1, 2, 3, 4, and trace the history of those years. And

now, fifty years from the putrefactive state of 1800, we have a retum

of what appeared in 1750, and up to the Revolution, with additions and

variations. France is revolving in the old orbit-revolution, republic,
and empire. And still more follows. "

Spirit-rappings "
can not be

humhugged down; for they are to me the Macrocosrn, acting on the

microcosm-the world without disturbing the world within. Unlike the

period of 1800, when the earth was teeming with vegetable and animal

life, we have had a sirlcly state of the soil that has blasted the potato-
crops with fever ; and other vegetation has appeared sickly. The

whole globe has felt slight tremblings; Etna begins to tremble-the

plague appears in Europe, and is rolling slowly toward our shores.

The laws of matter do not change-pestilence follows fast on the heels

of the spirits, who, instead of being witches in league with the devil,
are our friends, they say, come to abolish sin and " vote in the millen-

nium."
" The angel of death spread his wing on the blast,

And breathed in the face of the foe as he passed."

Yours truly, B. W. RICHMOND.

* See Appendix, Note S.



REPLY T0 DR. RICHMOND.

l..l1'I'll XII.

Dua Bm: In your previous letters you did indeed group a variety
of physical and mental phenomena, and, as I thought, in a manner that

violated all laws ofadinity; each seemed to be in strange company and with-

out any disposition to amociate with the others. You did not then claim a

unity of causation. We need go no further back than the letter next

preceding the one under review, to find that your philosophy admitted

a whole legion of causes. Some of the phenomena were referred to the

Irish od-force, and the remarkable " vibrations of the tune "

performed
by a medium at High Rock, while other facts depended on charging the

table with electricity, in a manner which involves an impossibility. The

magnetic sleep, elairvoyance, imagination and fanaticism, were presumed
to be the chief causes in a great number of instances. Some manifes-

tations were caused by tits, by
'

a large organ of spectral illusion,' ' ob-

structed catamenia,' the 'leaping ague,'
'

eating warm bread,' neurolog-
ical experiments and surgical operations. Other things-objects, con-

ditions and circumstances-have been referred to in your letters as

operative causes, but their number precludes further enumeration. Now,
strange as it may appear, at thc very opening of your last letter it is

gravely said that, "
no serious attempt will be made to deny the identity

of cause
" in all that motley group of facts. After assuming more

causes than you have written letters, you now assert one cause! Not

content to claim a strong similitude in phenomenal appearances and pro-
ductive causes, you at once resolve the multifarious forces and agents,
hitherto employed in their individual capacity, into one and the same

thing. Mysterious change, from infinite multiplicity and variety to the

simplest unity ! Your causes are extremely obliging, since they come in

vast numbers at your behest, and peaceably retire when you have done

with them. They are potent or powerless as you, please, and will per-
form double service or employ the time in rest and recreation, as may
best accord with your personal convenience. And by this singular
species of intellectual jugglery all facts are made to suit your purpose

equally well.

In your second paragraph you refer "
dreaming, visions, ghost-seeing,"
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etc., to ' the action of mind on mind,' and yet after thus referring these

mental effects to mental causes, you go on to speak, in the same con-

nection, of a variety of physical symptoms exhibited among the media,
such as involuntary dancing, jumping, jerking, convulsions, Src., and

conclude that, ' if the one class of phenomena are the work of a physical
agent, all are ;' and this novel amusement, of asserting premises and

contradicting them in your conclusions, is kept up ad libilum. Thus we

have Dr. Richmond against himself, and it is not easy to determine

which side has the merits of the argument. The amrmative appears to

be very negative with respect to direct proofs, while the negative is

extremely positive in absolute assertiom.

You next proceed to give us further infomation respecting the way
" Doctors reason." Certain symptoms are presumed to infallibly indi-

cate the presence and operation of certain vegetable poisons. But med-

ical men must be aware that a variety ofsymptomatic phenomena, common

to several diseases, are comprehended in diagnostics, while such as are

supposed to distinguish the specific form of disease, and the peculiar
action of certain remedial agents, are perpetually modified by a variety
of mental and temperamental conditions. It may be conceded that

various symptoms, physical and mental, are produced by the adminis-

tration of opium and deadly nightshade, but this will not account forthe

occurrence of other phenomena that do not depend on the presence and

action of these agents. Nor does the similarity of such phenomena, in

some of their phases, prove the cause to be identical. A violent blow

in the region ofthe occiput will occasion a pain in the head, and enable

a person to see stars by daylight, but there are, nevertheless, stars that

have an objective existence, and headache may result from a number ot

other causes. The inspiration of carbonic acid gas will destroy animal

life, but it does not thence follow that all dead men have inhaled this

gas, or that physical dissolution invariably depends on a similar cause.

It is said that belladonna produces vertigo, and that H.-I know not

who is referred to-" imagines he sees ghosts and various kinds of

insects," while his sister "
sees a white star on the ceiling of her room ;"

and, as this vegetable poison will ' produce these eEects '-we accept
the fact on the authority of my correspondent-will cause the patient to

see ghosts, etc., therefore, we are required to infer that time are no real

ghosts, or, in other words, that the spirits of the departed never appear

to mortals. But the same logic would authorize the inference that

insects do not exist objectively, and that there are no stars except in the

brains of those who take belladonna and are subject to vertigo. Whether-
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the mode of reasoning as described by you, and especially as illustrated

by so many practical examples, is calculated to support the claims of

the faculty to a high degree of logical acumen, I may now venture to

leave to the reader's decision.

The acute sensation of Mr. Clarke, on his egress from Mammoth

Cave, is easily explained. He had been for some time in a pure atmo~

sphere, entirely free from all odors, and, on his coming again into the

open air, the perfumes of flowers and aromatic plants were perceived
with unusual distinctness. You have only to leave the open air and

enter the room of one of' your patients, where spirits of ammonia has

been used an hour before to perceive it distinctly, while those who oc-

cupy the apartment do not experience the slightest sensation.

That clairvoyance was employed in the oracular responses, heard in

the temple of Apollo at Dclphos, is extremely probable, but the admis-

sion ofthe probability affords no countenance to the views you entertain

respecting the source of the Manifestations.

Nothing further is required to account for the intense emotions ot

Messrs. Petin and Wise-whose experience in nowise sustains your

hypothesis-than the peculiar circumstances which surrounded them.

The rarelied state ofthe atmosphere, at an altitude of 22,000 feet, com-

bined with the novelty and sublimity ofthe scene and situation, would

be quite sutlicient to excite the imagination to unusual activity, and to

induce a state of great mental exaltation.

You next atlirm that positive and negative periods of the earth and

atmosphere succeed each other in regular alternation, and the alleged
effects of these opposite states are thus distinctly assumed: " The earth,
during the negative or sickly atmosphere, produces in great abundance;
vegetation is rank, but man fails from the earth; while the positive
state, or spirit-rapping periods exist, vegetation is less thrifty, sickly-
potato-rot becomes universal." The earth is here said to produce in

greater abundance during the negative state-vegetation being more

luxuriant. Now the truth is exactly the reverse of your statement.

Whenever the growth of vegetation is unusually large, as it is in warm,

wet seasons, the atmosphere will be highly electrical, and this fact will

be indicated by the frequent occurrence of storms accompanied by
electrical phenomena, often of a startling and terridic character. When

thunder-storms are less frequent and the season is cold, there is less

vegetation. But the incorrectness of your proposition is already dem-

~onstrated in another way. It is proved by actual experiment that elec-

rtricity greatly facilitates the growth of plants, hence the positive pe-

|
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riods must be far more favorable to excessive vegetation. During "the

positive state or spirit-rapping periods, vegetation " is said to be "less

thrifty and potato-rot becomes universal." But was there never a

really positive state of things until within the last twelve years? If

there was, pray tell us whether that season was signalized by spirit-
rappings, and were the potatoes diseased ? And if this disease and the

rappings go together, and are dependent on the same cause, namely,
the positive state of the earth and air, why have the rappings increased

with such rapidity during the last three years, while the potatoes are

acknowledged to be convakscent ?

Your attempt to adapt the chills and fever to music strikes me as

highly original and entertaining, and it may render the trilling or shak-

ing, in which the patients are said to excel, much more artistic and

agreeable to the performers. This " diatonic scale " in fever and ague
is the last, if not the most brilliant, discovery of modern physical sci-

ence. Moreover, the announcement that '

earthquakes and volcanoes,
being periodic, follow the same law ' must, it is apprehended, take

the world by surprise.
Several important occurrences recorded in history, are next intro-

duced. This portion of your letter comprehends. among other remark-

able events, the destruction of Jerusalem; invasion of Rome by the

Goths ; conversion of Constantine ; general toleration under Julian ;
revival of Pagan worship; conquest of Hungary by the Huns; reign of

Vandalism ; advent of Mahomet ; the Crusades; invasion of China,
and so on to the end of the chapter, which terminates with the discovery
of America. The date of each of these events is given, which must,

render the whole very convenient for reference.

Then follows an elaborate account of the appearance of thirteen com-

ets, the yellow fever, measles and jerkings, with influenza, numerous

earthquakes and volcanic omptions, together with fifty plagues, all ar-

ranged in chronological order.

" Angels and ministers of grace defend us l"

Oh, Doctor! I little thought, when, I consented to follow you, that you
would lead me into such perilous places and then leave me, as you are

now about to do, to find my way out of this wilderness of terrors.

My friend will pardon me if I do not treat his letter very gravely. I

find nothing that calls for argument or aught that will admit ef serious

reply. The larger portion consists of a reproduction of the first treatise

on earthquakes and volcanoes, with the alleged coincidental occurrence-

l 1
`
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of epidemic diseases. Should the demand for the work warrant a third

edition, permit me to suggest that the addition of a chronological ac-

count of the principal Indian wars, since the landing of the Puritans,
would constitute an interesting feature ; and, now that I think of it, the

election returns might reflect some light on the general subject.
I have thus finished my review of the twelve letters written in illus-

tration of your several material hypotheses. Others must determine

how far the subject has been treated in a becoming manner. In con-

clusion, I deem it proper to observe that, if I have occasionally indulged
in a playfiil or satirical remark, it has been because the nature of the

case did not afford a suitable occasion for sober disquisition. In the

direct investigation of the Spiritual phenomena, however, I yet hope to

'ind materials for eamest and solemn thought. Amid much that is

confessedly chaotic in its nature, and doubtful in its origin, I expect to

find many beautiful evidences of the immortal nature and relations of

man. The subject, as it presents itself to my mind, is quick with the

inspiration of a new life, with the power of a lively hope, a living faith,
and a present resurrection. Humanity feels a new impulse and heaven-

ward aspirations, like grateful incense, perpetually ascend from many
devdut and prayerfiil spirits. I remain, yours fraternally,

S. B. BRITTAN.



BRITTAN AND RICHIONITS DISCUSSION. -

Qu ssnun-Do those who have deported this life still continue to hold intel'-

course with those who yet remain on earth?

:vnxasa ons.

PRELIMINARY OBSERVATIONS.

DEAR Sm : In the first part of our controversy I have been required
todiscuss your views rather than my own, and to analyze such facts

only as you have thought proper to introduce, in your endeavors to

illustrate the mundane origin of the Manifestations. But our relations

to the question are now changed, and it becomes my privilege to culti-

vate a more intimate acquaintance and fellowship with the real subject
at issue. The facts introduced by you, with few exceptions, have been

of a mixed character, and the result of disturbed physical and mental

conditions. I do not question your privilege to select examples accom-

panied by such phenomenal aspects as leave the mind in doubt respect-

ing their origin as well as their import. But in pursuing this policy
you have not fortified your own position or otherwise impaired the claims

ofthe Spiritual idea. I think it will not even be pretended that you
have met the chief didiculties in the way of your hypothesis, or so

much as attempted, by any means recognized among logicians, to dis-

pose of the real facts. Indeed, several of the more important classes

of the Manifestations have been scarcely referred to in the conirse of

your twelve letters, while the very examples introduced to sustain and

enforce your views have often proved to be utterly hostile to your

claims, and absolutely fatal to the material philosophy, inasmuch as they
are perceived to amtradid the very laws whereon they were presumed
to depend.

Before proceeding to a classidcation of such particular phenomena as

are deemed illustrative of Spiritual agency, I desire to otfer some pre-

liminary observations involving a statement of certain general facts and

principles which, to my mind, afford strong presumptive evidence that

spirits are concerned in the presentation of these occult mysteries. A

very superficial inquiry into the laws of material nature, and the capa-

city of the more imponderahle elements will sudice to satisfy any sensi-
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ble man that these potential agents, if left to themselves, never more

agreeably to any mental formula that 12'e may be pleased lo dictate. It is

only when their natural action is interrupted, by the intervention of

some mechanical or other means, designed to adapt them to specilic pur-

poses, that they can be made to conform to our individual desires.

Throughout the grand arcana of Nature they are tree and everywhere
visible in their effects; but those eH`ects are not immediate ezpresriovu of

thought and volition. The solar rays, the pale moonlight and the glim-
mering ofthe distant stars, observe no such authority, nor are they
direct transcriptions from an intelligence like that which govems the

voluntary functions of our bodies and determines the nature of our pur-
suits. The winds blow and their wild music echoes through the silvan

arcades; and when the storm gathers, the tall masts and the giant oaks

quiver like the strings ofa delicate lyre. But the winds heed not the

mariner's prayer, and when at length the voice of the tempest is sub-

dued, and gradually dies away in coxmtless dimifnuendocs among the

forest boughs and the ocean caves, it is not silenced at our bidding, but

because the restless elements have found their equilibrium. The mag-
net attracts the steel, but it will not attract a cork in the same manner.

This power will not come and go at our request, nor is it rendered more

or less potent by the exercise of our will. Electricity descends in fatal

shafts from the ethereal depths and circulates through the solid globe,
causing the metalic nerves of the mountains to vibrate, the earth to

quake, and cities to tumble into ruins; but neither in these terrible phe-
nomena, nor in any ot its silent movements, does it conform to the

action of our minds. Thus light, air, magnetism and electricity. ob-

serve their own eternal laws. They never deviate from the peculiar
modes which characterize their operations, either to gratify an idle cu-

riosity or to save an empire from destruction. This is true of all the

essential principles and refined essences in being. When not directly
controled by some voluntary mental or spiritual effort, they obey the

original impulsion communicated to them by the Creator.

It will be perceived from the foregoing considerations that the im-

ponderable substances, wherein the great forces of Nature are generated,
never yield to our requests nor regard the action of our minds ; and this

fact is so universally acknowledged that, to even suggest the possibility
of holding a colloquy with the unconscious elements referred to, would

be deemed prima, facie evidence that reason had lost the empire of the

mind. He who should question the winds and expect them to ansuer

,positively or negatively, by blowing toward the north or the south,
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would be regarded as a poor lunatic, and yet this is no more absurd than

to expect electricity to discharge itself disruptively, and in such a man-

ner as to keep up an intelligent conversation. Moreover, it is equally
absurd to conjecture that the od-force, or magnetism, can attract min-

eral, vegetable and animal substances in a similar manner, or that these

agents possess the capacity to disclose the thoughts of men, to reveal

the secrets of the past, or to predict future events. To ascribe all or

any of these powers to the thoughtless, insensiblc and unorganized ele-

ments, is to assume that intelligent phenomena may proceed from unin-

telligent sources, or, in other words, that effects may transcend their

causes by a diB`erence as vast as that which distinguishes the lower

realms of matter from the higher spheres of' mind. Ve are forced to

discard all such ideas for the simple reason that they violate the common

judgment of mankind.

These observations are deemed suilicient to establish the f`act,that the

more remarkable phenomena known as the Spiritual Manifestations

wholly transcend the capacity of mere material causes, and can, there-

fore, only be referred to intelligence. The invisible powers obviously
possess, among other attributes of a subtile spirituality, a superhuman
perception of our inmost thoughts; a surprising knowledge ot' past events,
and distant objects and occurrences; a mysterious influence over the

principles of life and thought, as illustrated in the vital and mental phe-
nomena of human beings in all ages ; a power to paralyze the body, to

arrest disease, and to suspend and restore the use of the senses and the

exercise of the mind. They move our senses from within, and mystic
voices break the silence and echo through the unsearchable depths of

our being. They shut up the windows of the spirit and darken all the

mental horizon, and then great thoughts are written in flaming charac-

ters which Hash through the gloom, vividly as lightnings gleam in the

midnight sky. They withdraw the vail that conceals the interior world,
and living men, entranced like the Revelator, are

' home away in the

spirit
' to scenes of unclouded splendor and supernal magnificence. They

influence thc elements and hold in subjection the laws of` physical nature

as mortals have never done. That these phenomena immeasurably
transcend the utmost power of all material forces is self-evident to the

humblest capacity, and that they do not depend on the unassisted

action of minds in the body, is a truth, which, in my judgement, is sus-

ceptible of the clearest demonstration. I shall do what my limited time,
space and abilities will allow, to place this point beyond reasonable con-

troversy.
-
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I will now invite your attention to a cardinal fact which carelea

observers overlook, notwithstanding its profound importance. It is well

known,that the agents employed in the manifestations are accustomed to

give the same general account of themselves wherever the phenomenal
exhibitions occur. Invariahly, so far as my knowledge extends, they
claim to be Spirits, and utterly refuse to acknowledge any other name or

character. This I must regard as a most significant. fact. The accounts

they give of their conditions in the other life, and their designs in visit-

ing our sphere, appear to be modified, in some instances, by the personal
peculiarities of the media, and the preconceived opinions and prejudices
of the persons in whose presence the phenomena transpire. But on the

one most essential point there exists a universal concurrence in the tes-

timony of the invisible powers. When Dr. Taylor wrote, under the im-

pression that his arm was moved by
" detached vitalized electricity," the

power itself claimed to be spiritual. Our friend of the Tribune, who is

not entirely satisfied whether it is mcsmerism, clairvoyanee, delusion,
spirits or all of these combined, yet receives the unqualified assurance

that the unseen actors are veritable spirits and nothing else. When Dr.

Richmond goes to investigate, believing the agency to be od-force, psy-

chology, deception, electricity, magnetism, vacuum, nervous irritability,
hysteria, insanity, or some other principle of his faith and philosophy
not now remembered, I desire you to notice that the mysterious visit-

ants still amrm that they are spirits. Send the priest of the parish who

knows--of course he knows-that it is all Witchcraft andthe Devil, and

the invisible presence at once comes forward and ventures to confront

even the parson, by preferring the same claims as before. A thousand

newspaper editors, who are sure it is all jugglery, are powerless to extort

any such confession from thc actors behind the screen. And is not this

singular pertinacity wholly irreconcilable with the hypothesis that

nseribes the responses to embodied minds ?

The fact just stated is ot' fundamental import, and must be admitted

to have an intimate bearing on the present issue. It is manifestly
adverse to all the speculations of Materialism and stamps as legitimate
the claims of the Manifestations to a Spiritual origin. That the facts

everywhere disclose the divcrsilied operations of mind, is apparent to all

observers, and this truth may be no less conspicuous in ignorant and

false communications, than in those of an intelligent and reliable char-

acter. The controlling power is obviously homogenous with that which

determines our own thought and volition. It perceives and remembers;
it approves or disapproves; it reasons and understands ; it exercises
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faith, hope and charity, and expresses sympathy, joy and devotion. No

rational man who has devoted a single hour to the investigation, under

favorable circumstances, will deny this, or attempt to resist the convic-

tion that the whole alfair, in its genuine phenomenal aspects, bears this

striking resemblance to the operations of mind as illustrated in our own

experience. And yet, it is abundantly evident that the intelligence is

not in, or of, ourselves. Among the reasons which .warrant this infer-

ence I have only space to note the following :

1. In numerous instances the disclosures transcend the utmost capa-

city of our minds and the present limit of all merely human attainments.

Many interesting facts are communicated, before unknown, and partic-
ular events are announced previous to their occurrence.

2. The mental power as exhibited in the Spiritual phenomena is, in

many veritable eases, independent of, and opposed to, the action of our

own minds. This is evident from the fact that the results are often at

war with our earnest thought and intense desire. The invisible intelli-

gence not unfrequently disputes our deepest convictions, it subverts the

strongest will,and subjects many persons to a severe discipline that mor-

tilies their pride, and perhaps openly rebukes their evil passions and

unrighteous deeds.

3. It acts on unorganized matter mysteriously and powerfully. The

mind in its earthly relations can not produce so much as the feeblest

semblance of these marvelous effects, and I hazard nothing in saying
that, it yet remains for the unassisted human will to furnish the first

illustration of such a power in the whole history of the world.

But I desire to enforce in a still more emphatic manner the only con-

clusion, respeeting the origin of the phenomena, that is at all compati-
ble with the fact that the unseen actors, everywhere and on all occasions,
claim to be spirits. This fact, if I do not over-estimate its importance,
must preclude the acceptance of even the most plausible earthly theory.
Ifthe so-called Spiritual Manifestations are, in all eases, the ofspring
of embodied minds, it is but reasonable to infer that they represent the

ideas entertained by such minds. When we speak or write, we are

accustomed to express our own views and not those of another, and

should the mind adopt any other mode of communication, the instru-

mentalities employed would doubtless yield to its action and become the

exponents of its living thought. If the medium were the source of the

intelligence, or it the responses were delivered by some member of the

circle, they would not only be limited by the knowledge of that person,,

but would precisely conform to his idea. Now the genuine facts of the
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Manifestations-and we shall aim to treat of no other in the present
series-do not ahibit this conformity, as I will prove by reference to

specific examples whenever the evidence shall be demanded. At pres-
ent I need not occupy my limited space and the reader's attention, by
a citation of' particular eases, when no candid and intelligent man will

venture to dispute the position. If the intermediate agent, employed
in the production of the Spiritual phenomena, were leh. to the direction

of minds in the body, it would render such an account of its name and

nature, in the different circles, as would best accord with the precon-
ceived ideas of the company. It is impossible to disguise this iact for

a moment. Either the combined mental force of the circle, the will of

the medium, or some positive intellect present, would determine the re-

sult in every instance. It' the controling mind entertained the idea

that the phenomena were merely electrical vibrations, resulting from

human volition or some incidental circumstance, the peculiar claims of

the mysterious power would correspond to these impressions. If the

people believed it to be all juggle:-y, the agcnt would so decide ; and in

all cases it would express the internal conviction, or obey the executive

function, ofthe mind. But instead of this easy conformity to the pre-
dominant idea, it persists in telling the same story on all occasions. I

insist that this iitct constitutes a suiiicient refutation of the hypothesis
that ascribes the veritable Manifestations to the action of embodied

minds, and I ask for it that deliberate regard which its profound signifi-
cance demands.

Having occupied the space allotted to this letter, I will now briefly
conclude. In my next I shall endeavor to commence a classification of

the Spiritual phenomena. In attempting to sustain the position that

departed spirits do hold intercourse with men on earth, I am supported
by the experience of many noble and gifted minds, in all ages, and, in

a most essential sense, by the common faith of the world.

Earnestly desiring that the truth may be honored, by a candid hear-

ing and a practical conformity to its requirements, I remain,
Yours thtemally, S. B. BRITTAN.



REPLY TO S. B- BRITTAN.

NUMBER ONE.

Mr Dean Sm: A friend of mine once expressed a great preference
for Episcopal meetings over all others because there he had a chance to

"jaw back." This is now my privilege in the discussion. I have but

just received your "preliminary observations," and begin my replies
with something of the same sort. Engaged as I am in the practice of

medicine in a country place-in a muddy region and a tickle climate-

I am constantly beset with interruptions that none but the most stubborn

saint could endure. The time demanded by this subject for i'nvf.vtiga~
tion and arrlmgmumt I can not command, and I. must, in my replies,
follow at a respectful distance, beset by the same difficulties.

I must notice, in passing, a few thoughts in your last four replies. I

find the remark in number nine that " od-force preaches on Sundays,
and edits newspapers." On this point you either misunderstand or mis-

represent my views. You attempt to involve what I have said on od-

force and vital electricity in confusion, and the term " materialbm " is

constantly repeated to sustain the idea that no higher intelligence is in-

dicated in my theory of these manifestations, than those agents. You

gravely argue this point in your opening on the athrmative. In this

course you are doing yourself great injustice. In a large majority of

the phenomena, an intelligence is clearly admitted, and in all such facts

I constantly maintain the agerwy of the human mind, and only mention

these agents as the instruments used by the mind. A very few physical
facts can be already explained by attraction and vacuum, and in many
ot that class of facts I see mind acting where others see none.

I use the term involuntary 'wzllzforce-you plainly recognize an inrol-

untary mental movement in your observations. The laws of gravity
may be overcome by mere physical agents-but mind is constantly
engaged in overcoming these laws, and is designed for that very pur~

pose.
You ask me if I expect to " achieve an honorable rlalstinctiovt " by

writing what I have? I can only say that I care injnilely less than
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nothing about that. One hundred and fifty years since the whole civil-

ised world was imputing witchcraft to the Devil. No intelligent man

now would seriously advocate that nonsense. Judge Story once

exclaimed, " Let Witch llill remain forever memorable of this

sad catastrophe-not to perpetuate our dishonor, but as an ajcding,
enduring proof of human injirmily." A century hence the theory you
teach will, in my humble judgment, elicit the same apostrophe. I

can wait very patiently that length of time. I am not in a hurry to get
a verdict in my favor. I am not aware, as you charge, of having

" mod-

ified and mutilated " Reichenbach's Dynamics. Will you inform me

wherein ?

In alluding to authorities, you make quite a show. You introduce

authorities, great 11a11w.v, and the opinions of great men. I only quote
authorities for fads. You must be aware that at the close of the seven-

teenth century the entire literary world advocated Demonology and

Witchcratit. Doctors, lawyers, divines, judges, crowned-heads, and

congressmen, all agreed. You and I can see their folly-and laugh at

the great men. Herodotus once taught that the sun was blown out of
its course by high winds, which accounted for its change of' position. A

grave philosopher once taught that lightning struck churches more than

all other buildings-because the devil owed them a spite, and split his

infernal jire ou their lofty spircs. Bacon died a determined opponent
of the Copcrnican system-but he had done more to build it up by his

discoveries than all the world beside. The English judges, from Coke

to Hale, gravely consigned men and women to the flames for the crimes

of sorcery-and of' what use, then, are the mere opinions of great men?

Give doctors a fat fee, and senators an appropriation, and they will go
to the bottom of it-but on matters of a Spiritual nature they are singu-
lar specimens of human credulity. In this connection, in your tenth

reply, you again attempt to argue that I attribute all the phenomena to

vital electricity-or od-force-and think it strange that Mr. Gordon

should _/ly, by such a force. The eagle, by will-force, so rarities the od-

force of his body as to rise high into the air-even beyond sight. Gor-

don will do that very thing if he is not cautious. Cotton Mather says
of the New-England witches,

"

They would fly litlz geese, and be carried

along with incredible swiftvzcss, having but just their toes on the ground-
sometimes not in twenty feet-and their arms waved like the wings of a

bird." This application of will-force to the human body is certainly
singular-it is putting on some steam. Take care of friend Gordon.

In your eleventh reply you attempt to break the force of Mr. Davis
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and the Tribune's facts, that " Irish od-force," did, by the aid of

mind, smash the bedstead. So says the seer. High Rock was once thc

residence of a grand sorcerer, called Moll Pitcher. May it not be her

work P The Irish girl had an impulse to sing-her mind seizes the

vital fluid, impels it lrom the lungs, the air is driven with force from the

1ungs4moves the surrounding air in contact with the mattress and bed-

stead-and her body, the air, and the furniture are all surrounded and

permeated with her vital emanations--and her mind in this manner

plainly has a perfect connection with the movements.

A word on the facts from the Tribune : In your first proposition you

say,
" animal bodies are better conductors than wood," and follows the

" best conductors," and would therefore "

stay in the human body."
The law of all fluids is equilibrium, and some small share of fluid would

go into the table, if it had less than the body. Note the tact. The

persons sit /MU' an hour with their hands on the table-it moves-they
rise-it moves off, and revolves from end to end. The Baron says od-

Bame, when brought in contact with bodies, may be bent around them

like the flame of a candle, and creeps along the surface in the same

manner. That the cuticle is so bad a conductor as to render it "

dm-
cult or impossible " to transmit the nerve-aura, is at variance with all the

facts. That all experiments in this department show only the move-

ment of a small needle, is wholly incorrect. Had the table been insulated

the experiment might have been more perfect, but not prevented-the
fact that the operators had to fo/low it up to keep it charged, shows that

a constant supply was necessary to continue the experiments.
Experiments in odic induences, and in u'i/ling matter, show the fol-

lowing facts :

1. That odic influence from males causes a vibration of the odometer

north and south ; from females, east and west ; from both together it re-

volres in a circle.
_

When the odometer is suspended from the right hand of males, the

vibration is north and south ; from the left hand, east and west; from

both, a circle is the result--and so of females.

Now, my dear sir, that experiment with the table annihilates all your
labored propositions. The fact of its revolution from end to end, shows

that the iniluencewas from both side: of the body-or from males and

females. Experiments in the Journal of Ilfbm, vol. iii, number 7, show

that a bar of iron, weighing ten pounds, was willed, and with as much

ease as a small key. The odometer revolved as told, just by pronouno-

ing the word, as perfectly as when willed.
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Again: take a circular plate of steel one foot in diameter, put on it

a handful of shingle-nails, pass a current of electricity on to the plate,
and the nails all range from the center toward the circumference, with

perfect accuracy-showing beyond cavil that electricity acts from the

center toward the circmrtfcrevzce of bodies. Now apply this to the table,
and your propositions vanish into nothing.

`

The cases of disease-ofpropulsion-gg/rations, and rolling, illustrate

this law: one force moves forward and back, another across, both com-

bined revolves the body-the centripetal and centrifugal forces are cer-

tainly involved in our existence. Let your experimenters with the

table apply the right hand-only-then the left-and then both, to the

table, and you will get the propulsion and rwolvifig of the table. The

will has control over this revolving force-and may be seen in the

Whirling Dervishes. When the will loses its control over these forces,
the body obeys the law of the force which impels it. Man is a micro-

oosm-a lilile universe.

How much the impulse of the mind, the desire to make an experi-
ment on the table, had to do with it, we can not see-intelligence is not

dearly indicated in that experiment-but it does most clearly illustrate

the law of pm/,ring _fluids from the center of a body toward the circum-

ference. -

Your reply to my last letter indicates the spirit of a man determined

to defend his country
"

right or wrong." I was sorry to hang such a

mill-stone around the neck of your subject-but I have one still heavier.

When I state that the earth produces best when in a 'negatire state, you
assume that the fact is the reverse-because the atmosphere is shown to

be highly electrical by frequent storms and much lightning.
The earth, friend Brittan, and the air, are two different bodies-and

the atmosphere is positive, while the earth is negative-it is the male

principle apparently in the phenomena. of vegetation. That was a blun-

der-and you did not intend to make it-so I will not mention it. Swe-

denborg used to reason that the Universe was a
" Grand Man." My

reasoning has convinced me that the Universe is a
" Grand Woman,"

since the mighty impulse which animates each seems to be to produce,
adorn, beautify, to love.

My twelfth letter is based on the broad doctrine of "geological periods"
on the law of circles. The influence of various atmospheres is seen in

the vegetable and animal varieties of the torrid, temperate and frigid
zones. Any sudden change in the atmosphere of such regions is always
seen in its effects on animal and vegetable life. In 1356, alter earth-

O
1 L
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quakes and eruptions, the black death began in the north of Europe,
and swept Greenland of its inhabitants, and vegetation-left it a grave-

yard. In 1783, Yoeal Scapter, in Iceland, had an eruption-vast quan-
tities of lava were thrown out-the air was poisoned-Iceland was a

charnel-house-the ribs of man and beast contracted on their vitals-

their limbs became distorted-throats and heads swollen-their muscles

shrank-their gums and tongues rotted, and their teeth fell out.

Priestly tells of an eruption in the West Indies, where all the inhabi-

tants were affected with violent headache-metalic furniture became

rusted and oxydized. Webster speaks of' a thunder-storm in New-

England-all the inhabitants over a large region had dull, heavy head-

ache, and apoplexy was epidemic during the year. When comets enter

our solar system their attraction on our atmosphere of course gives rise

to eruptions. Our larger planets, revolving in the periods ofeleven,
thirty, and eighty-four years, would, in a favorable position, when near-

est our globe, have the same effect-and one is struck with the return

of these phenomena in numerous cases, in nearly these very periods ot'

time.
'

The law of periods, or circles, is seen in every phenomena of' vegetable
and animal life. The snow-flake-the bud-the flower-the fruit-the

tree-its top-our globe, and planets, and sun, are circular bodies-

alike seen in the drop ot' water, and the sun that stands in the center.

All planets moving around the sun-the system around other systems-
and the whole around the Eternal Deity-the God the center of the

whole-controlling by the impulse of his mind all planets and systems.
Mr. Fishbough isright in his " Maerocosm "-all but his "

patch-work "

of " special providences." In all these marked geological periods we

see vegetation-the atmosphere-animal life-disturbed and excited,
and the mind of man shares in it. Fevers, plagues, and pestilence,
always come-and never unattended by the electric temperament which

we see so universal now. Vegetation is not only quick and rank-

but men mature with great rapidity. In the period of 1792, up to

1800, the earth everywhere showed signs of disease. The French,
in their strange frenzy, showed mind such as the world does not now

exhibit. All the prominent men of that revolution were young men.

Barnave at 30, St. Just at 20, showed mental powers of the broad-

est cast; Mirabeau, Madame Roland, Vergnaud, and a host of others,
were all young.

" Imagination," as with Wise and Petin, perhaps
would account for this wonderful phenomenon. So of the men of our

own revolution, though slower-and the Indian tribes are no excep-
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tion. The people of the West, in 1800, were in a mental and moral

blue-20,000 frequently attended at one camp-meeting--3,000 or

5,000 often lay prostrate under one sermon, slain before the Lord.

Jerks and convulsions ellen allected whole congregations. A vast im-

pulse to religion and morals passed over the land. In 1811 a tremend-

ous earthquake shook the valley of the Mississippi, _ and reached to

Maine. This is a grand law. Changes that thus efect mind and body
quicken vegetation, and usher into life myriads of the lower forms of

life-lills the streams with fish-covers the earth with verdure and fruit

-must by a natural law of universality disturb and push upward the

human race. During that period all the world was busy with electricity.
Dixring these periods, all history shows, that our marked men are ushered

into being. I could lill a volume with such facts. Our atmosphere is

becoming purified-our nervous temperament is quiekened-the brain

unfolded-the moral and intellectual regions looming up. In the very

elements in which we exist is plantal the law for our unfolding, like the

germ oak in the acorn-or the central speck which unfolds into a fcetus.

Once our thick atmosphere would only permit the saurian to live-now
man lives, and the rose blooms.

I must devote the rest of my space to your
" preliminary observa-

tions." In reference to what I have written, you still argue that I

ascribe it to material agents, and that mind being manifested, I ascribe

to material mailer the powers only manifested by mind. This constant

and reiterated perversion of my position is a deep and lamentable out-

rage on yourself. I shall not again correct it. The " materialism " of

my argument exists in your mind only, and deludes you at every step.
At the close of your remarks, after asserting-as I have always done-

that mind is manvcst, you make the strange remark, that it transcends

the powers of " embodied human mind," to which, you are well aware,

all the intelligence is ascribed by myself--and yet you ask, Can " eels

account for prophecy P" Can od-force preach on Sunday ? Can elec-

tricity write books ? You have shown a great hurry in your impatience
to get along and get at the subject. Let us take time, and not worry
ourselves. You dash along over the whole ground very strangely, np-

setting everything in your way-indeed, a
"

carpet bag " would stand

no chance of lying still in your wake. You trot out boldly into the

ring, and if things don't move in a circle, it will be no fault of yours.
I of course left the " plwnmnena, " for you to dress up, it being your

particular child. You will, of course, make it look better than I should .

I do pretend, however, to have shown a rational origin for the strange
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physical temperament and the physical signs following, which we are ob-

serving, and have given abroad mass ofexamples of a similar condition in

all ages of the world.

You make the strange statement that " potential agents, if left to

themselves, 'never move agreeably to any mental formula we may be pleased
to diclale." If mind is brought in contact with physical matter, as in

our bodies, it of course is not "left to itscU"' when under the control ul

mind, which is, to a certain extent, superior to matter. Vhy did you
not say, that if' lyk was knocked out of' the human body, it would not

move because " left to itself," having no mental formula to disturb it-

and its " natural action being interrupted by medumical and olher meamf'
After letting off this circular proposition, thick in the distance come

"
glimmering stars "--" solar rays

"--" pale moonlight "-" the winds

blow "-" echoes ring "-" masts quiver "-" oaks creak "-" tem-

pests splash "-and the conclusion is, that physical nature will not

obey us. You refer, I presume, to the fact that the laws of gravitation
take their own way-and still we have before us a fact, every moment,
of man, by the force of will, constantly overcomirig the laws of gravilru
tam. Man is a lucky machine, contrived of body and mind, for that

very purpose. In our present condition we can overcome those laws

by will-force directly but to a limited extent; by wntrivanee, to a still

greater extent--as seen in all mechanics.

Now, friend Brittan, let me put a flea in your ear on this point. I

learn from Swedenborg, Prof. Britt.-tn, and all Spiritualists, that Spirits
are organized bodies, of mirul and imporulerable matter-their bodies so

light that human ingenuity can not weigh them ; in fact, the dead body
is as heavy as the living-and the spirit of man, when drawn out of its

tenement is not pmulerable to human intelligence. Admit its heft to be

that of hydrogen gas-sixteen times lighter than air-and, the moment

it gets its foot loose from the body, it would be driven from the earth
with the speed of lightning-mounting upward, like the balloon, through
ether and space, among hail and clouds and planets, till it found its

local position agreeable to the laws of gravitation. No bolting here-

stand up to fact. If the spirit is imporulerable-and it is, so far as we

know-it would be driven into the regions above by the force of some

tuns-and, so far as we know, with mediums to help them, they have

only moved some 500 pounds. In starting, we assumed the fad that

spirits enlelrrl-but we can not allow you to atssurne that they are back

here, till you show they can come, agreeably to thc laws ot' matter.
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They are bodies, and must obey the same law that controls atoms and

globes.
How much willzforce will enable them to overcome the laws of gravi-

tation ? Perhaps attraction turns the other way in their ease. Let

them como according to law, if they come at all. The savans, in their

computation, must remember that, when " killed," they 'get back easier."

What say you, Bro. Brittan? The fact that all agree that they are

spirits, proves nothing; and it's the only thing they do agree in-and

not even in that. At the close of n lecture on spirits, a gentleman
rose and asserted that " /tc knew it was all from the De1:il,_/'or his mother

came up and told him so
" !

You get no knowledge lying outside of the hu/ma/n mind-the com-

munications are stamped with humanity, fitting to the prevailing idea,
in a multitude of cases, and showing the jumble of the dream-state in

many others. Let spirits be obedient to the "powers that be."

_
Yours truly, B. W. RICHMOND.
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.BRITTAR AND RICHONITS DISCUBBIOI.

uuanma Two.

VOCAL UTTERANCES OF SPIRITS.

DEAR Sm: Some persons complain that the Spiritualists are disposed
to theorize too much, and that they are laboring to force a theory on the

world, while they should be satisfied to observe and record the phenom-
ena that may occur, leaving it for time and future developments to de-

termine their origin. I am induced to refer to this complaint because

it is erroneous and unjust. I have yet to learn that those who enter~

tain the spiritual idea are especially obnoxious to this charge. Indeed,
this business has been mouopolized by the opposition. What have the

unbelievers done, hitherto, but indulge in the most improbable spcculaf
tions ? Who shall number their theories to-day, or exhibit the relations

of those theories to the rational faculties of man ? It is true we are dis-

posed to credit the claims of the mysterious visitors. It may be fairly
said that we are civil enough to let them tell their own story. They af-

firm that they are Spirits, and are accustomed to prove it, and to estab-

lish their personal identity by a great variety of modes. Very otlen the

evidence allbrded is of the most satisfactory nature, and the rational be-

liever, instead of attempting to force a theory of his own, merely honors

the claims which his reason can not reject.
Without further delay, I will now proceed to a citation of such facts

as, in my judgment, illustrate the claims of the spiritual idea. I find

that the facts adapted to my purpose are extremely numerous, but the

limits to which I am restricted in these letters, will only enable me to~

introduce a few examples of each particular class. The presence of an

invisible intelligence has not unfrequently been indicated by VOCAL.

sounns of a mysterious and significant character. Many personsin dif-

ferent ages and countries have heard voices, both strange and familiar,
sometimes proceeding from the visible psychical forms of persons known

to have departed this life, while, on other occasions, these mystical ut-

terances have occurred with equal distinctness when no form was dh-

cernihle. The examples which I shall present on the present occasion

will be chiefly of the latter class. I shall select, fi-om those that come;

12
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to my mind while writing, such facts as will illustrate my idea, without

regard to the time and place of their occurrence, my object being to

show that spirits have often spoken to men. I shall first instance,
briedy, a few cases recorded in the Scriptures.

In the book of Genesis we have an account of the expulsion of Hagar
and her son from the household of Abraham. They were driven into

the wilderness and left to wander without the means of subsistence ; and

Hagar, in despair, sat down and wept, saying,
" Let me not see the

death of the child." Then an angel "called to her_ out of heaven,"
or from above, and ministered to ber wants.

In Numbers, chapter xxii, we have a remarkable account of the ap-

pearance of an angelic personage to Balaam. The presence of the spirit
was indicated by his wonderfixl control over the organs of the beast-the

dumb animal, whereon the magician rode, being impelled to speak in

an audible and intelligent manner.

Elijah was a medium for spiritual communications. It is related in

the nineteenth chapter of the First Book of Kings, that a spirit came to

him and directed him to take food before starting on a journey to Mount

Horeb. Subsequently, and during his stay in the mountain, he was

again addressed in a
" still small voice," which, according to the

account, emanated from an inhabitant of the Spirit-world.
In the fourth chapter of Job we have the following sublime descrip-

tion of an interview with a spirit :
" In thoughts from the visions of the

night, when deep sleep falleth on men, fear came upon me, and trem-

bling, which made all my bones to shake. Then a spirit passed before

my face ; the hair of my flesh stood up. It stood still, but I could not

discern the form thereof: an image was before mine eyes; there was

silence, and I heard a voice saying:
' Shall mortal man be more just

than God? Shall a man be more pure than his Maker? ' " In this

case the sense of hearing appears to have been most successfully
addressed, the occult presence being but imperfectly disclosed to thc

vision. There was an image before the eye, but it was dim and shad-

owy, the precise outline not being distinguishable.
In the fourth chapter of Daniel it is said that, while the king of Bab-

ylon was vainly boasting of the magnitude of his power and the glory of

his empire,
" there fell a, voake from Heaven, saying, O, King Nebuchad-

nezzar, to thee it is spoken; the kingdom is departed from thee, Src."

Agreeably to the narrative the king was immediately driven from his

palace to herd with the beasts of the field, and thus the prediction was

isigually verilied.
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Saul being on his journey to Damascus, to persecute the believers in

Spiritualism, was suddenly arrested by Spiritual agency, and he heard a

voice saying unto him, " Saul, Saul, why persecutest thou me P" There

arc many similar examples recorded in the Jewish scriptures, but I must

have recourse to other authors and to the unpublished records of human

experience for fiirther illustrations. ~

The founder of the Pythagorean philosophy, who lived some six hun-

dred years hefore Christ, was, on one occasion, crossing the river Nessus,
with a number of his personal friends and disciples, when a loud voice

was heard by the entire company, apparently proceeding from the

bosom ofthe waters, saying,
" Hail Pythagoras!"

Josephus, in his account of the Jewish wars, relates that before the

destruction of Jerusalem by the Romans, and while the priests were

performing the rites of the Temple-worship, there was heard within the

hallowed precincts, mysterious voices, as of an invisible multitude, say-

ing, "Let us go hence."

Swedenborg, during the last twenty-nine years of his life, was accus-

tomed to converse with Spirits, who often appeared and spoke to him

like other men. His Hrst experience of this kind occurred in 1743,
while he was dining at a hotel in London. He states in a letter to a

friend,that while eating he was suddenly startled by a loud voice from

a spirit in the corner of the room, who warned him not to indulge his

appetite too freely.
Mrs. Crowe has collected a great variety of facts of Spiritual inter-

course, most of which will admit of no explanation on the principles of

physical nature. I will select three examples, from among a large
number equally interesting, to further illustrate the ability of Spirits to

speak in an audible voice.
" Grotius relates that When Mr. de Saumaise was councillor of the

parliament at Dijon, a person, who knew not a word of Greek, brought
him a paper on which was written some words in that language, but not

in the character. He said that a voice had uttered them to him in the

night, and that he had written them down, imitating the sound as well

as he could. Mons. de Saumaise made out that the signification of the

words was, 'Begone ! do you not see that death impends?' Without

comprehending what danger was predicted, the person obeyed the man-

-|..fe and departed. On that night the house that he had been lodging
in fell to the ground."

" An American clergyman told me that an old wqman, with whom he

was acquainted, who had two sons, heard a voice say to her in the night,
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' John's dead !' This was her eldest son. Shortly afterward, the news

of his death arriving, she said to the person who communicated the

intelligence to her, ' If John's dead, then I know that David is dead,
too, for the same voice has since told me so ;' and the event proved
that she was correct."

A Mr.~J. related a singular personal experience to Mrs. Crowe. Ho

had been ill, and there being no apothecary in the immediate neighbor-
hood, had been accustomed to send to a village some five miles distant

to procure medicine. " One night he had been to M-- for this pur-

pose, and had obtained his last supply-for he was now recovered-

when a voice seemed to warn him that some great danger was impend-
ing-his life was in jeopardy ; then he heard, but not with his outward

Cllr, a beautiful prayer.
' It was not myself that prayed,' he said,

' the

prayer was far beyond anything I am capable of composing-it spoke of

me in the third person, always as lu ; and supplicated that for the sake

of my widowed mother this calamity might be averted.' " It appears
from the further details of this case that, when Mr. J. was about to

take his medicine, he fancied there was something peculiar in its ap-

pearance, and his suspicions were excited. He hesitated, but at last

took half the prescribed quantity. This, however, was speedily followed

by the most alarming symptoms; the chemist had made a mistake, the

compound contained a deadly poison, and notwithstanding the smallness
of the dose the patient with dimculty survived its effects.-(Night-side
ofNature, pp. 82, 85, 87.)

The life of Jung Stilling afords many interesting examples of Spiri-
tual intercourse and guardianship, one of which I will brieiiy state, as it

illustrates the particular phase of the Spiritual phenomena treated of' in

this letter. Stilling, having occasion to address his friend Hess, felt,
while he was writing,a deep interior sensation, as though a strange voice

had spoken within him, assuring him that his friend ' Lavater would

experience a bloody death! He therefore communicated this impres-
sion in his letter to Hess. Two months after, Lavater was mortally
wounded by a Swiss grenadier.

Captain Griflith, commander of a New-Orleans and New-York packet
ship, gave me several remarkable incidents in his experience, which

clearly indicate the guardianship of spirits. I will here introduce a

single example. Captain G. retired one night while at sea, with n. fresh

breeze blowing toward the land. The weather was not favorable, but

my friend presuming that he was several hundred miles from shore, ap-

prehended no danger. He had been in his berth a short time, and was
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beginning to yield to the influence of sleep, when he was suddenly
aroused by a cry of "Breakers ahead !" He started and ran on deck,
but Ending that all was right, returned to his room. He had well nigh
composed himself and was beginning to feel drowsy, when he was again
disturbed in a similar manner. He went on deck, as before, but could

perceive no danger, and again he retired to his berth. He had partially
lost his outward consciousness, when he was once more startled by the

same terrible cry! He now thought he perceived a light under the

lee, and that he heard the hoarse sound of the breakers. He proceeded
to the deck for the third time, and glancing to the leeward he actually
descried the light, and could plainly distinguish by the sound of the

waves that he was rapidly approaching the shore. The watch had not

discovered the danger. Captain G-ridith was the first to give the alarm,
and to issue the order ' to round to,' and he very narrowly escaped thc

rocks in changing the direction of the ship. _

In the Srmxruar. Tsnscaaru of September 4th, 1852, D. J. Man-

dell relates a singular fact, conceming a young man in llassachusetts,
who had sometime before buried his father. The youth had been in

the habit of treating his mother with marked unkindness. This mis-

conduct was continued until it became the theme of common remark in

the neighborhood. One day this undutiful son came in from his work,
and,-with an air of uncommon solemnity, he said to his mother, " I

shall never treat you ill again." Mr. Mandell leamed on inquiry that,
" the son had been warned by the voice of his deceased father, when

in the open air." Subsequently, what purported to be the spirit of the

father communicated the following, which the invisible intelligence dc-

clared to be the words he had addressed to his son, and which had so

affected the latter: I /mrs .seen your treatment to your mother. Ga and

do better hereafter, or I will appear tu you .'

Some time since a friend gave me an account of a most interesting
incident in the life of a Methodist clergyman, which I will introduce in

this connection. My friend had the story from a reliable source, and

I believe it to be well authenticated, though I can not at this moment

recall the name of the preacher, or the precise locality of the occurrence.

The clergyman, who, I am informed, is still living and resides in this

country, was traveling on horseback in the north of England, when the

interesting incident occurred. It was winter, and a severe snow storm

prevailed at the time. He was pursuing an unfrequent/ed road which

was obscured by the heavy fall of snow. Evening came on and the

deepening gloom rendered it impossible to determine whether he was
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riding in the right direction. However, he continued to wander on,

though unable to perceive any sign of a human habitation, and doubtful

whether he was every moment drawing nearer to his destination or to

destruction. At length, night invested the dreary landscape and all

outward forms, in her soft mantle woven of the shadows, and the trav-

eler began to realize more deeply the nature of his situation. He felt

some apprehension, and his fears struggled with his confidence in the

Divine Providence, when-suddenly-his meditations were interrupted
by a loud voice, that seemed to come from the upper air, with the start-

ling power of a trumpet-blast. The voice uttered, as nearly as I can

remember, the following emphatic words: "

Stop ! Stop! Stop E

Turn about! Turn about! Turn about !" The horse stood still,and
his rider instinctively obeying the voice turned the animal round, when

he perceived, a little oil' from the direction he had come, a light that

seemed to indicate the locality of a dwelling. Instantly inspired with

the hope of tinding a place of security from the dangers of the night, he

directed his steps toward the light, and soon found that it shone from

the window of a cottage, where he obtained a comfortable shelter. The

storm subsided about the same hour, and on the following morning, the

tracks of the horse being distinctly visible, he felt a curiosity to visit the

spot where he was arrested by the mysterious voice. Accordingly, be

pursued the path to its termination, and was utterly amazed to find, him-

self standing on the very brink of a chalk cliti' some two hundred feet

above the water! Had he proceeded ten feet further he would have

plunged into the abyss below !

But I must here conclude my citation of facts, in illustration of this

particular phase`of the Spiritual phenomena. Many other examples,
equally well adapted to my purpose, crowd upon me, but I am wanting
in the space to record them. It will readily be perceived that, the

facts already adduced are of the same general class; hence, though scat-

tered overa period embracing thousands of years, I have thought proper
to bring them together in this connection. If they have any significance,
they most certainly prove that spirits have been accustomed t/o speak to

mortals in all ages, and that among the various modes of communication

adopted, the one under consideration affords many convincing examples,
before which an honest skepticism must retire in silence, while human art

and physical science are powerless to suggest an adequate cause.

Although it is not incumbent on me, in the present instance, to at-

tempt the elucidation of anything beyond the single fact. of the inter-

course betwecn spirits and men, it may, nevertheless, be interesting tu
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ohserve,that the foregoing examples disclose three distinct modes of

operation which may be thus distinguished :

1. The organs of men and animals are used in the production of

articulate sounds. In this case the spirit en rapport acts on the electrical

forces of the nervous system and distributes them, so as to produce mus-

cular action without the agency, and, very often, in oppoxiliofn tothe

migoraus cfm-ls of the medium. Of this particular class, only a single
example occurs in this letter, the one cited from the book of Numbers.

2. Another mode is by acting fi-om within the subject on the sensational

medium, in such a manner as to produce a kind of sensation very much

resembling the external hearing, and known as the interior voice. It is

not improbable that the " still small voice " which succeeded the

tempest, the'earthquake andthe fire in Horeb, wasaphenomenon of this

description. The cases of Mr. J. who took poison, and of Jang Stilling,
manifestly belong to this class, and are striking examples.

3. Another and more general mode of operation, appears to consist

in producing electrical disturbances on the auditory nerve, as in the or-

dinary process of sensation. However, I am persuaded that these

efeets may be produced in two ways, and yet the observer may be una~

ble to distinguish the difference, for the reason that the sensational phe-
nomena, of which alone he is qualified to judge, are in all respects the

same. The spirit may disturb the elements that compose the atmo-

sphere and the sensorium may be impressed by the undulations of the

atmospheric medium, as in the ordinary production of sound; or, the

intelligence may act directly on the auditory nerve causing the same

nervous and cerebral excitation. The examples comprehended in this

letter, and not previously classified, appear to be illustrations of the

third general mode of spiritual-vocal communication.

The ordinary laws and processes of Nature are uniform. It certainly
will not be pretended that their prevailing modes of operation have ever

been varied so as to confbrm to the particular desires of men. The very

persons who have studied the principles of the outward universe most

profoundly, have been accustomed to reject such facts as I have intro-

duced in this letter, because, in their judgment, nature has never pro-
duced any analogous phenomena. It surely will not be alleged that

these mysterious voices were the result of any species of fraud. Neither

will the rational mind regard them as mere creatures of the imagina-
tion, since it can not be shown that any of the parties who were the

living witnesses were expecting to be addressed in this peculiar manner,
or that they could have anticipated the occurrence of the facts. l.
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trust that no one will resort to the absurd assumption that, in all these

cases, the evidence of the senses was deceptive. Neither the human

mind nor body could have produced the results, by any involuntary
action, or in such a manner as to occasion an unconscious self-deception.
To indulge in such a conjecture is to transcend the utmost limit of prob-
abilities, and to tride with the whole subject. It will avail nothing to

refer to other facts of a doubtful or spurious character; it is useless,
moreover, to prove that some men are sick and others credulous, or that

jugglers may deceive those who are unpractised in their arts. I desire to

admit all this in advance, that my friend may be spared so much unneces-

sary labor. I now respectfully submit that there are but three ways to

dispose of the particular facts, to which your attention is here invited:

First, prove that they are not fads ; Second, admit the reality of the

phenomena, and account for their occurrence without spiritual agency ;

or, Finally, the facts must be accepted, and their peculiar claims re-

spectfully acknowledged. _

In my analysis I shall venture, innall cases, to regard the nature of

the phenomena under discussion, and to disregard all extrinsic circum-

stances. The undeveloped mind is accustomed to repose on mere ex-

temals. It respects the truth on account of the medium, or on the

authority of the record, rather than for anything intrinsic in itself.

This is wrong. Reason and conscience require us to value the facts for

the reason that they are facts, and for nothing else. I shall not stop
to inquire whether the truth has been endorsed by great names, or to

ascertain if it be under the seal of the councils. It may be reviled and

persecuted of men; but if it hears the image and superscription of

Heaven, I will religiously observe its claims.

Yours,f1-at/emally, S. B. BRITTAN_
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'
NUMBER 'rwo.

DEAR Sm: Before proceeding to the explanation of facts in your

second letter, I must put you back on the point you have assumed, i. e.,

that spirits are back here. My second point against such a supposition
is, that spirits being disembodied persons, and having a transcript of all

the bodily organs, the lungs must come into consideration. All our

knowledge of man, at least, shows that the atmosphere is essential to

his existence-he must breathe-and the chemical changes produced in

the blood is well known--that a constant renovation, or colori/ieation,
ofthe blood is indispensable to animal life. The whole phenomenon of

life seems to be chemical-and all our food undergoes the action of

chemical agents before it can be appropriated to the work of nourish-

ment. The question is often asked, What do spirits live on ! what do

they eat? Analogy teaches me that they live on the atmosphere, found

in their particular locality, and it would be more abominable to suppose
that spirits could breathe our atmosphere than to suppose that we could

breathe in salt water. Mahomet makes his bad followers in the spirit-
state swallow boiling water, filled with thistles and briars. Another

system, makes lost spirits breathe the fumes of brimstone-and you at

once say that such opinions violate all analogy, and all known laws of

animal life ; but it is not half so ridiculous as the opinion that spirit-
beings, with imponderable bodies--with brain, nerves and lungs-could
enter our atmosphere, and breathe a, medium or matter vastly more dense

than their own bodies. Get that idea clearly before your mind, and then

try to "

imagine
" how supremely repugnant to common sense such an

opinion must be.

In your opening
' preliminariee' you give great weigh! to the fact

that all the responses assert, that this unseen agency is spirits. Insane

people, in a multitude of instances, atlirm that they are harassed by
spirits. This fact constitutes one strong identity between them and the

medium state-they often get it into their heads that they are God, or

Christ, or the Holy Ghost. Suppose one half of community in the

same mood, and ask them who they are-the response is always the
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same-" I am God, or Christ "-how much would it prove as to who

they were ? Apply your reasoning to sects, and you would prove them

all to be taught of God, and founded on the Bible.

These mediums profess to be unconscious and involuntary as to the

source of their acts, and in this ease they re/lect the ez-Lstifng impression,
that spirits are the cause. One medium wrote out in my presence that

it was electricity. She asked electricity to rap, and it responded. Many
have received responses from dogs. Miss Cowles, in Austinburgh,
called up the ghost of a horse-" old Pomp."-and he tramped like a

horse on the table. The sounds followed the inqrressakm. The spirit of

a dog scratdzcd in the same way.
I must invite attention to the law of at rapport between mind and

mind, in the magnetic state. It is admitted on all hands that such a

state exists ; but I will give a few examples to illustrate it. We can

not understand these sounds and sights without it, and as the sounds,
sights, and writings, all follow the law of mental re/lcction--and the re-

flected image often corresponds to other minds than the medium or ghost-
seer-both must be noticed together. In mesmerism this law is ap-

parent.
In Deluze, I find this fact: A subject, in Connecticut, in the mes-

meric mood, was put in rapport with a gentleman to visit his parlor.
She described an old harp in a particular place in the room, covered with

green baize. She described things accurately, as the gentleman ailirmed ;

but on going home, he found that on the day previous to the visit of the

subject, the harp had been removed to another room! She saw the

harp in the place it occupied in his mind, and not where it really was

the night of her visit. She evidently took the description from his mind.

The idea that mesmerie persons visit in spirit distant places, is all fal-

lacy. Take one sct of facts. Such persons are often consulted about

money lost or stolen. You bury or hide money, or property, and then

consult them-they will in many cases tell where it is ; but ask them

of Kidd's money, and they always fail-or of stolen property, and

they always fail, unless you have a suspicion that guides them. -They
consult the 'mind of the inquirer. Upham's lectures on Witchcraft re-

lates that a little girl, reputed a witch, in the eare of Dr. Cotton Mather,
would, when he repeated Hebrew, instantly tell the meaning ; when he

repeated Latin, she instantly told the meaning; when he repeated
Greek, she instantly told the meaning ; when he spoke Indian, she pro-

fessed not to know what it meant. The Doctor believing her fully un-

der the Devil's control, inferred that his long-tailed majesty was a good
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Hebrew, Greek and Latin scholar, but did not understand Indian. The

fact proves beyond eavil a power in the human mind of a singular char-

acter. This child in Cotton Mather's possession, in her peculiar state,

apparently translated the sounds. The mind of the child was so per-

fectly cn rapport with Mather's, that she took the import of Hebrew and

Greek from his mind by the sounds being pronounced on her ear.

Your own experiments in psychology, with many others, proves a

connection between mind and mind at a great distanre. I have im~

pressed a mind 200 miles distant and received an exact response, both

infact and time. In periods of great mental activity in the human mind

this is often observed. When steam was under investigation in this

country, minds in Europe were on the same track. So of electricity,
and so at the present hour. Who does not see a simultaneous tendency
in minds in the same dircdion ? As this law of en rapport will find con-

stant elucidation as I proceed, I leave it.

Now for your sounds. This law of mental rqleclion acts alike through
all the organs of sense-the tongue, nose, eye, ear, and hand, receive

alike its inner impulse. Taste is reilected in the mesmeric state-the

taste is governed by the sound that strikes the ear. Smell is often

affected in the same way. Frequent mention of the fact occurs in witch

trials. The impression in the mind always was in those cases, that it

was the Devil, and being a large dealer in brimstone, he frequently left

behind him at his departure a corresponding smell. Luther was greatly
annoyed by the Devil; he was always before his imagination-slept
between him and his wife (double consciousness)-and annoyed him by
sounds at night. What were the sounds? When confined in the castle

of Wartburgh, he says they brought him hazel-nuts and put them in a

box, and he used to crack and cat of them--and he continues in his
" Table Talk ": " My gentleman, the devil, came in the night and

got the nuts out of the box and cracked them against the bed-posts-
making a great noise and rumbling about my bed. When I began to

slumber he kept a racket and rumbling of barrels onthe stairs." Luther

had a. miserable opinion of the Devil, and would at once suspect him of

stealing hazel-nuts ; but the propriety of keeping such a spiritual being
on such corporzal fodder may well be questioned* The sounds, in part,
at least, followed his impressions.

The girl, in Cotton Matl1er`s family, " often felt something go out of
her-which the doctor heard in sounds, like that of a mouse." The

Salem witches, especially children, often had these sounds. They first

saw the Devil in the shape of mice around the floor. They would seize
' See Appendix, Note A.
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them and throw them in the fire, when all in the house could hear the
Devil-mice squeal while in the embers. None saw those specter-mice but
the children, but all in the house heard than squal. His majesty is used

tnjire, and his complaint in such a place was entirely out of character.

Now to understand these facts rightly we must recollect that energ-

body, in that day, believed that Satan could assume the form of spiders,
flies, mice, cats, dogs, puppies and old women, and indeed there is no

shape that the " Old Harry " has ~not turned into. These children,
with this impression in mind in their magnetic moods, saw mice, purely
spectral, and this image before the mind's eye, dictated the rest of their

acts. They would also, under this belief, "
purr like cats, bark like

dogs and cluck like hens." Diferent sounds are seen in the legend of

the "

Screeching Woman of Marblehead." The story runs, that a pirat-
ical vessel, in the seventeenth century, landed in Marblehead harbor.

The men were all gone fishing. The pirates murdered the prisoners on

shore, among which was an English lady. The females heard her

scream:
" 0 mercy, mercy ! Lord Jesus save me !" That roia: is still

heard almost every year in still star-light or moon-light nights. The

sounds are described as
" wild, mysterious, superh`uman and chilling."

The Ilflarblcluead Register, in 1830, states that persons were living, of

unimpeachable character, who have heard these sounds. These sounds

follow the mental impression, and can only be explained by mental reflec-
tion. In a cold, star-light night, when the air is mangnetic and im-

presses the brain, the mind falling on these old impressions impels the

idea of sound on the 'ear, and that organ receiving most of its impres-
sions from the outer world, hears this mental voice, exterior to the body.
Dr. Johnson, on entering his college-room, distinctly heard his moth¢r's

eoiae-then absent twenty miles and in lzeallh. He was surprised when

he found nothing came of it. During Philip's war, in 1675, Simsbury,
Conn., was burned. Col. Robe's father was walking, Sunday morning,
in the open air, and he dzlrtinctly heard a small-arm _fired in the air.

His family also heard it, and it was heard south, fifty miles. It alarmed

all Connecticut. The Governor summoned a council of war at Hart-

ford, and defense was resolved on. The inhabitants of Simsbury tled,
men, women and children. Two days after, Philip's warriors burned

the village. This fact, if we will study it, teaches volumes on the laws

of mind.

In this case the law of rapport is plainly seen. All Connecticut was

in fear of an attack from the Indians-this is the image in the mind.

War, guns, and the Savage mind in Massachusetts was concentrated on
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the Colonists, and on Simsbury in particular, as the result showed. The

image impressed was death, guns, and powder, and the reflection corre-

sponded. The report of a. gufn was heard for miles around-the redee-

tion followed the image. A fact involving the same law, is published
in the Tansciurn, No. 27, by J. W. Olcott. He was teaching; his

father was sick-thought to be dying-he passed into the calaleplio stale

-was thought to be dead. At this very time his son, some miles dis-

tant in his school-house, heard rumbling sounds in another room, and

clods falling on a coin ; also at the side of the school-house. The

father wished to see the son, and in this state impressed his mind with

these images-or what closely corresponded to them. The father's

mind, in rapport with his sou's, impressed the image-he heard these

mental sounds outside of the school-house. A case recently occurred in

France, similar. The man supposed to be dead was carried to his grave,
and loud knockings in the coin stopped his burial. The phenomenon
was repeated three times-the man was not buried.

Mr. Olcott reasons logically upon this class of sounds. I could swell

these examples to a volume, but must tum my attention to your exam-

ples of spirit sounds. I am aware that I am plunging into the open,
shoreless sea of religious superstition-but I shall not shrink from my
anwictioru on this subject. The whole citadel of Ghost-seeing is, in my

opinion, founded in ignorance of the laws ot' our mental organization.
The outer world has its laws of reflection, the inner or mental world

has also its laws of reflection, and each corresponding to the other. The

world of matter reflects its perfect image,unless intervening matter pre-
vents it. The world of mind reflects its own images unless mind-elo-

ments, thoughts, intervene to prevent it.

The case of Hagar follows the rule I have laid down. Angels at that

day were regarded as ministering spirits. The idea was impersonated
in her mind. Balaam's case follows the same law-he knew he was

cruel-the ass smashed his foot, and finally rebuked him. 'Instead of

the angel impressing the animal, the animal evidently impressed the

prophet. That was a singular case of impression which used the organs
of an ass to speak through. Anatomy lies in the way of your conclusion.

The usual kindness of the beast was what impressed Balaam-the voice

spoke in accordance with it.

The images in Elijah's case are not brought out in the narrative, so

as to admit of criticism. One would naturally suppose he knew enough
to eat be/'ore a jowrmy, without spirit-direction. Job was a profound
philosopher, and in his conllict with three perverse friends, those reflec-
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tions were started in his mind-the idea is impersonated, and reflects

its image through the ear. Job was evidently in a dream. Kings often

have the same visions that Nebuchadnezzar did-and the fear became a

reality. The mind seizes on the idea, and responds to itsellf If kings
in these days should have visions, they would see Kossuth, or I am no

prophet. King Sau1's case is similar. Samuel spoke the images in the

mind of Saul. Saul of Tarsus' mind was constantly harrassed by the

inoH`ensive character of Christ and his followers-the voice spoke in ac-

cordance with the impression. He was evidently debating with himself

-Now why should I hate Christ? he is innocent-why should I per-
secute his tbllowers? Paul's conscience, speaking to the Jew, in him

said-" Why pexsecutest thou me ?" The voice, as in other cases, was

heard--apparently exteriorly.
The image in the mind of Pythagoras was the reception he should meet

with when he arrived at his destination-his follower with him would

naturally be en rapport-" all hail " would be the natural rg/Ieclion of

his mind. The case of Josephus is different Here a multitude of

voices speak. The one concentrated idea on the minds of priest and

people was to tiee-" begone "-the Romans are upon you. Each

priest seemed to retlect a voice. In ghost-seeing, a multitude of per-
sons are seen, in many cases, instead of one.

Swedenborg had surfeited himself-or he was reiiecting on diet. His

psychological temperament had all sorts of reflections apparently. Spir-
its from our moon, seen by him, were .small-thundered over his head-

and were provided with an air-bag in the bowels to supersede the neces-

sity of an atmosphere, which did not exist, as he believed, on that

planet. The spirits from other planets were singular. Some went on

their hands and feet, others had half of the face black ; all, however,
agreed remarkably with Swedenhorg in theolog. Some came from he-

yond our solar system, but none informed him of any planet lying be-

yond Herschell. It would have been a very pretty piece of amfrfna-
tion. I can not comment on all his mental ghost-seeing, as I can not

see the vast contents of his mind. His " Earths in the Universe " is

filled with these relations-all the spirits tal/:ed with him. The case of

Grotius and the Greek work, and the house falling, is referable to the

mood ofminds that translated Mathcr's Greek, embodying his own im-

pressions of the house, or that of some minds in rapport.
" John's dead," is referable to the law of en rapport. She took it

from the minds who possessed the tact. The friends around the flying
bed often impress nbse-nt friends.

'
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The case of the poisoned man-by Mrs. Crowe-is easily explained :

The prayer was excited by en rapport with the mind who received the

medicine-his mind was impressed by the medicine itself Medi(-im-s

held in the hand in papers, cause vomiting, catharsis, Src. The prayer
was a specimen of double consciousness. The man was imprcsxwl by the

medicine,
" it looked peculiar-he took one-/uri/`."

The sea Captain was impressed by his proximity to the shore-sound

of the breakers while asleep-" breakers ahead " would be the natural

redection to a sailor. He was almost asleep-my own ears hour sounds

just as I approach uncofwczbusness in sleep-raps al the door so loud I

often get up and go to the door-I am often aroused in the night-by
a messenger-and this is the source of the sounds. These sounds often

rouse me instantly to my feet.

The circumstances of Lavater's death, are not sumciently full to admit

of remark.

The boy who abused his mother, is paralleled by Bunyan's case-the

voice spoke what had been repeated to him-his father's ghost had evi-

dently been used as a scare-crow.

The minister who was
" stopped " by a voice was impressed by sur-

roimding influences-the abyss and the cottagers and hi fears quickened
his mental movements.

A similar case occurred in Davenport, N..Y. An old lady, who had

money, on retiring to bed seemed to hear a voice say,
" Don't blow out

the candle." It disturbed her; she arose, went to a neighbor's ; in the

morning she found her house was broken open. In a few nights she

was robbed and murdered. The murderer's confession showed him on

the night of the voice to be prowling about the house waiting for the lig/al
to be extinguished. Her mind impressed by his-of danger mar--the

cufndle, Src.-safety was the suggestion and the inverted reflection as it

were--saved her for that time.

These cases compare with the Indian case related above-these facts

require study and thought. Spirit seeing furnishes a far richer field for

illustration of the law of mental rg/kczion. Yours truly,

B. W. RICHMOND.
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:wanna Txanl.

WRITTEN COMMUNICATIONS OF SPIRITS.

Dean Sm : Whatever may bo the speculative ideas of men concern-

ing the nature oi' Mind, and its relations to such forms of matter as are

subject to sensuous observation and to the ordinary modes of analysis,
all men agree in ascribing to it forces and functions which immeasura-

bly transcend the plane of mere materiality. Mind is, therefore, above

Matter in the scale of being. I must not be understood to imply, by
this remark, that mind is immaterial in a strictly philosophical sense, or

that what we denominate spirit is without form and unsubstantial.

Without attempting any subtile distinctions I may say in general terms

that, Mind is superior to all unorganized substances, and to all created

things which belong to the inferior kingdoms or subordinate planes of

being. From this acknowledged superiority we may rationally infer

that, Mind may so act on Matter as to influence its specific conditions,
modify its forms, and change its localities. I can not resist the convic-

tion that Mind is the motive power of the Universe, while all that is

ordinarily comprehended by the world of matter consists of passive ele-

ments subject to its supreme control. Any other idea leads directly to

Atheism. If such are the relations of the material and spiritual, it

must follow that each individual human mind must be capable of exer-

cising dominion over a limited sphere, corresponding in extent to the

magnitude of its powers. This miniature world of outward conditions

and circumstances, wherein the individualized spirit rules, may be

enlarged as our finite faculties are unfolded, and especially is it probable
that this dominion of the spirit will be rendered more complete by the

dissolution ofthe form. The mind, in the second sphere of human ex-

istence, must pervade a body of more refined elements and indestructi-

ble organization, and it is, therefore, reasonable to conclude that its

capacity to move, and to produce motion among surrotmding elements,
may be increased rather than diminished. If it be assumed that spirits
are less qualified to wield the gross means and physical implements at

our command, it must also be conceded that they may have a more

accurate perception of invisible agents, and a more sovereign control
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over their mysterious operations. It must be obvious to the philosophic
mind that all ultimate causes are invisible, spiritual and eternal, while effects

remotely related to the Central Cause, are perceived by the physical
senses, and are characterized by an ever-changing phenomenality. An

ancient spiritual philosopher observes this distinction, between the visi-

ble world of etl`cct.s, and the invisible sphere of causes, when he says,
" The things which are seen are temporal; but the things which are

not seen, are eternal." If mind, or spirit, is thus superior to the mate-

rial elements--even in their highest degree of inorganic sublimation-

and can influence the forms, conditions, and relations of terrestrial

things, we reason in strict conformity to the essential principles of mat-

ter and mind when we ascribe transcendent powers to the unshackled

Spirit. _

I will now proceed with my classification of facts, and shall devote the

principal part of this letter to certain wm'r'rsN communications for

which a spiritual authorship is claimed. I deem it expedient to con-

tinue the method adopted in my last letter, and will first invite you to

a consideration of several interesting examples recorded in the Bible.

Allow me to remark in this conneetion,that the book here referred to

contains a very great number and variety of spiritual experiences, and

I desire especially to invite the attention of Christian people, and others

who do not believe in spirits-or at least, in their ability to communi-

cate with mortals-to its numerous illustrations of this most exalted

intercourse.

The twenty-eighth chapter ofthe First Book of Chronicles, contains

minute specifications, from David to his son Solomon, respecting the

Temple and its furniture, all of which the former claimed to have

received in writing from a spiritual source. David concludes his descrip-
tion thns :

"

All, the Lord made me understand, in writing, by band

upon me-all the works of this pattem."' While I have no disposition
to dogmatise on a subject of this nature, I must be allowed to observe

that the expression "
by hand upon mc," may be understood to imply

that David was subjected to manipulations similar to the modem mes-

meric process, and that he was thus qualified to receive and compre-
hend the plans of the building and the vessels to be employed in the

Temple-service. If it be insisted that David's acknowledgment, that

he derived his instruetionsfrom the Lord, renders these suggestions inad--

missible, I have only to remark that devout men in all ages, have been
_

° I take the liberty to omit the sup}Ed¢wbrE for the reason the; proba-
bly obscure the sense.

13
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accustomed to refer their very existence, with all its gifts and posses-

sions, to the same Divine Source.

Ezekiel was entrauced " by the river Chebar," one of the tributaries

of the Euphrates, wherc he witnessed some remarkable displays of Spir-
itual power. The prophet declares that n. spirit entered into him, he

records the words which were spoken on the occasion, and relates that

during the interview '
a, roll, written within and without] was given to

him by a spirit, only the hand being visible at the time it was presented.
(Ezekiel, second chapter.)

While Belshazzar, surrounded by a thousand of his lords, was indulg-
ing his vain ambition at a royal revel it is said that, " In the same hour

came forth lingers of a man's hand, and wrote over against the candle-

stick upon the plaster of the wall of the king's palace ; and the king saw

the part of the hand that wrote." (Daniel, fifth chapter.)
The Apocalypse consists of a number of spiritual communications

addressed to the churches of Asia Minor. But the Revelations were

not directly inspired by the Divine Mind. On the contrary, they -were

expressly dictated by subordinate spirits. The intemal evidence on this

point is very clear, and there seems to be no room to indulge a rational

doubt respecting the mode of communication. Banished from the soci-

ety of the great world, and left to meditation amid the soiitudcs of Pat-

mos, the devout spirit ofthe Revelator naturally sought intercourse with

kindred spirits. He became a medium, and that he was impelled by
spiritual influence to record what he witnessed, appears from the frequent
command of the spirits to " WRITE." That John was cntranced by
spiritual agency, while thus employed, must be inferred from such

'expressions as the following :
" I was in the spirit on the Lord's day ;"

"' And immediately I was in the spirit ;
" " And he carried me away in

the spirit into the wilderncss;" and, again,
" He carried me away in

the spirit to a great and high mountain." Similar expressions frequently
»occur thoughout the book, which certainly can not be accepted as the

'word of God in any sense that precludes the intermediate agency of inferior
natures. This is sufliciently manifest from the following passage :

" And

'I John saw these things, and heard them. And when I had heard and

-seen, I fell down to worship before the feet of the angel which showed

me these things. Then saith he unto me,
' See thou do it not; for I am

thy fellow-servant, and of thy brethren the prophets, and of them which

keep the sayings of this book: worship God.'" (Rev. xxii, 8, 9.)
1 That the spirit who inspired John and presented these visions, was not

GOD,'i8 evident from his declining to receive divine honors. That he
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was a former inhabitant of the earth, and one of the Hebrew prophets,
can not be denied by those who are disposed to accredit the explicit
declaration of the Spirit himself

I will now invite your attention to some more recent examples, with
a view to further illustrate the agency of Spirits, as exhibited in this

mode of communication. The following case was originally published
in the Cambidge Chnmide:

A medium, who could write with one hand, while he held a book in the other,
from which he read at the same time, attributed the phenomena to electricity.
The writing was always afac simile of that of the person from whom the com-

munication purported to come. OI! one occasion, as he approached the table, it
started on' from him a foot or more. Again, attempting toreach it, it started to

the other aide of the room, and there remained in an inverted position. At the

same time a communication was received at Waltham, by an acquaintance and

medium, which stated that " Lewis "--the name ofthe individual above referred

to-" is making sport of us at Watertown, and we will have nothing more to do

with him." This declaration, made at a distance from the place where the indi-

vidual it concerned was at the lime, was singularly enough conlirmed by the fact

that, from that time, he has not been able to act as a medium.

Rev. J. B. Wolif, in n letter addressed to me under date of Wheel-

ing, Va.,Nov. 7, 1852, states that Dr. B., a graduate of a German

medical university, who now resides in that city, has two media in his

family. The Doctor is a man ofdistinguished scientific attainments, but

of a skeptical turn of mind. For a long time he was indisposed to ac-

credit the claims of the phenomena to a Spiritual origin, and, finally, to

satisfy himself, instituted the ordeal described by Mr. W., which was

substantially as follows: '

Having emptied a trunk of its contents, thc

Doctor placed a clean sheet of paper in it, and locked the trunk with

his own hand. He then deposited the key to the trunk in abureau

drawer, which he also locked, putting the key of said drawer in his

pocket. The family, including Mrs. B. and a young lady-the two

media. referred to-thereupon went down stairs to tea. When the

evening repast was over, the Doctor rose from the table, went to the

bureau, opened the drawer, took the key he had deposited therein and

opened the trunk, when, to his surprise, he found mysterious writings
on the paper. The Doctor states that the fluid used was not dry twenty-
four hours after the paper was taken from the trunk. The entire fami-

ly are willingto be qualified that these statements are literally true;
and that but one key for the trunk and one for the bureau is in the

house.' "

The Editor of the Christian Freeman, puhli-hr-d in Boston, though
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somewhat inclined to dispute the validity of the Spiritual claim, relates

the following, which he assures us is strictly true :

We were at the house of Mr. Carlisle W. Capron, ot' Woonsooket, a few weeks

ago, where, from Mrs. Capron, we learned the following facts: Her daughter,
who was a good writing medium. was sitting with others in a circle, on the 25th

of February last, when what purported to be spirits in communication, announced

through Miss Capron that a stranger had appeared among them, and was desir-

ous of communicating. The name ofthe stranger-spirit was called for, and was

given through the medium as "Angeline Juliette Kimball." She stated that she

was the daughter of Daniel H. Kimball, Esq., of East Kingston, N. II. She de-

sired that n letter should be written to her father, who was still living in that

place, informing him that she lived in the Sprit-world, was happy, &.c. That

name was utterly unknown to all present at the sitting, nor did any of them

know, even, that there was a town of that name in New-Hampshire. But a let-

ter was written and addressed as directed. and sent by mail on its mission. Soon

a letter was received in answer, dated March 5th, signed by Daniel H. Kimball,
of East Kingston, N. H., stating that he had a daughter by the name of Ange-
line Juliette, who died at the time stated by the mysterious communication.

Dr. R. B. Barker, of Beaver, Pa., a gentleman of vigorous mind and

energetic will, is a. writing medium, and his personal experience fur-

nishes some most convincing proofs of Spiritual intervention in the af-

fairs of men. I will here adduee a single example, extracted from a

letter which I received from Dr. Barker about the first of September
last:

On Saturday morning, July 24, 1852, I awoke unusually, at about

three o'clock. I tried to compose myself to sleep, but was prevented
by a cacoéthes, saying,

" Write, write." I resisted this, for I had lost

faith-though
"

write, write," was as pertinacious an impulse as mine

to sleep. But this propensity, proclivity, or whatever else you may
deem it, was so strong, that I finally yielded. I rose, lit my candle,
and sat down to ink and paper. I adjured that both name and the

truth should only be given. Instantly my pen went olf, unwilled- by me,
and the following was written: " James W. Barker : U .... J .... is

ill, and will die soon. You will be summoned to New-York in a few

days. Let this be the test." .... About the same hour on Sunday
morning, July 25, I was awakened, and urged mentally to write. This

I steadily resisted, though the importunity was strong. I refused as

strongly as I was urged, and morning sent me to my avocations....

At 3 o'clock, P. M., July 26, the Telegraphic Agent came with two

dispatches. The first had been sent on Sunday, July 25, and had been

detained by some disorder on the line beyond Syracuse. It announced

the illness of U. J., and that he would not survive many hours. The
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second dispatch, July 26, 1852, contained the following: " U. J. died

fifteen minutes past nine, this morning. Come on immediately."
Such was the result of this case of azaoethex seribendi, a medical gen-

tleman of undoubted intelligence and veracity being the witness. I

leave the fact for you to dispose of at your leisure, confident that the

subject will not shrink from the scalpel.
The experience of Hon. James F. Simmons, of Rhode Island, fur-

nishes some extraordinary facts of this class, one of which is certainly
among the most remarkable on record. It will be recollected that the

particulars were communicated by Mrs. Sarah Helen Whitman, in a

letter to Horace Greeley, and that they were published in the January
number of Putnam's American Magazine, Mr. and Mrs. Simmons were

one day in presence of a medium, when some writing was exhibited

which had been executed by invisible hands in a closed drawer. The

writing purported to have been executed by their son, James D. Sim-

mons, who died some time before in California. It evidently resembled

the chirography of young Simmons, but not so closely as to satisfy his

parents. While the parties were thus in doubt, respecting the author-

ship of the writing, the presence of the son was announced by the sounds,
and Mr. Simmons at once proposed that the spirit

"

should, then. and

there, allix his signature to the suspicious document."

" In order to facilitate the operation, Mr. S. placed the closed points of a pair
of scissors in the hands of the medium, and dropped his pencil through one of the

rings or bows, the paper being placed beneath. Her hand presently began to

tremble, and it was with ditiiculty that she could retain her hold ot the scissors.

Mr. Simmons then took them into his own hand, and again dropped his pencil
through the ring. It could not readily be sustained in this position. After a

few moments, however, it stood as if tirmly poised and perfectly still. It then

began slowly to move. Mr. S. saw the letters traced beneath his eyes-the
words J. D. Simmons were distinctly and deliberately/"written, and the hand-

writing wae a fae simile of his |on'e signature.
" But what Mr. S. regards as the most astonishing part of this seeming mira-

cle, is yet to be told. Bending down to scrutinize the writing more closely, he

observed, just as the last word was finished. that the top of the pencil leaned to

the right; he thoughtit was about to slip through the ring, but, to his infinite

astonishment, he naw the point slide slowly back along the word ' Simmons '

tilt it rested over the letter i, where it deliberately imprinted a dot! This was

s punctilio utterly unthought of."

In this case, the civil and social position of the witness, and his charac-

ter for intelligence, candor and discrimination, are such that it requires
much more eredulity to doubt than to believe. If' you deny the pres-
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ence and agency of the invisible James D. Simmons, you are bound in

candor to account for the occurrence.

Mr. Edward Hooper, of Fitchburg, Mass., is a writing medium, and

has been favored with many unmistakable proofs of a more than mortal

intelligence, one of' which, communicated in a letter to Charles Part-

ridge, Esq., I will introduce in this connection. This fact, though ofa

convincing nature and well authenticated, has been withheld from the

public until now. Mr. Hooper writes that, " On the 18th of March

last, (1S5l,) the spirits caused me to write as follows: 'limr father,
Thomas Hooper, is dead! I could hardly believe this, as I had just re-

ceived a letter from Europe informing me that my father was in good
health. But the spirits insisted that my 'father died on the 13th of

March, l85l.' This communication was made known, to several indi-

viduals, at the time, among whom I will mention Rev. Charles Wood-

house, of Fitchburg. My father was an Episcopal clergyman, and

lived in England. About three weeks after the spirits announced his

death, 'I received a letter from my sister communicating the intelligence
that my father was taken suddenly ill and dkd on the 13111, of ]lIa-rch-

the precise time g~i'vc'n by the spirits."
"

Mr. Woodhouse is also a minister of the Episcopal church, and, if I

am rightly informed, pastor of the society whereof Mr. Edward Hooper
is a member. A letter of inquiry, respecting the facts narrated above,
was addressed to Mr. Woodhouse, which was promptly responded to by
the Reverend gentleman, in the following letter :

" Fn-cusuac, Mass., Feb. 22, 1852.
" Ms.. CH/lnuzs Pawrmncnz

Dear Sir : In reply to your letter ot' inquiry concerning Mr, l{ooper`s state-

ment to you, I will say that, on or about the 20th of March last, Mr. Hooper
told me that he had, for a number of days, been impelled to write, ' Your father,
Thomas Hooper, is dead,' and that, on inquiry of the Agency which induenced

him to write this, whrn his father died ? he was further impressed to write,
'March l8lh.' He also told me that, ' he thought he was wrongly impressed,
because he had but a short time before received a letter from England, where

his father lived, and at the time the letter was written, his father was in his

usual health.'

"A few weeks after Mr. Hooper made these statements to me, he showed me a

letter from a sister in England, informing him that his father died ' the 13th of

March." Of the genuineness of the letter from his sister, I will also add, there

can be no question. These are the simple facts in relation to this case, ns I know

them, and further ' this deponent saith not.'
" Yours respecttlully, Cmunrrs Woonnovsm."

I will now attend to the rrwdus operandi of the writings. And here

it would be interesting to dwell at far greater length than comports with
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my present limits. Circumstances admonish me tobe brief and the

follouing general analysis must sutlice:

1. The mysterious agents act on the nerves of motion, by distributing
the electrical forces from the vital batteries, in such a manner as to gov-
ern the llexors and extcnsors, causing the hand, when the medium is
under complete control, to move with the same precision as if subject to

the action of his own will. The cases of Dr. Barker and Mr. Hooper
afford examples of this description.

2. Another class of media are psychologically inlluenced, or the

thoughts of the spirit are communicated by a kind`of intromission.
Sometimes the effect of the iullux is so sudden and powerful as to very

nearly resemble the most vivid impressions made on the senses.

3. A third class are controlled physically and mentally, the action on

the body and mind being simultaneous. It often occurs that the hand

and other members of the body are moved, by spiritual impulsiou, to

confirm the ideas suggested to the mind, or to answer the unspoken
thoughts of a third party.

'

4. In some cases, as appears from the testimony of many reliable
witnesses, the writing is executed without human hands. Luminous cur-

rents appear to emanate from, certain objects, or they are discharged
from the sphere that surrounds the spirit. These converge to a focal

point in which the pen, or other implement, is suspended by aspccies of

electro-magnetism, and is thus made to obey the volition of the unseen

scribe. The experience of Mr. Fowler presents several conspicuous
examples. The case reported by Rev. J. B. Wolff, and the remarkable

instance of Spirit-writing in the presence of the Hon. Mr. Simmons, to

which your attention has been invited, are of this class.

5. Other examples indicate that the writing may be executed by the

/rand of the Spirit, which is sometimes rendered visible, and indeed the

whole person of the writer, as well as the peculiar process of writing,
may be disclosed, either by the opening of the interior through the

external sense, or because the spirit attracts to itself, from the surround-

ing atmosphere, elements which render its form perceptible by the phys-
ical organ. It is recorded that Belshazzar distinctly saw the hand that

executed the writing on the wall, and it is equally certain that Mr. A.

J. Davis, Edward P. Fowler and others, not unfrequently distinguish
the entire forms of their spiritual visitors.

I have already exceeded my limits and must hasten to a conclusion.,

The most elaborate argument, would hardly render the facts more forci-
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ble than their simplest statement, and I therefore leave you to battle

with the facts themselves. If they can he accounted for on mundane

principles, be pleased to expound the laws whereon they depend. If any
number of them are to he referred to spirits, and others to natural causes,
I will thank you to 'name the particular examples gf each kind, and to

mark the distinctions which determine your classification. The facts

assert their own claims in the most signincant language, and will, I am

assured, carry conviction to others if not to yourselff That they greatly
transcend the inherent forces of matter, and the accredited powers of

mind, in its earthly relations, is as clear as that light emanates from

luminous bodies.

Hoping that an honest love of Tsuru, and a devout desire to honor

its claims, may be permitted to actuate all our endeavors, I remain,
Yours sincerely,

S. B. BRITTAN.



REPLY TO S. B. BRITTAN

NUMBER THIIIE.

Mr Dun Sm: You still continue to argue, while the vital points
in your position are assumed. 1. The laws of' gravitation prevent spir-
its from remaining near our earth, and eternally prevent their return.

2. All the laws of animal organization utterly preclude the idea of spir-
its breathing in our atmosphere, it being a vastly groaser body than

their own.

Till Spiritualists attempt, at least, to show the falsity of both these

propositions, no argument they may present can legitimately apply to

their theory. For tive years the rappings have been spreading, and the

whole force of the excitement has hung on the fact that departed spirits
are near our earth-in our rooms-with us-touching us-moving mat-

ter, and impressing mind. This is a new application of the laws of grav-

itation, but no logic can break its force till it is shown that spirit will-

force can overcome the entire form of our atmosphere and breathe a _/Zuid
that holds a relation to their vitality wholly repugnant to all our knowl-

edge-of the laws of mind and matter. When these two facts are fair-

ly and clearly impressed on the human mind, it will be as ridiculous to

suppose the return of spirits to our globe, as it would be to teach that

by willforce we could jump to the moon.

Your allusions to David, Ezekiel, and the Revelators, require no

comment from me ; you must settle the fact of their being mediums, it

it seems important to your purpose. I will remark, however, that the

man who built the perpetual motion in the "Ashery," received it in a

vision ; he "
saw it floating in the air in pieces "-and it was, he insist-

ed, the identical machine seen by the prophet on the river Chebar, and

had wheels within wheels.

A class of phenomena are presented in your third letter, which in-

volves the strongest mist-ical points in all the " manifestations " The

fact from the Cambridge Chronicle, in which a medium wrote out that
" Lewis "-then some distance from the place-was making fun of
them (the spirits), and they would have nothing more to do with him.
The medium was en rapport with the mind of "

Lewis," and took the
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fact from his mind. Suppose a plate to be found with the exact like-

ness of " Lewis "
on it, in a strange place ; the logical inference would

be that some Daguerrean artist had copied it from his face. So in this

ease, the likeness written out was a fac simile of his mind, and proves

just what the other ease does, that the medium copied from his mind

as the artist did from his face. Illental reflection, my friend. He lost

his mediumship, you say. A good medium recently told me that on

falling from a house he lost his power to write for four months. and

then he regained it. " Hog-Devil," who attended the boy Warren,
has left tho boy ; he is no longer a medium. A pumpkin was placed
on the table ; some force threw it up to the Hoor overhead. Mr. A., a

furious Methodist, asked the spirit if he would show himself down cel-

lar ; he replied he would. A. went down, pulled off his coat, and

rolled up his sleeves, and bid his hogship to exhibit-but he backed out

-A. saw nothing. The little boy was alarmed, and dare not go down

cellar, which probably changed his condition. I have, in a number of

instances, by impressing the medium that it was electricity, prevented
their writing till their faith returned. " Lewis "

was impressed by the

medium who disliked his sport-making. The facts by Mrs. Capron,
from the spirit of "Angeline Juliette Kimball," are explained on the

same principle--the law of cn rapport. The medium took the fact from

minds at East-Kingston. The fact of Dr. R. B. Barker, of Beaver,

Pa., is the work of the same law The ease of Mr. Edward Hooper, of

Fitchburg, is referable to the same source. The medium en rapport
with his friends in England-or the family at the death of his father

would impress the absent son-the deep impress of grief in the one

reaches and impresses the friend and brother in Fit/chburgh-the medi-

um cn rapport with him unravels the impression or absorbs it from his

mind and transfers it to paper. Numerous instances occur along the

sea coast of families who have absent friends-who are suddenly affect-

ed by the impression that a father, brother or son is dead-they some-

times-nay, often-see tlw spirit of the departed. The agony of death

fixes the mind on the friends at home, and mind impresses mind through
space, and the dying friends often so impress the family or some mem-

ber of it that the image is reflected and seen exterior to the body.
Mr. Mosher, a neighbor of mine, and a Spiritualist, states that while

on the ocean-suddenly a sailor in the midst of a storm, cried out,
"

My father is dead and he stands there on the yard-arm." They
marked the hour, and he saw the specter at the hour of his fatherfs

dissolution. All these facts are referable to the law of en rapport and
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mental rcdcction, and are caused as the sounds were by the father of

Mr. Olcott-before mentioned.

The strongest case of this kind on record, is that accorded to A. J.

Davis He announced the discovery of a planet beyond the orbit ot

Herschel]-this announcement was in March, and the planet was not

discovered or given to the public as discovered till September following.
I am not aware that any higher origin than mere clairvoyance is claimed

for this--and it is perfectly certain that no claim to spiritual intelligence
can be based on it. The astronomers of Europe had long believed in

the existence of such a planet, and we have only to suppose Mr. Davis

en rapport with their minds to get a perfect solution of the facts this

side of any super-mundane influence.

Swedenhorg, while living, wrote to Mr. Wesley and informed him

that in the Spirit-world he was informed that he (Mr. Wesley) was

anxious to see him. Mr. W. said that was the fact, but he Rd never

mentioned it to any person living. Swedcnborg in his abnormal mood

-passed into rapport with the mind of Wesley and absorbed the fact

from his mind. Some will ask if S. had not the power to distinguish
between Vl'esley's mind and spirits. I answer, no-and daily facts are

occurring that settles beyond dispute this position. The mind in these

moods seems only to come in contact with mental influences, with no

power to discern the physical objects with which those mental influences

are connected. Swedenborg mistook this law of our own minds for a

law of the Spirit-world, and says that spirits can 'rwt .see physical objects.
Dr. B. P. Bristol, Danville, N. Y., says in a communication in the

Tsuzcnapn that a medium wrote out, as she supposed, a communica-

tion from a spirit-and Dr. Bristol recognized it at once as an extract

from Davis' philosophy of the manifestations. The medium was enrnp-

port with the book and did not know it-thought it a. spirit.
Mr. Davis himself is reported to have made a similar mistake in

Cleveland. In his superior state he was impressed that Mr. Mann, who

was to be in Cleveland in a few days, would speak thus and so, ou

Woman's rights-it turned out that he took his impressions from a re-

port of Mr. Mann's speech in' the New- York Tribune. His enemies

charged him with having read that paper's report-this I do not believe

-but the fact showsthat Mr. Davis in his abnormal state could not

distinguish between Mr. Mann's manuscript and the Tribune, that is

all. The mind in all these moods distinguishes nothing but mental

dynamic forces and treats them all as spiritual. Psychometric experi-
ments on letters show the same law. The mind absorbs the mental
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dynamic force of the letter, but takes no cognissnce of her being
impressed by the letter-any more than the medium recognizes the

fact that she is being impressed by s book, a letter, or some human
mind.

In a recent number of the TELEGRAPH I saw a statement that a

medium wrcto some twelve pages-verbatim et literalim-from a. book-

and signed a spirit's name to it. She could not distinguish between

them. These examples might be multiplied adinfinitum.
In these examples we get a solution of imitating names from man-

uscripts-and also of the fact that mediums often give fac simile: of

hand-writings they never saw. Hon. J. R. Giddings, member of

Congress, a year since received a communication from what purported
tn be the spirit of F. Sutlitf, a former law-partner who died some

twelve years since. The medium had never seen Mr. S.'s hand-writing,
and was quite young when he died-yet the signature was recognized
by two members of the bar-at first sight. The medium-en rapport
with Mr. G.'s mind--mpred the name from his memory: All these

cases show that a signature is copied more correctly than any other

parts of writing. The signature being always more dislindly impressed
on the mind of the medium, or the mind en rapport with the mind of

the medium, they always get a more perfect copy of that than ofthe

general character of the writing.
The writing executed by the professed spirit of Mr. Simmons' son,

is of this kind-and as you regard that as the mast remarkable case

on record, I venture an explanation. Miss Catherine E. Beecher has

in the Tribune the following on willing tables to move. She says:
" I invited this young lady and another in the vicinity, who was a

' medium,'
to experiment with me alone, at my room. In a few minutes my table began to

move about. I requested the young ladies to will it to move in certain direc-

tions, and found that it was under the control of their volition, but only at oe!-

tain times. At other times it seemed to move without being guided by them.

and, as I conjectured by currents of electricity, that interrupted their power

for s time and then ceased and they recovered it again.
" We then tried spelling with the alphabet, and with success. One of the

young ladies, conjeoturing that in this, too, her`will might have some influence

without mentioning her design, willed that the word ' mother ' should be spelled
by the knocks. lt was done. We tried other words in the same way and

with uniform success. The knockings seemed to be on the surface of the table.

Either one of the mediums would mentally will to have s word spelled, and then

the other, without knowing what it was, would call over the al| li-ibet, null the

word selected was uniformly spelled. A gentleman and several ladies were called

in, and the thing was repeated with the same success."
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The will must, in all these cases, come in contact with the table

through the agency of the nerve aura of the medium. Take, now,
Mr. Simmons' case. He holds up the pen by the aid of a pair of

scissors-the impulse in his mind (his son's name being the image which

is to be re/Zeded) sends the nerve aura from his brain down the arm

along the scizzcrs on to his pencil-and then the þÿ�1�)�l�0�L�'�C�I�l�! ¬�7�l�lbegins in the

pencil--the mind having control of it in this manner. In writing with

the hand, the mind impelse the nerve aura through the muscle-the

muscle or hand seizes the pen and we write-the hand obeying the

impulse ofthe will through the agency of the imponderable media of

muscular motion. In this case the will seizes the pencil through the

same agency, sending it over the scizzors and pencil, and then moving
it- as it moves a hand when seized through the same agent. The one

act is as mysterious to my mind as the other. The dot was placed
over the i in the name, and Mirs Whitman asks how that can be dis-

posed of, as the mind of Mr. Simmons contemplated no such act-

but did suggest the other. The writing the name and dotting the i are

all inseparably connected in his mind-and would follow as naturally in

such a case as the dotting would in his own name written by Mr. Sim-

mons himself. It was at part of the image of his son's name stamped
on the mind and the rg/Zedion is as natural as that a wart or mole should

be reflected on the plate of the artist when a human image is reflected.

I can not see any mystery in this act-and while others seem to iind

in it reasons for belief in an eternal fixture, I only see that mind can

will brute matter.

Mention is made in Mr. Simmons' case of' the exhibition of writings
"executed in a closed drawer." You mention a case occurring in

Wheeling, Va., in the house of Dr. B., a German physician. The

writings were
" executed in a trunk locked," and the key to it secured

by another lock and key. The ink " did not dry in twenty-four hours

alter taken from the trunk." Curious. Give me the communication

and the character of the medium, their mental peculiarities, and I

will explain it. As the facts are related nothing can be said for it

comprises a fragment only of the transaction. The only fully detailed

case of that class on record is found in your reply to my first letter.

The ease of Mr. E. P. Fowler and the Hebrew fac simile you pub-
lish in Tx-:x,eoa.u>1~r number twenty-two. In the letter under review in

proposition number live you allude to all these cases-by saying that

"these examples indicate that the writing may be executed by the

hand ofthe spirit-which is sometimes rendered visible. You quote
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Belshazzar, A, J. Davis, and E. P. Fowler, as witnesses on this point.
A candid ezpose should be given to such marvelous facts as are here

put forth as the work of hands not made of flesh and blood.

Will Mr. Davis, Fowler, Daniel, and Belshazzar, stand by while I

take this case to pieces. In Tsnscnapu number twenty-two Mr. Fow-

ler says,
" The first one I received was, as I am informed I/:rough the

kindness of Prof. Bush, a quotation from the Old Testament, written

in Hebrew. " The execution of this occurred about three o'elock in

the afternoon, soon after I had returned from my business. I wasalonc

in my room, when, through the sounds which then occurred in my pres-

sence, I was requested to leave the room for the space of_/ive minutes-

during which interval they (the spirits) promised and attempted to

write. I obeyed their request, and went into a room below uf/u-re sat

my sister. I told her what had transpired, and at the expiration of live

minutes we both ascended to the room. Instead of finding, as we had

conjectured we should, some directions written in English, we discovered

this Hebrew quotation, the ink on the paper being still unabsorbed."

Now Daniel and Belshazzar will remark here that Mr. E. P. Fowler

was so ignorant of Hebrew that he did not know what he had got till the
" kindness ot' Prof. Bush " informed him. This communication is not

given in the Tnuzcnarn. Subsequent to this, on
"

Saturday nag-ht,"
a number of spirits came into Mr. Fowler's room and wrote by the aid

ofthe " battery," and a foo-simile is published in TELEGRAPH number

twenty-two-in Hebrew characters-quoted as from Daniel xii, 12, 13,

Of this writing Prof. Bush remarks (SHEKINAH, Vol. I. p. 305,) as fol-

lows: " The first of these manuscripts was in Hebrew, containing a few
'verses from the last rlzapter of the prophet Daniel. This was corrcdly
written with the exception of several apparently arbitrary omissions, and

one rather violent transposition of a 'word from an upper to alotrer line."

I have a copy of a Hebrew Bible lying before me. I have submitted

this Hebrew to a German Jew-Mr. Millner, merchant in our place-
snd also to the opinion of` two graduates from Yale College, and present
t.he public with a statement of one of these-Rev. Wm. Carter, Wau-

kegan, Ill.-on the subject. He says:
" It is an attempt to copy from

the Hebrew Bible by one who was ignorant that Hebrew reads from

rig'/at to left, instead of left to right, as the English does. Consequently
he gets together parts of the 9th, 10th, lllh and 12th refrsrs, rrilhoul

inserting the 'whale from any one of them. 1. His writing begins in the

mid ile of the line of the 9th verse, and he gives the right hand portion of

it, thus giving us the last part of the 9th verse instead of the beginning
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of the 10th! 2. At the close, he makes a corresponding mistake, and

gives ns the left band portion of' the line instead of' the right-thus giving
the beginning instead of the end of the 11th. 3. A worse blunder still

be commits by transferring the right hand extremity of the last. line but

one to the Ig? hand of the last line. In English it would make no

difference-but in Hebrew it was transferring the last of the 10th

verse--' shall understand '-and putting it after the last word he copies
from the 12th verse-' three.' The two whole lines as published in the

Tl-Il.EGR.PiI contained parts of' verses 10th, llth, and 12th, but the whole

of no one verse-while the part of a line at the bottom is a transposed
part of the 12th verse. Not a word of' the 13th verse gets in at all. His

Hebrew translated reads as follows in English : 9th, ' and sealed are the

words until the time of the end.' 10th,
'

Many but the wicked shall

do wickedly, and none of the wicked shall understand, but the wise.'

llth, ' And from the time that the daily sacryice shall be taken away,
and the abominations that maketh desolate set up-there shall be days
a. thousand ' 12th, ' Blessed is he that waitetb and cometh to days a

thousand-lhrce shall understand.
" To cap the climax, be puts the Hebrew period-the English wlon

-at the beginning of the llth and 12th verses-#mistaking the begin-
ning for the end ot the verse." Compare this with Daniel, xiith chap-
ter, 12tb and 13th. "The nominative marry comes after its verbs in

Hebrew, so that it happens to get in, while they are left out."°

We are informed through the circle that Ben Franklin professes to

have been present and aided in directing the battery by his will-

Daniel has subscribed his name to the document and claims to be its

author. Numerous persons certify to the good character of Mr. Fow-

ler--while Daniel and Franklin both bore testimony against wrong while

on earth-one faced the lions of old and the other helped whip the Brit-

ish lion while in this sphere-but for all this who believes that they have

become such stupid dnnoes as to make such work as the above quoting
Hebrew? Turn to your Hebrew Bible-it reads from top to bottom

and from right to left, and lay before you the TELEGRAPH, and the Uni-

verse can not prevent any candid reader from seeing that whoever wrote

that Hebrew began at the left hand at the top by zigzag marks, and

copied the last part of the ninth verse-then returned to the left

and copied the two 'next lines to the period-then transfers ed the lust word

or phraze at the right. hand to the beginning of the -next line, at the ly?
-then copied to the period. The zags below show that Damkl was

written from left to right.
° Seo Appendix, Note C.
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To pretend for a moment that such a piece of namele bungling as

that is to be ascribed to the spirit of a departed Hebrew who used

to do things right in spite of the world while in it, is asking more

than human credulity is willing to grant. To wind up, Franklin is made

to endorse the act-thus involving the spirit of the inimitable old phi-
losopher in a transaction which disgraces the very name of Hebrew lit-

erature. What! the prophet Daniel-quoting Daniel xii, 12 and 13, to

edify the world-and making such a botch of it as to mix up parts of

the 9th, 10th, 11th and 12th verses in a way to convert them into per-
fect mmsense when translated into English. Old Ben. endorse such a

foolish blunder as that after a run of half a century in the higher
circles of the Spirit-state and associating with prophets and spirits of the

just made perfect, and then ask us to believe in a future, on such a

sublime and uuutterable sham! The dignity of true manhood recoils

from such nonsense, and scouts it as an abuse of common sense-as a

mockery to human sanity. Daniel ! who lifted his windows in the

sight of a bloody tyrant, and prayed three times a day, with a, loud wire

in the face of the race-spitting defiance in the teeth of death-the

noble old Hebrew whose touching story stirs all the sublime elements

within us-crouching at midnight with Yankees and Dutchman into a

garret-and there befuddle a yoimg man's legs and make them stiff, and

cap the climax with such u. piece of literary ehicauery !

Will Prof. Bush tell us how it is, and what he meant when he said

that was
" correctly copied " with but slight exceptions ? I accuse no

man-but such a fact.g0es home with the force of a thun-

der-bolt-scattering such facts on the wings of the wind.

Yours truly, B. W. RICHMOND.
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Numara rotm.

LUMINOUS MANIFESTATIONS OF SPIRITS.

The nature and relations of mind and matter, and the experience of

men in all ages, witness to us that the Immortalized must be able to

exercise, at least a limited control over the potential agents in Nature.

Even the shackles of mortality can not wholly restrain or prevent the

exercise of these God-like powers. If spirits can, and do, produce a

variety of physical effects, it will not be deemed strange that myers-

mous ucnrs are among the sensible proofs of their presence and agen-

cy. Such luminous manifestations have occurred in all ages. While,
in numerous cases, the weak and credulous have been led to attach a

particular spiritual significance to purely natural phenomena, it is firmly
believed that the stubborn and incredulous have as frequently resisted

the truth, inasmuch as such phenomena have often transpired under

circumstances which utterly preclude their reference to accident, or

mere material forces. The facts in this department have served to

excite inquiry, to inspire joy, or to awaken apprehension, according to

the mood of the observer, and the supposed relations of the phenomena
themselves. But whether viewed as subjects of curious speculation, as

symbols of Divine realities, or as omens of melancholyivents, they have

not ceased to be regarded with peculiar interest.

I will now, in pursuance of my general plan, proceedto illustrate this

phase of the manifestations, and will first solicit the attention of your-
self and the reader to some striking examples of spiritual illumination

described by the Scripture-writers. The first and second cases are from

the experience of the Jewish law-giver. While Moses was employedin
keeping the tlock of Jethro, his father-in-law, he witnessed a remarka-

ble phenomenon of this kind, which was produced by a spirit and is

thus recorded: "And the angel [messenger] of the Lord 'appeared
unto him in a flame of fire out of the midst of a bush; and he looked,
and behold, the bush bumed with tire, and the bush was not consumed."

(Exodus iii, 2.) The second case, recorded by the leader of Israel, as

having occurred in presence of all the people, was
" the pillar #_/5u,"'

~ 14
'

7
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which was supposed to have been presented by direct spiritual agency
and for a specific purpose.-(Chapter xix.)

The Evangelist records the fact that, on one occasion, two men, who

had lived on earth centuries before, came to Jesus and three of his per-
sonal friends, while they were together in a mountain, and '

a. bright
cloud overshadowed the eompany,' and the face of Jesus, in the splen-
dor of his transiiguration,

" did shine as the sun and his raiment was

white as the light."-(Matt. xvii.)
_

Another luminous demonstration of spiritual presence is said to have

occurred while Peter was preaching, on the day of Pentecost, and is

thus recorded in the Acts of the Apostles: " And there appeared unto

them cloven tongues, like as of _/irc, and it sat upon each of them."

It further appears from the account that "

they all began to speak with

other tongues as the spirit gave them utterance." That the demonstra-

tions, on that occasion, were apparently confused and disorderly, seems

probable from the fact that, the materialists of that day imputed the

phenomena to drrmkemwss.-(Chapter ii.)
Peter was subsequently arrested for preadzing on spiritual subjedi,

and especially for creating an excitement among the people. Bound in

chains and immured within the walls of a dungeon, he was quietly sleep-
ing, with a soldier on either side of him and a guard before the door,
" And behold, the angel of the Lord came upon him and a light shined

in the prison."-(Chapter  
Paul, in his remarkable address before Agrippa, relates what he wit-

nessed while on his way to execute the commission of the chief priests.
"At mid-day, O hing, I saw in the way a light from heaven, above the

brightness of the sun, shining round about me, and them which jour-
;neyed with me "-Chap. xxvi.)

The facts already cited were ascribed by those who witnessed them

'to spiritual agency, and surely no rational Spiritualist will be disposed
to question, either the possibility of their occurrence or the credibility
of their peculiar claims. It should be remembered that these lights
were accompanied with other phenomena, such as the occurrence of

voices, the moving of ponderable objects, etc., and that the coincident

.manifestations all contribute to sustain the spiritual idea respecting their

origin. Will you, my dear sir, notice each of the foregoing examples,
and if the witnesses, and the millions whose (iaith has rested on their

'testimony for ages, have all been deceivul, will you give us the true so-

:lution of these mysteries and thus disabuse the world?
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Justinus Kerner relates the following personal experience :

" On the 8th of December, at seven o'clock, being myself in the ante-room,
hom which I could see into Mrs. I-I-'s bed-room, I perceived there a cloud-

like form-a sort of pillar of cloud-with a head but no defined outline. I hasti-

ly caught up a candle, and rushing into the room, found her with her eyes star-

ing at the spot where I had seen the iigure; but to me it was no longer visible.

This would naturally be the consequence ofthe bright light. The room was pre-

viously but imperfectly lighted, and the white cloud-like form was more percept-
ible on the dark ground. When I inquired what she was looking at. she replied,
that the specter of N1 had been there and given her a commission for his

son."'

The supposition that this was an optical illusion seems altogether im-

probable, for the following reasons: 1. Kerner was not a scer-had

never witnessed anything ofthe kind in his life-but emphatically de-

clares that he saw the luminous object. 2. The immortal visiter was

fully recognized by the Seeress. 3. The same spirit had succeeded in

rendering himself distinctly visible to a number of other persons.
4. N- came to attend to something that concerned his son and

actually accomplished his business. That the form, as presented to the

external vision of Kerner, was indefinite in outline below the head, is

what the Spiritual philosophy would lead us to infer might be the case,
and it also agrees with the testimony of many Spirit-seers, who repre-
sent that, while spirits may at pleasure manifest other portions of their

forms, yet when their presence is disclosed to men, it frequently hap-
pens that the /wad is first and most distinctly perceived, for the reason

that the more vital parts radiate a stronger light. Mrs. Crowe relates a

number of facts illustrative of this phase of the manifestations. I will

only cite three examples:
" A gentleman, some time ago, awoke in the middle of a dark winter's night,

and perceived that his room was as light as if it were day. He awoke his wife

and mentioned the circumstance, saying he could not help apprehending that

some misfortune had occurred to his ishing-boats, which had put to sen. The

boats were lost that night."

Here the sense was palpably addressed while the soul was mysterious-
ly informed. The actual occurrence of a disaster corresponding to the

interior impression seems to determine the connection of' the phenome-
non and the event, in a manner that can hardly be accounted for with-

out admitting the agency of spirits.
" I remember a case of the servants in a country-house, in Aberdeenshire,

hearing the door-bell ring after their mistress was gone to bed; on coming up to

open it, they saw through a window that looked into a hall that it was quite

'Partridge & Brittan's edition ofthe Score-ss of Pr`er~~|°=ti 
"~wV
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light, and that their master, Mr. Fi, who was at thc time absent from home,
was there in his traveling dress. They ran to tell their mistress what they had

seen; but when they returned, all was dark, and there was nothing unusual to

be discovered. That night Mr. F- died at sea, on his voyage to London."-

(See .Night Side of.N'ature, page 820.)

I can not imagine that any one will be absurd enough to conjecture
that, this may have been a phosphorescent or odic illumination proceed-
ing frorn the lifeless body, which was far away at sea. Such a light
could only appear over or near the remains. It is no less absurd to

ascribe the whole to the power of imagination; for, in the lirst place-
and when nothing of the kind was anticipated-the servants all saw,

both the light and the man ; but, on their return, after relating the cir-

cumstance, though their imaginations were powerfully excited, not one

of them could perceive anything whatever. Thus this hypothesis is clearly
disprcved by the fact. The Spiritual theory alone affords a rational

solution of this and a thousand similar mysteries. The thoughts of F-,
in the last hours of mortal life, were doubtless centered on the distant

objects of his affection, and the disenthralled spirit, following the law of

its amnities, immediately presented itself' at home, appearing only to

the domestics in the house, that he might thus indirectly, and in the

most delicate manner, intimate to Mrs. F-, what had happened, that

she might be prepared for the intelligence which would soon reach her

through other channels.

The authorcss of The Night Side of Nature, gives an account of the

mysterious illumination witnessed at C-- castle, in 1803, by Rev.

Henry A--, of Redburg, and rector of Greystoke. The Reverend

gentleman and his lady were guests at the castle when, on the night after

their arrival, Mr. A- saw the phenomena here described in his own

words:

" It might have been between one and two o'clock in the morning when I awoke.

I observed that the tire was totally extinguished ; but although that was the case,

and we had no light, I saw a glimmer in the center of the room, which suddenly
increased to a bright tlame. I looked out apprehending that something had

caught tire. when to my amazement, I beheld a beautiful boy, clothed in white,
with bright locks, resembling gold, standing by my bedside, in which position he

remained some minutes, Exing his eyes upon me with a mild and benevolent

expression. He then glided gently away toward the side ot' the chimney, where

it is obvious there is no possible egress, and entirely disappeared. Ifound myself
again in total darkness, and all remained quiet until the usual hour of rising. I

declare this to be a true account of whatl saw at C1 castle, upon my word as

a clergyman."

Mrs. Crowe adds: Mr. A-- only speaks of the circumstance with
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the utmost seriousness, and never hesitates to express his conviction that

it was a spiritual visitation.

Mrs. S. S. Smith, a much esteemed correspondent to whom I am

indebted for several beautiful poems, contributed to the Sl-u-zxmau,
some time since buried all that was perishable of a beloved sister, to

whom she was tenderly attached. Some time before the event trans~

pired, the sister made a promise that, should it be her lot to first enter

the Spirit-land, she would, if possible, return to Mrs. S. in "
a natural

and life~like manner." Long after the separation occurred, Mrs. Smith
continued to look for her sister, but she came not. And when month

after month passed away, without bringing the slightest indication of the

spiritual presence, she at length
" concluded that the spirit was not per-

mitted to ratify the promise." In this state of mind she retired one

night, when, most unexpectedly, the promise was redeemed. I here

extract, from a communication addressed to me by Mrs. Smith, her

statement of what occurred :

" The night was of that pitchy darkness peculiar to a slow and driz-

zling rain, which silently fell to thc ground, making scarcely a single
sound. In the act of turning my face to the wall-alla! om:-I became

conscious of a bright and clear light penetrating through and beneath my
closed eyelids-still brighter grew the light, illuminating the whole

room-and, at the same instant, from the opposite window, I heard

gently gliding footsteps, advancing nearer, and still nearer-with a rust-

ling motion, as of a persou's dress-until the sounds ceased in front of

my bed! In an instant I became conscious ofa spiritual presence, and

recalled the promise made to me one year before."

About the beginning of May last, Mrs. Harriet Porter, being entranced

at her residence in Bridgeport, received a communication, fi-om what

purported to be a spirit, to the effect that if she would form a circle in

an adjoining room, with the other persons who were present at the time,
they (the spirits) would make an elfort to write without human hands.

Accordingly, the parties designated formed a circle round a chair, on

which a blank sheet of paper and a pencil had been previously placed.
After n few moments luminous currents were seen issuing from an invis-

ible source at the four corners of the room. These currents converged
to a focal concentration over the chair, when the light suddenly
expanded from this point to the size of about two feet in diameter, and

became exceedingly brilliant and dazzling. In the midst of this light
there appeared the radiant form of a venerable man with long white

hair and beard. With a benign expression he took the pencil in his
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hand and rapidly traced a line across the paper. The light vanished,
and the pencil at the same instant was heard to fall in the corner oi' the
room. All the parties assert that they distinctly heard the pencil as it

moved over the paper, and that 'not a single hand of any person in the

circle was at liberty during the process. On examining the paper, the

following words were found plainly written: " Mrs. Minor, Litchfield."

No one present knew aught of any person answering to the name, and

after some conversation the matter was dismissed as inexplicable. The

next day, however, a stranger-a gentleman wholly unknown to all the

parties-came to the house to see Mrs. Porter. The stranger said his

name was Minor. This prompted an allusion to the interview had with

the spirit on the preceding day, and some one handed the paper to the

stranger who at once declared that, ]lIrs. Iklinor, of Litchfield, could be

no other person than his demand wye.
It will be recollected that Mr. Fowler, in his statement respecting the

occurrences in his room, speaks of luminous currents, of divers colors,
which emauated from what appeared to be a box of electrical apparatus.
In the course of his description he says :

" One of the company placed
a piece of paper, pen and ink, on the lid of this box. The luminous

currents now centered around the pen which was immediately taken up
and dipped in the ink, and without the application of any other force or

instrument, so far as I could perceive, the pen was made to move across

the paper, and a communication was made which I have since learned

was in the Hebrew language."
Mrs. Whitman, in one of her letters to the Tribune, says:

" I have

seen electric lights of great brilliancy, which filled the upper part of the

room and remained visible for several minutes, and which were observed

at the same moment by three or four persons."
Sometimes there appears a gradual illumination, suicient to disclose

very minute objects, and at others, a tremulous phosphorescent light
gleams over the walls, and odic emanations proceed from human bodies,
or shoot meteor-like through the apartment. These phenomena are of

frequent occurrence, and are not accounted for by any material hypothe-
sis, unless, indeed, they are comprehended under the popular generali-
zation which ascribes the whole to human fraud and delusion. I have

seen these lights in all their variety. On one occasion when a number

of friends were assembled at my own house, there occurred a gradual
illumination of the apartment. It appeared like the twilight halt' an

hour after the dawn. The light continued to increase for about iilteeu

minutes, and then gradually diminished.
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In the month of December 1851, while passing an evening with some

friends in Springfield, Mass., Mr. Gordon being the medium, odic lights
of great brilliancy were seen moving in various directions-occurring at

intervals-while a peculiar phosphorescence moved in undulating and

broken waves over head.

Also on the 30th of March I chanced to be one of a company con~

vened at the house of Mr. Elmer, in the same place-Mr. Hume, the

medium, being present-when the room was darkened to see if the mys-
terious illumination would occur. Immediately the gross darkness began
to be dissipated, and in a few moments, the forms of all the persons
in the room were distinctly visible. Without disclosing her purpose to

any one, Mrs. Elmer mentally requested that the spirits would restore

the darkness, and, almost instantly, the change was perceived by the

whole company, and soon every form was lost in the deepening gloom.
Again, being at the residence of Mr. Partridge, in New-York, where

several others were assembled, I was quite unexpectedly overwhelmed

with drowsiness. I leaned forward and rested my head on the table, and

was soon in a profound sleep. From this state of insensibility I was sud-

denly aroused by a powerful shock. Two most brilliant lights-like
balls of tire, about two inches in diameter-were, at that instant, project-
ed from the second pair of nerves of special sensation, when a simulta-

neous and very powerful movement of the table occurred, in the direc-

tion which the lights proceeded.
In the second and third letters of my present series I gave a brief

analysis of the probable modes whereby spirits produce the phenomena
ascribed to them. It is true the question did not demand this, but

thinking that it might contribute to render my present labors more in-

teresting to the general reader, and serviceable to the cause, my judg~
ment dictated that course. In the present instance, however, I can

hardly assume to speak with any degree of certainty. I will only in-

dulge in a single conjecture. The watery vapors in the atmosphere
may be electrically decomposed by the agency of spirits, and the same

process might naturally enough ignite such of its elements as are in-

llammable. It is well known that hydrogen is capable of producing a

variety of luminous phenomena, while in a state of combustion, the phe-
nomenal variations depending on its several combinations. Sulphurettcd
hydrogen, in contact with air, burns very slowly, exhibiting a. pale blue

dame. Combine hydrogen with three times its volume ofair, and it burns

with intensity, and when united with one-half its volume of pure oxygfn.
it becomes explosive. Electricity is not visible in the dazzing and sub--
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lime exhibitions of its phenomena. In thunder-storms we see the light
occasioned by the combustion of hydrogen, which is disengaged and

ignited by the electrical current, in its passage through the dark watery
clouds.

Now it must be obvious that even a very limited control over the agents
which the invisible powers profess to use, would enable them to cause

an electro-chemical process among the aqueous vapors, at once produc-
ing decomposition and combustion. When the luminous phenomena
have an objective existence, they may possibly be produced in this

manner. I know not that they are, nor do I speak from an unwavering
conviction. But the idea that spirits have power to influence the cle-

mente of our sphere, is neither incompatible with reason nor opposed to

the ancient revelations. In the II. Book of Samuel it is statcd that,
the Philistines being drawn up in battle array against Israel at Mispeh,
were smitten and dispersed, by a thunder-storm, which is said to have

been produced by immediate spiritual direction. It is, moreover, re-

corded of ' Jesus that he rebuked the winds, and there was a great
calm ;' and Paul, in his letter to the Ephesians, speaks of the " Prince

of the powers of the air." Indeed, that spirits have power to act on

and influence the elements, is an idea that seems to have been enter-

tained not only by Heathen authors but by Jewish and Christian

teachers.

Of this, at least, we are sure : The fads anlvt, and do not belong to

the category of ordinary physical phenomena. They are most myste-
riously identiied with the names and forms of departed human beings ;

they exhibit, in many instances, a. marvelous conformity to the intel-

lectual, moral, and social peculiarities of those who purport to be in

communication ; they are inwrought with the individual life and expe-
rience of men, and in a manner, too, which only the human mind, in

its spiritual and immortal relations, is fitted to determine or perceive.
The nature of the phenomena under discussion, and the circumstances

of their occurrence, oblige us to conclude that they are produced by
the direct action of minds like our own; and yet, whenever we try to

produce even a poor semblance of a single phase of these Manifestations,
the effort is foundto be utterly abortive. This it is that drives the

rational mind from this sphere of physical tangibilities, to seek for the

ultimate springs of this great Spiritual movement in the invisible Arcana

of God, from which proceed the subtile energies of life, and from whose

sublime abodes "

ministering spirits "
go ibrth in His name, and armed

'with a measure of His power.

J
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In conclusion, I deem it proper to observe that, I propose no njoinder
to what you may say in your replies, until I have Hnished, as fully as the

limits of this discussion will permit, the important business now in hand.

Having commenced my analysis of the facts, in support of the Spiritual
theory, I can not be diverted from my purpose by the playful sophisms
and semi-serious contradictions of my friend. All 1/ze points tluzt you

may erm .seem Io make, agaimt the Spiritual idea, will 'receive particular
attention hereafter. At present, and for a little season, I propose to

allow you all the freedom you desire, but I must admonish you to use it

asone who expects to render a strict account. Will you also bear in

mind that your more negation will neither invalidate the truth nor shake

one stone in the spiritual temple, whose foundations are demonstrated,
by numberless facts and reasons, to rest on eternal principles.

In this conviction, deepened by the observation and experience of

each passing day, I remain, Yours fraternally,
S. B. BRITTAN.
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MY Dean Sm : You open your tburth letter by referring to "
Myste-

rious Lights," and instance live cases from the Old and New Testa-

ments. So far as modern lag'/us are concerned, I might legitimately
refuse to notice these examples-as it places my argument under the

ban of religious prejudice, and you exultingly ask me to " disabuse the

world " of these "

mysteries." I know no good reason why the men

and women of the Scriptures should not be put under the same laws

that control other beings. The faith of the world rests as securely on a

deception as on the truth-when the human mind is not capable of un-

derstanding the fallacy. I am sure that Mahomet has had less trouble

to maintain "

uniformity " of faith among his followers than Christians

-and still the Christian world assures us that his religion is a lie and

he no prophet. The "
sun stood still in Gibson," one whole day, for

men to butcher one another by the light of it, we are told in the Scrip-
tures. Theology once assigned the short space of a few thousand years
as the age of our earth-Geology has demolished that foolishness.
" Six days," literally understood for centuries, was formerly assigned
as the period occupied on Creation--but such an opinion was recently
refuted by a clergyman in New-York city. The " millions whose faith

has rested on such testimony for ages
" have as a mass held during that

time that our earth was flat like a pa-rusakc. Gallileo, Copernicus, New-

ton, Herschell, and my friend Fishbough, hold that it is a round body-
so holds all the world now. So I conclude that the "faith of the mil-

lions " of blockheads whose faith for ages rested on the divine right of

kings has very little to do with matters offact in the domain of philoso-
phy. So I pass to facts and iigrues.

Bernier, the traveler, in 1666, witnessed an eclipse of the sun in Hin-

dostan. Hear what he says: "Both sides of the river Jumna, for

nearly a league, was covered with Hindoos of both sexes,up to the waist

in water-the children were nakrd, the women had a muslin covering,
the men a narrow girdle. The Rajah's nobles, merchants and nabobs,
had a screen prepared where they could bathe unseen. The moon began
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to obscure the sun, when the multitude plunged into the stream, mut-

tering, and praying, and flinging their hands toward the sun, sprinkling
water in the air, bowing their heads, with a thousand other gesticula-
tions. At its close they threw pieces of money and many garments into

the stream and dispersed." These " millions " believed the phenomenon
to he spiritual. No less a being than the Hindoo's God was, in their

opinion, the true cause. Twelve years previous to this, Bernier, a native

of France, witnessed and described the effects of an eclipse on the mass

of La. Grande Nation. In 1654 the astrologcrs of France proclaimed
the end of the world-a bughear quite common in the middle ages, and

not wholly unknown in the "
noon ofthe nineteenth century." He says

" the terrified rabble of all ranks, oppressed by guilt or fanaticism, crept
like rats, into their cellars, or dark closets, as if God could not have

beheld them there ; or rushed headlong to their churches, with piety be-

gotten by fear. Others who anticipated  ome malignant influence,
swallowed drugs, which were vaunted by their inventors as a sovereign
remedy against the elipse diseased

The Hindoos acted the most rationally-only Singing away their

money ; the Brahmins of course did not pick it up-but the Doctors in

France get pay for their drugs. This was in France, about 200 years

ago-" Vive la Roi." We had better rest our faith on the belief ot'

the " millions "-they are always right.
" The voice of the people is

the voice of God." That is " luminous and highly spiritual." Other

men beside those you mention have seen luminorities, let us have a few

eases.

John Batuta, a traveler of repute, who Bourished about 1324, and

traveled over the entire East, relates the following. He found in the

Maldine Islands a set of praying Mahometans, and they related the story
of a specter seen by them, and the cause of it. The legend ascribes

the conversion of these Islanders to Mahometan faith, to a man who

destroyed a sea-monster 'who monthly devoured one of their most beautiful
virgins, and to keep up their fervency the monster appears on a certain

day in the oliing,
" where Batuta saw the specter with his own eyes, in the

form of a shipjilled with candle: and torches. This specter is often seen

in those seas .sailing in the teeth of the wind-and called by European
sailors, the "

Flying Dutchman."

Cotton Mather who had a terrible fright with the .spirits of' his days
relates in Magnalia the following story of a specter ship. In 1647,
some citizens of New-Haven built a ship in Rhode Island, and freighted
it for England. The ship was lost and all on board, and much anxiety

4 See Appendix, Note D.
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WIS felt among the Colonists about her fate, and they fell to " praying
that God would tell them, if it pleased him," what had become of the

ship. In June next ensuing a great thunder-storm arose out of the

North-west, and about an hour before sun-set, a ship of like dimensions

was seen coming up the harbor, her sails all set, and lilled with a fresh

wind-and was seen for the space of half-an-hour-sailing to the North.

The ship crowded to the shore, and was seen of' a multitude, and the

children cried *' there is a brave ship." The spectators could sec the
" uoeral colors of each part, and the principal rigging," and it came so

near that they thought a stone could be " thrown on board," when her

maintop fell hanging in her shrouds, then her mizzen top fell, and her

masting seemed blown off-then her " hulk carcened "-Tand " overset

and vanished into a smoky cloud."

These are palpable cases of mental rg/kdion-the object seen corres-

ponds to the image in the mind. The latter seemed to have a
" cloud "

for a foundation to which the mind tra/nsferrcd its own image. It was

seen just after a thunder-storm when the air was in a favorable condition

to reflect. The air of some localities evidently favors the seeing of

these mental shadows.

Kempfer, when near Baku, on the Caspian sea, saw fields on fire,
where the surface in places seemed "

boiling, eddying and murmuring
like the waters of hell." " From the rents in the earth, black smoke,
blue steam, and pure flame rushed up into the air." A few persons
were engaged collecting lime-stone over the creviccs, and burning them,
while others were cooking dinner over the burning naptha. One of the

laborers, for a small fee, took a thread of cotton from his shirt, tied it to

his rake. and held it over another rent from which no steam apparently
issued, when a tall bright dame shot up, like a gas lamp, burned furi-

ously, and expired. Beside a hill of stone sat two Parsees, of Persia,
beholding with awe and veneration the ascending flames, which they
regarded as the emblem of the Eternal God. They were "fre worship-
ers," and behold that flame with as much awe as Spiritualists do the
" odic lights " We naturally venerate the unknown.

Dr. Thomas Shaw, who visited Jemsalem in 1722, when returning
from the Jordan was journeying by night through the valleys of Mount

Ephraim, was attended by a singular igfnis fatuur.
"

Sometimes," says
the traveler,

" it was globular, or else pointed, like tltejlame of o. candle ;

it would then spread itself and involve the whole company in a pale in-

qfemire light, then contract, instantly, and d'sappear. In less than a

minute it would return and begin to exert itself and run along from one
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place to another, like a train of gunpowder set on fire, or spread and

expand itself over two or three acres of the adjacent mountains, light-
ing up every shrub and tree. The atmosphere was thick and hazy, and

the dew on their bridles was u'rw!1wus." Shaw suggests that this euri~

ous light is similar to those seen skipping on the masts of ships, and

called "

Corpo Saute," by sailors, as they were called Castor and Pollux

by the ancients. The reader will notice that the air was in a peculiar
state. That it was an influence and a light of a curious character, and

at times an apparent lightf-which showed physical objects-no one will

dispute. It is more marvelous than the "

burning bush "
or the "light

cloud "
or the "pillar of fire."

Carsten Niebuhr, while in the Persian Gulf, saw the sea, in the night,
for half a mile in extent covered with a. luminous appearance-which is

now known to be produced by the medusa. If the cause was unknown,
we might charge it on old Neptune with great effect. Humboldt has

often observed the same phosphoreseent appearance of the sea. Ber-

nier, while on the Ganges, had hitched his boat to a tree and was watch-

ing tigers. The moon rose and spanned the earth with a pale bow that

resembled the plzamtom of the sun bow. The next night the bow re-

turned-and on the fourth night
" the woods became suddenly illumin-

ated by a shower of fire-the leaves of the forests on both sides of the

stream glowed as if they had been clothed with leaves of living flame."

These fires moved in columns, fell in drops, or rose in clouds-the night
was hot and the air still-and the Portuguese sailors declared that they
saw so many demo-ns. Fire-flies and marshy vapors were the cause of

the scene. And, says Bernier,
" the marsh meantime sent up meteors

like globes of_/in or enormous rockets-while others assumed the shape
ofa tree of'jirf'." A pillar of _fire by night.

Historians mention another luminous appearance-on a large scale-

which has made some disturbance in the religious world-and it should

ind a place in this discussion. Constantine espoused Christianity as a

matter of policy. His character was cold and jealous-and he destroyed
all the family of his brother but Julian-this lad was spared his life, but

suffered at the hands of a gloomy tyrant. Julian, educated in the prin-
ciples of Plato, had imbibed a deep-rooted hatred and contempt for the

murderer of his family, and the religion he had espoused. When he

succeeded to the empire he proclaimed toleratiofn to all sects, but espoused
Paganism, and attempted to revive its desolate worship. He was a man

of strong mind and stndious habits, and in his vanity conceived the de-

sign of rebuilding the temple of Jerusalem-to vie with the stately
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Christian editice that stood on the adjacent hill ofCalvary. " He held,"
says Gibbon, " the local God of the Jcws in deep veneration, and vied

with Solomon in the number and splendor of his bloody sacriices.

Alypius, his poet, friend, and minister, was commissioned to begin the

work." About 300 years had elapsed since its destruction. Numerous

historians attest the miracles or supernatural appmrafnas. The Chris-

tian world hasevcrywhere related this story as an evidence of Divine

interposition.
Ammianus Marcellinus, a Pagan, and one of the soldiers of Julian,

says,
" While Alypius, assisted by the Governor ofthe Province, urged

with vigor and diligence the execution of the work, horrible balls of_/in
breaking out near the foundations, with frequent and reiterated attacks,
rendered the place, from time to time, inaccessible to the scorched and

blasted workmen, and the victorious element continuing in this manner

resolutely bent, as it were, to drive them to a distance, the undertaking
was abandoned." The profound historian Gibbon is confounded with

this story, but gives the facts and authorities, hinting that some fact in

Nature will yet explain it. It is well known that Millman and Guizot,
two of the most learned theologians in Europe, have followed Gibbon's

great work-" Decline and Fall of the Roman Empire "--with explana-
tory notes, to break the force of his arguments against the Devine origin
of Christianity.

I give the explanation of this phenomenon, furnished by these critics.

Guizot, quoting Tacitus, says,
" The temple itself was a kind of citadel,

which had its own walls, superior in their workmanship to those ofthe

city. The portieos themselves which surrounded the temple, were an

excellent fortification; There was a fountain of constantly running
water, subterranean czcavatiofns under the mountain, reservoirs and cis-

terns to collect the rain water."-(Tac. Hist. vol. ii, 12.) Guizot con-

tinues,
" These reservoirs must have been considerable. They fur-

nished water for 1,100,000 people during the siege of Jerusalem-the

siege occurring from April till August, when no rain falls in the city."
These excavations, he says, served, even before the return of the Jews

from Babylon, for magazines of wine, oil and com, and also the treas-

ures which were laid up in the temple. Josephus atiirrns their great
extent. When the city was on the point of surrender, the chiefs de-

signed, but were prevented from taking refuge in these eawrns. Some

secreted themselves-and after the burning of the temple, one Simon

issued from the vault and appeared amid the Roman guard. Many
more were discovered. The cavcrns date to t-he time of Solomon. The
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space of 300 hundred years had filled them with injtammable air, and

the workmen of Julian, on
"

approaching these passages with torches,"
when they reached them by digging, found them "

suddenly ofn fire,"
explosions were hoard and new jlames appeared whenever they repeated
the experiment. Guizot here refers to the facts of a similar kind ot'

phenomena occurring in mines-which has led since to Davi's discovery
of the safely-lamp. This explanation is confirmed by a similar fact.

Josephus says Herod had heard that treasures were concealed in the

sepulcher of David-he descended with attendants, and on attempting
to enter the second chamber, he was repelled by the flames, which killed

those who were with him. Thus we find that one ofthe most au;/"ul in-

terpositiofns of Providence in favor of a sect, vanishes into results pro-
duced by natural causes, and testified to by Christians themselves-

Gib. vol. ii, 340.°
" An earthquake, whirlwind, andjery eruption which overturned and

scattered the workmen, are mentioned by respectable writers." To this

remark of Gobbon I find this note appended, from Warburton's answer

to Basnage :
" The Bishop has ingeniously explained the miraculous

crosses which appeared on the garments of the spectators, by a similar

instaruz, and the natural elfects of lightning." By this note it appears
that luminous crosses were seen by the multitude at these occasions.

These latter I regard as mental rfjlecliou-the oross in all minds, would

evidently be the prominent mental object. -

While on this point, I must observe that this explains the cross seen

by the Emperor Constantine-when marching at the head of his army.

Deeply intent on the policy of changing the religion of the Empire,
Christ and the cross were in his mind-suddenly a luminous cross is seen

--and inscribed "

by this conquer." Before Jerusalem was destroyed
for a space of a year-a _flaming sword was seen by the inhabitants of

the city. The Roman sword was always present to their minds. Na-

zarins describes an army of divine warriors that he saw fall from the

sky-marks their stature-their beauty-and the stream of light which

beamed from their ulestiul armor. The orator appeals to the whole

Gallic nation for the truth of his assertion. The night after Constan-

tine nnd his army had seen the luminous cross, Christ appeared to him,
and displayed the sign of the cross-and directed him to march against
his enemies. This vision corresponds to his mood of mind. Eusebius

declares that the Emperor atlirmed with an oath the truth of this vision.

Strange that Christ should never have appeared to other butchers who

have waded in seas of blood. The vision of Constantine was seen just
° Sec Appendix, Note E.
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before hc had determined to do his butclaering in the name of Christ.

Similar facts are on record. The autumn before the American Revo-

lution, the people of Kiilingly, Conn., who had been expecting hostili-

ties, were one day alarmed by repeated discharges of small-arms, in the

direction of Boston. The sounds were heard all night, and the people
were greatly surprised when they found no battle had occurred.

Beside these spirit-.rounds I find the following:
" Just before thc

battle of Yorktown, Nell Alexander was returning home from Provi-

dence, R. I. When near Alexander's lake, about ten o'elock, he

looked up, and saw a brilliant light. South of the zenith, extending
east and west in the sky, lay an arch of mounted cannon, their muzzles

pointing south. Their color was that of the aurora borealis, and were

sixty-four in number. His uncle Levens also saw and counted these

cannon. They were both Scotehmen-and entitled to second siglu.
An aurora converted into a park of cannon, by mental reflection, trans-

forming the object seen.

Julian, the Emperor, just before his death, saw the figure of the god
Mars passing from his tent-door, his face vailed ; he rose, went to the

door to cool his brow in the midnight air, and saw a meteor shoot across

the sky. He knew his time had come. He was wounded next day with

a Persian javelin, and yielded his life with the " readiness of a cheerful

debtor."

Pagans as often have these lumifnous 'visitants as Christians. Their

fad: are as well attested as ours. Reichenbach tells us of a luminous

cloud seen over a new-made grave-a sensitive person saw it as a ghost-
another whom he took to the spot saw a bright flame only-he removed

the dead body and quick-lime and the ghost disappeared. Hahn and

Kern, in the Silesian castle where the ghost dog was seen, saw tlashcs of

light darting from thc corners of the rooms, in various directions. The

Bordeaux witches, when about to be burned, saw
"

illusory tires,"
through which the Devil made them pass without harm. This was a

mental phenomenon.
" Peter of Alcantara, was often seen enveloped in a lustrous light, and

floated into the air." Odio emanations from his own body. When

Xerxes marched into Greece, the God of Delphi told the inhabitants to

leave the treasures in the temple, the God could defend them. When

the Pcrsians approached, the sacred arms were moved by invisible hands

on to the neighboring declivity-a miraculous storm of lightning gleamed
among the hills-and warlike voices of acclamation resounded within
the temple.
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Romulus, the founder of Rome, disappeared in the midst of a cloud

and Hash of lightning-in the sight of the whole army. At Cape Eliz-

abeth, Maine, August 12, 1771, in a perfectly clear day, a blaze of fire

entered a room where a young woman was weaving-burned her arm,
set the harness and web onjire. She gave the alarm and the tire was

extinguished. Electricity probably. Servius Tullus, the sixth King or

Rome, was made prisoner of war in his youth, and while a slave in the

King's palace, he lay asleep in the sight of many, and his head was seen

to be on fre. The attendants ran for water, but the Queen forbade

them, declaring it was a token from the Gods. He awoke after a long
sleep, and the flame disappeared. So says Livy. Does od-fbrce pass
from the brain while asleep ? Nero murdered his mother, Agrippina-
her ghost followed him, and the fwries also with flaming torches and

whips. Savanarola, a profound mystic and preacher, who caused Lo-

renzo De Medici to renounce his absolute authority, before death, was

attended with miracles. Francis Picus, his biographer, airms that

more than once he saw the Holy Ghost sitting on Savanarola's shoulder,
in the form of a dorejlutlering hisfeathers, which were sprinkled with

silver and gold. How beautiful! The occurrence appeared actual.

Savanarola was condemned and burned. He faced the fagot and iire

like a true martyr.

I regard the above as a spectral illusion, a mental re/Zedion. Mirage,
or specter la/ics of water, is another form of these mental reflections, as

any one who will examine may see! They always occur when the sense

of thirst is overpowering, and the eye soes the image of the mind re-

flected in the air. The air no doubt, in all these cases, is in a peculiar
state. Senator Wade related to me the following fact : About ten.

years since a sleel storm had covered everything with ice. About ten

o'clock one moon-light night he went to the door-a cloud lay east of'

the moon and another west, while it shined out clear and full between.

them. High in the zenith hung a most gorgeous temple, its tall spires.
tipped in golden light. His first thought was that" the New Jerusalem

was coming down out of Heaven ;" but on close inspection he saw that

it was the ghost image of our old brick church penciled on the shining
vault by the refraction of the moon"s rays on the sleet-covered building.
I have long thought the aurora borealis to be the refraction of light on.

tloating fields of ice-the moving masses create her dancing streams.

When experimenting in Covington, Ky., on biology, with Drs. Ever-

eet and Westervelt, we had a dozen subjects or more, all young men.

The operator one evening tried a fre image on the sul-jects, and repeat'-
f See Appendix, Note F.
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ed the words, "A God in grandeur and a world on tire." At the word

_/Ere most of the subjects fell flat on the stand, others skulked back in

great horror-all showing the most intense sign of awe and fear.

When restored, they all aiiirmed that a sublime shower of glowing fire

was around them, and the whole room seemed in a glow of intense

flame. The image, tire, in the mind was here reflected and seen ex-

teriorly.
There are three facts to be noted in these occurrences in the exam-

ples given by both you and myself: 1. Some are explained bylaws
well understood. 2. Others are compounded of physical objects and

mental influences. 3. Others appear to be purely menlal rg/icdiofns oc-

casioned by a peculiar magnetic state of body which brings the mind

into connection with the surrounding electric ether.

The "

burning bush "
was not consumed-the "

vapor
"

was not then
" decomposed

" by the angel. Our God is a
"

rm|.su,mingfir¢." This

image in the mind of Moses, at a favorable moment, was transferred to

the bush-as in the specter ship in New-Haven. The " pillar of tire,"

(a cloud to the Jewish mind was always the covering to God,) may be

explained in a similar way, or as a purely mental specter in their ex-

cited imprcssible state.

The friends of Jesus, constantly excited by his wonders, and their

own simplicity, in their magnetic moods would see the persons who hap-
pened to occur to their minds. The " cloveu tongues

" ofjirc was the

notion the Jews had of the Holy Ghost. Did the Holy Ghost " flccam-

pose the watery vapor" at these numerous points-or was he divided

into so many lights ? They
"

spake with other tongues," and what is

more remarkable, some ten or more different nations heard the GaUil-

-cans in the "
tongues in which they were born." I get the idea that

they spoke in the Hebrew, but the strangers present heard them in their

own tongue. The witch-girl in Cotton Mather's care understood Greek,
Hebrew, and Latin, as he pronounced them. Various facts in history

= go to show that persons in the psychological state hear and understand

'tongues before tmknown.

The "lustrous light " of Peter of Alcantara, which enveloped him,
-was quite as great a miracle as what Paul saw. Paul was made blin/I,
.heard a voice, and Peter jtoatal ifn the air. The Baron proves that odic

#lame surrounds the head and hands of magnetic persons. The " cloud-

-form "
seen by Kerner was a mental reflection ; he saw it by en rapport

-with her; he found her in the magnetic state. The head in numerous

-cases of ghost-seeing is also indistinct. The three cases from Mrs.
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Crowe are palpable cases of mental reflection. The "ishing boats"

lost was reflected into his mind by the dying crew. The servants, in

Aberdeenshire, saw their master in a
"

traveling dress." Do you think

that ghosts from the other world wear
"

traveling dresses "-" oriental

costumes "-and various other clap-traps used when alive ? This one

fact upsets all the tleeting forms of ghostdom, and shows them to be the

indentical creatures that live in our own minds. Mr. F. died that

night at sea-they saw him in a
" traveling dress "

as he was usually
seen about home, Mr. A. saw a beautiful boy, in white robes, and

golden locks. I only ask, do ghosts wear dresses and have red hair ?

That boy was a mental redection. Mrs. S. S. Smith saw the " illumin-

ated room
" when her eyes were closed; heard her sister's feet ; heard

her dress rustle. Could she see the interior of the room with dosed

eyes ? This was a. mental room, and mental light, and a mental sister !

One of her specters, if I remember, was a little white angel fanning her

with his wings. Are angels, then, half man, half spirit, and half goose F

Angels have wings ?-what a monstrosity ! Such a mixture of animal

and angelic is only found in our own minds.

A Millerite solemnly amrmed to Mr. B., of A., that he saw three

white angels tiy over Michigan. The specter seen by the circle at

Bridgeport was that of an old "
man with long white hair and beard."

Do spirits have " hair and beards ? It was a ease of mental writing
performed by the circle-these electric currents were controlled, I

should judge, by Mr. Minor, in rapport with the circle-the name writ-

ten seems to indicate that fact. He came there the next day and had

been thinking of it the night previous. Mr. Fowler saw luminious cur-

rents, paper, pen, and ink, and a magnetic battery, and men in the
" oriental costume." The question is, do they keep such things up

there, or are these images palpably the mental projections of his own

mind P

The cases of Mrs. Whitman, Mr. Gordon, and Mr. Hume, are purely
mental ernanations. Light is a sensation produced in the mind by motion

in the electric ether. Persons in this magnetic state are in perfect rap-

aort with this medium-and it would appear that they may see any idea

impressed on the mind. Your own case is explained in a similar man-

ner-it appears that two currents passed from your eyes, and moved the

table-your vision was mental, I think. In violent falls on the ice, in

skating, boys speak of " seeing stars." Your own mind in passing from

sleep to waking may have been in connection with some mind in the

room---as you had been in a profound sleep.
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I must close this lettcr by a few queries. How is it that the .spirals
who must know how they do these great things, have not informed your
circles? but leave you to "

conjecture." I know that Heathen, Jewish,
and Christian authors, all speak of spirits and demons, who control the

air, and about everything else. " If I by Beelzebub cast out devils, by
whom do your sons cast them out P" Others beside Christ, it appears,
cast out devils. I do not believe that a God of love would let loose

such a foul spirit to carry ninety-nine per cent. of our race to infernal

fires-making a moral abortion of our globe and a fool of the race, so I

regard him asthe creature of men's minds a mental enumatifm of an unde-

veloped race. You may review when you get ready-if you will pub-
lish my letters instead of telling what you think of them. You admon-

ish me to use my liberty as one who must " render a strict account."

The spirit-future is just ahead of you and myself, and one who has stood

often by the dying couch, and seen all that was dear-mother, sisters,
wife, and children-consigned to the grave, will need no such admo-

nition.

Were I a ghost, and could retum to the earth, I would command

through all your mediums that the soil should be free, like air and wa ter,
putting the deeds into the hands of the mother-that Francis Joseph be

removed from the throne and Kossuth be made Governor-then head-

ing Dr. Kane's expedition, I would show the world where Franklin may
be found-I would meddle gfedually with men's affairs-do something
worthy of a ghost. But what have we F-a few tables turned over-

some mystic lights-much mental twaddle-and one
"

shingle machine,"
by Swedenborg the Seer. Yours truly,

B. W. RICHMOND.
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'

MYSTERIOUS MOVEMENTS OF PONDERABLE BODIES.

Among the modern mysteries nothing has excited greater surprise
than the strange and startling phenomena of which I propose te treatin

this connection. With all our pretended reliance on Spiritual realities,
few among us were prepared to entertain the subject in al becoming
manner. True, all had read of the ancient marvels and many had pro-
fessed to believe. The sacred legends of the Hebrews had been sub-

jects of familiar contemplation from early childhood, and for eighteen
centuries theologians had labored to propagate a religion for which they
claimed the sanction of invisible Powers. From the world's high places
they had pointed to the Orient as the scene of oracular communication

and miracle ; but, as the oriental mysteries faded in the distance of time,
faith became cold, and formal, and powerless. The ability of spirits to

manifest their presence, in any tangible manner, came to he treated as

a false pretense, or a mere fancy engendered by disease. Such, in

brief, was the state ofthe public mind when, suddenly, Posnsmaas

somss BEGAN 'ro Movr: in violatimz of kvrown. physical laws, and in obe-

dience to the dicta of some hidden intelligence.
The phenomena soon became frequent, powerful, and exceedingly

diversified. A mysterious presence appeared to hold, in subjection to

its will, the great forces of Nature. What philosophers termed inertia

no longer opposed a successful resistance to the motion of ponderable
objects. Gross matter seemed at once inspired with a disposition to

overcome its former indolent habits. Apparently restless and impatient,
it suddenly broke over all restraints and exhibited a strange conformity
to the powers of life and thought. For thousands of years all forms of

matter, the specific gravity of which is greater than air, had tended

downward to the center of the earth. The law was universal and unde-

viating in its operation. The few apparent exceptions recorded in the

Scriptures were at once ascribed to the special interposition of Omnipo-
tence, while all similar facts, of more recent occurrence, were boldly
denied. But at length a power, superior to the forces usually operative
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in matter, was disclosed in every direction, and those who denied the

agency of spirits in its wonderful revelations, were left to infer that the

laws of Nature had been revised to suit the times, or that they might
be suspended in the most capricious manner, and on the most trivial oc-

casions. To the mind of the spiritual philosopher all appeared orderly
as before. The original laws of matter, indestructible as the elements

they govern, were seen to be in full force, while their action, with re-

spect to particular objects, was neutralized by the direct agency and

superior power of an unseen intelligence. In all this the Divine order

ofthe Universe is observed and the grand harmony is unbroken, for,
from the beginning, the highest natures have been endowed with the

most God-like capabilities.
The facts in this department are numerous, but for obvious reasonslcan

only present a few examples. In thc sixth chapter of the Second Book

of Kings it is written that,
' The sons of the prophets were employed in

cutting timber near the Jordan, and as one was felling a beam, the ax-

head fell into the water ; and he cried, Alas, Master! for it was bor-

rowed. And the man of God said, Where fell it? And be showed him

the place. And he [Elisha] cut down a stick and cast it into the

water, and the iron did swim] It is not to be supposed that the rela-

tive weight of iron and water was changed to produce this phenomenon.
The two substances remained precisely the same, in their constituent

elements and comparative density, and the laws of Nature were, strictly
speaking, no more violated than they are when a spirit in the farm raises

a ponderable object from the ground. That spiritual agency was em-

ployed, to support the iron on the surface of the water, I conceive to

be quite possible. If in your opinion the cause of this singular effect

consisted in a rarefaction of the od-force of the ax, will you enlighten
our theologians on this subject, and hereafter give Elisha., instead of the

Baron, the credit of discovering od ?

Remarkable manifestations of spiritual power, as illustrated in the

mysterious movements of ponderable bodies, are said to have occurred

at the sepulcher of Jesus, and are thus described by Matthew (chapter
xxviii) :

" And, behold, there was a great earthquake ; for the angel
of the Lord descended from heaven and came and rolled back the

stone from the door, and sat upon it. His countenance was like light-
ning, and his raiment white as snow." Mark, in his description of the

spirit that rolled the rock away from the door, says that, those who entered

the sepulcher
"

saw a young man sitting on the right side, clothed in a

long white garment.-(Chapter xvi.)
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In the fifth chapter of the Acts of the Apostles, we have an account

of a remarkable demonstration of spiritual power in the development of
a physical effect. The apostles were preaching the gospel of Spiritual-
ism, "

healing the sick," and delivering those who "
were vexed with

unclean spirits." There were, at that time, as there are now, among
the media many who were troubled with disorderly manifestations, and

the Apostles were accustomed to relieve such persons from the iniluence

of the ignorant spirits who controled them. But the high priest and

Sadducees being materialists did not believe in this spiritual jngglery,
and filled with indignation, 'they cast the apostles into the common

prison.'
" But the angel of the Lord byunight. opened the prison-doors

and brought them forth."

In the eighth chapter of the Acts of the Apostles we have an account

of the wonderful experience of Philip. The Cesarean deacon was com-

manded by a spirit to go to Gaza, a city of great antiquity and important
withal, it being one of the frontier defenses against Egypt. Philip
went on his way, and it happened that he met a subject of Ethiopia
whom he instructed in the prophetic writings and soon converted to the

spiritual religion of Jesus. Finding a convenient place at or near Gaza,
Philip baptized the new convert, and the account states that, as they
camo up out of the water, Philip was spirited away and was not seen

again until he appeared at Azotus, situated, according to theological
writers, about thirty milesfrom the place where he disappeared .'

I observe that you undertake to explain how the eagle rises

into the upper air: by the exercise of his will " he rarejies the od-

force of his body." Formerly, if I mistake not, birds were enabled to

rise because the air would not give way with the same rapidity of motion

that it was struck by their pinions. Thus the resistance of the atmo-

sphere to the downward movement of the wings disclosed the whole

secret, and the power of the eagle was seen to depend on the strength
of the pectoral muscles, instead of the '

rarqfied od1fo1'ce.' It matters not

when the improved mode of flying was adopted, but if you admit the

implied fact that Philip was transported bodily from Gaza to Azotus, in

the manner indicated, I should like to know whether you apply your

philosophy to his case. Did Philip accomplish the feat by rarefying the

od, or, was he removed, as the account states, by a spirit?
Kerner, in his " Revelations concerning the inner life of Man,"

relates a number of facts illustrative of this phase of the manifestations.

Several of these are so well adapted to my purpose that I must not

omit to introduce them at this stage of the investigation :
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" Andrew Mollers mentions a woman, who lived in 1620, who, being
in a magnetic state, rose suddenly from the bed into the air, in the

presence ot' many persons, and hovered several yards above it, as if she

would have flown out of the window. The assistants called upon God,
and forced her down again. Privy Counsellor Horst speaks of a man

in the same condition, who, in the presence of many respectable wit-

nesses, ascended into the air and hovered over the heads of the people
present, so that they ran underneath him, in order to defend him from

injury should he fall."
In the account ofthe strange phenomena observed at the tomb of the

Abbé Paris, in 1724, it is alleged that not less than twenly persons,

whose united weight could not have been less than one lun, were per-
mitted to stand on a plank which was resting on the body of a sick per-
son ; and that some mysterious power was exerted in the opposite
direction, to such a degree that the parties who were subjected to this

severe experiment experienced no pain or injury from the pressure.

It is said that Peter of Alcantara, a religious enthusiast who subjected
himself to severe mortilications, was often surrounded with a strong
light, and was 'raised in I/ze air, and sustained without any visible sup-

port. -St. Theresa also, seems to have been subject to similar experi-
ences. It is related that on one occasion, and in presence of a great
number of witnesses, she was raised by some invisible power and was

carried bodily
"

over the grate of the do¢rr.""

Those who deem it wiser to doubt than to believe, have been accus-

tomed to reject these and all similar facts as monkish fables, and even

now they are regarded by many as the dreams of enthusiuts. How-

ever, they do not appear, in the light of the present, as at all improb-
able. Indeed, separation from the world and the severe discipline
of a monastic life, was by no means unlikely to render the indi-

vidual eminently susceptible to spiritual influence. The lives of the

saints and martyrs furnish many similar phenomena, and that they were

often media, for various forms of spiritual manifestation, is demonstrated

by the undeniable facts of their experience.
Kerner, in narrating the strange phenomena of which the Seeress of

Prevorst (while under spiritual influence) was the medium, says,
" When

she was placed in a bath .... her limbs, breast, and the lower part
of her person .... involuntarily emerged from the water. Her

attendants used every etfort to submerge her body, but she could not

' See life of St. Theresa.
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be kept down ; and had she at these times been thrown into a river, she
would no more have sunk than a cork."

Now if you resort to your old assumption that, this tendency of the

body to rise above the water was caused by the rarefaetion of the od-

force, I desire you to answer the following interrogatories:
l. Is it not true that the agent referred to is so rarefied at all times as to

be inconceivably lighter than water or air ? 2. Can any one, by an act

of volition, render this agent more ethereal than it is by nature, any
more than he can vaporize his blood by an eH`ort of the will? 3. Would

it not rather be necessary to rarefy the osseous and fibrous system, in

order to diminish the specific gravity of the whole? 4. Is there any
evidence that such a sublimation, of the grosser elements of the body,
ever occurs ? 6. Will you elucidate the modus operon/li whereby a

man in the flesh may make himself so light that he can go up at pleas-
ure, and have the kindness to state whether the translation of .Enoch

occurred agrceably to your peculiar mode ? 6. Were Christ and Peter
sustained on the surface of the water in accordance with your theory ?

And did the doubts in Pcter's mind have the effect to condense the od

in his body ? As you are inclined to fear that I may
"

dodge " the issue,
you will, I trust, be careful that your example shall not contribute to

realize your apprehension.
'

°

We are now almost daily called to witness facts which seem to war-

rant the presumption that gravitation and inertia are but inferior and

involuntary natural forces, which in their action on particular objects,
may be greatly transcended by the voluntary and higher agency of

mind, so frequently and powerfully do ponderable objects move when

no physical instrumentalities are employed, and the human senses can

detect no cause of motion.

The following statement, which was fumished for publication in the

last volume of the Sussman, may be appropriately introduced in this

connection:
" This may certify that, on the 28th day of February, 1852, while

the undersigned were assembled at the residence of Mr. Rufus Elmer,
Springfield, Mass., for the purpose of making critical experiments in the

so-called spiritual manifestations, the following, among other remarka-

ble demonstrations of power, occurred in a room thoroughly illuminated.

The table, around which we were seated, was moved by an invisible and

unknown agency, with such irresistable force that no one in the circle

could hold it. Two men-standing on opposite sides and grasping it at

the same time, and in such a manner as to have the greatest possible
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advantage-could not, by the utmost exercise of their powers, restrain

its motion. In spite of their exertions the table was moved from one to

three feet. Mr. Elmer inquired if the Spirits could disengage or relax

the hold of Mr. Henry Foulds; when suddenly-and in a manner

wholly unaccountable to us-Mr. Foulds was seated on the tioor at a

distance of several feet from the table, having been moved so gently,
and yet so instantaneously, as scarcely to be conscious of the fact. It

was proposed to further test this invisible power, and accordingly five

men, whose united weight was eight hundred and jflyjicc pounds stood

on a table (without casters) and the said table, while the men were so

situated, was repeatedly moved a distance of from four to eight inches.

The undersigned further say that they were not conscious of exerting
any power of will at the time, or during any part of the exhibition; on

the contrary they are quite sure that the exercise of the will is always
an impediment to such manifestations.

At the close of these experiments it was perceived, on lifting one end

of the table, that its weight would increase or' diminish, in accordance

with our request. Apprehending that the supposed difference might be

justly attributable to fancy, or to some unconscious variation in the

manner_of applying the motive power, it was proposed to settle the

question by weighing the end of the table. This was fairly tested to

the entire satisthcrion of all present. The Spirits were then requested
to apply the invisible power. The balance was npw applied in precisely
the same manner as before, when the weight wa found to have been

suddenly increased from six to twelve pounds, varying as the mysterious
force was increased or diminished, so that it now required a three of

from twenty-five to thirty-one pounds to seperate the legs of the table

from the iioor. Daniel D. IIume was the medium on this occasion, and

it is worthy of remark that during the performance of the last experi-
ment, he was out of the room and in the second story ofthe house, while

the experiment was conducted in the back parlor below.
" The undersigned are ready and willing, if required, to make oath to

the entire correctness ofthe foregoing statement."

The original paper was signed by John D. Lord, Rufus Elmer, and

nine others, citizens of Springfield, Mass.

The writer was personally present and witnessed the phenomena de-

scribed in the preceding statement. The peculiar mode, adapted to test

the presence of a foreign intelligent induence, varies the form of expe-

riment and renders it more than ordinarily interesting. Nothing within

the whole range of scientific research and discovery was ever more clear-
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ly demonstrated than the fact that, the weight of the table was increased

and diminished, in rapid alternation, by some intelligence wholly foreign
to the company. Though the medium, through whom the results were

supposed to be obtained, was not in the apartment at the time, the invis-

ible power responded instantly, and in the peculiar manner described in

the concluding part of the statement, to as many persons as thought
proper to repeat the experiment, and the response, came as promptly
when the requests were mentally entertained as when they were orally
expressed.

There is but one earthly hypothesis to which you can possibly resort

in a case of this nature, and that is one with which you are already
familiar. If, as usual, you assume that the experimenter, or some other

person, controled the result, by virtue of the alleged capacity oi' mortals

to govem some impondcrable element wherewith the table may be per-

vaded, I must emphatically deny the assumption, and call on you to put
your philosophy to the test ofa practical experiment. It must be obvi-

ous that, if' the results were obtained by the action of minds in the body
on electricity, od-force, or any other potential agent, the same or similar

results may be produced, with occasional exceptions, at pleasure. If

the necessary parties and conditions are all within this sphere, arrange
them a'ndgi1:e us t/u: evrpcrimertt. I am disposed to be liberal in this

matter. I will allow you Ihre: months' time, and I/le concentrated will of
one thousand persm1.s,lo accomplish the experiment If you succeed, and

the mysterious power does not thereupon claim to be Srmrruu., I will

yield the point and vindicate your system,  I can comprehend its end-

lem involutions.

As I can not finish, within the allotted limits, what I have to say of

the mysterious movements of ponderable bodies, I will here suspend my
observations. Yours truly,

S. B. BRITTAN.
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PHYSICAL MOVEMENTS, CALLED MYSTERIOUS.

Dean Sis: You refer to the surprise with which the world has

received the new wonders, and in that remark you only hint at what

has always been prevalent in the human character-a love of the mar-

velous, the wonderful, the unseen, the invisible.

When experiments first commenced in England upon electricity, indi-

viduals who held the wires for a shock were often thrown down, thrown

into convulsions and spasms, and loudly delared that " the Devil was in

them." When Faust began to multiply his books by type, the Devil

was again seen by the multitude, and the poor printer had to take the

penalty. In the eighth century Virgillius was imprisoned for heresy,
because he was a mathematician and believed in the antipodes. Pious

Pope Zachary thought the Devil was in him.

Ceccus Asculauus was burned, at Florence, in the fourteenth century,
by the inquisition, for making some experiments in mechanics that ap-

peared miraculous to the vulgar. The Devil was in him-was the " easi-

est "
way of accounting for it. The " easiest way of accounting for a

fad has sent many a man to the stake, and left science under the heel

of superstition and the devilites.

The Rev. Mr. Burroughs was condemned as a witch, in New-Eng-
land, because he was stouler than his neighbors ; he showed some feats

of uncommon strength, and his neighbors, Rev. Cott/on Mather, the hon-

orable Court, thought the " Devil was in him "-that was the "easiest

way
" of solving the problem, and it saved the trouble of thinking-glo-

riiied God-and put the Devil to shame. That was in the land ofkather

pumpkin seeds-a little over one hundred years since.

The present phenomena, by no meam new, share the same fate of

other new occurrences-" the Devil," says one party ;
"

spirits," says
the other. Franklin, Swedenborg, Daniel, Ann, and Hog Devil,are all

back here-tipping tables, moving chairs, writing Hebrew from left to

right, making shingle machines, throwing pumpkins up to the chamber

Boer-hold ! friends, don't "

despise the day of small things "
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That is the " easakst way of accounting for it." The Rev. J. Preston,
missionary in Jamaica, adopted a rigid discipline with the blacks before

he would admit them into the church, and the result was few amverrions,
few souls saved. " Old Tom "

came to him one day and began to lec-

ture him ;
"

Massa," said he "
you are too tight; you must let 'em in

easy ; then you get a big church, all willing to go to heaven, it' they can

go easy." The " easiest way
" is what the world wants-truth is not

what it is after, but mystery.
Twenty years since, when Dr. Mussey was lecturing on temperance,

he always met the argument-" if whiskey is not made to drink what is

it made for?" The Doctor always replied,
" What are snakes made

for ? " " Don't know," was always the response.
" Eat them, then

eat them, then," exclaimed the Professor-" if you can find any foul

nuisance on the earth whose use you don't understand, it must be self-

evident that it was made to eat or drink."

If this is not the position of the Spiritualists, then I have misappre-
hended their reasoning. The "easiest way

" I have heard used more

times and by more men than all other arguments. A United States

Senator remarked to Mr. Greeley, in my presence,
" If I believed in a

spiritfuture I should call it spirits, because it is the easiest way ot' ac-

counting for it-but I don't believe in a future to the human spirit, and

I don't know what the d-l to think of it." Sure enough, that is a jx,
and a bad one, too. If we [ind a fact a little mysterious, that we don't

understand readily, why it's a prima fuck ghost-a ghost per se.

Richard Baxter, of England, a Divine of strong mind, wrote a treat-

ise to prove
" the invisible world revealed," from the phenomena of

witchcraft-and atlirmed that any man who would not believe on sudt

testimony was an obstinate Sadducee. Cotton Mather attempted the

same thing, in his Magnalia-but these and all the marvels of the He-

brew Scriptures have failed to convince men of' the spirit-future-of a

Spirit-world; and the present spiritual danjamphry has been opened
up to show men the way up into the "

kingdom come." All the won-

ders of our Earth, which chemistry and philosophy has opened to our

minds, seems lost upon us. Our bodies, with their sublime mechanism,
are disregarded--myriads of worlds revolving in space-two thousand

suns glittering on night's blue vault under the scope of the natural eyc
-centers of systems more stupendous than ours-countless hosts of

planets revealed by the telescope lying beyond our ken-have all failed

to teach us a God, and a spirit-future through his goodness ! We still

demand that he shall tip tables, make noises, blow " Fabian's tin horn,"
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swim axes, and dot an i. How long, O Lord, how long, will man spit
in the face of all thy teachings?

" The earth, the air, the ocean, are my altar." They are full of

God, full oi' wisdom, full of mercy, full of goodness, full of blessings.
But I will be patient. Bros. Willets and Capron begin to sec through
a glass darkly-Bro. Fishbough has got sick of them-sure enough,
as Bro. Hallock says, after years of trial, he is developed up to the

sphere of devils. When the Arab, after having discovered, gave his

followers alcohol, they drank, jumped back with amazement, and ex-

claimed,
" the Devil ! the Devil !" Buchanan, Tiffany, Courtney,

Fisbbough, Hallock, Ballou, Brittan, Davis, Capron, and Willets--a

class of the most liberal and logical minds in America-are absolutely
down on their knees, otfering incense to the " Unknown God."

For your ediiication, I will give a few more examples of spirit flying
and leftifng :

Cotton Mather, who stood by and gloated like a wild beast over the

death of the noble-hearted and manly Burroughs, a brother minister,
says,

" God had been pleased to leave this George Burroughs, that he

had ensnared himself by several instances which he had formerly given
of preternaturul strength, which were now produced against him." He

was a very small man. They proved that he took up a large gun-so

heavy that strong men could not lift it at arm's length with both hands

-behind the lock with one hand, and held it out. This was sworn to

by several witnesses, of the first class-out of the " best society."
They also proved, by two witnesses, that he placed his fore-finger in

the muzzle of a seven-feet fowling-piece, and extended it to arm's

length, like a pistol-which they, both stout men, could not do. Take

another fact : At the trial of Bridget Bishop, it was proved that, when

she was passing the steeple-house, in Salem,
°' she gave a look at the

house, and immediately a Demon," says the report,
"

invisibly entering
the meeting-house, tore down a part of it; they ran in, and found a

board, strongly fastened with several nails, transported to another part
of the house. Kcrner states that the Seeress, in her magnetic moods,
felt the attraction of the nails in the wall-and even told them of a

knitting-needle in a cistern of water, whose attraction she felt. They
found the needle, as she had informed them. Attraction between the

human body and steel and iron can not be denied, and if the poor vic-

tim had any connection with the detaehing of that hoard, it was by the

magnetic attraction of her body. Burroughs and the woman both sut-

fered death. B. had lost bis wife, and her spirit had returned and
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been seen by a set of old women who had agreed with her to return and

she had been greatly abused. A most malignant and infernal spirit
characterized the whole proceedings in that tragedy of blood, in which

twenty persons lost their lives to gratify personal sp-ite and a love of

notoriety.
Cotton Mather showed himself a dishonest and blood-thirsty man,

who scrupled not to hazard life to enhance his love of fame. The en-

tire transactions show him to have been a treacherous villain of the

darkest die. Upham, in his lectures, stamps him with this character-

istic. Burroughs was a graduate of Harvard, and when arrested was

the minister in Wells, a town in Maine. Upham remarks " that there

is reason to tear that he fell a victim to the prejudice and hatred en-

gendered in a. parochial controversy some years before. The noble

man was carried in a cart, with other victims, to ' Gallows Hill.'

While on the ladder, he made a. speech for the clearing of his inno-

cency, with solemn and serious expressions, that all present greatly ad-

mired them." To turn this sympathy, the black-hearted crew that had

hung him, cried out that they saw the Devil behind him dictating what

he said. This was enough. Dr. Cotton Mather-a mass of sin and

vanity and love of temporal power-rode among the multitude, ex-

claiming that it was no wonder that Mr. Burroughs appeared so well-

the Devil could transform himself into an angel of light ! This fired

the mob-they cut down his body-dragged it by the rope to a hollow-

stripped his clothes from his body-and probably
" cast lots for them,"

and covered him with " old garments "-threw his body, with two oth-

ers, into a hole-trampled them down, and left them partly uncovered.

Cases are not wanting among mediums where this malignant spirit of

persmzalpertyecution hasbeen attempted under the authority of spirits.
I will drag every rat of them into daylight.

Take another example of these mysterious movements of bodies.

The body is a living one in this case. At the trial of Susannah Mar-

tin, in Salem, it was proved that one John Kcmble had agreed to pur-
chase a puppy of her, and failed to do so, and procured one of some one

else. She had uttered, in some one's hearing. " Ifl live, I will give
him puppies enough," and a few days after, Kemble was coming out

of a piece of woods, and a small black cloud arose, in the northwest ;

he "immediately felt a. force upon him; he could not avoid running
upon stumps and trees that were before him. Ile was in the open road

with an ax on his shoulder-yet he could not guide his body by his

own will, but was impelled by a force. When he came to below the
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meeting-house, there appeared to him a puppy, which shot back between

his legs, then forward; he tried to cut it with his ax, but could not hit

it; the puppy ga /e a jump, and vanished into the ground." Poor pup!
" Soon a black puppy, somewhat bigger, appeared, flew at his body and

throat, over his shoulder, one way, then the other. His heart began to

fail him, he thought the dog would tear open his throat-he called on

God and named the name of Christ and it vanished."

Now for the philosophy of this thing. The force in the man's mind

was connected with the cloud, and that a repulsion might have come

from that source is no more improbable than that the moon attracts the

ocean-but the p1/lppy part strikes a death blow at all the shadows of

ghostdom. That puppy that he did not buy-with the threat-was in

his mind-the force whether real or imaginary impels him-he thinks

at once of Mother Martin, an aged lady, (young ladies, if pretty, are

never witchm$,) and her puppy was in his mind, and a pair of puppies
shoot out before his imagination, and nearly killed the poor man. That

fact as firmly establishes a law of mental rqlection, as the sun and shad-

ows do natural rellectiou. There is no escaping from this construction

of these facts-the Devil has given this earth "
puppies enough "-the

human mind wants something substantial.

When we suppose that these phenomena are new, we deceive our-

selves. Cornelius Agrippa, the greatest scholar of his age, espoused
the doctrine of Demonology and Witchcraft-but toward the close of

the 'fifteenth century he renounced the whole and warned men with all

his power to avoid such foolishness. At this, Paulus Jovius then ac-

cused him of being a sorcerer, and of writing against it to conceal his

practice of it, and accused him of always having with him a demon in

the form of a black dog. Before he died Jovius asserts that he took

elf the " enchanted collar," and cried, " Get thee hence, cursed beast,
that has utterly destroyed me," neither was the dog ever seen after.

There are many puppy cases on record. The Devil was seen all

over the land of gimblets in the shape of puppies, dogs, iiies, spiders,
" black men, all dressed up." He wears clothes sometimes, just like all

ghosts ; but one 'naked ghost have I ever found in the thousands I have

read of.

That the movement ofponderable bodies, by will-power, is an old oc-

currence, I give a few examples to that point. The Heathen gods have

each his distinctive character. Vulcan was the artifieer of heaven and

earth, and his skill was not only great in this line of creating,
" but he

constructed fur-nilure endowed with a self-nwving principle, and would
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present itself for use, or recede at the will of its proprietor."-(God-
win's Necromancies.) Consequently we ind one of the chiefmechanics

making furnitnre that was moved at will-it was endlanted, you see.

Simon Magus understood this. He made chairs and tables move at

his will, as Miss Beecher did; he animated statues, made a sickle reap
without hands-flew down from a rock-make himself invisible-look

like a sheep, goat, serpent, Src. Simon attributes it directly to his will

-so says Romanus and Sinaita, two fathers of the church.

Elymas, the sorcerer, withstood Paul to his face before the Governor
of Cyprus. Paul smote /tim with " blindness for a season "-(Acts, xiii.)
This act ofthe apostle is wholly explained by biology. The etfect was

produced by a mental impression on Elymas.
The statues of Dedalus, an Athenian sculptor, were endowed with

self-movement. He invented the wedge, ax, and plummet.-(God-
win's.) Amphion was ruler of Thebes-and by and music made

the stones more after and follow him, and arrange t/aemselees as he de-

sired. He proposed to wall his city in the same way-so says Horace.

Merlin, a great English magician, lived in the latter part of the fif-

teenth century. He was begotten by an_angel-and was a favorite

with kings. When the Saxon's invaded England, three hundred Brit-

ish noblcs were murdered. Merlin undertook to build them an eternal

monument-and Stonehenge is that work. These stone, (larger than

those in the Shetland Ise, measured by Dr. Hibbert,) by unknown

means were carried from Africa to Ireland. (A ghost did it, probably.)
}lerlin's workmen could not move them-and he tried his magic-they
rose Iiigh in the air-pursued the course Merlin had marked out-and

finally settled in Wiltshire. That beats your ax story, by considerable.

This story, recorded by Spenser, the poet, probably grew out of stone-

moving on a smaller scale-but refers to this class of mysteries.
0ne remark is demanded before I notice your wonders. History

that can not be refuted settles the fact that magic was known to the

Magi, the Chaldeans, to the Egyptians, to Moses, the prophets, the sor-

cerers, Christ, and the apostles-six or eight Popes in succession prac-

ticed it-Melancthon and many moderns were also to some extent ac-

quainted with it.¢ Its whole range of wonders were found in clairvoy-
ance, willing matter, mesmerizing, biology, and favoring the production
of these conditions by burning incense and herbs in the room of thc

priestess-as in the oracles. When these conditions rose spontaneously
among men, as they often have, the people and the learned have mis-

took it for the Devil, spirits, witches. It is doubtful how far the learned
g See Appendix, Note G.
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suspected the real source of these wonders. The people and persons

among whom this psychological temperament has been most fully de~

veloped, are the Hebrews-the prophets, Christ and the followers.

Christ seems to have conceived the sublime and benevolent idea of re-

generating the entire race, by wielding them through this channel-and

whether he clearly discerned the philosophy of his system is doubtful.

That he represents the moral center of our earth, I fully believe. His

moral maxim: can not be altered or made clearer, by any possible form

of words. The field of nature he certainly did not touch, as we learn-

it remained for Newton and Hersehcll to ix those laws in the minds of

men. I believe in the law of prophecy, as inherent in the human mind

-concealed in our inner and spiritual nature-and when I touch your

facts, let it be understood that I reverence truth wherever found-and

repudiate error wherever found.

The fact of Elisha comes tirst. The fact that Elisha was clairvoyaut
is certain, and that he understood the will influence over matter is

probable. If a spirit brought up the ax, what did he want of the stick?

It only served to fix the faith or will of Elisha on the ax-the spirit did

not want it to sit on, surely, while he fished up the ax. All extra-

ordinary acts were ascribed to angels, in the days of the apostles-the
occurrence is briefly stated, and gives no means of explanation. A

number of facts occur in the lives of sorcerers, showing that they could

open prison doors, by magic force, or will.

The facts of the resurrection are contradictory, and the angel seen

and the young man clothed in long 'while raiment are mental reflections of

the images in the minds of visitors. Angels wear robes only in mythol-
ogy. The numerous spectc-rs of the New Testament are completely
explained by mental reflection. The case of Philip is paralleled by nu-

merous other cases of invisibility and air-riding.h
Pythagoras was seen in two places, thirty miles apart, on the same

day. Many similar eases might be cited ; they are explained in one of

two ways-they rendered themselves biologically imisible to those pres-

ent, or actually rode off in the air, as Abaris did who rode over the

world astridc of an arrow, without eating anything. Herodotus nflirnis

this story. Dr. Faustus rode through the air also-and ascended into

the clouds in the presence of the people of Constantinople--entered the

harem by magic, through bolts and bars-and was killed by the Devil

who had bought him soul and. body; he was found torn limb from limb,
and his blood spattercd on the wall. The Doctor once raised the ghost
of Alexander for Charles V., the Emperor of Germany.

li Sea Appendix, Note H.
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My remark, " rarefying the od-force," was occasioned by a recollec-

tion of Good's description of the dying eagle-he states that the bones

and quills of the eagle are Iilled with rareiied air when in Bight. The

nerve aura, if susceptible of rarefaction, can not be shown to be so by
any measurement we possess. If a spirit carried Philip thirty miles-

who acted as medium on the occasion ? Did the spirit ride Philip, or

mlz versa.. The story refutes itself if taken literally.
A similar story is told of the Governor of Mascon, Burgundy. A

work published by Thomas Beard, 1612, says,
" It was a lamentable

spectacle that happened to the governor of Mascon, who was caught up
in the midst of dinner time and carried three times around the city in

sight of all the people." I admit that it don't como up to Philip's ride,
but it goes ahead of Kemer's stories.

'

Kerner's cases are probably vcritahle facts, but in no wise demand a

spirit agency. Vhen the Seeress stood up-Kerner often put his fin-

gers to her's, both having their hands extended, and he lU`ted her from
tlaejloor with pqfect ease. The nerve aura of the human body seems to

be generated in great quantities in such persons, and when it passes
from them through every pore of thc body it envelops them in a

" lus-

trous light." Mrs. Whitman speaks of these lights seen passing from

the bodies of persons.
Your questions following the example from Kerner involve our whole

snpject-and do not, as a whole, demand remark. The condition of

body seen in the Seeress, in St. Theresa, in numerous witches, tried by
water, settle beyond doubt the fact that these bodies in this magnelic
stale float on 'water-the law of gravitation being overcome by the men-

tal and physical conditions. To evade this conclusion we must abandon

all history. Why did not Christ confer the power on Peter? Philip is

the only /lying apostle we read of, and Peter never rose in his condi-

tions even tc Gordon's state. Gordon in his mood for jlying, I doubt

not, may walk on water. Conditions of body that absolutely preclude
sinking in water would enable Christ to walk on the waves. When

friend Gordon goes up, I will attend to Enoch's crm-_ Is will involved

in these conditions ? Christ seemed to think so-fail/4 was the one

'requirile of all his miracles. Faith is ivuevmjied will, and will is imemi-

fied desire-and desire is mind put in motion. Christ told them that

mfmntnins could be plucked up and cast into the sea by faith.

I might legitimately refuse these points any nn'ice, and l am :ururc

that any notice of them places me under the " mlium t/nw//I gllflllll " If

yOu have brought them in to gain an ruliwulngf- hy <<-:lkiw-3 und-~r the
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belief of the church-and letting me bear the odium, your motive is not

a high one and will fail of its desired end. The church is anxious to get
rid of Spiritualism, and favors my views, so far as I know, and I frankly
say to them, if my theory prevails, the miracles of the Old and New

Scriptures are the result of the 'natural laws of our physical, mental, and

moral organization. If I am wrong I shall be corrected by the intelli-

gence of the age. Seek all the advantage possible from this admission,
truth 'Lv eternal.

The case of table moving at Rufus Elmer's is a good experiment, and

needs explanation-it comes under the law of all physical movements

caused by the human will-the medium being out of the room don't aid

you at all. That minds en rapport aid each other when miles apart is

certain.

You offer me
"

one thousand " human wills to repeat the experiment.
To make the " conditions " all good, I must have the same medium, the

same persons, same table, and the same mood of mind and body, and con-

ditions of atmosphere. Our mediums have nofaith here. I have knocked

it all out of them. Your notions of "like conditions," is vague indeed.

Mr. Gordon is doubtless a remarkable medium, and that same company

may never be able to do the same thing again. The experiments of

Miss Beecher, and numerous others, takes the wind out of your facts.

Now I have a fact for you: Josephus states that the _fiery sword

hung over Jerusalem for a year, (a mental reilection  One night
the temple was beset by a strange force, and one of the ponderous bm-

zm gates, which required twenty men to move on its hinges, was lifted

from its sockets; the priests going to the temple for sacriliee heard a.

rushing multitude of voices, saying,
"

begone ! " Call that the work of

spirits ? Then Peter's case, spirits; then the rock rolling at the door

of the sepulcher, spirits; and Philip's ride from Gaza to Azotus, spirits
-and we get a class of marvels, based on the power of' spirits to move

brazen gales, large rocks, m¢m's bodies, and iron bolts, without the aid of
your mediums. If the could do these wonders then, they can rww with-
out the aid of human bodies-yet the best combination of 1/our forms,
with Eve years of spirit aid, have moved 800 pounds; with a battery
they wrote some Yankee Ilebrezc, and

sgjemxl Ediiard`s legs, alone;
they have morerl a pen, and wrote Mrs. Il inor and Simmons, and dotted
the i. Christ positively aiiirms that mon, byfaith might "move mmmtaim
into the sea.

"

Amphion walled his city by 'willfnrce or magic, Merlin built
Stonehenge, and began to wall his city in the same way-so say credi-
ble historians. History has many allusions to a stra-nge, mysterious force.
I hold it to be within our own sphere. " What shall we do with our

hands P" Yours truly, B. W. RICHMOND.



BRITTAH AND RICEHOHIYS DISCUSSION.

. NUMBER Ill.

MYSTERIOUS MOVEMENTS OF PONDERABLE BODIE.

Dua Sm: I am now prepared to resume my observations on this

phase of the Spiritual phenomena, but, before introducing other facts,
it may not be unprofitable to diverge for a moment from the course I

design to pursue. A passing notice of your fundamental position may
check the effusion of ink and save my friend much valuable time and

labor, and this must be a desidcratum with a physician who has an ex-

tensive practice, especially if he travels " in a muddy region " and the

roads are unsettled.

In your reply to my first letter you admit the existence of spirits, and

then gravely charge me with reasoning from premises wholly assumed

and utterly iudefensible. I invite attention to your language :
" We

can not allow you to assume that spirits are back here, till you show they
can come agreeably to the laws of matter. They are bodies, and must

obey the same law that controls atoms and globes." You then compare
the souls of men, in their relations to gravitation, to ' balloons inflated
with hydrogen gas,' and calculate the rapidity with which they must in-

evitably ascend until they (ind their 'local position as determined by
the laws of gravitation! You seem to think that this is the pivot
whereon the logical issue of this whole matter is to turn. Now I pro-

pose to show that the assumption, concerning the whereabouts of spirits,
is all rm your side.

You have recorded the admission that spirits exist, and it is worthy
of remark that the only place where you can be sure they do reside, is

here. All human spirits live on earth at least so long as they remain

in the body. This world is the scene of their labors, and here are

numerous objects, it may be, for which they have strong and almost

deathless atiiuitics. And yet you confidently assume that every spirit
that dissolves its connection with the body, instantly leaves the earth by
a physical necessity which it has no power to resist. You attempt to

sustain this assumption by a species of sophistry the very anatomy of

which is visible through the frail disguise it wears. Neither the facts

under discussion nor the laws of being aH`ord you the slightest counte-
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nance, and it may not be improper, ere you charge me with the as-

sumption that "

spirits are bad: here," to prove that they have ever neas-

sarily been away, in any sense that regards their specific locality. In

these remarks I remember your argument as distinctly as I perceive its

fallacy. You assume that, the spirit being lighter than air must of ne-

cessity 'go up,' precisely as a
" ba/loan " ascends when it is filled with

hydrogen. Here I wish to exhibit a due respect to the inward con-

sciousness as well as for the outward experience of men, and I frankly
confess that, if there are any spirits who have no voluntary agency of

their own-souls inflated with gas-it is possible they may go up just as

you describe, until they 'rind their "local position agrecably to the laws

of gravitation." But as some human souls may, perchance, possess as

much voluntary power as you ascribe to "
eagles," it is no less probable

that they may be able to stay down, as easily as eagles go up, regard-
less of their specific gravity. According to your philosophy men in the

flesh can walk, run, and sail against wind and tide; aquatic fowls can

dive into the liquid element and remain beneath the surface ; eagles,
and other birds, have power to ascend into the transparent ether above

the region of the clouds, in opposition to the laws to which the soul is

alleged, by you, to be strictly subordinate-and all because they seve-

rally possess voluntary powers adequate to the resistance of the forces

that govern the unorganized and lifeless elements.

Strange as it may seem, to this '
higher law ' the soul is denied even

the remotest relation. The human spirit, the highest earthly creation

of God, endowed with Divine attributes and almost infinite capacities,
alone is made an exception. You deny to the spirit any voluntary
agency whatever. The God-inspired nature of man is thus seen to be

degraded by your material philosophy to a plane beneath " beasts and

birds and creeping things." Alas ! to what gross and grncelcss issues

are we tending when leamed Doctors reason thus of the soul! Your

mode of treating the subject shows, in a most significant manner, that

you place the spirit on a level with things that have none of the powers
of life and thought. You are unmindful of the sublime Image it bears;
you show a total absence of all faith in its essential attributes, and hence

in its very existence; and yet you are quick to repudiate-with what

propriety let Christians or Iniidels judge-the first intimation that your

philosophy is founded in Materialism. The Poet says,
" *T is distance lends enchantment to the view,"

and the force of your argument, like the effect of certain pictures, is

found to depend on its being viewed from a remote position.
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Now, my friend, as the spirits of' men do reside here, during the entire

period of their life in the tlesb, you are at liberty to prove, if you are

adequate to the task, that they invariably go away when these earthly
tabernacles are dissolved. When you demonstrate that the soul must

necessarily dwell in another and far distant part ofthe Universe, merely
because its external relations and mode of' life are metamorphosed, it

will be time for you to charge me with assuming the fundamental points
in the present controversy. I will now proceed with my citation of

facts illustrative of the capacity of spirits to move ponderahle bodies,
and will, for a while, depend on the nature of the facts themselves to

prove that spirits are really here.

On the evening of April 15th, 1852, I was at the house of Rufus

Elmer, Esq., in Springheld, Mass., when David A. Wells, Professor of

Electricity and Chemistry at Cambridge, was present with other intelli-

gent gentlemen for the purpose of witnessing the mysterious phenomena.
Remarkable manifestations occurred on that occasion through Daniel D.

Hume. Prof. Wells and several other gentlemen, all of whom had been

previously skeptical, made a written statement of what transpired in

their presence, which was subsequently published in the Eastern papers.
I have only space for the following extract:

" While no visible power was employed to raise the table, or otherwise move it

from its position-it was seen to rise clear ofthe floor, and to _#oat in the atmo-

sphere for several seconds, as if sustained by some denser medium than air.

Mr. Wells seated himself on the table, which was rocked to and fro with great
violence, and at length it poised itself on two legs, and remained in this position
for some thirty seconds, when no other person was in contact with the table.

" Occasionally we were made conscious of the occurrence of a powerful shock

which produced a vihratory movement of the floor of the apartment. It seemed

like the motion occasioned by distant thunder or the tiring of ordnance far away

-causing the tables, chairs, and other inanimate objects, and all ofus to tremble

in such a manner that the etfcct- was both seen and felt. In the whole exhibition

we were constrained to admit that there was an almost constant manifestation of

some intelligence which seemed to be independent ofthe circle.
" During these occurrences the room was well lighted, the lamp was frequently

placed on and under the table, and every possible opportunity was aforded us

for the closest inspection, and we submit this one emphatic declaration: We

know that we were not imposed upam nor deceived.

The statement from which the above is extracted, was signed by
David A. 'Veils and others. It is introduced in this connection for the

reason that all the parties were among the last persons who could be

imposed upon, and especially because Prof. Wells, being an electrician,
is eminently qualified to judge whether electricity is competent to pro~
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duce the results. Without expressing any definite opinion he at once

rejected the assumption that makes this agent the chief cause. I am

informed that Prof Mapes, on witnessing similar phenomena, emphat-
ically expressed the same opinion. Indeed, I am sure that, no one at

all familiar with the laws that govern electrical phenomena will pretend
for a moment that, the agent itself is adequate to produce the effects, or

that the human mind in the body is capable of directing it, even with

the aid of all the apparatus now in use, to the accomplishment of simi-

lar results.

On the 8th of August, 1852, several gentlemen were assembled at

the residence of Ward Cheney, Esq., Manchester, Conn., where, in the

course of the evening, very remarkable demonstrations occurred. One

of the Editors of the Harqbrd Times was present, and from his accoimt

of the exhibition, as published in that paper, I cut the following para-

graph: .

Suddenly, and without any expectation on the part of the company, the

medium, Mr. Hume, was taken up in the air! I had hold of his hand at the

time, and I felt of his feetf-they were lifted a foot from the floor! He palpitated
from head to foot with the contending emotions of joy and fear which choked his

utterance. Again and again he was taken from the door, and the third time he

was carried to the ceiling of the apartment, with which his hands and head came

in gentle contact. I felt the distance from the soles of his boots to the floor and

it was nearly three feet! Others touched his feet to satisfy themselves.

Mr. Gordon has several times been taken up in a similar man-

ner. This has twice occurred in this city-in both cases at the

residence of our distinguished friend, Dr. John F. Gray, in Lafay-
ette-plaee. In both instances the phenomenon transpired in presence of

a number of intelligent and scientific observers. In one case Gordon
was carried not less than sixty feet, through diferent apartments, and

was supported at irregular distances of fi-om four to eight feet from the

door, while performing this aérial journey.
To attempt to refer these and other similar facts to the action of

minds in the body, appears to me like trifling with the whole subject.
The common experience and the common sense of the world, alike dis-

credit all such pseudo-explanations. Not Faith alone, but Science and

Philosophy stand up to rebuke the assumption. It is well known that

science hasnever admitted these facts within her pale and none have

entertained them in her name. This world's philosophy shuns and out-

laws them, and cowards, who dread nothing so much as conversion to an

upopular truth, flee from their presence as from a magazine of curses.

The savans who have been accustomed to call loudly for fads are, for
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the most part, dumb, now that new facts are likely to explode some of

their material conclusions. There are honorable exceptions, I am happy
to acknowledge, but generally they are anxious to keep out of sight of

these facts,as hypocrites are to evade the terrors of " the last judgment."
But the facts are of too frequent occurrence to escape observation, or to

leave the candid inquirer without the grounds of a rational conviction.

These facts must inevitably strengthen the believers in revealed religion,
and they, especially, have a more than mortal interest in this question.
If it was a miracle for Peter to walk on the water, and for Philip to be

taken up in the air and borne away, it is no less a miracle that the

bodies of the Seeress of Prevorst, Peter of Alcantara, St. Theresa,
Daniel D. Hume and Henry C. Gordon, are made to iioat on the water

or in the atmosphere, in modern times, and before the eyes of living
men, who calmly but fearlessly bear witness to these things. Now I

submit, that any mode whereby you may be enabled to account for the

modern facts, will equally well explain the ancient examples of the same

class. The combined wisdom of four thousand years has failed to trace

these and other mystical phenomena to material causes, and if your

coup dc main is successful, it will demonstrate all revelation to consist in

distempered dreams of uudisciplincd and erratic minds, and miracle-

working, from the time of Moses to the present hour, will be proved to

be a kind of scientific jugglery employed by the wise to deceive the ig-
norant. I am ready to follow Truth wherever she leads the way, but

feel quite sure that you are taking the wrong direction, and had you the

ability to accomplish the purpose to which you seem to have devoted

your present labors, your power would sutiice to wreck the faith of the

world !

The following is extracted from>Dr. R. T. Hallock's description, be-

fore the New-York Conference, of some interesting manifestations which

occurred, not long since, in presence of a number of witnesses, at the

house of Mr. Partridge.
On the table around which we were seated, were loose papers, a lead pencil,

two candles and a glass of water. The table was used hy the spirits in respond-
ing to our questions, and the first peculiarity we observed, was, that however

violently the table was moved, everything on it retained its position. The table,
which was mahogany and pefectly smooth, was elevated to an angle of about

thirty degrees, and held there, with everything remaining on it as before. It

was truly surprising to see a lead pencil retaining a position of perfect rest, on a

polished surface inclined at such an angle. It remained as if glued to the table,
and so of everything else on it. The table was repeatedly made to resume its

ordinary position and then its inclination as before, as if to fasten upon us the

conviction that what we saw was no deception of the senses, but a veritable man-
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ifestation of spirit-presence and of spirit-power. They were then requested to

elevate the table to the same angle as before, and to detach the pencil, retaining
every thing else in precise position. This was complied with. The table was

elevated, the pencil rolled otf, and everything else remained. They were then
asked to repeat the experiment, retaining the pencil and every thing else upon
the table stationary, except the glass tumbler, and to let that slide oB'. This also

was assented to. All the articles retained their positions but the tumbler which
slid of and was caught in the hands of one of the party, as it fell from the lower

edge ofthe table.

The phenomena here described illustrate the complex modes which

often characterize these exhibitions of spiritual power. It will be per-
ceived that while the strange force was applied to raise the table, and

to hold it at the angle described, a power equally mysterious, but ope-

rating in a wholly different way, was employed to retain the other

objects, each in its respective position, or to release them, one by one,
as requested. Why did those objects neglect to follow the etemal law

of gravitation. By what unknown principle of electro-magnetism was

the glass made to adhere to the polished surface of that inclined plane ?

What unaccountable odforce held the table up, while it held the other

objects down., with a. force superior to their specific gravity P What gi-
gantic human will operated on that occasion-without knowing it, too-

and actually accomplislzezl what a tlmusafnd mm can 'not do  they try?
So long as no man on earth has power to produce like results, I deem it

quite unnecessary to remind the sensible and candid reader, that the

phenomena under consideration infallibly indicate the presence of some

foreign intelligence, endowed with unearthly powers of perception and

supra-mortal energy.

Some time in Novcmber last I witnessed a most interesting exhibition

of the powers ofthe mysterious agents, at the house of Anson Atwood,
Esq., in Bridgeport, Conn. A little girl of some ten years of age,

daughter of Mr. A., was the medium. Nine or ten persons were present,
and the room was thoroughly lighted during the entire exhibition which

I am about to describe. The spirits had previously promised to play on

the guitar; accordingly, Miss Emeline Mallory, the only member of the

circle at all accustomed to use the instrument, furnished hers for the oc-

casion. The guitar was wholly out of tune when it was placed on the

floor under a large table, round which the circle was formed. Soon utter

it was delivered into the hands of the Invisihles, the strings began to

vibrate, and it was speedily manifest that the musicians inwgnilo were

tuning the instrument. At length, this was accomplished in a most

perfect manner, and the unseen performers continued to play for more
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than an hour to the astonisment of the whole company. During the

performance theinstrumeut often moved out from beneath the table,
where it could be distinctly seen, and as often retired. At one time it

assumed an erect position, and then it repeatedly rose from the floor,
striking the head against the under side of the table in answer to ques-
tions. Also, while moving about in a horizontal position, the head of

the instrument would rise a few inches from the floor, in answer to the

oral and mental questions of different persons. At other times the an-

swers were given by striking a single string. Occasionally, the guitar
would approach some member of the company, and in several instances

it pressed against them with a force of ten or fifteen pounds. As the

guitar was moving out from beneath the table, traveling head foremost

like "
a thing of life," some one observed that the head and neck (which

were black) appeared like a serpent, whereupon, instantly, the instru-

ment imitated the motions of the reptile in a most life-like manner.

During all these eccentric movements the music continued, almost with-

out interruption. For some time the spirits kept up what are called the

harmonic sozuuls, which-as those acquainted with the instrument will

understand-are produced by pressing lightly, with the lingers of the left

hand, on certain frets, and then sweeping the strings near the bridge
with the right hand. The mysterious musicians played in what is tech-

nically termed the arpeggio style, and in different keys.
It may be proper to add that, for some time during the progress of

this interesting performance, thc medium, at my request, sat with her

feet on the round ofthe chair, while the hands of every individual could

be seen by thc entire company. Miss Mallory assures me that she could

not by any means, with the free use of both hands, produce the sounds,
to say nothing of the accompanying movements of the instrument itself,
which were produced on the guitar by the invisible harmonists.

Now, who played on that guitar? It certainly was not the members
ofthe circle generally, for, be it remembered, not one in the room, Miss

Mallory alone excepted, could execute the simplest exercise. Did Miss

M. perform on that occasion ? If she did, it is passing strange that not

one of the company was aware of the fact. The young lady herself

was of course entirely unconscious of the slightest agency in any part of

the performance. If you require us to believe that she played on the

instrument, by some occult action of the mind on some invisible impou-
derable agent, which you can not explain and the reader can not com-

prehend, you otfer us a miracle infinitely more incredible than all the

claims ofthe spirits. Besides, how could Miss M. produce results with-
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outtrying which she is confessedly unable to accomplish with her utmost

gforls ? And it' one can play on the without using the hands, so

much better than they can when the hands are exercised without re-

straint, of what possible utility are lingers to those who perform on

stringed instruments ? " I pause for a reply."
No attrrnpt has as yet been made to account for such facts, as are

herein presented-without the intervention of spiritual agency-that is

not, in my judgment, at war with all true philosophy and utterly repug-
nant tothe common understanding of men. The attempt to refer them

to the laws of' physics, demonstrates the want of close discrimination and

judgment, respecting the power of material agents, and the capacity of

the human mind in its mundane relations. I desire to avoid a. too coni-

dent tone, even in giving expression to my deepest convictions, but I

trust you will pardon me if I am forced to regard your labors, in this

direction, as a species of scientific Quixotism which may amuse, but can

scarcely convince the reader. I am, faithfully thine,
S. B. BRITTAN.



REPLY TO S. B. BRITTAN.

NUMBER SIX.

Mr Ds/in Sm : But a little time since you positively told me you
could not be " diverted " from your course by my

"
sophisms "-that no

"

rejoinder " would be made till your
" analysis " of the facts was

"
completed "-and after this solemn asseveration not to be turned aside,

I tind you in number six attempting a
"

rejoinder " to what you term my
fundamental position. Now, my friend, don't you feel that you have

done very wrong-that you have showed a great want of that frmness
that is ever essential to a high purpose P I will forgive you this time-

remembering as I do that a man of stronger nerves in our day made

most bitter complaint of a galling
" tire in the rear." But, positively,

it don't look well for the leader of an army to face about and peck flints

with a petit corporal. " About face "-" forward march "-as you

agreed to-I will shoot easy.
Attention is again called to that position. Spirits are described as

being composed of impondcrable matter. S. B. Brittan says, SHEKINAH,
vol. I, p. 631,

" The absurdity of believing the soul to be and yet to be

nothing, is left to be disposed of by those who entertain such an opinion."
Page 64, he says,

" The soul is an organized spiritual body-a. form

within a form." Now, friend B., out of your own mouth will I condemn

you. If your own words are types of your opinions, then the highest
idea of the soul, the .spirit existence, is, that it is composed of matter-

ethereal to be sure-gas, outside and in-gas, iniiated withamore rare-

iied gas-still matter-still " material," and yet you constantly handy
that foolish epithet-anaterialists. You may catch gudgeons in such

traps. Your whole system, from beginning to end, is materialism, and

you will not dispute it after what you have written. Sinazrity is above

all price ; do not wrong yourself-you can not wrong me. All Spiritu-
alists atlirm that the soul, spirit, or spiritual body, is composed of ma!-

ter, and you refer to the most subtile elements in nature for figures to

represent it-viz: electricity.
As all matter, from globes to atoms, is oontroled by this law, I put

your spirit bodies, made of imponderable _/Zuid, under this law. " Who
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shall weigh the lightning," says Job. All bodies near the earth,lighter
than air, are driven upward by gravitation, and the force increases as

the weight ofthe body decreases ; if their bodies are as light as hydrogen,
they can not remain here but by the exertion of immense will-force, if

they are imponderable as the electric _/load, the force which would impel
them from the earth would be incomprehensible. All human ingenuity
applied to the dead body can not detect the fact that heft has left it.

The greatest force your spirits have exerted, with the aid of your best

medium, is about 800 pounds, and that being a measure of their power,

they can not retuan to the earth by will-farce, neither can they remain

here after being detached from the body ; the imponderable soul-body
would inevitably leave the earth.

It is yourself' that has denied the human spirit an independent force-

you asserted that " the first example " of " unaided human will "
mov-

ing matter could not be given. From the first I have contended that the

'willzfnrre of the human mind was involved in these phenomena-and
you have as constantly zlembzl it. The Editor of Mr. Spear's Life of

Murray argues that the human soul is not an indopenrlent pcrrcr. The

eagIe's body is weighable matter, and his will-force so far counteracts

the law of gravitation as to rise to a high altitude-but was his body as

light as electricity, we see at once he could not hold himself on the

earth by his present will-force. This is a plain proposition in physics,
and you can not evade it-all impartial minds will pronounce it fair and

logical. Show us that the will¢force of spirits can hold their bodies near

the _earth-" probabililiev " don't answer in the domain of' comprehended
laws. That I deny the " remotes! relaliou " of the soul to the "

higher
law " of will-forte is wholly a mistake ; all that I have written testifies

against your statement. The records will show the fact that I was the

first and only man in this controversy that was bold enough to contend
that we could will matter-using imponderable tluid as an instrument of

rnotion. When I stated this to Mr. Greeley, he exclaimed, " What can

not the human mind do !" Seeing the bottomless gulf through which

your whole theory is descending, you piously charge me of being
"

un-

mindful ot' the sublime image it (the soul) bears," and "showing a

total absence of faith in its essential attributes-and hence in its very
existence." You ought to " thank `God," my dear  ir,

" that you are

not as other men," when you call on
" Christians and Infidels " to judge

of my malerzkilism. " The soul is an organized spiritual body "-(S|~n:-
RIN/ui.) Your highest idea of' "

Spiritual," as all your reasoning
shows, is clearly nothing more than a purified or rnre form of matter.
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The world is full of examples of men who deny the legitimate and logi-
cal results of their own theories and positions.

" To what gross and

graceless issues are we tending !"

I only restate the position on gravitation to impress it on your read-

ers-it has not, nor can not be answered. Again, all our knowledge of

organized life, shows respiration, in some form, to be essential-our
"

organized Spiritual body " must have an atmosphere-that atmo-

sphere must correspond to the rarity of its elements-our gross com-

pound of nitrogen and oxygen can not be breathed by spirits. Will you
show us that it can? Perhaps, like Swedenborg's moon spirits, they
have an

" air sack " in the bowels I admit, and firmly believe, in the

eternity of spirits; but that no more settles their localily, than admit-

ing your existence W0lld prove your residence in California. Formerly
my faith rested on assertion, and the universal impression has often

been wrong-and is no certain guide to truth.

You have seen tit to question my belief in a spiritual future, and I

venture a few thoughts on that subject. Two force.: are seen operating
throughout the Universe--these two forces combined form a circle or

impulse. Every planetary system has its center or sun--this corres-

ponds to the centripetal force, and planetary systems around suns repre-
sent the centrifugal force-and then again both these forces are confined

in each sun and in each planet, hence suns and planets roll on their

axis-and planets around suns-and suns and systems around other

systems-and those of necessity, as analogy would show, around some

grand center that exceeds the whole in force, and controls all.

The primary origin of all force is in intelligence, and intelligence, as

I comprehend it, involves these two forces; and now let us turn in upon
ourselves and see what we find. we see first intelligence and matter-

or soul and body--these acting and reacting produce mind, or thought
-a third. The two forces acting at right angles produce a third ; in

physics it is rotation and revolution;in mind, it produces thought-or
mental circles. 'l`he soul answers to the sun-it is our sun-point or

ocntripelnl force-the body to the planetary systems-or the cmztrfugal
force-the mind to the motion in these systems as the result of the two

-the spirit--the going forth-the proceeding from these two antago-
nizing forces. Man in our animal creation represents the centrifugal
force-woman the centripetal force-the sun point of the moral Uni-

verse. Man is the wisdom principle- the .rclfship of the system ; wo-

man the love, or will principle-the benevolence-the "

love-your-negh-
bor-as-your-self "-principle. As all systems have a common center,
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so must man have a common center-and the forces being dual, the

moral and intellectual center will be found respectively in the two sexes.

Christ, in this theory, represents woman, the " seed of the woman
"

was

to bruise the serpentls head. Christ is the moral center of the Universe.

1l'Ia.n was excluded from his being-as it is represented. Newton may

justly be called the intellectual center of our Universe. Now, as this

law must be universal, every planet, every nation, every tribe, every

family, has its center, its strongest forces. Schlegel, one of the pro-
foundest German writers, though a Catholic, declares that all the an-

cient systems of` religion are based on a trinity-on two forces producing
a third. The system of Fo, in China, corresponds nearly to that of

Christ's-that of Taosse, in India, to that of Mahomet; the two first

represent the love-principle, the two last the selflprinciple.
" God is

one God, and Mahomet is his prophet." I-I-self-self.

This theory supplies all nations and tribes with a religion-and rea-

son adapted to its main idea, and thus has it always been. This system

supplies the pcopled hosts ot' planetary worlds with a moral and intellect-

ual center. It supplies all being with light and intelligence-regulated
wholly by the point from which they start. If self be the center of

movement-the system is elliptical, cemetary, the center of attraction

on one side all self. If love to God, right, .rincer-ity, be the common

center, then the system is balanced, and plays harmoniously. I drop
in these thoughts to prevent misapprehcnsion, and return to msn

Man being a "little Universe," involves the two forces in his

being-the sun and planetary force-the centripetal and centrifu-

gal; on these two forces rests the perpetuity ot' Deity, and the eter-

nity of man's existence. A force exactly balanced, by a fnktion, is an

eternal rest; two forces exactly balanced, and in motion, are eternal

movement. How the independent movement was first brought about, I

can not see. IfI could, I should be God. Man is an exact epitome of

this independent force.

Let us beware that we don't get self in the center, and run eternally
backward. Here is the grand secret of the death of nations. Self, the

center of all political systerns, being a scattering. false force, has doomed

every nation and individual who revolves around it. Well did that

grand central mind of our age-the mind of Kossuth-utter the fearful

thought that no nation now on the earth has any true future as a nation ;

they are not based on love-'right-the true center of all harmonious

human existence. Woman, the trne moral center of the sexes, must bc

summoned from hor darkness into the all-pervading light of this great
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truth-and from the burning .nm-point of the mot.her's heart let her
distil the warm dews of a deep sinarity into the heart of the nations.

Talk of a millennium-the highest force now moving the nations of

men is pure self, and as well cngraft a millennium into the minds of the

spirits of Pandemonium as into the present race of minds. In this

scheme we see man moving up from darkness under the action of a

mighty law, that pervades all space, and all planets, and all beings ; and

the one fool's trick of our race has always been-" O Lord, we want

more light "-" belief in thee has faded from our mind "-and like the

butchering Jews, with their hands dripping in blood, we rush to the

altar, crying,
" The temple of the Lord--the temple of the Lord "!

" We are left to do these things." Six thousand years of blood and

crime has hardly opened our eyes. The sun has always been over us-

the earth, by its quickening heart, has fed us from its bosom-the air

has cooled and warmed us as from an eternal fountain-the earth has

yearly produced new beauties-and the gushing stream has slaked our

thirst-thc microscope has peopled with living things almost every atom

of the globe-the telescope has swept the heavens and stars like the

drops of the ocean are found swimming in the deep blue ether-and

standing out under the "
starry cope," let us lift our hands to God and

pray,
" O Lord, we know that ' the Heavens declare thy glory, arid the

lirmnment showeth forth thy handywork '-but we live in an
'

age of

progress# and must have things clearly demonstrated; we are philoso-
phers and deep thinkers, and all the displays of thy goodness and_ mercy
and power has failed to satisfy us that our spirits have a future-the
old Hebrew wonders have faded from men's minds, and the wonders of

men's bodies are small matters in the way of proof of parental goodness
-and we ask thee, therefore, that you will condescend to show ns the

facts in the case-permit, in this '

age of progress# that some spirit
may

'

rap three times,' if he is back here-turn over a table with Gree-

ley on it-show us strange lights-give us fits of various kinds-let us

talk in Mormon tongues-permit Daniel to write in Yafakee-IIcbreu~-

Swedenbnrg to make a shingle-machine for Bro. Tiffany-tell Bro.

Capron how many
' shells he has in his hands '-let Franklin direct the

battery-' Hog-Devil '
pump and throw corn and pumpkins-and then

permit all manner of blunders to be perpetrated : write out '

gammon
"

for Bro. Williams, and Mm we will believe in thy name, and that we

are to live hereafter-and Bro. Brittan, Courtney, Capron, Buchanan,
Titl`any,Davis, and Richmond, will show themselves on the Lovdfs.

side. Amen " Y !l
5 See Appendix, Note '.
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I

It is hard work to keep sober, even in meeting time. " What shall

we do with our hands P"
y

" 'T is distance lends enchantment to the view."

On the above conditions do we propose to come into the "kingdom
come," or else " take an erratic plunge outside of the fixed laws of the

Universe." Spirits are still bodies Iighler than any body recognized by
weight among us. How much will-force is requisite to hold them down ?

Show us the figures-call up La Place, Newton, Franklin, Swedenborg,
Daniel, and Euclid, and let us have it solved. We can not be denied.

Now then, we must commence giving facts to a
" wicked and adulter-

ous generation that seek for a sign "
,

Your first fact, signed by Prof. Wells, and pronounced by him and

Prof. Mapes to be beyond the power of electricity, is made( up of two

classes of phenomena. The first is the movement of atable,apparently
by a simple force without intelligence. This force was distinctly con-

nected with all the members of the circle present. When all their

/lands were on thc table-in Iwo instances at least--the table rose from

the floor and floated in the air. Once it rose when no person was near

it. Vhy did you omit the important fact above stated-thus cutting
in two the whole affair and giving an isolated part? Ia that the way
to reach the truth? The table was attracted by the hands of the cir-

cle-their nerve aura. being transmitted t/0 it-the table becoming neg-

atively charged while they were positive. The phenomenon of the pith-
balls under electric action completely refute the opinions of Profs.

Wells and Mapes. The subsequent occurrence may have been con-

nected by a mental impulse. The second class of facts in the ease-

shml-s and 1-ibrations-are clearly electrical.

See the account of " Moodus noises," in East Haddam, Connecticut

-(Hist. Collec. p. 526.) These sounds, says the writer, vary from

the "
roar of cannon to the crack of n. pistol ;" " the coneussions of the

earth are as much varied as those in the air." " The shock they give
to a dwelling-house resembles the falling of logs on the floor. Stones

were thrown from their beds by these currents." Those concussions

you speak of were evidently connected with the electric state ot the

company present. The electric knowledge of Prof. W. is sadly at

fault The " Moodus noises " disappeared after the earthquake of ISI 1.

Your case from the IIarU`ord Time.: is but a part of the whole facts

occurred-and as it stands is only one ease of many similar, of persons

-rising in the air, or in water. To refer these facts to minds in the

'body 'seems to you like trifling with the whole snbject,' and in the
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fore part of' your letter you hotly contend that the mind in a
" spirit-

body "

may hold itself near the earth-implying a will¢fo'rce of many
tuns-and now you object to my making Mr. Hume ily by embodied

mind applied to the nerve aura of his body. Your readers must plainly
see that you are the one that places the human mind below the power
of eagles and reptiles. How did Cotton Mathor's witches dy? You

assunw that spirits are back here-that they make Mr. Hume dy, that

they
"

decompose the watery vapor," and your whole yarn is one

grand assumption, and that assumption rests on another, that "

physical
science " don't admit these facts within her pale.

The sun once used to be seen moving around our earth ; it once stood

still; stopped a whole day in Gibeon for some poor devils to get through
butclzering. The savans once choked an old man till he swore the earth

did not move. In " six days
" the Lord made the earth-the "

sum to

rule the day and the moon the night." A whole " magazine of curses
"

was poured on the head that doubted these palpable facts. Peter's

walk, Philip's ride, Mrs. Hauf's floating on water, St. Theresa's flight,
and all similar facts are referable to the same law you admit. The

celebrated Hopkins, the witch-finder, who brought many a poor wretch

to the rack and the halter, found many who floated on water-it was a

standing test--and he was finally seized by a mob and flung into a pond,
and he, too, actually floated on the water. The Jerkers in this State,
in Kentucky, and in Tennessee, when dashed on the ground, would

"bound like a. ball." It' the witches flew and swam by Beelzebub, by
whom do Gordon, and Hume, and St. Philip, and St. Peter By and

float ? Tell me.

Sir Matthew Hale, Sir Thomas Brown, both prodigies of learning and

integrity, doomed to death numbers of' poor old women, on the naked

assumption that Old Cloots, in his wanderings
"

up and down the earth,"
entered the bodies of people and enabled them to bcwiteh people.
Baxter preached at these solemn trials ; Milton lived in these very

times, and wrote " Paradise Lost," and sold the copy right for a few

paltry pounds, to buy bread! We have, to-day, a no less astounding
miracle, of an advocate of this spirit-theory vniting the " Macrocosm "-

a work worthy of the head of a Herschell and the heart of a Bourda-

lean. Bro. Fishbough has made one bold step toward emancipation;
he thinks the spirits are great fools. Prof. Buchanan, in many re-

spects a superior mind, can not see the scope of his doctrine of "

spec-
tral illusion." My own deep convictions are, that none of you see

clearly the log-ical application of' the 'pi'l!l4_'ll)lf'> you r»-a~f!_-'

J See fpp¢-mlirc, Note J.
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Your case, reported by Dr. Hallock, seems to be governed by men-

tal impressions. Have you never seen experiments with electric rings ?

while the current is on they adhere, as did the glass and pencil to the

smooth surface ofa mahogany table. They were all rendered magiets
by the will-force controlling the nerve aura. They were detached as

you requested, amlmlcd by your mind. Glass is known to conduct the

nerve aura of the human body, and was held by attraction to the table.

To my mind it is perfectly plain. In biologizing, the smallest boy, by
a word, may hold ten men to their seats, when magnetically impressed,
exerting no conscious power at all-and so of the table ; it. was a mag-

net, and responded to your request.
You claim that no man on earth can produce such results, while they

are almost daily produced by men in your region. Such phenomena no

more irulzkate a.
"

foreign intelligence " than they indicate the table to

be bewitched or possessed of the Devil or Mother Kimble's puppies.
Must the invisible God stoop to authorize such feats to convince men ox

their immortality ?

Your facts, at Anson Atwood's, is plainly the work of the mind ofthe

medium and Miss Mallory; the instrument moved and looked like a

snake-just as suggested. Tho phenomenon may have been wholly
mental, or the impulse in the mind may have been transmitted to the

instrument.

Luther declares that when the Devil used to visit him in the night
and discuss the wafer-question,

" he spoke in a clear, shrill cola," and

excelled in "
sharp rejoinders." A mental voice.

St. Dunstan, a renowned English Bishop, used to be tormented by
Uloots; he came to his cell, poked his head into his cell, he took him

by the "
nose with hot longs," and he " bellrnred "

so that all heard him

for miles around. In a famous fight with other Bishops, when the

question was carried in his favor, and an attempt was made to recon-

sider, a womlrn cross spoke auclibly, so that all heard it,
" You have voted

right once." The above was in arpeggzh style I am certain.

In Granby, Conn., near a hill that had been separated by a shock,
an old house was haunted. The noises resembled the "

crying of a

child," and also other noises. Two young men slept in the house; a

"

gust of wind came in at the window, the chairs were thrown around,
shovel and tongues rattled about, although mme were in the house. The

wind seemed to go down the ash-hole." This is plainly reflected sound,
wholly mental.

Cornelius Agrippa, a great wonder in the days of Luther. At the
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court of John George of Saxony, the Earl of Surrey and Erasmus

greatly desired him to bring up Tully and let him pronounce the oration

for Rosoius. The company was marshaled, impressed, and at the com-

mand of Agrippa, Tully appeared, pronounced the whole oration with

such force and gesture that the audicnce declared Roscius innocent.-

(Goodwin's Necromancers.) Here the sound is transferred to the

specter-the scene itself'was wholly mental. Luther and Melancthon both

wrote of this man. This fact shows that at that time a whole audience

could be biologized, and made to see and hear mental specters.
Thomas Britton, of England, famous as a dealer in coal, for music

and chemistry, held at his house musical concerts. Honeyman a ven-

triloquist was introduced through mischief, and " announced, without

moving his lips, as from afar, thc death of Britton in two hours, unless

he kneeled and said the Lord's prayer." He did so, but it did not

save him. The idea, so tcrrilied him that he actually died in a few

days. He was a Roscicrucian, and left a valuable library on magic and

music. This is actual sound rg/lccled by a mental movement to a dis-

tant point.
_

I hope my friend will keep cool, and not let these sounds get too

deep hold of him. I should be quite unwilling to have you killed by an

idea, as was poor Thomas. You are of more value to me than a
"

harp
of many strings." Yours truly,

B. W. RICHMOND.
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MYSTEBIOUS MOVEMENTS OF PONDERABLE BODIES.

MY Dun Sm: I can not dismiss this phase of the Manifestations
until I redeem the promise contained in my eighth letter of the first

series. It will be remembered that you introduced a disconnected and

confused statement of the remarkable phenomena, witnessed in Austin-

burgh, Marlborough, and elsewhere in Ohio, and which I declined to

consider at length for the want of a more complete and authentic ao-

coimt. Such a narrative you did 'not incline to publish, because, it

may be, a full and lucid statement, however important to a right appre-
hension of the nature and phenomenal aspects of the whole matter, could

not possibly subserve your object in this discussion. But L. M. Austin,
Esq., and other reliable witnesses, have voluntarily furnished me just
such an account of the occurrences referred to as my present purpose
and the interests of the truth demand. I am happy to say that the
facts are of such a nature as to preclude the necessity for any extended

observations of my own; for, surely, no candid and intelligent man (my
correspondent, having a case to make out, is cordially excepted) will

be disposed to ascribe such startling, powerful, complicated and intelli-

gent phenomena to any earthly cause. It is deemed unwise to impair
the tbrce of the facts, by withholding any portion of the statement, and

accordingly I submit it entire.

A CIRCUMSTANTIAL ACCOUNT OF THE SPIRITUAL PIIENOMENA

WITNESSED IN ASHTABULA COUNTY, OHIO.

AUSTINBURGII, February 4, 1853.

S. B. Bnrrrau: Dear Sir: In your favor of the 19th inst., you

request me to communicate an authentic account of certain remarkable

phenomena, to which I referred in a former letter, and also to state my
relations to the parties, and what were my opportunities for mal-ring
observations. I do not feel at liberty to disclose the name of the lady
spoken of, without her consent; nor can I obtain that consent for the

present, for the reason that she is in a distant State, and I am unac-

quainted with her address. But I learn from a letter lately received

from a gentlemen now in the City of Washington, that from certain
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statements of Dr. Richmond in one of his letters published in the Spirit-
ual Telegraph, referring to the transactions I am about to relate, infer-

ences are drawn, unfavorable to the lady's reputation for sincerity and

truth. I am sure that Dr. Richmond never intended to use language
liable to such a construction; but nevertheless I deem it due to the lady
to make a brief statement relating to hcr personally.

During the fall of 1850, she was thrown into a state of the deepest
distress, by the news of the death of her husband, which occurred on

his outward passage to San Francisco. His death on ship-board, far

from family and friends, with no relative near to soothe his suEerings in

the hour of sickness and dissolution, was to her a trial of no ordinary
magnitude. She was for a long time overwhelmed with a mental agony
that seemed to threaten her very existence; and when at length the

ii-st intensity of her grief was past, and she had fixed upon her plans for

the future welfare of herself and two little children, she was at the

greatest possible remove from the state of mind, which would admit of

her being a party to intrigue or deception. Possessing a fine and cul-

tivated intellect, her nature ardent and impulsive, yet noble and gener-

ous, no one who knows her would for a moment suspect her of deception
and trickery under any circumstances whatever. I make this statement

to show, that both the character of the lady, and the peculiar circum-

stances which surrounded her, preclude the siipposition of any voluntary
deception, on her part, in the matter referred to by Dr. Richmond.

It was in the summer of lS51,while on a visit to the family of S. M.

Cowles, that her history as a
" medium " commenced. Soon after her

arrival at Mr. C0wles', the sounds began to be heard which were soon

recognized as the "

raps." She had never before heard them,and what

she had leamed of the " manifestations " in other places had not im-

pressed her mind in favor of thc idea of their spiritual origin. It was

consequently a very great annoyance to her that, wherever she might be

or whatever she were doing, the sounds were around her in all direc-

tions Of course the family and friends were curious to get communi-

cations, and she in some instances consented to gratify their wishes.

These messages were uniformly obtained by means of the sounds and

alphabet. One of the family kindly invited me to call, and judge fbr

myself what these strange things might mean. My mind had been so

strongly impressed with what I conceived to be the ridiculous absurdity
of the idea, that disembodied spirits produced these phenomena, that I

had not until a short time before even read an article on the subject._
But at that time my curiosity was excited, and I was glad of an oppor-
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tunity to see and judge for myself On my way to Mr. Cowles', I men-

tally arranged my test questions, and when seated with the medium at

a table, awaiting the pleasure of the spirits, my mind was fully preoc-
cupied with the impression, that the celestial visitor about to favor me

would claim to be the 'spirit of my father. In a few minutes the raps
came. But the spirit responded not to the name of father or mother.

It professed to be the spirit of a child. At this moment, the sounds

were heard at three distinct points on the table simultaneously. The

medium observed :
" Here are several spirits ; have you lost more than

one child E" " I have lost three children," I replied. After this many

questions were put and responded to, the spirits rapping together in

each instance. In reply to such questions as,
" Do you know each

other in the Spirit-world? Are you together there E" they responded
in the most animated manner, producing a perfect concert of tiny raps.
And finally they united in rapping out the following: "We are all

happy together." The age of the children, at the time of their death,
varied from two to four years. Subsequently the following message
was obtained: " Earth was pleasant and we were happy; Heaven is

beautiful and we are so full of joy ;" and this from the spirit of the one

who died at the age of four years-" Father, I was an undeveloped
child, when I seemed to leave you; but I have progressed to a state

more glorious than manhood's wisdom." This was my first experience
in the investigation of spiritual phenomena. Everything I had wit-

nessed was unexpected and surprising. I had not the remotest idea

that I was to hold converse with the spirits of my children; the medium

had no knowledge of my having lost but one child, so that her knowl-

edge of my family history could not have enabled her, had she been so

disposed, to arrange this scene for my amusement.
_

What I have above related was all that I personally witnessed of the

manifestations, during her visit at that time. She went from Austin-

burg to Marlborough for the purpose of attending a course of lectures
on anatomy. It was at that place that the extraordinary phenomena
commenced, to which Dr. R. so frequently refers. I have before me

several letters from Dr. Whiting, of Canton, which give the details of

several of the strange occurrences, personally witnessed by himself, or

vouched for by the most nnimpeachable witnesses. 1 have written to

him, requesting a full statement of what transpired at Marlborough,
duly authenticated. Sumce it to say, for the present, that mysterious
works were constantly going on in the room occupied by H, (by which

initial letter of her name I will hereafter distinguish her,) and a fellow
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student, principally during the night, but not unfrequently during the

day. The bones, with which demonstrations in anatomy were made,
were frequently moving about the room, without the agency of any vis-

ible appliance ; and particularly the crcmiuim was always looking her in

the face, place it in whatever position she would. At night were heard

almost continually sounds as of objects thrown in all directions and

striking at various points upon the wall, the table, chairs, bed, Sac.

This annoyance was so constant as to deprive them of sleep, and it kept
them in a state of terrible fear and apprehension. At length, harrassed

and worn out with this dreadful persecution of " Ann Merrick," as the

spirit called itself, she left Marlborough, and went to Dr. Whiting's.
Thither the spirit followed her, and she was almost driven to despair,
when one night, a few days after her arrival at Canton, she felt a calm

and soothing influence, gently passing over her mind, inspiring her with

the confident hope, that the hour of her deliverance was at hand. The

next morning, in presence of Dr. and Mrs. Whiting, her hand was invol-

untarily moved, (for the first time,) and the following was written:

" Frank," (the name of her deceased husband) " I have tried to communicate

several times; but, dearest, you did not heed me. I would have saved you from

the annoyance would you have permitted. Never allow yourself to be alarmed

by her raps. Never converse with or about her. Call for me; I am still your

protector. dear H., though a vail is between us. She is attracted by no ntiinity
of mind, but your physical condition admits of her annoying. Call for higher
spirits." .....

" Be calm, dear wife ; do not weep; sadness is foreign to your

nature. Be cheerful. be happy, be gay. It causes me to feel sad-grief in you
-for although Earth's troubles are no more, our spiritual organizations are such

that we can and do sympathize with the loved ones, we seem to have left. Be

cheerful ; it is better for you,for our little ones, and better for me tosee you as

you were, when I was with you in life."

The underscoring is copied from the original.
" Ann " repeatedly appeared after this, but a mental call for Frank

would at once banish her. H. experienced not the slightest annoyance
from that source, so long as she fulfilled the conditions on which Frank

had promised his protection.
From Canton H. returned to her friends in Austinburgh, on the 11th

of October, 1851 ; Mr. Cowles and his family were of course intensely
interested to he informed more particularly than they had ht-fore been,
respecting the phenomena at Marlborough. In the course of the eve-

ning, while she was conversing with her friends on the subject of her

painful experience at that place, suddenly those loud raps were heard,
which indicated the presence of "Ann Merrick." Mr. Cowles, wishing
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to see something of her power, gave ber a cordial welcome, to which she

responded in loud raps. By way of giving them a taste of ber quality,
she performed some of ber more gentle antics, such as knocking about

the chairs, tables, Sic. During the whole of the next day, (Sunday,)
and the succeeding night,

" Ann "
was perfectly quiet. Several inter-

esting communications purporting to come from deceased friends of the

family, were received through the medium. In the evening, a circle

meeting of investigators of the spiritual phenomena was held at Mr.

Cowles; H., not choosing to sit with the circle, was in another room,
conversing with some friends who had called to see ber, when a sudden

rapping on her knuckles intimated to her, that a spirit wished to com-

municate. Apologizing to her friends for a mo1nent's absence, she

retired to another room, and seated herself at a table with pencil and

paper before her. Her hand was guided to write the message given
below. It was directed to the circle, and was almost afac simile ofthe

author's hand-writing when in life. I have carefully compared it with

a medical bill in my possession, written by Dr. Wadsworth,whilti he was

our family physician. The underscoring is precisely as in the original
document.

" Dear Friends: Gladly, most gladly, would I remove the vail from your eyes,
that now prevents your gaze from resting upon the clouds of celestial visitants.
that throng around you. Your little harmonious eEorts to establish an eleetriti

chain between the mortal and immortal, have attracted from spheres most glo-
rious, those who are sympathizing in your efforts, and who would, had Infinite

Wisdom decreed it thus, quickly endow each and every one of you with that

power, which, through unseen agencies, gives you gli|npses,fainl ones though
they be, of those seas of glory, in whose waves of bliss the freed spirit is permit-
ted, through the matchless love and mercy of Jehovah, to bathe throu,_hout end-

less eternity. You feel these things n. mystery. A mystery, for a while, they
must remain. Slowly, but surely, the vail of the temple is being rent; the vision

of mankind will ere long be purified, and these mysteries become so plain that
' the wayfaring man, though a fool, need not err.' T. H. WAD!WORTH."

About eight o'elock of Monday evening, October 13th, H. had occa-

sion to go to one of the chambers, for the purpose of giving drink to

one of her children. The hall stair-carpet had been taken up, and the

carpet-rods were placed at the head of the stairs. On her way up stairs,
with a basin of water in one hand and_ a. lighted candle in the other,
about half the rods suddenly started from their place, and flew past her,
knocking the basin and light from her hands, but not touching her. On

hearing the noise, the family hastened to the seen of tumult, and found

the rods scattered on the floor below. They were gathered together
and replaced in their former position. At the usual hour of retiring,

;.i- _ _,_ _- ,___1_..  i --_rd
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H., Miss Rhoda Snow, and Miss Martha Cowles went to the same apart-
m,ent to pass the night. A door at the east end of this chamber opens
into the hall chamber, and at the opposite end another opens into a

lumber-room, in which were deposited about fifty muskets, with b:iyn_
nets, : corresponding number of cartridge-boxes and belts, were sus-

pended on nails, driven into the plate above. One of the lady's chil-

dren was sleeping in that room, but it had no other occupant. The bed,
in which the child was sleeping, was in a direct line between the mus-

kets and the bed in the adjoining chamber, which H. occupied that

night The distance between 'H.'s bed and the muskets was about

twenty-five feet. Another bed, in the same room, stood near the door

opening into the lumber-room. After extinguishing the light, the

ladies conversed together about ten minutes, during which time not the

slightest noise was heard, except the sound of their voices, when 'sud-

denly the carpet-rods, as they supposed, fell clutter-ing on the floor. In

rapid succession various sounds were heard, produced by the falling of

different objects upon the floor. These sounds were succeeded by a

tremendous crash, which attracted every member of the household to

the spot. They came in precipitate haste with lights, when a scene of

confusion, worthy of Bedlam ten times over, was revealed. Piled in-

discriminately upon the Boer, were four of the cartridge-boxes and belts,
the carpet-rods, eandlcsticks, combs, hair-brushes, stockings, shoes,

spool~stand, and almost every other movable object in the room. One

of the mnskets, with the bayonet fixed, was found thrown completely
under H.'s bed, having passed in its way thither, through nearly the

whole extent of both rooms. The rammcr was drawn from the muskel,
and was found in the pile. The muskets had not been used for about

two years, and had become much rusted, so that- the rammer could not

have been removed from the musket, but by the exertion of considera-

ble force.

On Wednesday evening, October 15th, the following phenomena oc-

curred, in presence of Mr. and Mrs. L. M. Cowles, Miss Martha Cowles,
Mr. and Mrs. Samuel Snow, myself, and some other persons. This was

the first opportunity I had of witnessing the prowess of Mistress Ann,
and the occurrences of the evening are deeply impressed upon my mem-

ory. We were seated around a large, heavy cherry table, when Ann

announced her presence by the most emphatic raps, as loud as the sound

that would be produced by a smart blow upon the table with a. pen-knife
handle. She at once directed the lights to be extinguished. But we

gave her ghostship to understand that we were utterly opposed to that
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proceeding. Whatever were to be her performances, we wanted to ne,

as well as hear. She finally consented to have the lights placed in ill

adjoining bed-room and the door connecting with it left open. Thus we

had light suilicient to see distinctly whatever movements might be pro-
duced. In the first place, she was requested to move the table. H. sat

with her lingers restinglightly upon it ; no other person touched it. In

a few seconds, it began to rock upon its legs sideways, back and forth-

at first slowly, then more rapidly, until it was overtumed. Mr. Cowles

then replaced the table upon its legs, and seating himself upon it chal-

lenged Ann to overturn it again. Instantly it began rocking as before ;

Mr. Cowles was soon thrown upon the tloor, and the table was over-

turned, falling upon his head and shoulders. It was replaced and 
he mounted it. Then it was rocked end-wise, and again was Mr. Cowles

thrown upon the tloor, and the table overtumed upon him. Again he

seated himselfupon it. "

Now, Ann," said he,
" do your worst." In-

stantly a chair flew from the side of the room, and struck him violently
across his back. By this time he was perfectly satisfied.

During these occurrences, another table in the room was twice tipped
up to an angle of about forty-live degrees, and books and various other

articles upon it were scattered upon the tloor; a heavy bureau in the bed-

room was overturned, falling upon the end of a lounge near it; hats,
caps, and clothing of various kinds, hanging upon nails in the bed-room,
left their places like "

things of life," &c., &c.

Order at length being restored out of this chaos, Ann was requested
to make the cherry table beat time to music. Mr. Snow then played
some very lively music ou a violin, for perhaps ten minutes. The table

was raised about four inches from the floor, and first one leg struck it,
then another, and so on, in regular succession, the strokes keeping exact

time with the music, and varying, as the musician played fast or slow.

After this, in reply to questions, she stated that she was born in Ire-

land, left that Island about seventeen years ago, spent the last three

years of her life at Cincinnati, died in the hospital, and followed her

body to Marlborough, to which place it was conveyed for dissection.

She refused to be quiet through the night, and said that she should

bestow her particular attentions upon Messrs. Cowles and Snow, alleg-
ing that they were kindred spirits of hers. She was asked what she in-

tended to do to them, and her response was,
" Guess: ha ! ha ! he ! he !"

[This circumstance occurred at a later hour of the night. H. and Mrs.

Snow were the witnesses. I had written the account ofthis night's events,
before I consulted Mr. and Mrs. Snow, according to Mr. Cowles` recollec-

~ -
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tion. They also went into the lumber room,and saw the cart.ridge~boxes
swinging on the nails by which they were suspended. Also the guns and
swords were vibrating so as to produce a clicking sort of`sound.]

Mr. and Mrs. Snow remained at Mr Cowles' through the night.
Before retiring to her sleeping apartment, H., accompanied by Mrs.

Snow, went into the parlor-chamber, when, amid a general inovenient

of objects in the room, a wash-stand, with wash-bowl and pitcher stand-

ing upon it, started from the side of the room, about fbur feet; but

though the motion was quick as thought almost, yet the bmrl and pil(/zfr
were not displacedfrom the stand. The arrangements for the night de-

termined upon, the family retired, Messrs. Cowles and Snow occupy~

ing one of the beds, and H. and Mrs Snow the other, in the chamber

before described.

[Mr. S. says that, as soon as the light was put out, the candle, candle-

stick, and then a box of matches, were placed in his hands by the in-
visible agent. They were left, by H.'s request, on the stand near her

bed, so that she could strike a light at pleasure. Mr. S. wished to put
the candle out of H.'s reach, so that Ann's proceedings might not be

interrupted. In other respects the statement is correct as first written]
As soon as the light was extinguished, candle and candlestick were

discharged at Mr. Snow, just brushing his hair in their passage without

hitting his face. In quick succession, shoes, hair-brushes, combs, Src.,
followed, in every instance just touching their hair, without coming in

contact with their heads. The case was different, when pillows, stock-

ings, and like articles were used as missiles. These were dashed directly
into their faces. The spirit kept these things in constant and lively
motion for some time, and then a bright thought seemed to occur to

her. The ladies were apparently more amused than distressed, by
the tribulations of the gentlemen; so Ann pulled out a quantity of

straw from the underbed, through a very small hole in the tick, and

used it in whipping their faces. She also jerked the pillows from under

their heads, and pulled the under-sheet from beneath them. All this

time there was a general movement of chairs, Src., Src.

On Thursday, October 16th, a gentleman, the father of H., arrived,
full of skepticism,and resolutely determined to put an end to the whole

proceedings if possible. During the night, he received full and satis-

factory proof that "Ann Merrick "
was wholly indisposed to acknowledge

his authority in the premises, and that he must submit to let her have

her own way, 'rwlens volens.

On Friday evening, October 17th, a lady came to Mr. Cowles' to see

something of thc doings ofthe wonder-working
" Ann." After H. had
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retired, her father occupying a bed in the same room, and the light was

put out, very loud rapping was heard, and the lady was invited to go
there. On her entrance, instantly something was thrown at her. She,
at tirst supposing that H. was the operator, very earnestly remonstrated,
" What are you striking me for, H.?" said she. " I have not struck

you."
" There, you have struck me again," said the lady ;

"

why don't,
H., don't." " I am not touching you," was the reply. Terribly
frightened, the lady sprang to H.'s bed, ti-om which she was violently
pushed. Thus repulsed, she went to the gentlemen for protection. In

vain. She was pelted with stockings, shoes, and garments of various

kinds, until, thoroughly convinced that " Ann "
was a "hard customer,"

to make the best of her, she retreated to an adjoining room. Thither

was the frightened fugitive pursued with every possible missile which the

room aforded. At length the lady, iinding that she was not hurt, be-

came calm,and the annoyance ceased.

Nothing more occurred worthy of note for several days. On Satur-

day evening, October 25th, two ladies, both skeptical in relation to these

strange phenomena, were at Mr. Cowles'. Ann accordingly felt herself

called upon to make some demonstrations. About 7 o'clock, as one of

the ladies was walking with H. through a lighted chamber, Mrs.

Cowles, who was near them at the moment, saw a bed-quilt, thickly
stuied with cotton, leave its place and move very slowly toward the

lady, until, passing over her head and gently brushing her cap, it sud-

denly dropped at her if-et. Various other things were operated with in

a similar manner. Passing from the chamber, they descended the stairs,
when the chairs in the hall moved from their places in the direction

they were walking. Passing from the hall througn a room containing
among other things awood-box, rocking-chair and table, a stick of wood

tlew from the wood-box, the rocking-chair was overturned, and the

table moved out from the wall. Without stopping in that room, they
passed into the dining-room, and seated themselves on a settee furnished

with rockers. Instantly the settee was rocked with astonishing rapidity;
no two men could, by their combined efforts, have given it so rapid a

motion with two persons sitting on it. After the lady had escaped from

that terrible rocking she did not, for some time, choose to trust herself

to anything less substantial than the solid floor.

On Sunday evening, October 26th, H., Miss Sarah Austin, and Miss

Martha Cowles, retired to the same room to pass the night. Soon after

they withdrew such a scene was enacted there as altogether transcends
the power of di-sr~ripti'n. It seemed as if Ann had obtained a strong
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reinforcement from Pandemonium itself. The father of H., who was in

a room seperated from hers by the hall chamber, hastened below for a

light, as he descended the stairs, a chair followed him, rocking on the

door and stairs as it advanced, and making a terrible racket. In the hull

he met Mr. Cowles with a light, and they went up stairs together. On

reaching the hall chamber, they saw in the doorway ofthe roem the gen-
tleman had just before left, the wash-bowl and pitcher before mentiont rl.

On this occasion the stand was left undisturbed, while the bowl and

pitcher were carefully placed in such a position, that no one could pass

through the door in the dark without disturbing them. None but that

person occupied the room, and no one had been in the hall chamber during
the moment of his absence. They passed on to the room in which the

noise was occurring. On their entrance they saw a large, heavy trunk,
which had been closely packed, rocking endwise, back and forth, with

such force that the whole house was shaken. The windows and doors

rattled in their casements. Another trunk was overturned and its con-

tents scattered on the door. Almost every movable object in the room

was piled up in a heap. They left a lighted candle in the room and

retired. Instantly the candle was put out by some unseen agent, and

then the universal motions of movables recommcnced. The ladies called

for another light, which was procured and left in their room. That also

was extinguished in the same way, and then the entertainment was

varied. All the sounds that had been heard were hushed, and then

strains of exquisite harmony were heard. It seemed like instrumental

music, and yet there was no instrument of music in the house or within

forty rods of it. But there, in H.'s room apparently, music was heard

by all in the house, sweeter than its auditors had ever before listened to.

Among the pieces performed were
" Home sweet home," and " Yankee

Doodle." But the sweetest, most touching melodies were nr-ver before

heard by any of the persons who were permitted to listen to that mys-
teriou music. It was thus that Ann made her final adieu; H. has

never, so far as I know, heard aught of her since.

After H. left Austinburgh, what purported to be spirits of her de-

parted friends expressed an earnest desire that she should yield herself

to their influence. tn be developed as a medium for eemmunieation from

them to the world. To this she was most determinedly opposed. Her

plans were fixed, and :hc did not choose to change them. There was

considerable mesmeric influence exercised over her by some invisible

agency. But she succeeded in throwing it otf. It was after this, in

the town of Marlborough, that the strangest part of her experience
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occurred. She had resumed her studies under the direction of her for-

mer instructor. I have since had a relation of the occurrences of that

time, from H. herselff But it is a long story, and I can not trust my

memory to repeat it correctly. The day before the appearance of the

spirit which succeeded Ann Merrick, the brain had been taken from the

craniuin ofa female subject and dissected, and a portion of the muscles

also taken up about one eye. After H. and her room-mate left the dis-

secting room, one of the arms, both of which had been extended by the

side of the body, was folded across the breast. This was done immedi-

ately before the room was locked up for the night, and H. and her room-

mate had no knowledge of the alteration of the position of the arm.

That night, H. told me, she and her companion were alarmed by the

most frightful sounds. Trembling with apprehension of they knew not

what danger, they covered their heads with the bed-clothes. At last

H. summoned resolution to uncover her face, and there, standing bythe
bedside, was the specter all ghastly and reeking, precisely as the body
was last seen by them on the table, with the exception that, one of tlu:

arms was folded across the breast.

So tremendous were the sounds produced by this strange agency,
that crowds of' people were attracted around the house in which they
occurred. They were more like the sound that would be made by a

sledge-hammer wielded by a strong arm, than the ordinary raps. H.

and her room-mate being afraid to pass the night alone, a brother of

the latter was one night with them. His sister requested him in the

course of the night to ascertain what it was passing over their heads and

the bed. He approached their bed, and saw by the moonlight a human

skull dancing up and down over their heads. He watched the motions

of the skull awhile, and then attempted to remove it; but it was only
by the exertion of a good deal of strength and agility that he succeeded.

But I must close this communication. For the convenience of' nar-

ration, I have spoken of' the agents in these transactions as spirits.
Whatever the cause of these phenomena, one thing is certain: there

was no voluntary agency of living man, woman, or child, in their pro-
duction.

The foregoing is but an outline of some of the principal fhcts. Such
as it is, I submit it for the consideration of the scientific.

Very truly yours, L. M. Ans'rrN.

The foregoing statement is correct, so far as we personally witnessed

the phenomena therein related. MaR'rx-ra H. Cowass,
. M. Cownns, 1{ACHEL Cowues, S. H. Snow,

Rnona Snow. Sanur H. Amvrnr, ANN J. Snow.
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Mr. Austin writes with great care and candor, and his interesting nar-

rative evincesamost conscientious regard for the truth. There is no

perceptible effort to make a strong case, but the strict fidelity of the

statement is manifest throughout. The facts themselves demonstrate

their origin so clearly that no argument can make the truth more con-

spicuous. You have yourself admitted the actual occurrence of the

essential facts in this case, and to assume that they were produced by
those who witnessed them, or that any mcre material force, or, indeed,
that all such forces combined are adequate to their production, is the

most arrant mockery ol' all the attributes of reason. It indicates a sad

obliquity of the rational nature to countenance such an assumption for

a moment, unless we are prepared to show why, agreeably to the hypo-
thesis assumed, the same phenomena never transpired before in a thou-

sand places, why they did happen then and there, and also why they
may not be reproduced in Austinburgh and elsewhere, especially in the

sleeping rooms of all medical students. You will find it difiieult. I ap-

prehend, to carry your theory and these facts along with you at the

same time. Even poor
"

Ann," disorderly as she was, would be dis-

turbed by such iucongruity and antagonism.
The reader can not but be amazed in view of the wondcrfiil force and

precision, with which solid and inflexible objects were hurled in all direc-

tions, brushing the hair and clothes of the persons who witnessed the

phenomena, without intlicting thc slightest injury on any one, while such

objects as could not wound or occasion pain, were thrown directly into

their faces. In the midst of the greatest apparent confusion an uner-

ring precision, in the application of the force to thc object, seems to have

been invariably displayed. No mere natural or human agency could

display such a reckless power, and such consummate caution. However

nxde and violent the exhibitions of " Ann Merrick "
may appear to the

careless observer, there is a dramatic interest in her wildest moods,
while we discover no evidence of a malicious design. Moreover there

may be a beautiful significance in that last performance. It may not

be unreasonable to indulge the thought that, those weird melodies were

but the prelude to a more harmonious life which was then opening to her

troubled spirit in a higher sphere. S. B. BRITTAN.

I9



BEPLY TO S. B. BRITTAN

IUHBER BEVEN.

Dun Sm: Your (L. M. Austin's) seventh letter is received. You

open by alleging that I had " introduced a disconnected and confused

statement of the phenomena in Austinburgh." " A full and lucid

statement would not subserve my objects in the discussion." " L. M.

Austin and other reliabk witnesses have furnished you with just such

an account." This is an open attack on my veracity, in facts. Let

fads reply to it.

The occurrences at Mr. Lysander Cowles' were public property, from

the first--and as many versions of them could be found, as persons to

relate them. Few minds can narrate such fact alike. My information

was derived from Miss Martha Cowles and Mrs. Rachel Cowles, resid-

ing in the house where the occurrences were witnessed. I sought and

heard the story as many as four or five diEerent times. Miss Martha

being the best and most connected narrator-having a better memory-
each time some 'new fact, before forgotten, would come out, and some

previous fact mentioned be dropped. Their order I never could under-

stand. This frequent narration was had with a view to publish the

facts. The result of my observations were embodied in my first letter

to the Tribu/ne, and in reply to Mr. E. W. Capron. Iadded facts sub-

sequently obtained through L. M. Austin, and the father of the medi-

um,
"

H.", and published in the Tribune, with a reply by Mr. Orton,
I am told-(Will some one forward me that paper, if they have it; I

have never seen it)-and by referring to those two letters, and the

facts subscribed to in this correspondence, you will 'rind quite a dif-

ference.

In the reply to Capron I narrated almost verbatim from her father's

statements, and, it now appears, that he had heard the story in a way
that combined a part of the facts in Austinburgh with those of Marl-

borough. The piling up a host of things in the middle of the room at

A., I had received as occurring at M. Myself and Miss Martha Cowles

have always contended strongly that the whole fads should be carefully
put together and given to the public, with those at Marlborough; oth-

-ers, and the medium in particular, wholly objected to any public con-
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ncction with it, and was greatly offended with me for what I did pub-
lish, and utterly refused me any narration of the facts, at Marlborough,
while the Spiritualists were using these facts, by letter and word, to

stay up their positions.
"

Ann," at first, " had risen from the dead,"
actually appeared to " H.", with clotted hair, bloody bones, doleful

sighs, horrid groans, grave-yard yells, and ghastly grin-breathing her

sepulehral tones into the ear of adrighted women. When I inquired if

the " door was locked " between rooms, no body knew or had thought
of it. It was locked and had not been stirred, and in the moming
"Ann," the sinner, was found on the board, stark and stiff,

" alone in

her glory," as though she had not " riz " during the night and fright~
ened the ladies. Directly it was admitted that it was not " Ann " in

tlzejlesh, but an
" assumed appearance," to cheat and frighten. The

story, when 'first told, beat Lazarus all to tits-and in my letter to E.

W. Capron I have it that she appeared, in whole and in part, "three

times "' to " H." I had so heard it.
,

On one of these occasions, it was said,
" H." struck her ghostship

with a stick, (good enough for her,) and " H." was thrown by some-

thing nealrly across the room ; the bed moved six feet, and the furni-

ture ull piled up in the center of the room.

Mr. L. M. Austin and myself diB`er only in one or two matters. He

has added some that I had never heard ; I have given some that he

don't mention. I understood the skull to be "
moving round ;" he

says it was
"

moving up and down." The swinging of the cartridge-
boxes and vibrating of the guns and swords, so as to produce a clicking,
I don't remember ever having heard. The liddling and singing I heard

mentioned, but not as Mr. A. writes. The glass tumbler and watch

not being disturbed, and the bottle oi' cologne, in the bandbox. upset
after its removal, he omits. He makes the singing the last ot' "Ann's "

troubling
" H." As I understood it from Miss Martha Cowles, it was

at the " boiling of the bones," in Marlborough, that "Ann " made her

grand
" sledge-hammer " demonstration. We have probably now the

main facts-and in my account to you I refused names-when you de-

manded names and all. I referred you to a number of persons for facts

-you have them from them as I desired you should from the Erst.

That "H." will thank neither me nor Mr. Austin, is certain.

A more full account of the Marlborough transactions is desirable. I

could never satisfy myself what were the facts at M., and Mr. L. M. A.

corrects his own account once or twice from others. He is universally
regarded as a man of veracity. L. M. Cowles, lim-lwl Cowles, and
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Miss Martha Cowles, are veraeious-and state what they believe to be

facts-the others I do not know. My intercourse in the family has

been intimate--having attended the " Captain " in two severe tits ot'

sickness-and always found all the family sincere and confiding in all

things. Your attempt to charge me with want of veracity was unfor-

tunate; no antagonism exists between me and the family of Mr. Austin.

Such facts as I could gather, I furnished, and not one statement has

been invalidated, brief and condensed as was the sketch that I gave to

the Tribune and yourself
Now we turn to Mr. Austin's letterf Your letter from a gentleman

in Washington City needs no reply. My language is on record-point
it out ; and when it bears any construction unfavorable to the " truth or

veracity
" of "

H.", I will aflirm or deny it. Will you, or your Wash-

ington correspondent, or Mr. Brittan, point to the language ?-it is very

easy. Frankncss, gentlemen, is the manly way of doing things.
" H."

I know only by a slight acquaintance ; whether she is a saint or sinner,
I know not. I do know that she has a good mind, and a decidedly well

molded and symmetrical frame, keen eye, and pleasing face. My iight
is not with " flesh and blood." When she returned from Marlborough,
I carried a load of ladies six miles to hear her introductory lecture, and

soon the gossips in the town started a story that the "

spirits wrote it._"
This looked like a spiritual splurge, and was an outrage on her intelli-

gence-for all that the "

spirits
" have written in three years, boiled

down, would not make a good shadow to her well-written introductory
lecture on Anatomy and Physiology. She positively assured me that

she had authorized no such statement.

We will now proceed to dissect your facts. And first, on what

grounds do you conclude that the whole array of wonders authorizes a

belief in spirit agency ?-you oH`er no reason, and none can be assigned
-though you assunw that the " facts themselves demonstrate their

origin." The whole facts are clearly connected with " H.", and the

intelligence indicated, only points to her mind. If that spirit carried

cut that gun with hands, then she could do all the other acts without
" aid or comfort," and no act is attested unconnected with the presence
of " H." In fact, all that occurred is referred to her, distinctly and

definitely. To conclude, from this fact, that they were supernatural in

cause, is wholly unphilosophical,
There is a statement on record, that when the flood had drowned the

earth, and " the clouds broke from the face of heaven, and sunlight
streamed upon the shoreless sea," that God placed a bmp in the cloud
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as a sign that the earth should not again be destroyed by water. Re-

cently I spent a day loading wood in the forest-sleet had covered

every tree-not a twig could be seen but what sported a crown more

brilliant than a fairy queen's-sunlight painted each ice-crowned twig
with colors of gold and emerald, purple and green-the entire forest

was crowned with light enchanted jewels-a scene more gorgeous than

all the lilies of the field arrayed in their glory-and now suppose I

should argue to you that God painted those ice~gems on the tree-tops,
as a testimony that we should have no more sket-rains in Ohio. It

would do, if men were ignorant. Your naked assumption that spirits
do all these things, will do with men that don't reason. The facts in

Mr. Austin's letter involves physical force, intelligence, and sounds.

Force is matter in motion. Intelligent force involves mind--sound is

air in motion, is force in fact.

Take a piece of brown paper, heat it on the stove, rub it between

your hands, place it against the wall, it will adhere to the wall for some

time, it will adhere to either hand also. The relation of this little ex-

periment to the hands applied to the tables and stands and the attrac-

tion that follows is self-evident. In the 0/tio Stale Journal, I find this

fact attested by Jacob Shafer and eight others, Reynoldsburg, Ohio:
On Friday evening, the 4th instant, a number of persons met at the oEce of

J. B. West, Esq., among whom were four mediums. A stand, such as is used for

ordinary purposes in a house, being four square, with four feet, was placed in

the center of the room, and the mediums placed themselves around it, with their

hands on the top of the stand, and soon they notified the assembly that the spir-
its were waiting the interrogatories of persons wishing to converse; and upon

questions being asked. the answers were, as usual, given in the amrmutive, by
the stand raising toward the strongest medium. In order to ascertain what the

cause of these communications were, 1 caused the feet of the stand to be placed
upon Bat pieces of cork, which is a non-conductor of electricity, and on the top
of the stand I placed six flat pieces of cork, on top of which I placed two lights of

common window glass (another non-conductor). After having done this, the

mediums placed their hands on the glass. and soon informed us that the spirits
were again in waiting. I then caused the hands of the mediums to be wrapped
in silk, the better to destroy the communication between the mediums and the

stand. I then took a piece of copper wire, the one end of which was fastened to

a piece of cork, and wrapped it around the wrists of each of the mediums, and

continued from one to the other, and from the last one a piece of wrapped copper
wire, connecting with the aforenamed copper wire, and extending from the me-

diums out at the window, the end of which was fastened around n. piece ofiren

and placed below the surface ofthe earth. As soon as this was all done, the

mediums could no longer cause the stand to raise, nor could answers be procured
hom the Spirits to questions asked, although several trials were made.....

The fact of the escape of the electricity along the wires was proven by the con-
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tinued trembling of the wires as it seemed to pass sway, resembling the beating
of the pulse.

Now will Prof. Wells and Mapes assert that we have not here a tan-

gible evidence of electric action. Take the facts at Lysander Cowles :

The carpet-rods came down stairs as she approached-attraction only.
The chair followed Dr. Cowles to the hall, rocking-attraction only
The bowl and pitcher moved to the door as he passed out-attraction

only, or repulsion from " H." toward her father. He seems to have

been frightened and a medium at the time. The trunk moved up and

down-it was filled with the medium's clothes, and the force seemed to

set from end to end-positive and negative. Mr. Cowles was thrown

from the table as requested-the intelligence is plainly referable to the

medium, as are the physical facts. At various times the clothes on

the wall, and everything about the room, was in motion--the " muskets

and swords click " and move cartridge-boxes. The movement here

of a fluid of wind, so to speak, is clear. The medium passes through a

room-a stick of wood is attracted from the box-the chairs turned

over, and the table moves into the line of movement-attraction and

vacuum. A host of things are piled up in a heap in the room,
" cart-

ridge-boxes, belts, carpet-rods, candle-sticks, combs, hair-brushes, shoes,
stockings- spool-stand, muskets, Bw."

If a spirit can handle so many things at once, and alone, how is it

that they want a medium at all?

In the year 1679 the house of Mr. Morse, of Newbury, Conn., was

for two months visited by vexatious. " Stones were thrown through the

windows, and down chimney, furniture cast out doors, implements of

cookery dew about the room from one end to the other, ashes scattered

in the food, milk paxls iilled with dirt. When the man and wife were

in bed, a stone of three pounds was thrown on the rnan's stomach, a box

and board was thrown at them, and they were beaten with a bag of

hops. While the man was at prayer, he was struck with a broom on

the back of his head-ashes thrown in his face-the light blown out-

and he beaten, in the dark, with a pair of leather brceches; his hair

pulled ; his body scratched; bed clothes pulled off ; his night cap
twitched oif, stones thrown, candle-stick Hung at him; pricked by a

bodkin till blood came, pails of water emptied on him, until, says Dr.

Mather, they were
" in an uncomfortable pickle." This matches well

with the facts at Mr. Cowles'. Dr. Mather and Richard Baxter said

this was the Devil-" Old Hornie," as Burns calls him.

In the Silesian castle, Hahn and Kerner first had lime thrown down
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on their heads, then chinks of lime mortar were thrown. One morning
much lime was on the floor. It was then thrown and struck Hahn;
then came knives, forks, brushes, caps, slippers, padlocks, funnels,
snuifers, soap, everything, in short, that was movable was thrown about

the room. Knives and snufers and shears rose from the table. Reps
and thumps were on the wall and bed, and lights darted from corner to

corner. Kern looking in the glass saw a white female figure looking
out of it, his own shadow was directly behind it. He saw his own and

hcr's also, the Hgure moved, looked into his eyes, (a physical and mental

shadow both at once,) her head was wrapped in a cloth. A spiritual
night cap, probably, worn in the first sphere. Hahn's razor, soap-box
and brush, were thrown at him when about to shave, and while strap-
ping his razor the ghost drank up his hot water in the basin. A piece
of sheet lead was thrown at him twice. John, Kern's servant, saw the

jug lifted, beer poured out, the glass lifted and the beer drank, and ex-

claimed, " Lord Jesus! it swallows." Ghosts love " beer, hot water and

iilberts." Hahn saw a ghost dog behind Kern. These are a similar

clam of facts with the above. Was this the " Old Harry," a. ghost, od-

foree, or Mrs. Martin's puppies; or all at once?

Austinburgh beats all this. At the house of Mr. E. S. A., in Aus-

tinburgh, similar demonstrations occurred. I extract from thc Family
Visitor, Oct. 19. It appears a young woman's husband had gone to

California, and was killed, as his spirit writes, by " swallowing an alli-

gator." The widow was directed by the "
spirit of her mother," to

marry a pedlar. They "say they are spirits," and it must be so,

according to friend Brittan. The spirits wrote out their directions.

These documents are sworn to and subscribed by two unimpeachable
witnesses as the hand writing of the medium. The spirits were trying
to bring

" Pa " into the kingdom. The spirits direct the mediums " to

appear like idiots, talk all that came in their minds, baptize each other

and Pa too." This done, a large Japan server was filled by spirit direc-

tion with " spools, thimbles, scissors, shells "-and other traps. A work-

box was also filled with spirit ammunition. At the striking of the clock

the spirit seized the medium and forced her to throw the server and all

its contents down the stairway, which echoing and reverberating like so

many Chinese gongs, starts all to their feet, One enters the stairway
and down comes a box of traps, like " Hail Columbia," upon his head.

He went up stairs-everything in the room was in the wildest confusion.

One young medium stood in wild aifright at the "

physical demonstra-

tions." The widow lay sprawled on the iloor, and the ghosts giving her
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its. Her hair disheveled, eyes rolling, mouth drooling, arms akimbo,
and limbs awry. When the old man turned his back "

a brush, a

shoe," or something else, was hurled at his head. The pair were spir-
itually married by another medium, the ceremony written out by the

spirit-mother of the grass widow. The ghost had prophesied that after

the ceremony the parlor must be darkened and then they would sec

what had never been witnessed by mortal eyes.
" The room is to be

lighted up with a
' spiritual illumination '-(luminosities) and the

spirit-forms of departed friends were to be present at the infair."
When they were pronounced om,

" electric sparks blinded their eyes."
No other lights appeared. This_ca.se resembles the others, and must

have been the work of spirits as both mediums wrote out again and

again that it was all the work of spirits. The demonstrations in Aus-

tinburgh have been deeply mysterious, profoundly philosophical.
As most of these occurrences are among Connecticut people, I sub-

join the following as occurring in Salisbury, Conn., 1802, in a clothier's

shop. A man and two boys, were in the shop, and at 10 o'clock, a

stick of wood came in at the window, then pieces of lime-mortar; the

glass broke in profusion. It was very light and the throwing continued

till daylight. At night, 8 o'clock, it began again and stopped at mid-

night. Next night it commenced at dusk and stopped earlier. Next

night an hour before sundown and stopped in an hour, at the shop, and

began at the house of Mr. Landon. Nothing could he seen till the glass
broke and the bits of mortar, stone and coal fell Hat on the window sill.

About fifty panes ofglass were broken, two persons were hit hy the mortar.

It was witnessed by a whole neighborhood, and some clergymen, and

accounted for by them as witchcraft and sleight of hand. It was 
odic, and evidently a force acting between the missiles and glass favored

the atmospheric conditions.

Let us return now and note a fact that seems, to my mind, to throw

light on the modus operandi of' all these atmospheric and mental forces.

I have stated before that all physical forces seem to act from the center.

All theorists on storms assert that a storm cloud has at its center a

point of air at rest, its centripetal point, while the currents from the
surface rush toward that central point. Your fact of the writing of
" Mrs. Minard, Litchfield," is instructive. Currents were seen rush-

ing from the corners of the room and forming a center over the pencil,
there, at the centripetal point, the ghost with "

gray hair and beard "

appeared. From this I conclude that Mrs. Minard's mind acted as the

-cmtripetnl force, while the circle, or person's minds in it, acted as the
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centrifugal, and between the two the force was produced. This idea.

unfolds to me the deepest mystery in all these occurrences, and also in

magic forces so often spoken of in history and attested by good author-

ity. The idea of a
"

magic circle "
runs through the whole thing.

Two persmu or two forces are always required. The Whirling Dervishes

always put one in the center and the rest move around him. Dr Faust

and others, said to he in league with the Devil, work their arts by his

presence. He is a mental force formed by the mind, and brought into

play as a centripetal point or fulcrmn on which to act. Miss Martha

Cowles tells me that she noticed that the flinging and throwing of

clothes and articles was always toward the person who seemed alarmed.

This fact is prominent in Mr. Austin "s narrative-just refer to_ it

When the girls laughed the things dew at them ; when Dr. (lowles went

after a candle things followed him. " H." was in these occurrences the

centripetal force, her mind with the ideal " Ann " directed the whole.

One class of' blows-the lady thought
" H." striking her, This was a

mental blow, a mind force.
The bewitched in New-England struck, pinched, bit, pricked, choked

by a rope or chain, which they imagined was tied around their necks,
and they showed signs of " sulfocation." Biological

" blows "
are known

to all, the subject impressed at fifty feet distance, that he will be struck

when you slap your hands together, falls as if struck by an ax, and ab-

solutely feels a blow. Mrs. Smith in her "Dream Land " tells ofa

step~mother who was struck in the face by an unseen force supposed to

be the ghost of the mother whose child she abused.

E. P. Rogers gives a case of a lady in New-York, who used a speak-
ing tube to command the servants below. If she said anything that did

not suit them, she received a blow through the tube in her mouth or

teeth-a mental force controled by the servants. The idea in the other

case is the eontroling force. I mentioned Dr. Faust's death in my last

-the idea-his mental center, the Devil, killed him.

A man blindfolded, with warm water pouring on his arm, has the

idea, that he is dying, and does die, killed by the idea.

I have the following fact from a respectable clergyman. He received

it from his father who witnessed the transaction. A ship-of-the-line,
Bedford, in American service, when near the West Indies, was sailing
in line with the fleet. This ship moved ahead rapidly, though the

weather was calm The Captain ordered the siil taken in, till the

masts were unshrouded, and yet it outrun the other vessels hy Devil-

force. The same ship, on the coast of Spain, in a dense fog at night,
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was hailed by a voice-" Bedford, ahoy !" The voice was heard on

board by all--it was repeated three times. Groans were heard on the

vessel-and screams below. The second mate was found on deck with

his throat cut, and the boatswain below in the cabin with his brains

dashed out.

Cromwell was accused of a league with the Devil, and died on the

day of the expiring of the seven years. One of the prophets cursed a

man and he died. The negroes of the Indies, cursed by the Obi wo-

man, die. These are influences worked out by an idea-by the supe-
rior centripetal force of the mind. Elisha was to have a

" double por-
tion " of Elijah's spirit,

" iflw saw /lim go up." He saw him go up-

thevidea fixed his faith. This explains why
" Ann," the ideal spirit ot

" H." obeyed
" Frank," and also why calling on God and Christ, drove

od' Mrs. Martin's puppies. It was a higher idea-a stronger moral force
-" Frank," the husband, was a higher being in "II.'s" mind than
" Ann ;" so was God in the other case, above the Devil. The positive
controling the negative, the centripctal the centrifugal force. Ann,the
idea in H.'s mind in the demonstrations, was the positive-the superior,
while H. to the persons present was the positive. Hymn singing and

praying is strictly philosophical, founded on an eternal law, and is a

force through which the mind grasps at the higher, the Deity.
Two other important facts must be explained, the ghost and the sing-

ing. The ghost of Ann, as seen, was an exact image of the body as H.
" last saw hcr, erupting that one arm was folded across the breast. " That

spoils your ghost, and fixes the image as the work ot' Dr. T.'s mind.

He laid the arm
"

across the breast " after H. left, and she saw it as he

left it. This plainly covers the law I alluded to in " Mrs. Minard."

The mind of Dr. T. was the centripetal force and controlcd the image,
and the facts puts thc two minds en rapport. Let us have another

ghost story from Connecticut.

At the time of the Salem witch excitement, in 1692,
" French and

Indians," says Upham,
"

were seen hovering around the houses, skulk-

ing over the fields and through the woods of Gloucester. They were

seen by many of the inhabitants, and the Cape was in alarm for three

weeks. The people retired to the garrison and prepared for defense.

Sixty men repaired to Ipswich in uniform, to reinforce the garrison,
and several valiant sallies were made from the wall, much powder ex-

pended, but no blood shed." Rev. John Emerson gives an account

of them. They wore
" white waistcoats, blue shirts, and white breech-

es." They remind one of Croly's devils.
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" The Devil he a riding went-

And how do you think the Devil was dressed?

0, all dressed up in his Sunday's best;
His coat was red, his trowsers of blue-

And a little hole behind where his tail went through."

Mr. Emerson says, no real French or Indians were there, but the

Devil was at the bottom of it. These specters are based on a historical

fact. The French and Indians were always one, and combined against
the English. Philips' war had just passed over. Its bloody deeds had

impressed all minds with these two images, and the excitement brings
out the images, French and Indians.

The world can not evade the force of these facts. A law of llfmtal

Rejection exists in our being, and not a ghost can be found on record,
well described, but I will show it to come under this law. Dr. Buchan-

an aihrms an organ of "

Spectral Illusion " in the brain. It is a broad

law oi' the human organization, and not an image exists in the mind but

may be reflected around us, and seen at the focal point. Kern's ghost-
womun was in front of his own shadow, and was a mind-image, as his

shadow was his body-image-and this accounts for its position. The

Seeherin aiiirms a similar fact.

I have seized the key that unlocks the mystic realms of ghostdom,
and I will hold it as a flaming torch over that dark domain till its shad-

ows have tled forever from the minds of' men. It is mental Daguer-
reotyping.

Now for your music. The sounds, says Mr. A., seemed like instru-

mental music-sweet and touching music-such as was never heard by
those present.

" Home, sweet Home " and " Yankee Doodle "
were

performed. Pretty well for an Irish ghost-singing and fiddling Yan-

kee Doodle and Sweet Home. That beats Daniel's Yankee Hebrew.

Walter Scott tells us of an English sergeant, who was about to be

hung, on the oath of a Scotchman, who swore to the fact that the ghost
of the murdered man came to his bed and told him the facts; but what

saved the poor tel1ow's neck was that the English ghost
"

spoke in as

good Gaelic as was ever heard." Hebrews, Dutch, and Irish, all seem

to have turned Yankee inghostdom. Playing
" Yankee Doodle "

must

have fitted Ann, those "weird melodies," for a higher life, a holier

sphere. " Ha! ha! he ! he !" But, friend Austin will ask, was that

real music or a. mental deception? It was real music, as I will show

you. Dr. Abercrombie relates of a little peasant-girl, employed in

tending sheep, at seven years of ago, who used to sleep in an apartment
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next to one occupied by an itinerant iddler of much skill, who often

spent the night in performing his best pieces. The child heard the

sounds while asleep; she subsequently fell into bad health, and was

taken in care by a benevolent lady. Many years after, she .resided with

another lady, and the inmates of the house hoard, late at night, most

beautiful music-and at last traced it to her chamber. In her sleep
she tuned her fiddle with her lips-then played in notes resembling per-

fectly the violin." She dashed oB` into the most elaborate pieces and

played with great power. She sometimes stopped, returned her fiddle,
and then played again. These [its return in from one to fourteen and

twenty-eight nights. After a year or two she imitated the piano in the

house, and several voices of ladies. She often preached, lectured,
made fables. Bonaparte, Wellington, Blucher, and all the kings of

the earth tigured in her mental "

clanjamphry." She conjugated Latin

verbs, and spoke in French. When _awake she was dull and awkward.

These psychological powers may show themselves when asleep or

awake-that is all ; the images always existing in the rpind. "Yankee

Doodle " and " Sweet Home "
are plainly traced to the mind of " H."

Yours truly,
B. W. RICHMOND.

K See APP¢°dl¥' Nota K.
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TELEGRAPHIC DISPATCHES FROM SPIRITS.

Dun Sm : It must be obvious to the enlightened understanding that

a rational faith, in vital and spiritual realities, is wholly different from

those vulgar conceptions which are begotten in ignorance and born in

Cimmerian darkness. Things essentially distinct do not become identi-

cal, on account of our inability or unwillingness to perceive the most

radical distinctions. Faith may he closely allied to science, notwith-

standing many presume that faith and superstition must necessarily co-

exist. I entertain the opinion that a true faith is strictly compatible
with the highest exercise of the rational faculties. Reason is not neces-

sarily violated by referring visible phenomena to invisible and spiritual
causes, especially, since all ultimate causes are of this nature. When-

ever it can be shown that the supposed causes are adapted to produce
the alleged results, reason is duly respected. But the dicta of Nature

and Reason are manifestly disregarded when we arrogantly assume that

a particular phenomenon, or a specific effect, must depend on a certain

physical agent, which has never been known to produce similar results,
and, especially, if the whole history of that agent's operations affords an

unanswerable refutation of the assumption. Thus a morbid apprehen-
sion of being unreasonable prompts many timid men to accept the most

absurd conclusions. In nothing is the cowardice of the professional and

scientific classes more conspicuous than in this. The idea of any spir-
itually-induced phenomena, less than eighteen hundred years old, is

treated as a bugbear, and men either tremble at the contemplation, or

go off scotiing about ghosts! and thus the old and ghostly idea, of the
other world and its inhabitants, is fostered by those who should lead in
an investigation that promises to dissipate the phantoms engendered by
superstition, and to disclose the true philosophy of our relations to the
unseen. It is most emphatically true, in this case, that -

" Oar doubts are traitors,
And make us lose the good we oft might win

By fearing to attempt."
Since the Spiritual phenomena became so prevalent, some persons

have deemed it possible to establish a regular system of telegraphic
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communication with remote parts of the country and the world. It is

not, however, pretended, by any rational mind, that the laws which reg-

ulate this mode of communication are as yet suiliciently understood to

warrant us in expecting satisfactory results. Hitherto, no systematic
attempt has been made to enlist the mysterious powers in this service.

But there have been numerous incidental illustrations of their capacity
to convey intelligence, from one place to another, with the utmost

promptness and accuracy. To some examples of this kind I now invite

your attention.

George W. Mead, of Burdett, N. Y., under date of January 24th,

1853, communicates the following fact, in a letter to Mr. Partridge.
Mr. Mead, E. W. Lewis, L. Bigelow, and L. N Gardner, were holding
an interview with what purported to be the spirit of John Locke. The

mode of communication was observed by some one to he tedious, when

the following was communicated through the alphabet:
" I want you

to get Swedenhorg's Dictionary of Correspondences, and that will teach

you more than I can in years." The writer says, neither of us ever

saw the work, nor did we know where to obtain it, but, presently, the

sounds were heard calling for the alphabet, and the tbllowing was

spelled :
" You will get the book at John Allen's, Nassau-street, New-

York ; price, one dollar and twenty-five cents. SWEDENBORG."

Not one of the company had any knowledge of John Allen, much

less that his place of business was located in New-York, and in the par-

ticular street designated, but a letter of' inquiry was dispatched, ad-

dressed as above, to which the subjoined answer was promptly re-

turned:
Mn. Gro. W. Munn: Sir-I have the work you mention in your letter-the

' Dictionary of Correspondences' ; price one dollar and twenty-iive.
' °

Yours truly, Joi-in ALLEN, 139 Nassau-street.

Nmw-Yonx, July 29, 1852.

Our correspondent says, "Let Dr. Richmond explain this if he can.

If it was merely mind acting on mind--both parties being in this world

-was it John Allen's mind acting on our minds, when we were in Jcf'-

ferson County and he in New-York City, some 200 miles distant, and

while we had no idea that there was such a man in your city, or he

that there were such men in Jefferson ?"'
`

 Mead further states, in the same letter, that some time after Mr. Lewis

inquired what other work would be most interesting, and the following answer

was received from the invisible intelligence: " ' A summary exposition of the in.

ternal sense of the prophetical books of the Old Testament, and of the Psalms of

David! This may be obtained at the same place, John AlIcn`s."
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Mr. Edward Hooper, of Fitchburgh, Mass., whose spiritual experi~
ence furnished an interesting fact, contained in one of my former letters,
also relates the following, in the same communication. He was stop-

ping ata hotel in New~York, having left home only the day before

(May 10, 1851). Mr. H. had just returned to the public house, after

a few hours' absence, when he received a Spiritual-telegraphic dispatch
from home. The fact is thus related in his letter which lies before me:

" As soon as I entered my chamber the spirits commenced rapping,
and informed me that, a few hours after I left Fitchburgh, my family
was increased by the addition of a son. They stated the time,
and also what persons were present, with perfect accuracy. I left my

family well on the preceding day, and the event was not expected for

several weeks. Mr. Laban Bullock and Moses Babcock, of Charles-

town, Mass., were with me in New-York, and can certify to the occur-

rence of this fact." ~

Nearly two years since, Mr. J. H. Whiting of Bridgeport, Conn.,
called on Augusta Middlebrook, a rapping medium, when what purport-
ed to be the spirit of his first wife was declared to be present. During
the interview that ensued she informed him that /ter remains, which were

deposited at Milwauker, Wir., had been removed. This surprised him,
for he had no knowledge of the alleged fact. Some time after a Mr.

Mygatt-an old neighbor of Mr. Whiting while the latter had his resi-

dence at that place-happened to be traveling this way and called on

Mr. W. In the course of their conversation, Mr. M. informed his

friend that, a street had been opened through the burial-place, and that

the remains of Mrs. Whiting had been remm-ed, and this narration con-

firmed the statement of the spirit in every essential particular.
On occasion of his interview with the spirits, Mr. Whiting inquired

for the shade ofa Mr. Otis, whom he had known in Milwaukee, and

who-at the time Mr. W. removed from that place-in 1845, was re-

duced very low of consumption, and in' the opinion of his physicians
could survive at most but a few days. Mr. Whiting had not the re-

motest idea that he yet remained in the body. But instead of receiv-

ing an answer from the immortal Mr. Otis, W.'s first wife answered in

his stead, informing her husband that Otis was still in the form, was

well, and engaged in business in Milwaukee. Mr. Whiting has since

learned that the infomation so received was strictly correct.

While Mr. Whiting remained at the West he sustained business rela-

tions to J. M. W. Lace, who proved to bc a desperate character. The

parties named had loaned money from a Mr. Curtis, of Norwalk, Conn.,
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which was invested in real estate, and, in the course of the transactions,
a deed, which was to have been recorded in Milwaukee and forwarded

to Mr. Curtis as security for his money, was missing and could not be

found. Some time after the deed, and other papers including a note

for eleven hundred dollars, had disappeared, Lace went before a Master

in Chancery and swore that he knew nothing of the deed, etc., but be-

lieved the missing papers to be in the hands of Mr. Whiting. Some

two years since, and while a protracted lawsuit was yet pending, Mr.

Whiting was informed by the spirit of his deceased wife, Miss Middle-

brook being the medium, that Lace had the deed among other papers and

that it would eventually be obtained. Last October Lace, having accom-

plished the seduction of Ann Maria Wheeler, was shot in the street at

Milwaukee, by his victim, who is now in prison, awaiting her trial on a

charge of murder. Since the death of Lace, the lost deed has been fm//nd
anumg his papers !'

Mr. Whiting, who related these facts to me but yesterday, is a gen-
tleman of the most scrupulous veracity. The medium is not clairvoy-
ant, neither is she a magnetic subject, nor is there the slightest per-

ceptible inlluence, exerted over her mind and nervous system, by the

agency that produces the sounds. At the time these disclosures were

made she was an unsophisticated child of fourteen years, and had never

been nearer Milwaukee than New-York city. The old shift will not

sumce to resist the force of these facts. To assume that the medium

was en rapport with the churchyard, the mortal remains of Mrs. Whit-

ing, with the mind of Lace, the deed in his pocket, or with any other

person or thing in Milwaukee, of whom or of which she had not the

slightest knowledge, is an assumption so gross and palpable that, any

attempt to expose its weakness and absurdity would be a work of su-

pererogation.
Mrs. Harriet Porter, of Bridgeport, frequently receives these tele-

graphic dispatches from spirits, and the mode of communication in her

case is somewhat peculiar. The messages appear to her as if they were

plainly written on the wall, the table, or on the person of some one who

may be in her presence at the time. In the month of January last,
while she was one evening seated at the tea table, Mrs. Porter felt the

impression of a hand on her shoulder. Presuming that some one had'ap-
preached from behind, desiring to speak with her, she looked round, but

saw no one who could have produced the sensation. She felt the hand

on her shoulder the second time, and then the name, CAPTAIN Lum,
appeared in plain letters on the tahle hefore her. Mr. Lum, who dc-

* See A ppendix, Note S B. B.
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ceased some years since, left a widow who was in New-Haven at the

time the spirit announced its presence to Mrs. Porter. After the name

appeared the spirit said,
" At eight o'clock this evening I will direct my

un:/'e to wr/te to Bridgeport to-morrow night." On the ev( ning ofthe

ensuing day Mrs. Lum came into the house of Mrs. Porter, having just
arrived from New-Haven, and after the usual salutations said, "I was

impressed, about eight o'c1oc/c last evening, to come to Bfidgtylflft Io-night,
and I feel sure it was the spirit qfmy husband that impressed -me."

Miss Sarah Hutchinson, formerly of Boston, Mass., but now of New-

York city, received on the night of the 14th of last December--in a

dream-a message from the Spirit-world, to the effect that she would re-

ceive a dispatch, by the magnetic telegraph, announcing the death of her

brother, Webster Hutchinson. The circumstance made such an im-

pression on her mind that she was unable to do anything during the

following morning, but waited in a state of painful expectation for the

intelligence. Before noon the door-bell rang, and she had a positive
consciousness that the expected tidings had arrived. A dispatch was

handed her announcing the fact that her brother was but just alive, and

it subsequently appeared that, he was actually dead at the hour when the

dispatch was received.

Miss Mary Banning, a medium, being at the house of Mr. Moore, in

Winchester, Conn., June 14th, 1852, called for the spirit of her brother,
Josiah Banning, but he did not present himself as usual. The call was

repeated during the evening, but to no purpose. Finally, at a late hour,
and when the members of the company were about to separate for the

night, the presence of Josiah Banning was unexpectedly announced.

The spirit assigned as the reason why he did not come in the early part
of the evening that,

' he had been with his sister Edith all day? Miss

Edith Banning was at Hartland, Conn., some sixteen miles distant, em-

ployed in teaching school. Very soon Mrs. Banning received a letter

from Edith, written the next morning alter the occurrence of the inter-

view at Mr. Moore's, already described, in which she stated that Josiah

had been with her all the previous day, and that his presence through the

night had kept her awake. The mode of manife station at Hartland was

by sounds on and around the person of Miss Banning.
Mr. B. McFarland, who until recently lived in Lowell, Mass., has a

gifted daughter who, it would seem, is favored with "

angels' visits " far

more frequently than the old proverb would authorize us to expect.
This young lady passed the winter of 1851-2 in the State of Georgia,
and it was during her stay at the South that an interesting fact occurred

I9
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which I will introduce in this connection. The following account is

extracted from an unpublished letter, recently received from Mr. Mc-

Farland:
/

S. B. Bar-r1~siv = Dear Sir : On the evening of Feb. 2d, 1852, while a circle was

convened at our residence. in Lowell, my wife inquired if Louisa (our deceased

daughter) was with us, and was answered in the aiiirmative. In reply to the

question, " Are you often with Susan ?" [eur only surviving daughter, who was

then traveling with her friends in Georgia] the spirit answered that she was.

My wife then requested the spirit to "

go and stay with Susan and keep her

from all harm while she was away," to which Louisa replied-by rapping-that
she would. This, it should be remembered, was on the evening of February 2d.

In about one week from that time we received a letter from Susan, dated, Ata-

lanta, Ga., Feb. Bd, 1852, in which the following fact was stated :
" Last night

we had a sitting and Louisa came and rapped for the alphabet, and spelled out to

me this sentence, viz: ".Malher wants me to come and slay with 3/ou, and

keep you from all harm while away from home." " Louis/l."

Thus you see that some invisible agent, claiming to be my daughter, received

the communication in Lowell, Mass., and delivered it word for word in the town

of Atalnntn., Ga., and all within the space of an hour.

Yours, &c., B. McFaiu..mr>.

Issac T. Horns, who died in New-York during the past year, was

an active member of the Prison Association and a distinguished philan-
thropist. Judge Edmonds, being a member of the same as=oci:tion,
and interested in other reforms to which Mr. Hopper devoted his life,
formed an intimate acquaintance with the venerable Friend, and was

accustomed to visit him frequently, more especially during his last ill-

ness. One day the Judge called to see Mr. Hopper, and was agreea-

bly surprised to iind him more comfortable than he had expected. Af'-

~ter a brief interview Mr. Edmonds departed, assured, in his own mind,
'that Friend Hopper would continue several days at least. The Judge
'had occasion to spend an hour or two at another place, and on his return

'home, having to pass the residence of Mrs. Brown (formerly Mrs. Fish,)
'he called for a. few moments, when the rappings announced to him that

'Isaac T. Hopper was present. The Judge was incredulons, but the

immortal Friend insisted that he was indeed there, and that he had left

"the body about an hour before. Judge Edmonds went immediately to

Mr. Hopper's where he learned to his astonishment that his friend, and

rthe friend of Humanity, closed his mortal career at the hour designated.
I have not the space to continue this citation of facts. The exam-

-ples already offered must  utiice to indicate the general characteristics

'of a very numerous class. Every person who has carefully pursued the

iinvestigatien, for any considerable time, must have witnessed similar
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exhibitions of spiritual agency. I believe that not a single fact contained

in this letter has ever been given to the public through any other chan-

nel, aud yet our resources in this respect are not likely to be speedily
exhausted. Every day adds new and significant illustrations to the

records of human experience, and we apprehend that, a critical analysis
of this mysterious power, and the multiform modes whereby it acts on

mind and matter, will make all sublunary theories appear vain and

meaningless. It is not my purpose to force the acceptance of any hy-
pothesis. I offer no theory-not even the Spiritual-but I do insist

that the legitimate claims of the facts themselves, and of the power that

underlies them, should be respected. This power is superior to all its

visible or phenomenal exhibitions, and is able tp excercise a supreme
control over the passive and plastic forms which leap like living things
in its inspiring presence.

Have my facts any atlinity for your theories? Let us see. Two

minds are said to be en rapport when they sustain such relations that

one is conscious of the thoughts and emotions of the other. This

mingling of mind with mind, in the normal state, is not, however, known

to occur at a distance between strangers. Not only are the parties
required to have a personal knowledge of each other, but one, at least,
must have an exquisite susceptibility to mental impressions, while a state

of mutual sympathy and association is indispensible. The parties, in

some of the examples already given, were entire strangers. It is at

once conceded that distinct impressions of ideal images are silently trans-

mitted from one person to another, even ata distance, however, this

occurs but seldom and only when the parties are thinking intensely of

each other. Either the person, who communicates, or the one who receive:

the impression, must be absorbed in t/tough! respecting the other or no suda

phenomena are liable to occur. In recording this opinion I do not speak
at a venture, but from the results obtained by several years' practical
observation and experiment. Even where the parties are tiimiliar

friends we are required to seek, in the accompanying circumstances, for

the proofs that they are en rapport. The fact that information is con-

veyed from one to the other does not of itself establish this assumption
-does not even give it the appearance of probability-in the absence

of indispensible conditions, and in the presence of the mysterious powers
who persist in telling their own story and will sanction no qualification
of their claims.

It is particularly worthy of observation that this blending of mental

spheres, ot' persons in this world, derelnps no plleuornmn rmlside of the
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individual. No rappings, moving of ponderable objects, or other like

physical effects accompany the psychological action, nor can they pos-

sihly occur from this cause. And here the insudiciency of all your spec-
ulations to account for the facts is too conspicuous to require exposure.
In the results ascribed to spirits the mental and physical phenomena are

everywhere so blended as to warrant the conviction that they are produczd
by the same agents. Let us take a single fact and make an application of

your hypothesis. AN INVISIBLE AGENT, CLAXMING 'ro ss 'run srmrr or

Lou1sA MCFARLAND, convsrsn A MESSAGE raom Lowsu., MAss., 'ro

ATALANTA, GA., nv om: noun, AND nm.xvr~:m-:n rr wirn GREAT Accu-

RACY AND VERBAL Pascrslox 'ro 'ma Pnoren PERSON. There is no evi-

dence that Mrs. McFarland and her daughter were en rapport, at that

particular time, or that they are mutually capable of such intimate com-

munion as to render so delicate an experiment possible. We do not

learn that the young lady had even thought of her mother, on that occa-

sion, until the communication was received! Moreover, it does not

appear that Mrs. M. can, by a possibility, disclose her thoughts in this

manner, and at so great a distance, and the presumption that the daugh-
ter is so extremely susceptible as to receive intelligence, by this psy-

chological process, almost from one end of the continent to the other, is

neither sustained by the facts nor by the most distant probability. But

it is abundantly evident that the communication was transmitted by some

intelligence that acted independently of the other parties. That agent
had power to demonstrate its presence by sounds and other physical
effects, and without the use of any visible instrumentulities. Its myste-
rious transit from Massachusetts to Georgia was performed in a single
hour, and for aught we know to the contrary, in an instant, while it not

only fully comprehended the nature of the mother's request, but faith-

fully accomplished the object of its mission. Was not that the work of

|.Spirit ? I have no space to closely analyze the other facts, but permit
me to say, that an agent gifted with such mysterious and angelic powers

may command my attention and respect, and I shall deliberate long
before I join you in denying its peculiar claims.

With this assurance, I remain, Yours truly,
S. B. BRITTAN.

° It is a significant circumstance that alter the spirit promised to go to Geor-

gia, nothing more could be heard of it at Lowell, that night, though repeated
inquiries were made.
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REPLY TO S. B. BRITTAN.

nouns. :mn-r.

SPIRITUAL TELEGRAPHING.

Mr Dean Sm: Unpleasant as the task is, some of your
" aid and

comfort " friends must be hooped or theywill explode, and after a few

words to Prof. Bush I will attend to them.' His reply is entirely in

place, as I had alluded to his statement, and confirms in toto the criti-

cism of Rev. Dr. Carter.

The notion any one may entertain of the manner of the writing,
whether from right to left or the reverse, is not material-but this fact

is material: the spirit of the Hebrew Daniel would not have made such

a blunder as the facts plainly show to have been committed in that

writing ; for whoever wrote that Hebrew was aigiwra/nt of Hebrew and

its manner of reading. No /umzst spirit would have so disfigured this

progressive movement by such a sham-and is not the Devil at the bot-

tom of it after all ? If " Cloots" has played oil' this trick on Edward,
its pretty shrewd. He brings Franklin along; that is to compliment the

printers-Greeley, and Gray of the Plain Dealer, and others who favor

the movement; then Dr. Hahnemann, the Homeopath, is seen in the

company; that was powibly to flatter Dr. Gray, Kirby, Prof. Rosa, and

Richmond. Much obliged, my old friend-that's Homeopath among
the "

upper ten "-I comprehend the compliment-thank ye. Then

others in " oriental costumes "were brought along, to cover up the idea

that it was a
" Yankee trick,"-the Devil I suppose to be a Yankee.

Then he sees a
"

magnetic battery," and the whole game is played of

in the name of scienae, to show that they were
"

up with the times,"
the " friends of progress." Now do the creatures really keep magnetic
batteries and oriental costumes up there ? A stream of lightning from

the Shetland Isles could not more perfectly blast and scatter a rock,
than that relation of facts wipes out itself as being of spiritual origin.
I greatly admire the manly candor and outspoken sincerity of Prof

Bush in his closing remarks ; and I thank him for the letter. His

opinions are now in the form that I desired they should be.

' The remarks respecting the correspondence here r§errTed_t¢;rcbmitted in

this connection.
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With me, Swedenborg is authority beyond any writer, living or dead.

As I am able to see things, he has penetrated deeper into the arcana

of the future than any mortal that our planet has produced-but he is

not infallible; nor is any mortal. His great mistake was this, and was

inevitable, as facts clearly prove. Man being an epitomo of the Uni-

verse, he must have a spiritual and physical nature, and the latter cor-

responds perfectly to the former, and we must have then of necessity a

physical and a psychological temperament; the one corresponding to

the outer world and the other to the inner world. This admitted, we

of necessity must have a law of mental re/tection, as we have a law of

physical reflection. The harmony is evidently lost between these two

tempcraments. The ancients, says Prof. Sehlegel, regarded the whole

material world as an optical illusion-as a mere sluulow-plainly showing
that they knew some objects seen around them were shudmas,-while they
appeared to the eye material-and not being able to detect the law which

covered the fallacy from their sight, they rashly concluded that if one

object could deceive the sight, all might, and therefore the whole'must

be a shadow-an optical deception. Swedenborg has fallen into the

opposite, or a similar, mistake as to the Spirit-world. The harmony
between his temperaments being lost, when in his psychological state

the persons and beings he saw about him he regarded as real spiritual
beings, while I hold them to have been simply mvntal shadows, the

images and daguerrcotypes of his own vast store-house of forms and

thoughts. He could no more correct that fallacy in that condition,
than we can correct the lallacies of the dream state, for I hold the

whole to be essentially the " dream land."

But what a horrid light this law glares over the future, with its

sights and sounds. Every act in this life perpetrated by the consent of

mind, becomes an eternal companion, seen and hcurrl and felt while mem-

ory tells us we exist. What Swedenborg regarded as the unfolding of

the Spirit-world in future, I regard as the unfolding the Spiritual world

within us, the terrible bringing out, as in a mirror, of our inner life.

Hell, I apprehend, would be a pleasant dose compared to such a mirror

with many of us. I may have fallen into a fallacy myself in this mat-

ter, for I have not read all the works of the Baron Swedenborg. A

more sincere spirit than his earth never had.

There is on record a great variety of facts, showing most conclusively
that, at certain times, the human mind gathers up intelligence in an nn-

seen way. All prophesy is of this character, and I most religiously
believe in such a spirit. It is, I apprehend, mathematical in its char~
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acter. When certain facts have been absorbed into the mind, a result
is deduced with as much certainty as from a number of tigures carried

into the mind by sound. Josephus prophesied the destruction of Jota-

pata by Titus, on the " forty-seventh " day of the seige. How did his

mind obtain that intelligence? Was he inspired? The Seeress of

Prevorst announced the death of certain persons many days before its

occurrence. Was she inspired? William Lilly predicted the death of

Councillor Whitlooke, one of the most eminent lawyer of England, by
examining his urine. Lenthal, speaker of the House of Commons, and

Selden were both Lilly's friends. Whilelock often speaks of him and

relates that Lilly predicted to him the battle of "

Nasehy and the fall

of the K_ing from his horse about that time." This Lilly, who lived in

1648, was pensioned by the English Courts, and receiveda gold chain from

Charles X, King of Sweden. He was simply a noted astrologer, and

how did he gain his intelligence, by spirit's inspiration or the Devil?

Lady Davies, a noted English woman, predicted the death of Sir John

Davies. Sitting at dinner with him she burst into tears. He inquired
the cause. She replied, they are your funeral tears. Then in good
health, he laughed at it, but in a few days died of appoplexy. She

professed to receive this intelligence from a spirit's voice which she

alone heard. Socrates received intelligence in a singular way, and by
a spirit or demon he supposed-as the spirit used to "

rrweze," to no~

tify him of certain things.-(See Goodwin's Nec.)
Ibn Batuta, born in 1300, was a great traveler, and visited a Pagan

saint on the borders of Thibet, who performed "
great and notable mir~

acles," and lived to the age of one hundred and fifty-three. Batuta

conceived a great desire for a beautiful yellow garment, worn by tho

Sheik who accompanied the Saint. The Saint who could read " me<n.'s

thoughts," as well as the future, went to the side of the cave, took oh'

the yellow robe, with his fillet and sleeves, and gave them to Batuta,
who was greatly surprised as he had not mentioned his desire. The

Fakeers told Batuta that the Saint had predicted that the robe would

be taken from him by an infidel king and given to the Sheik of Sagiri,
for whom it was made. Batutu., pleased with the beautiful present, de-

termined never to go into the presence of a king with his garment, but,
strange to tell, the Emperor of China took the robe from Batuta and

gave it to that very Sheik, as the Saint had predicted. (See Lives of

Travelers, by St. John.) Where did that Moslem Saint get his pro~~

phetio knowledge P I regard it as a deduction of the human mind with.

its spiritual faculties fully developed.
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Mr. Grimes, the celebrated phrenologist, states that he saw a lunatic

who would instantly pick any thought from his mind. This fact I have

from Mr. Greeley. A lady in the County House in Geauga Co., often

showed this same mysterious power. How is it that many children,
when numbers are pronounced to them, instantly, without a process ot'

reasoning; deduce the result with miraculous precision. These cases

are numerous. Children often show this same intuitive perception of

sound, and play the piano, fiddle, or drum, at the first sight of the in-

strument. The whole mystery of genius lies in this mysterious psycho-
logical temperament. Angelo, Mozart, Apelles, and a host ot' geniuses
have shown these high spiritual perceptions. Josephine predicted the

fall of Napoleon. A negress predicted the Queenship of Josephine
when a mere child, dancing on the green. These facts have passed
into history, and I demand of rational men a solution ot' them. You

must show them to be the work ot' inspiration, or spirit visitants, or they
establish a law of the human mind which intuitively perceives results and

deduees with mathematical certainty the quotient from given numbers,
so to speak. ~

The doctrine of Pythagoras, that number is the law of' life, is entirely
clear to my mind. I could swell this class of facts almost infinitely, but

I must pass to another point.
Your first case of " G. W Mead, of' Burdett," is a curious fact, and

the candor with which Mr. M. applies my explanation, is refreshing in

the midst of' the general tlunkyism that marks many that sec fit to dif-

fer with me. Precisely what put him an rapport with Mr Allen, I can

not gather from the narrative ; but Mr. Allen's mind contained all the

knowledge you obtained, and to refer it to any other law than that by
which the somnambulc took notes from the mind of Jenny Lind is, to

my mind, wholly illogical. I have a little boy, but tive years old, that

often displays this intuitive perception of what is pzming in my mind,
both in the sleep and waking state. His temperament is quick, (his
mother died of consumption,) and he not unfrequcntly comes to me and

begins to prattle about the very subject of my thoughts. One morning
he awoke and was very much dejected, and told me that " he dreamed

that I was going away." I had been closely occupied all day with

that very subject, and his little mind had been rcveling in mine, in his

sleeping hours. A mesmeric patient of Prof. Burrit's was so wholly
under his control that, in attempting to mesmerize another lady, halt a

mile otf, she went into _/its, and when talking of her six miles off, she

_again had fits, und a message was dispatched to find him. The same
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would have occurred had he been in England. Space has nothing to

do with the phenomenon, being
" 200 miles " from New-York, or had

Mr. Allen been in California, it would have been the same. Edward

I-Iooper's case is illustrative of the same law, and the cause of the men-

tal rapport, is plain. The baby- mercy sakes! a boy !-a boy will put
a mother's heart en rapport with its father in India. It must not be

forgotten that many similar efforts to telegraph fail wholly. The case

of Mr. Whiting, of Bridgeport, is similar; the medium took the facts

from minds in Milwaukee; the cause ofthe movementl can not detect

The case of Mr. Otis is also similar; the fact was gleaned from his

mind and the power that gleaned it took on the personality of his wife.

It is certain that in all tbeseeases the intuitive force ofmind takes on

personation ; it must do so in order to act at all. It must have an idea, a

amtralforcd, in order to move out into the surrounding medium. I can

almost always detect that fact in the narratives. The story of Lace is

the same, and needs no comment. While this power to glean facts

from other minds is admitted, and all the facts obtained are found in

living human beings, your assumption that my explanation is a

"gross and palpable assumption," outrages all the rules of inductive

logic. There is just as much evidence that that is the source of the

facts, as that your likeness in the SH!-:KiNAH, is a copy of your features,
and just as much evidence that the medium's mind received it from

this living source, as that your face reflects its image on the plate of

the artist, through the medium of light. Touch this logic and take it

apart; your "assumptions" fall dead at your feet.

Mrs. Porter, of Bridgeport, was plainly in rapport with Mrs. Lum.

The mind of Mrs. Lum first impresses Mrs. Porter, and personates her

husband, and Mrs. P. sees his name, (a mental reflection of tbeimpres-
sion) and Mrs. Perter's mind returns the impression and mentally im-

presses her to call on her. The hour of the two impressions corres-

pond, and the whole facts indicate the above movement. The 8 o'cloclr

was the eentripetal force-the idea by which Mrs. P. acted on the

mind of Mrs. L. But she felt his haul and saw his in letters, "

Cap-
tain Lum," on the table. In the ease of " Mrs Minard, Litchfield,"
the fact varies a little, Mr. Minard reflected unluckily his own image,
instead of his wife's. He had on

" white beard and hair "-a spiritual
"

goatee "-worn among the "
upper ten." Now for facts.

"Carsten Niebubr, the great German scholar and Oriental traveller,
when old and blind, recalled with such power the memory of his early
adven1nrrs,t.hat the seems painted themselves on his sightless eyeballs.
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When on his bed, pictures of the gorgeous orient flashed on his mental

sight, as vivid as though he had just closed his eyes to shut them out

for a moment. The cloudless blue, bending over the broad desert, and

studded by 'llighf with So»u,t/wr/|» cofristellatiom, as bright and beautiful ns

when he saw them halfa century before." Brave and good old man-

may the "
stars and blue-sky " ol life glitter eternally before thee, and

"living hearts and beaming eyes
" sound their songs eternally in thy

soul. This is the eternal hook of memory that shall never he closed.

You ask me how this can occur wnczmsciously. I know it does, and

cite a fact. The Rev. Wm. Tenant's case is notorious. He died, as

was supposed, and was only saved from burial by his physician. lie

had been a scholar, and when he awoke from his trance, he had lost all

his previous knowledge. One day his sister read to him from the Bible,
a word shud; his min/I und he soon recovered all he had lost. He

retained and wrote out his interior sight while in his trance, and it is to

be regretted that these papers were lost. His case clearly proves a

double temperament, waking and sleep.
Napoleon suv the form of Josephine, sitting near him in white robes,

the night before his death. The Selieriu of Prevorst saw her own spirit
sitting not far from her, clothed in white, in a dress that she had, but

not on her person at the time. Walter Scott, when reading the death

of Byron, raised his eyes and saw the poet standing in the farther end

of the Hall, clot/wd appnqrriately. The Witches ot' Salem, saw the spir-
its of their tormeritors walking about thc room, in Court time, taking
up the legs of one, then another. The Devil sat by, " all dressed up in

his Sunday's best," with his " red book," and these specfers "signed it

with blood." (See Ilildreth.) Mental reflection can alone solve these

fads 'well allmlezl. A Mrs. Brewster, Auburn, Ohio, saw her husband

return from mill one day, with his team, and go into thc yard. He did

not ram-nfr>r many hours afler.
" Coming events cast their shadows

before." He was in a few days seized with epilepsy and has suffered

for years with these fits.

I select a. few facts from Mrs. Hauf's (Seherin`s) ghosts ormental

rg/tedious at Weinsberg:
1. Ghost ofa man, had on

"
a loose white coat and slippers and white

cap." 2. Mr. P. saw in a wine cellar a. female ghost in " white antique
dress, sported with blood, a vail on her head and child in her arms."

3. Mrs. H. saw a man dressed in "along open coat, broad buttons,
short hose, rolled stockings, shoes with buckles, ci-uvat fastened by a

button and two long ends hung down." A female accompanied this
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Bgure, had on a vail, a coat and petticoat, her child in her arms was

"wrapped in rags." Pretty fair traps for ghosts. She prayed for

them ; they grew whiter, and then their robes were brighter also. Mr.

L. saw the ghost of a minister standing by his desk, in "long robes."

4. Mrs. H. saw two females in antique costumes,
" cotton aprons, folded

coifs. She and her husband quarrelled-she cried and prayed and

wished herself with her mother," (i. e. dead). "She saw before her

a tall white form. She saw a light on the wall large as a plate." When

she sees these forms her eyelids are always closed. " A tall ghost
entered her room, in " white coat "

; another wore a
"

yellowish white

coat." "

Raps, steps, scratching, walking, and coughing, was often

heard by her and others." These forms often sung hymns with her,
and what is curious, those hymns only known to Mrs H. They
seldom came Sunday night. Ann Merrick did not come in "

holy
time." Tucy sometimes " asked for money,"-wished to greg per-

haps. Saw also " black and white and gray spirits." 5. Saw an old

mam-" had a long beard, old~fashioned coat and hat, and half boots."

6. Contains Kern's " old woman and dog ghost. She and her sister

both saw one specter, and both dreamed one dream,"-en rapport ex-

plains this latter fact. 9. Ghost appeared in "great coat and boots

and cap." Aftcrward he wore white robes. 10. " Black coat on,

sandy gray face." 11. "A tall form in frock and boots." 12. A man

who died of tremens-appeared to hor as long as his body was in the

eotlin. " She received a premonition of his daughter's_trust." 13. Three

male specters came in dancing-she prayed with them, they afterward

wore white robes. 16. Never sees the hair of unblest spirits,hut blest

spirits have it. Luximon Roy's
" hair renovator " would help them.

19. A dark spirit came to her-she commanded him to go to her phy-
sician. Korner felt a strange atmosphere for a moment during the

night. En rapport again. 20. " Mrs. H. had a dream of her father,
who was di-ad ; her brother and sister saw him the same night, though
far away." 22. " Saw a female form in costume, with a human heart

in her hand." She saw ghosts of reptiles,
"

frog , owls, eats, and

horses." 1
_

This curious book of Kerner's, is worth a careful perusal; but the

ghosts or spirits in coats, pants, boots, cravats, gowns, robes, and hair,
as plainly declare them to be mental shadows as the sun proclaims the

light.
Let us have a few' eases in groups of reflections:

Elisha saw the mountain full ofthe " chariots of Israel and the horse-
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men thereof." Did he really see celestial cart-wheels ? Are they
used in that country?

°

Stephen saw, when being stoned, " Heaven opened and Christ sitting
on the right hand of God." Are there then two Almighty, invisible, yet
visible Deities ?

In Granby, Conn., some families were seized with singular symptoms.
" They run about like persons distracted, heard voices and noises, saw

spirits in the air," Etc.

Marco Polo, in crossing the Desert of Look, in Tartary, his guides
aimed that the desert was beset with strange sounds and sights. In

the vast sand-storms that swept over it "they heard sounds of music,
and voices of friends calling them hy their names; then drums heat,
clash of arms followed, foot falls; hoofs clattered, and armies marched

past them."-(I'olo's travels.)
In the year of Rome 291, a plague swept the city of august consuls

and people. The next year was filled with prodigies. " Fires were seen

in the heavens, the earth shook, specters appeared, voices were hegrd,
and an _ox spoke."-(Livius.)

In New-England, before Philips' war,
" bows were seen in the sky,

scalps in the moon, unseen horsemen galloped through the air "-(Hil-
dreth.)

Here both the sight and hearing is affected, and that all these facts

(and I have a cart full more) attestthatalaw which the race has over-

looked-a law of mental rqledion, exists in our organization.
Marmaduk Stephenson, an Englishman, while plcughing in Yorkshire,

in 1655, was
" iilled with the love and presence ofthe living God. It

increased like a. living stream ; so did the love and life of God run

through me like precious ointment, giving a pleasant smell, which made

me to stand still, and a voice came to him," Src. This he adirmed in a

letter after sentence of death in Boston-the American Athens. He

both heard and smelt "God's love, and life." A reflection of smell evi-

dently controlled by the sense of oinhnerd in his mind.

The ghost of "Captain Lum`s "
name is sufiiciently illustrated, and I

close by a few remarks,
These mental impressions may occur by willing the impression, as in

your experiments, and also by that mysterious movement of mind known

to occur in the dream state Two minds may produce the images and

convey the intelligence, or one mind, by personating an idea, as father,
mother, wife, friend, and adopting it as a fora, may telegraph thoughts,
sounds, smell, touch, taste, or forms. In the opening up of this spirit
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life within us wc shall not only telegraph mentally over the globe, but run

steamboats and cars by will-force-by faith. Don't arrest me for luna-

cy. Christ said a grain of faith like s. mustard seed, would move main-

tains into the sea ; did he mean what he said, or was he trifling wich ns?

He told his disciples that they should do greater works than hc had

done Mind is a. force above all matter, as God's universe attests.

Yours truly, B. W. RICHMOND.
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REMARKABLE CURES BY SPIRITUAL AGENCY.

Dean Sm: The idea that spirits exist and exert an influence over

the elements and man, has been entertained by many of the most gifted
minds in every period of the world. The ancient Hebrews, Greeks,
and Romans, ascribed numerous facts of their experience to the inter-

position of invisible intelligcnces. The inspired Scriptures and all

works of genius are filled with allusions to spirits and the exhibitions of

their power. The Apostolic fathers and early historians ofthe church,
speak of the powers derived from the Spirit-world, and exercised by
men in the accomplishment of many marvelous works. Plato, who

reasoned so well for immortality, had no doubt that men were incited

to both good and evil deeds, by the influence of 11011117715 or gcnii who

were supposed to be their constant attendants. Hesiod, one of the

earliest Greek writers, also believed that invisible beings presided over

the destinies of men, and his views concerning their presence and in-

Huenee within the sphere of human affairs are expressed in the follow-

ing lines :

Aiirial spirits, by great Jove designed
To be on earth the guardians of mankind ;

Invisible to mortal cycs they go,
And mark our actions, good or bad, below;
The immortal spies with watchful care preside,
And thrice ten thousand round their charges glide,
They can reward with glory or with gold,
Such power divine permission bids them hold."

According to Calmet, Lactantius entertained the idea that there are

two general classes of n'emons, celestial and terrestrial, and that the latter

are the authors ofall the wrongs perpetrated on earth. St. Paul al-

ludes to " the powers ofthe air," and St. Jerome assures us that, in

his time, the opinion prevailed among the doctors of the Church that

the air is peepled with spirits, while many of the fathers believed that

demons, especially such as were most impure, descended from the more

ethereal regions ofthe air and were in close proximity to the earth.°

I cite these opinions not because I presume that they establish the fad,
 éalnieYt;s_l5ic.'Art. Demnns;i Also,i You Angels.

iq I  W I i A
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but to show that our fundamental idea has been entertained for ages
and earnestly defended by Heathen, Jewish and Christian writers. I

know not what others may think, but I deem it quite impossible to ac-

count for the general prevalence of this conception, but upon the sup-

position that tangible demonstrations of Spiritual agency did often occur.

The idea certainly found favor under various forms of religion and gov-

ernment, and with the most enlightened and polished nations as well as

with the rude and barbarous.

So frequent and unmistakable were these examples of Spiritual power

among the Jews, that the most terrible physical maladies were ascribed

to the agency- of evil spirits, and the expulsion of these,by thc exorcism

of prayer and other devout exercises, formed no unimportant part of

the labors of the primitive Christian teachers. If the New Testament

is not altogether fabulous, and the more recent experience of thousands

wholly deceptive, we are certainly authorized to believe that spirits
were wont to influence men in the manner here suggested, and that

they do still continue to indicate their presence by similar eifects. I

desire to remark in this connection that, Christ and his Apostles were

accustomed to treat this idea of Spiritual agency as if it were founded

in truth, and everywhere entertained. They sanctioned the popular
belief in demoniaeal possession. It is recorded that they spoke to the

ignorant spirits, whom they cast out, and that the spirits answered, giv-
ing various proofs of personal consciousness. It appears, moreover,
that many of the spirils that manifested their presence in the time of

Christ, were so ignorant and stupid as to be incapable ofcommunicn-

ting any intelligence and were, therefore, called " dumb spirits."
These could neither improve the health of the body nor augment the

light of the mind-having no light or intelligence in themselves-and

hence it was desirable to relieve the media from their presence and

iniiuence. The departure of those spirits, from the persons whom they
had possessed, appears to have been attended, in some instances at least,
with frightful convulsions, in which the medium was thrown on the

ground and left apparently dead. A striking illustration of this class

is recorded in the ninth chapter of Mark, wherein the medium "fell on

the ground, and wallowcd, foaming." The disciples made the attempt
to exercise the spirit but could not succeed. Jesus said, " Dumb and

deaf spirit, I charge thee, come out ofhim, and enter no more into him.

And the spirit cried and rent him sore, and came out of him: and

he was as one dead; insomuch that many said,
' He is dead! But

Jesus took him by the hand, and he arose."
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It is abundantly evident that a great variety of Spiritual Manifesta~

tions did occur in the ancient Church, and among the people generally.
And, while it can not be denied that, many of the phenomena were of

such a nature as to indicate a very low order of intelligence, it must be

confessed that the Apostles and others presented results of an orderly
and divine character. Indeed, they claimed to accomplish the expul-
sion of inferior spirits, by virtue of the higher spiritual aid which was

vouchsafed to them. Were their claims, in this respect, founded in

imposture ? and is the idea itself a mere chimera? If' you answer af'-

iirmatively, you not only deny the inspiration of the New Testament

but you boldly dispute its general rcliabdily as a, simple history, in which

sense even intidel writers, if endowed with ordinary magnanimity, may
afford to accept it.

Paul, in his first letter to the Corinthians, (twelfth chapter,) describes

the "

.spiritual ggfts " which were possessed and exercised in the prim-
itive church. The powcr to perceive spirits, to speak in divers un-

known languages and to heal the sick, with other remarkable powers,
are referred to. These gifts were not all possessed by one individual,
but appear to have been distributed, doubtless in conformity to the indi-

vidual peculiarities of the recipients. Thus, according to the Apostle,
" To one is given the word of wisdom ; to another the word of knowl-

edge, by the same spirit; to another the gifts of healing; .... to

another the working of miracles; to another prophecy ; to another dis-

cerning of spirits ; to another divers kinds of tongues ; to another the

interpretation of tongues ;" all of which are represented in some degree
in the modern phenomena. Such were the peculiar

"

gifts " denomi-

nated "Spirimal," and which continued in the church, as ecclesiastical

historians inform us, for a long time after the last of the Apostles went

to his rest. That these remarkable powers were exercised in the time

of Irenaens, appears from his work entitled " Refutation and Overthrow

of False Doctrines," in which he says:
" When a whole church united in much fasting and prayer, the spirit

has returned to the ex-animated body, and the man was granted to the

prayers of the saints." .... Those that were truly his [Christ's] dis-

ciples, receiving grace from him, in his name performed these things for

the benefit of the rest of men, as every one received the free  from

him. Some, indeed, most certainly and truly cast out demons, so that

frequently those persons themselves that were cleansed from wicked

spirits believed and were received into the church. Others have the

knowledge of things to come, as also visions and prophetic communica-
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tions; others heal the sick by the imposition of hands, and restore them
to health..... As we hear, many of the brethren in the church have

prophetic gifts, and speak in all tongues through the spirit, and who

also, bring to light the secret things of men for their benefit, and who

expound the mysteries of God."*

Such were the Spiritual agents and their modes of operation, and

such were the divine gifts comprehended in '* the faith once delivered
to the saints," and illustrated in the experience of men for more than

two hundred years, Christ, the Apostles, and the early historians of the
church being the witnesses. I by no means entertain the idea that the

physical maladies of men, in any age, have been, generally or frequently,
superinduced by ultra-mundane agents; but that the presence and influ-

ence of disorderly and iuharmonious spirits, should be attended with un-

favorable physical and mental effects, accords as well with our reason,
as it does with ancient records and modern facts. Indeed, it will be

readily apprehended that, if spirits really produce the modern phenom-
ena ascribed to them, they must be able to influence the physical as

well as the mental functions of men. Especially, may they act on

the mafia, and perhaps through them on other persons, in such a man-

ner as to occasion electro-physiological changes, and thus determine the

pathological states of the system. To say that minds separated from

the restraints of the earthly body, are competent to produce these

effects, is to aiiirm but little comparatively of their powers; certainly
not more than is warranted by the authentic histories of former ages,
and the actual occurrences of the present day.

The reader is presumed to be so familiar with the cures wrought by
the Apostles that a citation of particular examples, in this connection, is

deemed unnecessary. I will, therefore, devote the remaining portion
of my letter to the presentation of several examples of recent occur-

rence. The following is related by the Loraine Argus, and the Editor*

vouches for the correctness of the statement:

Three years ago Leonora, a daughter between fourteen and tifteen years of age,
a medium, stepped on a common sewing-needle, which penetrated the heel. so far

ns to be cut of sight, and which has been the cause of great pain nt different

times since. About seven weeks nge her foot commenced swelling, and it became*

very painful ; she has ever since (till last Thursday) been compelled. in order to

move about the house, to hop on one foot, and should she happen even to touch

the affected foot to the floor, she would drop as quick as though she had been-

knocked flown with a club, so sensib`y keen was the pain at the least touch. The:

° Eusebiiis Pamphilns, Eccles. 186.

20
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foot was swollen to almost twice the size of the other, and to just bend either

ofthe toes would csuse great pain and sufering.
On Thursday last she retired to a room, and there being no one present but

herself, she thought she would like to converse with the " spirits," something
she had not done for a long time previous. The first spirit that answered her

call was her grandfather's, whom she asked the following questions, and received

the following answers :

Qu ES1'l0N_'" Can the needle in my foot be found without much diiliculty and

pain ? "

Aivswmn-" No."

Q.--" Am I to remain a cnpple during the whole time allotted to me toremain

upon this earth, and be obliged to hop about on one foot, and sntfer so much

pain ?"

A.-" No."

Q.-" Will it be a long time before I shall be enabled to walk on that foot?"

A -" No."

Q.-" Can I walk now?"

A.-" Yee."

She immediately arose, stood upon one foot, the other hanging down within

about four inches of the floor, in which position it was, and had been for some

time past, which caused us to fear that the cords in the leg had become con-

tracted, and that she never would be enabled to straighten it again. But,
when she stood np, you can easily imagine her surprise and astonishment when,

as she says, she felt a pressure encircle her ancle, and, in the twinkling of an

eye, the foot was brought down in contact with the jloor, and with such vio-

lence as to cause the tloor to tremble, which very much startled her, and she

called aloud, " Mother! mothcr!!" And then walked oif, as she formerly did,
with both feet. The swelling disappeared, and on thefollowing day she put
on the same sized shoe that she had previously been in the habit of wearing,
and walked about the village, making calls and conversing with those friends

from whom she had been so long separated.

Some six months since we received a communication from Rev.

aH. H. Hunt, from which the following is an extract:

In September, 1851, while in Indiana, I went to hear the rappings, whenl

'became convinced that there must be a spiritual agency involved in the matter.

'But my position as a preacher of the gospel, restrained me from giving my senti-

ments to the public, and I remained silent until January of 1852, when two of

~rny daughters became media for the sounds. After investigating the matter,

and still finding no other solution than the Spiritual theory, I imputed it to the

Devil, who, appearing as an angel of light, stood ready to deceive the very elect.

Indeed, I was angry at the sounds; but as they would not stop, I made this re-

quest, that the unseen Powers would not make my children victims of Hell, but

spare them, and try me.

After retiring, the same night, the spirits paralysed both my arms, keeping
them in continual motion until six o'clock in the morning, when the circular

alphabet was handed me; and then I learned my duty from good authority. As

,soon as this was made clear, I commenced holding meetings in public; and up
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to this dnte my time has been spent lecturing ou the subject. While speaking I
am Spiritualized, or partly so.

At a circle held at Adrian, the hrst Saturday in July, the spirits wrote :

" Seek the lame, the halt, and the inlirm, and they shall he healed." I then

remarked t/o J. M. Reynolds: " It can not be done; if that is read, away go the

spirits and the cause together; for some one will he presented, and not cured."

Nevertheless the call was read by my colleague, when Mr. Lyons presented him-

self, stating that his leg had been drawn up by rheumatnlsmfour years, and

was under acute pain at the time Without the exercise of my own volition I

was thrown into the Spiritual state, and placed before him. I was also made to

speak by the power of the spirit. .... I put my hand on him, and he was

made whole. He dropped his cane and went away rqoicingh/Yee! as a boy
of sixteen !

'

[We are informed that Mr. L. was 74 years old.]
After this, a child, son of D. C. Smith, was very sick. The physician having

given the most powerful medicine for stopping the tits without effect, the father

called me in. I seated myself hy the boy, and was put in communication with

him by an unseen agency. Boon the patient showed too clearly that another lit

was coming on; but instead of his suffering from the attack, the whole power

of the malady fell on me. The agonizing distress, the clenched ist, and con-

tracted muscle, gave me alarm for my own safety; but the second thought, that

I was in the hands of spirits, quieted me; and I threw ol! the attack. The boy
had no more_/its, but got well.

Last July I was called to visit Mrs. Brownell, near Adrian. She had been

sick with a weak back, and continual pain in the side. Her doctor said the

liver was decayed, and she could never regain her health. I was moved by
the power of spirits to lay my hand on the back of her head, when she said :

" I feel strange and dizzy." I told her to trust in God, for he was able to re-

store her to health. She now is well, doing the work of her family, which she

has not done for two years. There are other cases which I might give, if time

would permit. Yours in Spiritual aliinity. H. H. HUNT.

These results were not accomplished by the faith of Mr. Hunt, for,
it will he observed, in the first instance he declared emphatically that

no 'such cure could be performed. Neither was it the power of his will,
ihr the agent, whatever it was, exercised him all one night against his

will. It was not the faith of those who were made whole, for in one case

the patient was a child, and the nature of his disease such as to render

the exercise of faith, at the time, impossible. Is it not evident that

these examples of healing are the same in nature as many of those re~

corded in the New Testament? If the spirits did not perform these

cures, pray tell us what it was that took possession of our Reverend

friend, and made him a better doctor, in one night, than a medical col-

lege can make out of average materials in five years !

The original statement of which the following is a portion, was attested

by many persons, including two physicians :md 'wo surgeons. The re-
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port was published by Dr. Clanny, a physician of extensive experience,
who assures us that "

many persons holding high rank in the established

Church, ministers of other denominations, as well as many lay members

of society, highly respected for learning and piety, are equally satislied."
The patient, named Mary Jobson, was between twelve and thirteen years of

age; her parents, respectable people in humble life, and herself an attendant on

a Sunday-school. She became ill in November, 1839, and was soon afterward

seized with terriic tits, which continued, at intervals, for eleven weeks, lt was

during this period that the family irst observed a strange knocking, which they.
could not account for. It was sometimes in one place, and sometimes in another;
and even about the bed, when the girl lay in a quiet sleep, with her hands folded

outside the clothes. They next heard a strange voice, which told them circum-

stances they did not know, but which they afterward found to he correct. Then

there was n noise like the clashing of arms, and such a rumbling that the tenant

below thought the house was coming down ; tootsteps where nobody was tc be seen,

water falling on the door, no one knew whence, locked doors opened, and above all,
sounds of ineifably sweet music. The doctors and the father were suspicious.
and every precaution was taken, but no solution of the mystery could be found.

This spirit, however, was n good one, and it preached to them, and gave them a

great deal of good advice, Many persons went to witness this strange phenom-
cnon, and some were desired to go by the voice, when in their own homes. Thus

Elisabeth Gauntlett, while attending to some domestic atfairs at home, was start~

lcd by hearing a voice say,
" Be thou faithful, and thou shalt see' the works of

thy God, and shalt hear with thine ears !" She cried out, " My God! what can

this he l" and presently she saw a large white cloud near her. On the same even-

ing the voice said to her, " Mary Johson, one of your scholars is sick; go and

see her, and it will be good for yon." This person did not know where the child

lived, but having inquired the address, she went: and at the door she heard the

same voice bid her go up. On entering the room she heard another voice, soft

and benuziful, which bade her be faithful, and said, "I am the Virgin Mary."
This voice promised her asign at home; and accordingly, that night, while read-

ing the Bible, she heard it say,
" Jemima, be not afraid; it is 1: if you keep my

commandments it shall be well with you." When she repeated her visit the same

things occurred, and she heard the most exquisite music.

The some sort of phenomena were witnessed by everybody who went-the im-

moral were rebuked, the good encouraged. Some were hidden instantly to de-

part, and were forced to go. The voices of several deceased persons of the family
were also heard, and made revelations.

Once the voice said, " Look np, and you shall see the sun and moon on the

ceiling l" and immediately there appeared n beautiful representation of these

bodies in lively colors, vis., green, yellow, and orange. Moreover, these figures
were permanent; but the father, who was a long time skeptical, insisted on white-

wsshing them over ; however, they still remained visible.

Among other things, the voice said, that though the child appeared to sud'er,
she did not; that she did not know where her body was; and that her own

,spirit had left it, and another had entered; and that her body was made n.
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speaking trumpet. The voice told the family and Yhilfll many things of their

distant friends, which proved true.

The girl twice saw a divine form standing by her bedside who spoke to her,
and Joseph Ragg, one of the persons who had been invited by the voice to gq,
saw a beautiful and heavenly igure come to his bedside about eleven o'clock at

night, on the l7th of.lanuary. It was in male attire. surrounded by a radiance;
it came a second time on the same night. On each occasion it opened his cur-

tains and looked at him benignantly, remaining about a quarter of an hour.

When it went away, the curtains fell back into their former position.
One ofthe most remarkable features in this case is the beautiful music which

was heard by all parties, as well as the family. including the unbelieving father;
and indeed it seems to have been, in a great degree, this that converted him at

last. This music was heard repeatedly during a space of sixteen weeks: somo-

times it was like an organ, but more beautiful; at others there was singing of

holy songs, in parts, and thc words distinctly heard. The sudden appearance of

water in the room too was most unaccountable; for they felt it, and it was really
water. When the voice desired that water should be sprinkled, it immediately
appeared as if sprinkled. At another time. a sign being promised to the skepti-
cal father, water would suddenly appear on the lloor; this happened " not once,

'but twenty times."

During the whole course of this affair, the voices told them there was a miracle

to be wrought on this child; and accordingly on the 22d of June, when she was

as ill as ever and they were only praying for her death. at five o'clock the voioo

ordered that her clothes should be laid out, and that everybody should leave the

room except the infant, which was two years and a half old. . They obeyed; and

having been outside the door a quarter of an hour, the voice cried, '° Come in!"

and when they entered, they saw the girl completely dressed and quite well, sit-

tingin a chair with the infant on her knee, and she had not had an hour's illneu

from that time till the report was published., which was on the 30th of January,
1841.-.Night Side ofJV`ature, pp. 405-8.

Mr. John 0. Wattlcs, a. gentleman of intelligence and a distinguished
philanthropist, in a letter addressed to D. Gano, Esq., Cincinnati, Ohio,
relates an. interesting Spiritual experience of which the subjoined extract

forms a part :

My brother-in-law related to me an incident that may be interesting to some.

A few days before I was there, he was at work in the grove, chopping wood ; n

young man rode up and inquired ' if his name was Whinery ?' He said " Yes."
" Wilton Whinery P" " Yes." " Well, you are the man for me; my sister hu

been at the point of death more than six hours, and the spirits say
'
you can cure

her."' Milton said, " I oan't do anything; I never did anything in my life-I

do not know anything about it." But the young man insisted, and he went-it

was nine or ten miles. When he got there he lound a house full of people in at-

tsndence, expecting every moment that the young woman would breathe her last,
and anxiously awaiting his arrival. When he entered the room, he saw the

young woman lying in great agony, the blood frothing from the mouth-in afit,l

suppose At this sight he sickened-as he does at the sight of blood-and fell
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back into a chair. He then became entraneed. and said, " In twenty minutes I

will lay my hand on her head and alle will recover." He commenced jerking
severely-ns was related to him afterward-and immediately the young woman

was relieved! At the expiration of twenty minutes he aroused, and turning to

the young woman, asked her bow she felt-at the same time laying his hand on

her head. She answered, " I am well "-and immediately set up in the bed!

He then went out to supper, and after that, returned to the room, and the young
woman was up and clothed, and in her right mind She had been in a partially-
deranged condition more than a week. She now walked about the room with

him, and was standing in the door when the physician. who had left her a short

time before and had come hack not expecting to see her alive-rode up. Being
a disbeliever in all the late " Manifestations, he looked astonished-gazed at her

amoment, as if disbelieving his own senses, and exclaimed, " Gods !-No more

rise for doctors!" and rode om This can be attested by more than forty persons.

Such are some of the marvelous cures, performed without reference

to ordinary professional modes, or the specific action of remedial agents,
and I insist that if the alleged oilice of spirits, in the production of these

results, be denied, we shall seek in vain for a solution of the mystery
they involve. If you assume that the illness, in the cases here cited,
was only imaginary, it follows of necessity-provided your assumption
be well founded-that the M. D.'s, who attended in their professional
capacity, and thought their patients would surely die, were strangely ig-
norant of their business. To assert such a questionable proposition, is

to pour unmerited contempt on the judgment of the faculty. We con-

fess to a strong suspicion that even Doctors are sometimes fallible, but

few, we apprehend, are so ignorant of diagnostics as to be unable to dis-

tinguish bctwecn idlefancies and real/its!
If you are inclined to ascribe the cures to a. biological erperime'n1,I

desire to remind you that, in the ease of Mary Jobson, there was no

person in the room except a child some two or three years old, and the

Mild was sleeping at the lime. Moreover, in the case of Miss Leonora, no

one was in the room when the cure was performed. If you claim that

the father or some other person wrought the cure, biologically, without so

much as coming into the pa.tient's presence, it will be incumbent on you
to prove that the individual, to whose agency you may he pleased to ascribe

her restoration, was capable of producing similar effects on the patient;
also, that the absent person did act an Leonora, at the time and in the

manner implied. Nor is this all ; the reader will still have a right to in-

quire why a person possessing such powers should meet and mingle with

the sufferer for months, and even years, and never afford the slightest
relief, and at last-strangest of all nameless mysteries !-how the same

person could perform one of the most startling and wonderful cures, and,
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at the same time, be utterly unconscious of any agency in the case!

The last mentioned example is eminently convincing in its nature.

None ofthe friends of the dying girl appear to have had the slightest
knowledge of the personal qualities, local position, or even the a:i.stenc¢

ot' Milton Whiuery; nor did the latter know aught of them; but thc

invisible intelligence gave precise directions, and predicted a definite

issue. The directions, thus given, proved to be strictly reliable, and

the promised result was fully realized. All sublunary theories and the

specious speculations of skeptical philosophers are inadequate to account

for the facts. Their bare announcement falls on the dull ears of mod~

ern Materialism like the trumpet-blast of the last judgment, while the

benignity of the power employed is triumphantly vindicated, by its labor

of love,iu behalf of suffering humanity.
As we attribute these cures to spirits, we can not rationally be expect-

ed to control all the conditions on which they depend, so as to reproduce
the efects at pleasure; but you insist that the phenomena are purely
earthly and, with a dash of the pen, seemingly as careless as the stroke

of a Turkish executioner, you pretend to solve all mysteries and to dis-

pose ot all reasonable doubts. Ifthen, these and many similar cures

are wrought by merely human agency, if, as you airm, all the means

and conditions are hare, and subject to the control of mortals, why not

occupy the time employed in mere verbal disquisitions, in a practical ex-

periment, and at once initiate the whole medical fraternity into the

secret. If you have the slightest faith in your own hypothesis, why not

furnish the demonstration ? It is the shortest way to decide the whole

controversy. The interests of science imperiously demand this course,
and suferiug mortals implore your aid with the moving eloquence of

their accumulated woes. I remain, yours fraternally,
. S. B. BRITTAN.
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:wanna rrnnz.

Dr-:an Sm : Your letter on "remarkable cum
" by Spiritual agency

is before me, and as we approach the close of our long talk I grow anx-

ious to see the end. Fighting as I am with multiplied powers I begin
to fear that all creation and the "rest of mankind " will be down on

me soon. It would seem that Brittan, Bush, Ormsby, Cory, Capron,
Orton, " C." and last and least poor

" Climax," in deep ailliction were

a host against one; but top of these, above all this, the whole force of

ghostdom is after mc,
" Daniel," Ben, Tom, Hogie, Ann, and a throng-

ing army come in with their wisdom to oppose one poor son of Escula-

pius; and now I am called on to refute all the whims of Paganism, and

the follies of Christians, and the beliefs of poets and Calmet's Dic-

tionary.
`

You have all history on your side I freely admit; no nation has ever

lived who have not believed in Spiritual visitants from an unseen sphere
-the Chinese, the Hindoos, the sable Negro by Gambian stream,
classic Greece and regal Rome, the Arab hordes and Semitic tribes,
from whom spmng the " chosen people," the Goths, the Vandals, the

Huns, the whole horde of Germanic tribes brought the belief' of ghosts,
witches, genii, fairies, demons, with them from their northern houses.

You have the belief of all ages to build cn, and the most illustrious

names in history with the Christian church to back up your theory.
Christ and the Apostles adopted the prevalent belief in spirits and de-

mons, and their labors to cast these out were abundant. You ask, and

with reason, can all the world, can Socrates, Pythagoras, Moses, the

Prophets, and Christ all be wrong in this helietl-be ignorant of the

mistake under which they labored ? I reply by asking how it is that all

these nations, with their kings and wise men remained ignorant of the

laws of gravitation ; that they never dipped into the laws of mechanics

as have the modern nations of Europe and America? Pythagoras is

said to have understood the laws of planetary motion ; but that knowl-

edge was lost to the world for centuries, and Moses evidently had a psy-

chological perception of the geological development of the Earth ; but

he fell short of anything like a correct theory of geology. or else the
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world has always been mistaken in what he said. It is well known that

Moses's description of the disease sent on the Egyptians is a simple
transcript of the symptoms of the plague. That disease is periodic in

Egypt ; when the Nile subsides and the sun's rays penetrate the mass of

earth and slime left on the soil, the plague appears suddenly and disnp~
pears as suddenly as it comes. Did he in turning the Nile into blood

rlumge the oxygen and hydrogen into absolute blood? Did he creale

frogs and lice out of not/ting? Was that rod actually a snake and the

hand actually leprous ? If so, and those facts establish his right to a

divine authority, then what will you do with the magicians? for be it

understood they performed all the miracles that Moses did but making
dust into lice, and causing their rod to eat up Aaron's. Were the

magicians sent of God, also ? How is it that the Prophets, Christ and

his Apostles left the world in ignorance of planetary motion, the tele-

scope, the art of painting; the lbrce of steam, facts so palpable and yet
so easy for a Divinity to comprehend, and working such frightful
changes in existing opinions? Why, I ask, it' God works by special
proridences, have men been so long left in total darkness of' facts so

necessary to their welfare, their progress, both in science and morals?

Why has it been left to a Copernicus, a Gallileo, a Bacon, a Faust, a

Newton, a Herschel and a Fulton to unlbld the laws of the physical
universe and set the age ahead a thousand years in its progress.

Why have none of these great truths been hinted at by the religions
teachers of the world? and man left to wade with his sword through
seas of blood up to a throne of skulls, built on dead men's bones? And

suppose that I should set up a plea that Pythagoras was inspired, Soc-

rates and Plato sent of God on a divine mission ; that the great lights
in science were all aided by geuii, demons, ghosts and angelic watches?

What a blubbering the world would set up over my infidelity.
No skill in logic can vindicate the "

waysoftlod lOlll11[!"0IllhCl.llC0|'y
ot special providences. It plunges the whole scheme of the universe

into eternal night, and whelms the sou] in darkness and despair. Why,
if special interposition is the rule, has not the arm of force or might
been stretched out to save the millions who have perished by violence

and crime ? If our destiny is within us, then, well may we
" work out

our salvation with fear and trembling." Christ gave us one great
truth, ho organized free discussion. Without guns, powder, staffs, or

bowic knives, he bid his disciples to go into all the world and preach
his gospel to every creature. Discuss, proclaim, go unarmed, depend
on truth, on its almighty power, and rush in the face of the world with
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your theory, and had not the secular arm crushed this focal point of his

system by the rack, and dungeons, and death, and whelmed the free

spirits of the church in a sea of blood, it would long since have cleared

the earth of kings and queens,.of landocracies, popes and cardinals.

Christ always inet the Jews with free discussion, and he always annihi-

lated their positions. His wily sagacity always circumvented their dis-

honest double dealing. But while I admit all this, I fully believe that

he held notions wholly traditionary, and founded on no higher authority
than the belief of' the age in which he lived. Lactantius believed in

two classes of devils, and so did Dr. Cotton Mather believe in two .forts

of witclzes-black and white witches; and also that the devils often

came to hear him preach and were all over the house in the air. He

put forth in an elaborate sermon his belief that the devils were organ-
ized very mueh after the manner of congregational churches, and had

Sabbaths to keep like the Christians.

Dr. Watts, Addison, and the Wesleys all believed in witchcraft and

the power of demons over men. Somehow this popular delusion was

always opposed by the thinking men of all ages who disputed with its

bloody exces<es; and unable to explain its marvels, they would deny
the doctrine of witchcraft and turn it over onto the devil. John Wes-

ley, more sagueions than this, says that these "
opponents of witchcraft

well know whether Christians do or not-that giving up witchcraft is

giving up the Bible." I freely admit that Heathen, Jewish, and

Christian writers in all ages have sustained your
" fundamental idea,"

but they were all wrong, and your diiliculty in accounting for the prev-
alence of theidea vanishes on the ground that " tangible demonstrations of

Spiritual agency did often occur."

This universal belief indicates somdhing most clearly. Either spirits
do hold such intercourse with men, or some physical and mental phe-
nomena incident to the whole race has been mistaken by the world-by
the wise men of all ages for actual spirits. The latter is my pvsition, I
attack the belief of all ages and all men on this point-spirits can not

return to this sphere, and I scout the Devil as an imaginary being, and

men as a set of servile imitators.

Not only the Jews, but all Heathendom ascribed all physical mala-

dies to the curses of the gods. According to Homer, when Chrisea,
the priest, had begged of the Greeks his captive daughters, and was

refused, he prayed the gods of Paganism, and the whole army was

cursed by the fury of the gods of Mount Ida. When Paul entered

Athens he found an altar to the " unknown god." The Greeks had
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been visited with a plague and they had prayed to all their gods, and

they were
"

legion," but the plague continued to slay, they concluded

that the pcstilenee was under the control of some
" unknown god," and

put up an altar to his worship ; the plague was stayed and he got the

credit of it. The Apostle seized this and wielded it most skillfully over

that nest of logical trieksters. Hippocrates used to stay the plague by
kindling fires through the city, to purify the air; while in Egypt medi-

cal writers say that the plague disappears to a day, at the occurrence ot'

the summer solstice. The coming of a south wind in plague seasons,

always brings with it that frightful malady ; while a cold north wind or

a frost checks it in a single night. Don't the Devil control the wind at

such times and is he not permitted to play espy with us for the glory of

God and the good of the saints? Says an eminent divine-" No poor
soul could have a pair of spectacles till a German stumbled on the fact

by accident, in spite of the Devil. The world could not have a load-

stone till a Neapolitan accidentally found one; and the world could not

be blest with a printing press till old Faust nm the hazard of his life in

using a few wooden type."
I admit the historic facts of the New Testament, for its miracles are

pnralelled in almost all ages by similar occurrences, and in my opinion
it is neither fabulous or the work of priestcraft. The business of east-

ing out devils and evil spirits was_ practiced all over the world in the

days of Christ. The Jews east out devils, and travelers assert that in

Syria every village can boast its magician who has power over evil spir-
its, and the detail we get of the symptoms of these persons, clearly
shows them to have been subjects of tits and jerkings of various kinds.

My knowledge of diseases and their cure, and the various methods by
which the nervous system may be influenced, teaches me that all these

feats were nothing more than experiments on the nervous system by
mental influences. The clay ointment for the eyes ; the command to

arise ; the assurance that faith would cure them only fixed in the mind

a stand-point of belief. "

Thy faith hath made thee whole." Mahomet

was subject to epileptic tits and fell down in these attacks and " foamed "

at the mouth, his followers used to wet their own lips with this saliva

and had similar fits. Mahomet used to receive visits from Gabriel, and

received his Koran by impression.
p
Hildreth and Upham both aliirm that in the trials at Salem and other

places, the persons aB`eoted with witches would fall down and have

spasms, Ste., when brought into the presence of the accused. Hildreth

states that in the trial of "

Diddy Goodwin " when they were brought
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into his presence all the persons were so affected ; fell down and were

"dumb "-would gaze at the court or accused for along time with

staring eyes, and when the afected were permitted to touch the accused

they were instantly relieved. "Ocular fascination "
was actually ad-

vocated as a means the Devil used to affect them. The lady attacked

by " Sam Smith," mentioned in a former letter, was struck "

dumb,"
her teeth clenched and eyes glaring ; antimony and lohelia cast out the

spirit.
Dr. C. S. Stockton of Quincy, Chautaque Co., N. Y., says:

" Two

years ago I was called to see a little Mim, aged ten years, she had gen-

eral spasms, the extremities and throat mostly affected. Her symptoms
were cramped limbs, foaming at the moulin, purple fa.ce,di0icull breathing,
deglutition, head drawn on one side, cold hands and feet." " The sec-

ond day another girl was taken ; the following day another; the fourth

another, and the fifth two more children came down with the same

symptoms, till about a. dozen became affected, and the school was like

to be broken up; teacher and parents alarmed. The Doctor called

the girls up around him, and assured them in a positive manner that

there would be no more tits, and sure enough no more occurred The

fact of little girls being thrown into epileptic tits in a heated school is a

frequent occurrence, and the work of sympathy in this case is very strik-

ing, and had a. cry of witches or devilcraft been set adoat, and the child

and parents arrested, the child hanged, the psrents_stoned to death,
their house tired, and the Doctor on horseback, like the gallant Mather,
crying out to the people, a Salem tragedy could have been got up on

short notice. Or had he seized the child, after warming her ieet, and

commanded the " deaf and dumb "

spirit to come out of her, and the

twelve other devils in the little gills to bc of out of Quincy, he might
have been guilty of quite at noted miracle.

While in Covington, Ky., I was called into the family of Mr. Weth-

erbe, if I remember the name, to see a sick person. His negro slave

was deaf, and on a little observation I found he was highly impressive.
After mesmerizing him I impressed him in a loud voice that he could

laser, and his hearing returned, perfectly, especially in one ear. My-
self and the lady experimented with him for two hours. He heard a

low voice across the room, with his back turned toward us, and the

family declared that he had not heard as well for years. He was al-

most useless as a servant, and the 'family seemed pleased that " Shel-

ton," as they called him, could again hear voices. The impression
lasted about twelve hours, and disappeared. I again renewed it, and
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his hearing again returned--but lasted not quite as long as before. I

left the place, and how he prospered I have never learned.

Dr. Humphrey, an eclectic physician, was treating disease in Austin-

burgh, in the very town where "Ann Merrick," after spending a night
with the "Captain

" and Mr. Snow, sung Yankee Doodle, and ascended

up into glory, crying as she went " he! he ! ha! ha !" probably, in this

very town Dr. Humphrey biologized a Miss Sophronia Williams-a

young lady who had ruined her eyes by hard study. She had seen but

little :br years-so she and her friends say, and I presume truly-and
presented to her a funeral scene-a dead friend, a coma. He produced
this spectral illusion, or reliection, before her eyes ; she gazed into the

coma intently, and seemed deeply affected and strange, when he re~

moved the illusion from her mind, saying,
" All right-you can sec."

She absolutely could see, and her health has much improved; her sight
remains perfect

This feat in biology poured the vital currents of the brain over the

optic nerves and invigorated them. I have spoken with her frequently
on the subject, and I presume will aiirm the facts, if you desire her to

do so. Was this a miracle, or not? 4

The powers of mesmerism and biological influence over the deranged
nervous system is almost limitless. On a good biological subject you

may work the cure of any nervous malady. Sight is sometimes sud-

denly rcstored by drawing n current of electricity through the optic
nerves; it suddenly rouses them from a partial paralysis. The power
of one mind over another, when in rapport with that mind, is soon to

he better understood.

Dr. S. S. Foster, of Wooster, tells me that, when a clergyman, he

nsed to pray with a young lady who was dying with the consumption.
She always desired to hold his hand-and, to the astonishment of all,
she recovered. Thought stimulated his brain, and his hand and voice

conveyed the life-lluid from his body to hers. It was prayng, strictly
and philosphieally speaking.

Dr. Rush, of Philadelphia, was called to see a lady, given up to die.

On entering the room, he recognized an old playmate, with whom he

used to visit an eagle's nest among the rocks. The thought rushed

suddenly over the Doetor's mind, and he exclaimed, " The eagle's nest !"

She smiled, extended her hand, and from that hour began to recover.

A mental impulse.
Dr. Cleveland, a young man, poor, but ardent, settled, many years

since, in Harpcrsiield, N. Y. He was
" beating the bush " for busi-
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ness, and, uncalled for, entered a house where the medical wisdom of

the place was assembled to see a lady die-she was given up. The

Doctor had nothing to lose, and stoutly airmed he could cure her. He

caught the old lady's sympathies, and whispered in the girl's ear
" I

want you for a wife." This was enough. The girl was an only daugh-
ter, and had money-and of course was pretty. She recovered, and

was a bride in six weeks. What young lady would not give up dying
to marry one of the " leamed faculty."

I add a few facts, for my friends Gray and Hallock. The power of

mind over the nerves, and all nervous disorders, is known to all physi-
cians. Homeopaths have numerous chances to prove this fact:

I once administered a pellet of Nux 30 dilution to a patient-she
wanted some physic. I assured her that would be the effect of it. The

next morning the result followed the impression. I gave a young lady
I powder, te take at night for chlorosis-and impressed her mind deep-
ly with the desired result. She forgot to take the medicine, but the

result followed next morning.
Sir Benjamin Brodie was called to consult in the case of a young

woman, coniined for months to her bed with loss of the use of her lower

limbs. He ordered her to be placed on the tloor, and assured her she

could walk, and she did walk. These persons grow fat when they eat

but little, and in some cases they devour enormous quantities of food.

This one lived on chickens, and devoured them by dozens.

Dr. Bright had a similar case, and substituted bread pills for the

medicine she had been taking; they had the same soothing eEect. His

visits lengthened in interval, and one morning, under a
"

deep religious
impremion," the patient suddenly recovered.

Dr. Watson, of London, tells a similar story, of a lady whose limbs

were contracted and paralytic. Some enthusiastic preacher made her

believe that, on a certain day, ifshe prayed with a strong faith,she would

recover. She did so, and recovered.

These nervous hysteric cases become local, and affect the joints and

spine, and often recover under some strong emotion of fright, a fall, or

great terror. When the joints are affected, many patients declare that

they felt a sensation as though something had snapped, or given way,

just before the recovery occurs, under these emotions.

Mr. C. Catlin, son of a Methodist preacher, from his boyhood was

much given to faith. At twenty years of age he retired to the wilder-

ness and fasted forty days. He retumed a skeleton to his family; on

the sucrccding Sabbath he poured out his vision upon the people,
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mounted in the end of a wagon. His revelation frightened the people
cf' Otsego County, over a large region. The earth was not destroyed,
as he predicted. He always keeps by him a vial of "holy oil" to

anoint tho patient ; and I have known him to travel ten miles to anoint

and pray over and lay hands on a sick female. Some sudden recover-

ies have taken place under his unctious. Of himself he relates that,
after moving to Michigan, he often failed with ague and fever. " Doc-

tor," said he, "it neither cares for medicine, prayers, oil, or faith."

This man was severely attacked with lung fever; it left him with a hard

cough and frothy expectoration. Remedies failed, and he took himself

to prayer. First he began to sweat, then a
" sudden stream of bril-

liant light rushed from his brain over his lungs, completely lighting up

his chest with a brilliant flame "; he arose well, praising God, and

shouting with joy.
This man was wholly veracious, and always devotional ; went to sleep

praying, and awoke shouting praises.

"Again, great God, the rising sun

Salutes my waking eyes,"

was always on his tongue when the sun rose. He always contended for

the right of the church to all the miraculous powers of Christ and the

Apostles. -

A Mrs. Johnson, oH'ended at my prescription, sent for other medi-

cine. A powder of sugar was given; she recovered rapidly. I_have
uniformly noticed that the more assurance you give a nervous patient,
the quicker they get well, if they desire to get well at all. Some love to

be doctored so well that they will remain sick for months, in spite ofyou,
pleased with the kind words and sweet pills. A lady with passive anu-

rism of the heart was taking sugar-coated pillets and water, to quiet
her mind. By mistake the number was doubled, and she instantly
grew worse-on sugar and water!

Mr. Quain, of London, says aperson who had long witnessed the

suferings of a friend from stricture of the esophagus, was so impressed
he took the disease and died of it. Deleuse states a similar fact, of a

young lady who was under mesmeric induence; her operator took the

disease and died. A French physician relates, that a nun in a convent

was seized with a lit of mewing, like a cat, and soon the whole sister-

hood fell to mewing for hours every day at a certain hour. That cat-

wauling continued till they were threatened with soldiers and beating
with rods, and they quit.

Cardan states that a nun took a lit of biting other nuns-all the sis-
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terhood-from nunnery to nunnery, throughout Europe. Backbiting is

often a_serious epidemic.
Wienpold, a German, cut off the head of a cat, and when the arterial

pulsation ceased, removed the spinal marrow and filled the cavity with

a compound of mercury, silver and zinc-pulsation returned, and the

body made various movements. He removed the brain and spine of

another cat, and filled the skull with the same mixture; life was re-

stored ; the cat lifted its head, opened and shut its eyes, stared iixedly,
tried to walk, fell, and tried to raise itself on its legs. The circulation

went on twenty minutes-gastric juice was abundantly secreted-it fell

down and was motionless.-(Laurel, Sept. 1843.

These experiments with the cats and galvanism exciting motion in

the dead body go far to prove that the will excites electric action in

life and motion. If, then, another mind comes in contact with this

mental media in another body, it may impel it to any point, or the por-
son's own mind directed to the part may work the same influence. The

person in tits, the insane, the excited, who act involuntarily, show vastly
greater force than the voluntary act of common persons. Bring out

fully this psychological power, and put us in contact with physical or

impondcrable matter, and the spirit is an over match for all the ordina-

ry forces of' the human organization. Mental force over disease, when

once brought out, will far transcend the power of all remedies.

These mental dynamic influences are little understood, and I remark

that analogy seems to point to 'nervous circulatiovv-the counterpart and

antagonism ofthe circulation of the blood. The arterial system would

seem to he positive to the venous, and in fact the two brains, the two

sets of membranes-mucous and serous-the double coats of these and
all the vessels, the two-fold character of the blood-all point to a dual

movement and arrangement of our life-forces ; and that such a circula-

tion of the nerve-aura, or tho blood of the nerves, occurs between the

ganglionic system and the nerves, is quite probable, and the constant

relation of positive and negative seems to he maintained. The gray
and white substance of the brain-the pia and duramater-the coverings
of the brain seem also to point to a dual movement, in the life-forces of

the nerves. This nervous circulation plays at right angles in the base

of the brain where nerves decussate, apparently putting the two parts
ofthe brain an rapport. Prof. Buchanan parted these currents by a

movement of the hand, and the patient lost her continuity of body and

mind. Had the Doctor pushed his movement he would, I think, have

induced sleep, by setting the currents to moving in a circle instead of
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crossing at right angles, which, m my opinion, brings our interior an

exterior life en rapport.
A congestion of this nerve-iluid, or a loss of equilibrium between its

two manifestations in any part of the body, induces the endless and

strange manifestation of nervous disorders. This fluid being under the

control of will, when two minds are en rapport, as in mesmerism, biolo-

gy, or sympathy, may be instantly regulated by mental action, or the

two forces of the human mind may act and react and induce an equili-
brium, or health.

I have have only room to remark that the cases in your letter ofthe

girl's foot and needle, the contracted rheumatic limbs, etc., are all ex-

plained by this theory and the facts I have given; indeed, your facts

hardly amount, in my mind, to a respectable mystery, much lessa mir-

acle-as miracles are understood.

Baron Von Reichenbach threw a spectrum on a wall, a seustive pa-
tient at fifteenfeet holding acopperwire;asit wasmoved from tint to tint

over the colors, without her knowledge, it produced constant and uni-

form results. Yellow and green produced a
"

sunny, refressing cool-

ness." The Dancers, of Germany, detested red, while the Italian tar-

antula Dancers delighted in it. Some preferred yellow, some black,
while others were enraptured with green or blue, and at sight of either

would throw themselves into the sea. They would rush toward their

favorite color, gaze at it, kiss it, caress it with the intense ardor ot

lovers, tears flowed, and enraptured language flowed from their lips,
completely-says Hecker-overwhelmed with the inebriating impres-
sion of their favorite color.-(Moore's Body and Mind.)

This would seem incredible, but when we study more fully the influ-

ence of mind and imponderables, colors and sounds, on the physical
body, we shall be both better and wiser. Did you notice how perfectly
drunk " Ole Bull" made Mrs. L. M. Child, fiddling Yankee Doodle?

She was as much intoxicated as were Wise and Petin with a draught of

God's pure ether that iloats clear above the clouds, sparkling like the-

river of life gushing from the white throne of Deity.
The power of music over disease is known to the medical world, andi

can be applied in all nervous cases. Sir W. Jones states, that while a

lutenist was playing before a large company, near Schiraz, the nightin-
gales vied with him in song, till they fell from the brancltes in a, trance,
from which a change in the music would rouse them. The power of

music over serpents is proverbial, and the negroes catch lizards by
whistling to them. Lunatios are often cured by music, and Mozart was-

21
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so sensitive as to turn pale at thc sound of a trumpet, and became con~

vulsed with a harsh discord. Democritus charmed away many diseases

by a flute, and Asclepiades cured Sciatiea with the obstreperous notes

ofa trumpet, when the part trembled in sympathy with the sound -

(Moore's Body, &c.) St. Vitus's dance, the bite ofthe tarantula, and

the religious dancers, were all cured by music. Mozart, I believe, in

executing one of his sublime pieces, so enchanted his audience that

they rose and rushed toward the altar, and seventeen became penna-

nently insane. Awkward peasants, under the dancing malady, moved

with the greatest elegance, and their rapture of mind only found relief

in dancing. Bourdaloue became so excited by writing his eloquent
sermons that his behavior was very nncanonical. He Gddled and danced

in the cathedral like a madman. The poor Swiss soldier on hearing the

stiring notes of the Marseilles Hymn, that reminds him ot' his native

home-its green vales and wild mountains-pines and dies. The door-

keeper ot' the House of Representatives fell dead on hearing of a victo-

ry ofthe Americans over the English. Joy.
A gentleman in Cleveland, in the last stages of cholera, had taken

in a few hours a large quantity of brandy; more was otfered him, and

he refused it, remarking that if he died he wished to appear sober at

at the judgment. A sudden fit of laughter convulsed the patient and

company. He began to recover from that hour. Mirth.

Lewis Brabant had failed in his suit to a rich heiress. Her father

died. He visited the widow, and in open daylight they heard the mire

ofthe father, bewailing his misery in purgatory in consequence of his

refusal to give his daughter to Brabant-" Give my daughter to Lewis

Brahant; he is ridt and worthy "-and ho might have added, a
"

gen-
tleman and a scholar." The old woman yielded-but B. must raise

the wind, for he was poor. Ile visited a rich banker, named Cornu-

wtumed the talk on ghosts and death and hell-when a voice proclaimed,
_in the tones of the banker's dead father,

" Give Brabant ten thousand

-crowns to redeem Christians from Turkish captivity." The old usurer

.was confounded-and next day took Brabant into the open field, where

no collusion could occur-the voice again came, in the name of his

father, and the voices of all his dead friends, joined with all the saints

ofthe calendar, urged the miser to " fork over." He did so; B. mar-

ried his mistress; the story got out, and the old banker took to bed

and died of his chagrin and loss.

Your patient get well-but mine died; and I might as well claim

fthat spirits killed Cornu, as that they cured your girl, narrated by Mrs.
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Crowe. The voices heard by individuals at a distance, are similar to

the sounds produced at a distance by Mrs. Hauf, told by Kerner.

A patient of Dr. Gregory used to be visited by a set of dancing spir-
its, dressed in green; they also sung and talked ; but where did they
get their green clothes, and voices. Delirium tremens.

But you say all your cases are facts without the consciousness of the

subject. These voices are mental reflections. That celestial figure in
" male attire," and the "

virgin Mary," are rsferable to the same law;
and the "

organ
" voice, and the songs, all come under the same psy-

chological law. Insanity, dreaming, somnambulism, all clearly demon-

strate that all the faculties of body and powers of mind have an uncon-

scious and involuntary manifestation. The "image of the sun and

moon on the wall," is among the most mysterious of all these phenom-
ena, to my mind. Mr. Willets mentions a similar case, where the im-

age remained onthe wall for six weeks, and could not be elfaced. I

can only suggest that the mental force of the medium altered the chem-

ical relations of the matter of the wall and traced the Hgures-in this

way, as your ghost decomposed
"

watery vapor
" to make lights out of-

or, may not those vivid impressions be on the retina, in fact, as in the

case of Carsten Niebuhr, mentioned in my last? I know of no reason

why the Church to-day may not enjoy all the  of the early Chris-

tians, if they will bring out the interior life-the soul element in man-

but she has lost her failh, and is merely performing dry experiments on

the old Adam. Yours truly, B. W. RICHMOND.
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Numara rss.

A BRE? RECAPITULATION AND REVIEW.

Dun Sm: Three letters will complete my present series, and I deem

it unnecessary to continue the classification of phenomena, however

pleasing and instructive the task might be under other circumstances.

Those who will carefully consider the facts already offered, and the

conclusions to which they logically tend, will perceive the utter inade-

quacy of all known material laws to account for their occurrence. To

allege that they depend on some unknown laws of matter, or of mind

in its corporeal relations, is to presume that nature and the human fac-

ulties have recently revised and corrected their laws, or that the old

statutes are now administered with far greater fidelity than formerly.
But I am constrained to say, that the present mode of treating the

subject renders the discussion less interesting and profitable than I had

expected, and that the particular reasons for this opinion are too obvi-

ous to require much elucidation. Before our public correspondence
was commenced, I signified in terms that could not be misapprehended,
that I had neither time nor space to spend in an aimless controversy,
and that, if the subject was to be canvassed at all in these columns, it

Was desirable that it should be done in a respectful, candid and logical
manner. Has it been thus treated in the discussion which is now draw-

ing to a close ? Our readers will consider this question while I briedy
review your course from the beginning.

In the iirst part of the discussion, during which you had the lead, I

endeavored to follow in a careful examination of your facts, and by an

impartial inquiry into the nature and capacity of the various agents to

which you were pleased to ascribe them. Many instances might be

referred to wherein your facts, though of questionable authenticity and

sustaining but a very remote relation to the subject, were considered

respectfully, and if; indeed, my letters present any apparent exceptions
to this rule, they are contined to those cases in which your alleged facts

are utterly incongruous, and your pretended explanations intrinsically
contradictory and absurd. In such cases it is as much impossible for a

rational  an to be deeply serious, as it is for a real wit to laugh at
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coarseness and vulgarity. It was never my object to divert the read-

er's attention from the facts cited in support of your divers hypotheses.
They were not deemed so formidable, except in number, as to render it

necessary, on my part, to send down a whole avalanche of other facts-

materials, crude, doubtful, and irrelevant-to conceal the real issue.

On the cont: ary, whenever it has been possible to perceive any connec-

tion between your facts and their alleged causes, both have been seri-

ously entertained and discussed in a candid and philosophical spirit.
That the reader may be able to perceive at a glance what has been

advocated in the course of this controversy, I propose to advert very

briefly to your several epistles with a view to ascertain, if that be possi-
ble, what is the predominant idea in each. In pursuance of this pur-

pose I will now go back to the beginning and pass hastily over your
Erst course of twelve letters and my replies.

1. Your introductory epistle was devoted to what you were pleased
to term SPIRIT-IMITATIONS, and afler discussing the manifestations by
writing, through Mr. Fowler, you arrived at a deiiuitc conclusion which

was thus expressed :
" The 'whole is the result of the imitative mechanic

power of the MEDIUM "; you were not quite certain whether that power
was consciously or unconsciously exercised.

In my reply, I endeavored-with what success others must judge-to
disprove this assumption, by presenting the facts in the case duly au-

theuticated.

2. In your second communication the same subject was continued,
but it was urged that the Spiritual media are biolog-ized, which was trans-

ferring
" the imitative mechanic power

" from the medium to some ope-

rator, to whose will he was supposed to be subjected. The principal
part of the letter was devoted to a disquisition on the nature of biologi-
cal arpcriments, and at the conclusion you cited, as a suitable illustraf

tion, the case of an English gentleman who was occasionally subject to

a strange species of hallucinatirm. It certainly appears to have been

your object throughout to prove that, the manifestations do not occur

objectively, and that the parties who certify to the contrary are under

biological control or are otherwise hallucinated. If this was not the

design and import of your second letter, I am wholly unable to perceive
its relation to the general subject, and your examples of incidental hal-

lucination are obviously unsuitable and meaningless.
The reply, which was intended to exhibit the palpable distinctions

between the biological experiments and the Spiritual Manifestations, may
be thus briefly comprehended: 1. In the 'biological' experiments
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there is a visible human operator, to the action of whose mind every

physiological change, mental impression, and mechanical movement, can

be directly referred. In the Spiritual Manifestations, no human opera-
tor can be found, or demonstrated to exist. 2. In biology, the phe-
nomena occur in harmony with the will or desire of the operator. and in

conjunction with certain marzipulatiom. But the illustrations of the

Spiritual presence and power, often occur in opposition to an earnest de-

sire ; they resist the most vigorous gfort of the will, and arc not depend-
ent on any process, similar to the one described in Dr. Richmond`s let~

ter, as necessary to induce thc biological results. 3. Only men

and women are found to yield to the experiments in biology, while, in

the Spiritual Phenomena, chairs and tables are among the most impres-
sible subjects.

3. Your third letter was also on the " Spirit-imitations." It opened
with an abrupt exordium on the superior skill of the ancients in panto-
mimic rqrresentalimls, and we were left to infer, if we were so disposed,
that the modern spiritual phenomena only indicate the revival of the

taste for this species of amusement. But you seem to have been con-

scious that pantomime and biology might not enable you to account sat»

isfactorily for all cases, and, accordingly, the hypothesis was modified

by the introduction of insanity, somnambulism, drunkenness, and the

influence of love and poetic temperaments, all of which were honored

with a place among the principles of your philosophy, and installed with

the authors of your faith.

In reply I endeavored to show the inconsistency of supposing that so

many persons, among all classes in society, had all at once turned actors,
and the still greater absurdity of presuming that such a disposition on

the part of the living mediums, admitting it to exist, could be made to

account for the movements of inanimate objects. Respecting the agency
ot somnamhulism, I accepted what you assumed, namely, that this class

of media are in an abnormal state, and my argument for which I was,
at least in part, indebted to yourself for the premises, is embraced in

the following brief syllogism : 1. Somnambulic media can only imitate

or personate those with whom they are en rapport. 2. Such media do

personate the dead, who are wholly unknown or utterly forgotten, and

with the utmost fidelity. 3. Therefore, the somnambulic media must

be, ae they positively amrm, an ramaort with departed spirits. The re-

lations of insanity and drunkenness to the subject could not be perceived,
and they were accordingly sent back to you, the former to he doctored

and the latter to get sober.
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4. The succeeding letter in your series was a studied etiort to prove
that the facts, then under discussion, had their origin in deliberate im-

posture. You had at length arrived at the conclusion that, " the imi-

tative mechanic power of the medium "
was conscimuly exercised, and

might be presumed to consist in " tricks that would make angels weep."
My fourth reply was designed, in a general way, tn show that this

amumption was intrinsically more absurd and less amiable than those

that preceded it. Its antagonism to the facts did not require any fi1r~

ther illustration.

5. Your number five consists of a dissertation on the relations of heat

and mind to what is termed physical force, and especially to the motion

of tluids. Then to illustrate the Spiritual-physical manifestations, you
referred to genuine natural phenomena such as earthquakes, volcanic

eruptions, thunder storms, etc. It was thus virtually conceded that the

so-called manifestations are not mere biological fancies, insane illusions,
or phantoms engendered by delirium tremens, but actual occurrences ; for,
otherwise, it would be extremely preposterous to select such real phe-
nomena to illustrate the manifestations.

'The answer to the foregoing consisted chieily in strictures on Dr.

Richmond's philosophy of the relations of heat and motion in linids.

6. In your sixth letter you talked in vague and general terms of
" ether fluid," "

nerve-aura,"
"

od-force," the philosophy of sound,
together with the discoveries of Reichenbach, Buchanan, Newton and

Mesmer, and closed without making any point. In this letter, how-

ever, you did make several assertions, among which were the following:
l. "

Electricity is the only agent in Nature, known to man, that will

produce muscular motion when brought in contact with a body from

which life is extinct." 2. "The od-force of Reichenbach comes at

once to our aid in the ' modern mysteries! . . _ The human will hav-

ing control over it as easily grasps and impels it, when chairs and tables

have been charged with it, as when a muscle or a nerve has been charged
with it.

For the original argument in the negative I must refer the reader to

my letter while I oEer some additional suggestions. What is said of

electricity, as applied to dead bodies, would doubtless as well apply to

living ones. I apprehend that the agent of all muscular motion is elec-

trical, but the assumption that od force can be grasped by the mind and

made the agent in producing muscular action, and the instrument

whereby inanimate objects are moved, is manifestly without tbundation.

in truth. When, in the course of this discussion, you have found any
-A
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thing that could not be explained or comprehended, you have, for the

most part, pursued the course adopted by the boy at school, who, for

the sake of convenience in reading, called all the hard words Moses!

Od-force! Odfora! On-roses! has been repeated with emphasis in

proportion to the obscurity of the point under discussion, until all our

ideas of the subject were likely to be lost in'this forwd and forcible use

of the terms.

By this time it may be interesting to those who are not thmiliar with

the Baron's discoveries to learn that this od-force, of which my cores-

pondont has said so much, consists in the luminous emanations which

somnambules, and other persons of acute sensation, perceive around

the poles of magnets, the bodies of human beings and several other

objects. It appears like a pale auroral illumination, proceeding from

and playing over the surface of the body, and can only be seen in dark

rooms or in the absence of a stronger light. This flame like aura, which

is invisible except to highly sensitive persons, so far from "

pumping
"

and "

throwing corn,"
"

cartridge-boxes " and muskets, in Ohio, and

hurling chairs,tables, and other ponderable objects everywhere else, is go
gradual, gentle and noiseless, in all its movements that it would not

injure a ily, should he chance to alight in the midst of the impalpable
current. If the odic emanations from a single human form could dis-

turb heavy bodies as you allege, a mass meeting would nearly sumee to

produce an earthquake. No ordinary edice would resist its action for

a single hour. Now so far from this being the case, the od evolved

from a thousand living bodies would develop no more physical force, as

exhibited in the mysterious movements of lifeless things, than the insen-

sible perspiration from the same bodies. Such is the testimony of our

experience, and the record ofthe Baron's experiments contains nothing
to the contrary.

7. In your seventh letter you continued to discourse obscurely on

the same general topics. A ludicrous explanation of a fact, previously
cited as having occurred in the Shetland Isles, was given ; and you also

instaneed the remarkable effects produced by electrical eels, which were

said to be "

physical manifestations almost equal to those of the rap-

pers." From all this we were of course expected to infer that a gym-
notus would be a good medium, for the great variety of phenomena
which are believed by thousands to be revelations of spiritual intelligence
and power. Then followed a. labored effort to prove that all vital phe~
nomena are, in some way, dependent on electrical forces, which was

*never questioned by me at any time. In this letter also you virtually
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admitted the genuineness ot' the so-called Spiritual Manifestations, by
comparing them with natural phenomena which no one pretends to

dispute.
In my reply I had occasion to observe that, human beings, unlike

electrical eels, have no power to discharge the electricity of their bodies

in a disruptive manner; in other words, so as to occasion a cmwussion,
or to communicate a shock, and that, for this reason, neither the sounds

nor other physical efects can he ascribed to any such voluntary agency
on the part of men.

8. Your eighth letter is filled with wonders. The remarkable phys-
ical phcnom ena witnessed by the soldier in the castle at Silcsia, are

ascribed to " the magnetic condition of Kern," " the decomposition ot

a body in the cellar,"
"

vacuum," Ste. You next instance the pump-

ing manifestation in Ohio, which is thus explained:
" The odforce of this magnetic boy passed from the hand to the water below

--it being of the nature of light, and moving about 200,000 times as fast as air-

its sudden passage through the air to the water below, would move the air up-
ward and form a vacuum."

This explanation is about as clear as some things which are admitted

to be very obscure. If od-force as it descends displaces the air, /ww

does it get dmrn at all, seeing it is so much lighter than the atmosphere ?

Has it so much more voluntary power than you are willing to ascribe to

the conscious soul, that it can thus not only remain near the surfince of

the earth, but even dive into deep wells, regardless of all material grav-

itation, moving in its wondrous descent 200,000 as fast as air! And

is the spirit in God's own image such a clumsy creature that it can not

do what od-force can accomplish with so much ease ? You say that it

is, and that it aaa not ; and yet we must not so much as intimate that

your philosophy, which thus attributes to dead matter the powers it de-

nies to living spirits, is essentially materialistic. Moreover, if od-force

is ofthe nature of light,and forms a vacuum as it descends, why does

not the light of the sun also displace the air at the surface of the earth

and produce a vacuum which would be instantly fatal to all animal life?

But why argue against such ahsurdities, while those who assert them

will not reason, and those who believe them, can ami.

That our readers may form a just estimate of the fidelity with which

you represent the Baron's facts and philosophy, I will here quote three

lines from his most valuable book, which should stand in juxtaposition
with the three liues just cited from your eighth letter. The following
is from " the Dynamics of Magnetism, &c."; page 236:
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" The transmission of Od in the but conductors, as in metslic wires, goes on

slowly-twenty to forty seconds are required for a wire Gfty yards long: Elec-

tricity traverses a million times longer space in immeasursbly shorter time."

From this it will be perceived that, the Baron's od-force is a very
slow kind. It moves along at a snail's pace, requiring a minute or more

to go one hundred yards, while the same agent, after being employed
in the service of' Dr. Richmond, and undergoing a suitable discipline in

Ohio, manages to get over the ground at the rate of some 192,000 miles
in one second! -

'

9. In the ninth number of your adirmative series it was confidently
assumed that, the media are all in an abnormal condition, and the letter

was chiedy confined to the elaboration of your views respecting their

general temperameuts. In the same connection you presented a brief

analysis of the physical and mental peculiarities of a number of media,
with a view to make it apparent that, all persons of this class are nerv-

ously excitable, hysterical, epileptic, or otherwise ot' unsound health.

The reply consisted of a refutation of the assumption that the media

are all in an abnormal state, and particular examples were cited to prove
that men of' the most vigorous health, sound minds, and powerful organ-

izations, not unficqucntly belong to this class.

10. The new things, contained in your tenth letter, do not seem to

me of suilicient importance to warrant any recapitulation. All that is

relevant to the question has been more forcibly expressed in other epis-
tles. Notwithstanding the great length of the latter it does not indicate,
so far as I am able to judge, any definite purpose.

The reply coutroverts what you amume concerning mental magnetism,
odic attraction, and the alleged possibility of creating a vacuum by
walking through a room. These assumptions are believed to have been

exploded by comparing them with what is known of the nature of at-

mospheric pressure and the principles of magnetic attraction.

11. In the eleventh number ot' your series you gravely contended

that a bed and bedstead at High Rock were raised into the air by od-

force and that the vibrations occasioned by singing an Irish ballad "

kt-pt
them in motion." It is especially worthy of observation that you make

the music instead oi' the mind the mysterious motor. The following
can expressnothing else :

" The vibrations of this fluid to music shows

it to be controlled by the 'notes of the singer "-the italicising is your
own-and you thereupon exclaim, "My victory in this n.atter is to be

too easy." Now Doctor, if it must be so, I beg you will sparc our feel-

ings and permit us the pleasure of celebrating the magnanimity which
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should characterize your triumph. Seriously, your victory must indeed

be easy if it can be achieved by such pointless weapons as are here

brought into the service. I greatly suspect that this mode of treating a

grave question indicates a sort of logical prolapsus, which, in its present
chronic form, is not likely to yield to ordinary treatment.

As I am chiefly interested, at least on the present occasion, in pre-

senting a summary statement of the different views advocated by you, in

the course of' this correspondence, I shall not occupy my limited space

by a recapitulation of any remarks contained in my reply, but will thank

the reader, who may wish to refresh his memory, if he will refer at

once to the original letter.

12. In the concluding part of your argument in the airmative, (P)
you assume--as usual, without proof and against facts-that the mani-

festations are a sort of ; not however abnormal, but occurring
strictly according to law; not governed by the human will, whether

exercised consciously or otherwise, but electric and spontaneous ; not

odic but periodic. You make them depend on the positive state of the

atmosphere, and insist at length that they are controlled by the same

general causes that operate in the production of earthquakes, volcanic

eruptions, deficient vegetation, potato rot, chills and fever, pestilences,
national convulsions, Src., Sta. The curiosity of this effort is my excuse

for the repetition of the following passage:
" The positive state of this atmospheric induence, which produces this epidemic

magnetic state, acts mostly on women and children; the negative state, which

produces an epidemic putrefactive state of the human system, acts mostly on

robust men. The negative state acts mostly on the positive or male race; the

positive state acts mostly on women and children-the negative part of the race.

The return of both states is periodic, and connected with earthquakes and

volcanic eruptions and epidemic plagues andfevera. The earth, during the

negative or sickly atmosphere, produces in great abundance; vegetation is rank,
but man fails from the earth ; while the positive state, or spirit-rapping periods
exist, vegetation is less thrifty, sickly-potato-rot becomes universal. These

periods are seen on a large scale to be controlled by tens, and the grand circles
seem to be centuries, halt'-centuries, and so ranging down to ten again."

To prove that the events referred to follow the order indicated, oc~

curring at intervals of ten years, &c., our attention is next invited to

a great number of facts cited from history. You record, I think with

commendable accuracy, the dates of the principal plagues, earthquakes,
volcanic eruptions, etc., but I find, on examination, that your

figures entirely demolish your hypothesis, inasmuch as not mu fad in tm,
as instanced by you, occurred agreeably to the nllc laik] down. So the
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law is perceived to be on the side of the exceptions. It was a strange
infatuation which prompted you to give the dates, for the igures are

more destructive to the loose fabric of your theory than so many

daming torches and armed battering-rams would be to a wooden building.
Sic transit gloria. _

Now if your direct testimony is so discordant, how would yon abide

the ordeal of a searching cross-examination. Moreover, what are we to

believe in the premises? Nothing, I apprehend, on such testimony
as you have been pleased to oifer. Should a witness, on being sum-

moned to the stand, directly contradict himself in any material point, his

testimony would be vitiated and rejected. For example, should he

allege at one time that, A. performed a certain transaction, afterward

that the said act was committed by B., and again that C. perpetrated
the same ; or should he testify, either on the same or on different occa-

sions, that the deed was accomplished with a knife, a blunderbuss, and

a crow-bar, his testimony would be deemed utterly unreliable and worth-

less. Is not this your position, as regards the sum of your testimony
conceming the origin and philosophy of the manifestations? To facil-

itate the answer to this question permit me now to bring the facts to a

focus

In the course of the first part of the discussion, while laboring to

establish your peculiar theory, you successively attributed the Spiritual
Manifestations, in their several phases, to the "' imitative mechanic

power of the medium "
; to biological hallucination; the power of imi-

tation, as displayed in pantomimic exhibitions ; to som,nambulism ; mad-

ness; drunkenness; excessive love, and poetic temperaments; delibe-

rate imposture ; od-force, with and without the ulterior action of mind;
positive and negative relations, conditions and forces; electro-magne-
tism ; vacuum ; abnormal states and nervous diseases; vibrations occa-

sioned by musical sounds; and, lastly, to the positive state of the atmo-

sphere, recurring periodically at nearly regular intervals, and coinci-

dentally with plagues, earthquakes, religious movements and political
convulsions ; all of which were ascribed to the same general causes.

Such is your explanation; and thus have you labored to prove that,
The mysterious phenomena, now occurring in 'various parts :J the United

States and elsewhere, and krzown as the Spiritual þÿ�]�l�I�¢�l�7�l�1�;�f ¬�3�t�d�t�i�0�'�7�U�,�C�A�Nss

PROP!-:RLY sccousrr-:n 1-'on without admitting the agency of spirits in

their production. In conclusion, I desire you and our readers to make

all proper allowance for the varieties in the forms of manifestation.

This, certainly, can be afforded, and still it will be perceived, with anth-
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cient distinctness, that the same phenomenal appearances have been

attributed to wholly different causes, and that in this way you have vir-

tually neutralized your own efforts and failed of establishing your fun-

damental position.
Will you still persevere in this peculiar way,

" Explaining these mysteries to the nation.

Or, will you now explain your explanation 3"

I remain, dear sir, Yours fraternally, S. B. BRITTAN.



REPLY TO S. B. BBITTAN.

NUHIII Tll.

Mr Dean Sm: Your tenth letter is received-and as you allude in

a note to the space occupied, I only remark that I was unaware of hav~

ing occupied more than yourself, and of course all I ask is "equal
privileges." You have been liberal over much, in more 'ways than one ;

you have dared to publish in your paper all that could be brought
against your theory of the Manifestations; thus vindicating before the

world that you had cofnjdence in your own position. The Grst series

kept at a stand-point, and as your's grew in size, I felt the same spirit,
and have been illustrating the law of imitation.

And now, suppose that we admit that "
none of the known material

laws " account for any part of these occurrences, does that prove that

Spirits work these influences ? To me, it only proves that it is some-

thing we don't comprehend, or to which we do not see their applica-
tion; and seeing as we do that they are always connected with persons,
it would be logical to conclude that some known or unknown law of

personality gave them existence ; no
"

revising " of the old edition of

humanity is at all needed; there may be, and probably are, many laws

of our being that have been overlooked, or misapprehended, or par-

tially developed
You allude to the manner of treating the subject, and ask if it has

been treated in a
"

respectful, candid and logical manner ?" That de-

pends on the persons who are judges. A great variety of opinions are

expressed, as in all similar cases. One person says,
" Mr. B. is a pret-

ty sharp shooter, but he don't touch your positions "
; another sends

word, from a distance, that I am
"

proving Spiritualism, out and out ";
another says, in a letter-and his opinion is weighty-" You have done

more for Spiritualism than Mr. B. himself "
; another said to me, when

he got the first letter, " B. has got you-he has proved his position ";
another says,

" Why do you let him use you up so
"

; another says,
" Our cause has not suH'ered at his (the Doctnr's) hands., yet "; and a

tenth writes me that I " have hewed up Mr. B. worse than Samuel
hewed up Agag before the Lord "-all of which kind opinions I um

grateful for, not dreaming that our respective friends have any particu-
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lar idea on what they base their belief Let the world judge of its

merits, as it. surely will, and accord us strict justice-we arc too much

interested to be it judges of what we have written. While doubting
my seriousness, honesty, and relevancy, you claim for you,rseU` a

"
can-

did and philosophical spirit." Let those who read judge of that also.

You propose to glance at each of my letters, to show the "

prominent
idea in each "

; I refer the reader to the letters themselves, as the best

place to End the ideas in them-while I ,will afford you what additional

light I can on the main points in debate.

You refer to " imitatim1.s," and quote me as saying,
" The whole,

then, is the work of the imitative mechanic power of the medium." The

word " whole " :imply refers to the facts, spirits' writings, then under

notice. The illustrations drawn from biology were pertinent. Whatis

the moving force in the mind_ of the biologized? Clearly an
" idea,"

as Mr. Sunderland has it-and the manifestation always follows the

idea, in a good subject, and so of the manifestations; an idea is Hrst

planted in the mind, and the events follow, as a general rule-always,
when the conditions are observed. " On such' a day you will be

healed "-" Do so and so, and the spirits will write without hands "-

" Leave paper on the table, and the spirits will write," &c. We may
sometimes be obliged to refer to the communication to detect the mo-

tive force-as in L. M. Austin's case. He had lost three children, and

raps seemed to be-made at three different points. The term " three "

was the governing force.
'

I have illustrated this point repeatedly-and only remark that, to

mc, it is clear that mind, in all its acts, works from a center-a motive

force-a centripetal influence. Mediums could not manifest the results

they do, if they had not the idea of spirits in the mind ; that becomes

the fulcrum- the strong force-and the idea of spirit aid, or some idea,

that supplies that very place, must always be in operation. The person
who believes that he is God, or the king, or that he is aided by spirits,
by the Devil, is bewitched-acts always from that idea- ; it controls and

molds him, and governs him. Some mind in the body, so far as I can

trace the facts, has always supplied the medium with the motive idea-

a father, sister, wife, child, friend, mother. Am I understood? The

biologizer, in the medium, is as plain to me as in the case of the biolo-

giaed. The same law of a center, a fulcrum force, holds good with

chairs and tables-not that they are supplied with an idea, but the me-

dium has the irlra that his spirit-friend can move it, and the person is

put in contact with the table through the nerve tluid.
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I illustrated imitative power by referring to the pantomimic art-and

it was all in place ; and to this we may add the remark of Mr. Upham,
that the girl in the care of Dr, Mather surpassed, in her imilative skill,
belief itself ; it ranged through a great diversity of imitations. So with

mediums. Numerous persons have in fact turned actors, and are imi-

tating almost everything and body; and as you assert that they imitate

the dead, and must therefore be en rayon with their spirits, I reply
that your position would be invulnerable if we could not show, in all

cases, that the facts, and words, and sentiments imitated, or
"

person-

alcd," existed in the minds of the living. We find these media often

en rapport with a book, a paper, a lecture, writing out extracts that they
verily believe come from spirits. These facts destroy the force ofyour

syllogism. I have never yet seen a communication that was not marked

by the style of the medium. Commupications from N. P. Rogers,
Judson, Clay, Webster, Calhoun, Adams, Src., always bear the ear-

marks of the media, or the persons who control them in the sentiment

uttered. The sentiment of N. P. Rogers is personated, but his .vlyle
has not, nor can not,'be imitated. He was one of the most chaste and

racy writers that New-England could boast ; the communications pur-

porting to come from him are not his.

The autographs, and Daniel, need no further notice; tricks are

plenty in every such excitement, but fads duly authefdicated I have

always contended for in my amiable way.
That the human will has some agent or medium by which it seizes

and uses our physical bodies, is well known. This fluid, so far as such

a fact can be shown, is under the control of the will after it has been

transmitted to chairs, tables, muskets and pumpkins. Muscular motion

can only be explained by the fact that the will impels the nerve fluid,
or 'nerve-blood, over the muscle, causing every fiber to change their re-

lations-thus producing contraction and expansion. If I remember,
the experiments of Galvani showed that galvanism did not produce
motion in the involuntary muscles of the body. Call muscular motion

electrical, galvanic, or odic, and its all the same-these terms serve to

cover up our ignorance of ultimates, and all eaviling over them end

where they begin. I have often referred to these and similar terms,
to familiarize the mind of the reader with the idea of a something used

by the human will.

You refer to od-flame as a harmless thing. Steam, as it rises from
the boiling vessel, is harmless-will not move a

"
ily "-but pen it up,

and put heat under it, and it blows the huge vessel or rock to atoms.

/
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So pen up od-force, and put mind in contact, and we see its force and

intensity. Hibbert's rock, in the Shetland Isles, shows what fluid will

do when impelled upon solids-and the gymnotus shows what will can

do with electricity as a lever, even on a small scale.
It is not contended that man has a voluntary power of giving a

" dis-

ruptive
" shock, but many of the facts go to show that he has such a

power that involuntarily manifests itself under certain conditions-as

plainly as the heart-beat shows an involuntary force exercised over that

Organ.
The facts in the Silesian castle left when Kerner left, and they were

identical with your modern wonders, but always depended on flesh and

blood.

The pumping is still a puzzle, and you ask, bow does so light a ilnid

get down through the pump at all? It is impelled by mind-a supe-
rior force.

lt is my friend who makes man's spirit such a
"

clumsy creature "
;

you place it below goose-force--for by that the bird can rise in the air,
but no, Mr. Gordon must not rise by force of mind in the body ! You

ask why sunlight does not produce a vacuum near the earth ; I reply,
the effect of the snn's action on air is gradual, and its expansion can

not, as all observation shows, by the sun's action reach that point.
Earihquakes are by some supposed to be produced by the reflection of

all the planets and stars-producing something approaching a vacuum

near the earth, and the rolling fluid inside seeks an outlet`or an equili-
brium. You quote from the Baron, to show that od-force is slowly
transmitted from the hand to substances in contact. That is so. And

then you contrast it with electricity, to show their dissimilarity-while
yon are aware ofthe difference in the mode of' manifestation in galvan-
ism, voltaism, electricity, magnetism, Src., and yet they are admitted

as modyications of the same thing. The time of sitting around tables

shows that it moves slowly from one body into another-but accumulate

it in vast quantities in space and it may, for aught you have shown,
move even as fast as light.

That persons in sound health may be impressible is not denied, but

mediums as a class are
"

delicately organized."
The cry, at the beginning of these events, was, that a new wonder

was in the earth-a "
new dispensation "

was setting in-something
"

new under the sun
"

we had certainly got-but my tenth letter, and

other facts similar, has effectually demolished that bug-bear. Similar

phenomena seem to have attended the race as far back as we can trace

22 '
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them in history. The High Rock miracle, caused by singing,seems to

puzzle you. As it would seem, the music mentioned as the cause would

not connect itself with the mind of the singer, unless especially men-

tioned. So you thinkt So rapidly have the table experiments spread,
and left the impression that spirits have nothing to do with the physical
movements, that I will be magnanimous in my I amrm these

phenomena to be periodk and epidemic. You deny my position. Now

one year ago, or a little more, no man in America, so far as I know,
had thought of its being an epidemic. In the space of a. few months,
A: J _ Davis, the Seer, announced in our place and all over the country,
that "

thirty per cent. of the phenomena was epidemic,"
"

thirty more,

tridrx that would make angels weep," and forty per centum purely yr-
ilual. That is a broad stride toward the truth. As you question the

periodicity of these phenomena, and also of disease, I remark that Pla-

terius records seven plagues that amicted the city of Basil in seventy

years, and they recur in periods of ten years with but one exception.
The great plagues of past ages which have depended on atmospheric
cause: show singular returns ln centuries. One occurred in A. D. 400,
another 590, in 802, in 905, in 1005, in 1106, 1222, in 1300, 1400, in

!500, in 1602, in 1709, in 1800, yellow fever prevailed over the world.

Between these periods lie numerous plagues, of course, but these sus-

tain most singularly my idea of centuries. The period of return in

England is stated to be very near forty years. Have you dem0Ii>hed

my facts? The periodicity ot' earthquakes is conceded. Mr. Bayard
Tayrlor, during the past summer, witnessed an eruption, at Catania, ol

Etna, while the peasants and citizens were celebrating the martyrdom
of a female saint, whose death occurred just lwa hundred years before,
and the outrage produced an earthquake, and it returned to a day, as it

would seem, and the feast and the earthquake both passed under his

observation on the same day. Why this is, we do not clearly com-

prehend.
You question my statement of the law of plagues and mental epidem-

ics, as to its application to male and female. Ot' the plague in the reign
of Justinian, Gibbon says, vol. iv, p. 293,

" Youth was the most peril-
ous season ; but the female sa: was less susreptibk than the male." The

magnetic religious epidemic, known as the French prophets, the histo-

rian remarks that the mass of them "
were girls and boys, from ten tu

twenty~6ve years of age." The Dancers and Jumpers follow the same

law. Those mentioned by Kerner were mostly
" children." The

Jerkers of Kentucky were mostly women and children who were affected
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with vision, trnnces, and ecstacies, while the men seemed more given to

jerks. Travelers were often seized by sympathy. The profane also,
cursing at every jerk, often gave a ludicrous variety to this phenomenon.
The hewitched, in New-England, were mostly women ; it began among

girls, and was mainly carried on by them. The power among the Meth-

odists was mainly among women. And friend Brittsn tells me that the

mass of mediums are women and children-while the yellow fever of

1800 showed vastly more deaths among robust men than any other

class of persons.

The two periods ot' magnetic disease under Valens, in Remo and in

Alexandria, are not accurately noticed on this point. I am glad that

you quoted that passage, and to its statement I still adhere, and all the

facts of history, so far as I can find any, sustain my view.

When I stated the periodicity of these phenomena, and their relation

to physical disease, it was incumbent on me to show the facts that sus-

tain the law. I think I have done so, to the satisfaction of all reason-

able men. It' these phenomena are a special providence from God-an

invention of Benjamin Franklin, according to Davis-it appears from

hist.ory, beyond all cavil, that various attempts have been made to intro-

duce these convincing proofs of immortality among men-and that Di-
vine Wisdom has had most miserable luck in his attempts, as they have

been put down by the Old Hunkers in different ages. As I have

passed from subject to subject for illustration, you have as constantly
contended that I was alleging diferent causes tbl' these occurrences, it

is first " A," then " B," then " C," and so on. You misapprehend,
or misrepresent me. These and similar phenomena have, at various

epochs, engaged the attention ot' men of great learning and talent-

witchcraft and ghost-seeing have been discussed by crowned heads,
gartcred knights, doctors, lawyers, judges, and divincs, and the world

has been left as wise at the end as when they began, but what is notori-

ous in all these periodic controversies, the good and the wise, though
unable to account for the phenomena, have in the end repudiated the

idea ot Satanic influence, or of witchcraft occurring through his power.
King James caused the dcath of hundreds of his subjects by his writ-

ings in its favor, and in the end he renounced his belief in it, and

directed the judges to be cautiousin condemning those accused of witch-

¢~ aft. His final conclusion was that it was wholly imposture.
I think that I have scattered a new light over all these subjects that

will enable the world in future to grasp :mrl 1-nmprvlrend them, and ae-
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sign them to the laws that originate and control them. Time is a severe

but just arbiter of differences.

To the friends who want the space of the Tsnsonsru, I will say
that they will soon have it-and as there are quite a number of persons
in the country who dissent from your Spiritual hypothesis, the space in

the paper may turn out to have been well occupied. Rest assured,
meantime, that God has made no creatures who can overthrow his laws,
and the fallacy of my views will be confirmed or overthrown. I ask no

favor from criticism; only let it be conducted in a spirit worthy of this

progressive and highly Spiritual age. Ocoupy all the space you wish in

your reviews. Yours truly,
B. W. RICHMOND.
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REVIEW OF THE DOC'IOR'S SECOND SERIES.

DEAR Sm : In the Erst part of our controversy I was particular to

confine myself to adeliberate consideration of your facts, whenever they
were relevant, and incidentally to your speculations, so far as they ap-

peared to belong to the realm of probabilities. I did not deem it ap-

propriate to introduce facts calculated to establish my own views, for

the reason that the rules of orderly discussion do not admit of this

liberty. The negative may, if the necessities of the case require, cite

facts by way of illustration, but never as proof. But your course since

the form of the question was changed has been essentially the same as

before, and wholly different from that which I felt called on to pursue.
As you have the negative of the question, it is only necessary to reply
to what may be offered in the adirmative. To go on precisely as you
did when the first proposition was pending is improper and out of order.

Hence the numerous facts which have filled your recent letters, and

swelled them to such an unusual length, have been dragged in most

inappropriately and may, therefore, bo dismissed without controversy.
The whole of your tirst series of twelve letters was designed to afford

you an opportunity to present the facts and arguments for Materialism,
or in support of the general theory or idea that ascribes the manifesta-

tions to physical causes. If that work was not accomplished in the dis-

cussion of the first proposition, it is too late to undertake it now. I

have already replied to whatever seemed important in your amrmative

letters, and do not propose to perform that labor a second time, seeing
that there are several other things, in this world, that yet remain to be

done.

Now it is for you to account for my Spiritual fads on your malarial

principles. If you fail in this, the failure amounts to a presumption in

favor of the Spirits, and may warrant the inference that your position is

indefensible. You may continue to drag in a dozen facts, chosen and

stated at random, for every one cited by me, but all this affords no sort

of an explanation of my single fact. You are required to take the

identical aample, show its precise relation to your theory, and prone,
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that the principle: of your philosophy account for that particular fad, in

afair and logical manner. -This you have not so much as attempted
during our whole correspondence. On the contrary you seem to have

entertained the idea, that if you could only tell a greater number of

stories, and more improbable ones, nothing more would be necessary to

ofset and explain my facts, or at least to neutralize their force. And

is this meeting the question in a legitimate manner E Nay; the ques-
tion is not met at all--it is not likely to be met-and this clumsy effort

at evasion pays as poor a compliment to the candor and logical acumen

of my medical friend, as it olfers to the reader's intelligence.
A few things contained in your recent letters may seem to demand a

brief' rejoinder, and with all readiness I now proceed to consider them.

It was in your first letter, on the second proposition, that the power of

material gravitation over spirits was so boldly asserted. The point as-

sumed was very plainly stated thus: " The moment the spirit gets in foot
loose from the body it would be driven from the earth with the speed of
lightning." This assumption, based on the imponderability of Spirits,
and their alleged incapacity to oppose the slightest resistance to a mere-

ly physical law, was urged in a confident tone until, in my sixth amrm-

stive letter, I paused to make a brief rejoinder. How could I any

longer resist your polite yet emphatic exhortation--" No halting here-

.rtand up to the fact "? This sort of effervescent confidence, in a season

of unusual extremity, reminded me of the following lines from Trum-

bull's McFi1igal :

" For genius swells more strong and clear

When close conined-like bottled beer."

But as this amusing attempt to prove that human spirits can only
remain near the earth so long as they are firmly anchored in the flesh,
presents about the only instance wherein you have made an e&`ort to

reason, I shall be excused for giving it some further attention. An

argument, even if it be unsound, relieves the monotony, and
" I`ll entertain the favored fallacy,"

though the sophistry be transparent already. The power to resist the

action of the existing law you have only denied to the unshackled spirit.
You ascribed this power to other things; to man, to inferior creatures,
and to unorganized matter, as I shall proceed to show by citing your
own words. In your first letter, of the present series, you hold the

following language :

" We have before usa fact, every moment, of man, by the force of will, o0n~

stantly overcoming the laws of gravitation. Mau is n lucky machine,'non~
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trived of body and mind, for that very purpose. In our present condition we can

overcome those laws by willtforce directly," Sac.

In your eighth letter you aiiirmed, that "
recently a lady in our region

"

went into a trance, and " that she wmucted herself to the jtoor, by will

through the od-force," so irmly that the combined strength of a num-

ber of men was insumcicnt to " lift her." In the succeeding letter you
ascribed Mr. Gordon's aéreal journey to his " umonsczbus willzfora."
Then you make eagles overcome gravitation so as to ascend to a great
altitude. This, according to your philosophy, is not done by diminish-

ing the density of the fibrous portions of their bodies, not by the resist-

ance of the atmosphere to the motion of their pinions, but by their

power to rare/'y the od-force, which was rare enough before. Finally, as

a climax to this chapter of assumptions, we are told that od-force, a

highly sublimated inorganic substance, notwithstanding it displaces com-

mon air as effectually as a spirit could do, has power to descend with

the rapidity of light against the action q' gravitation. All this you
assume and teach in an oraeular manner, and yet boldly deny that the

deathless spirit possesses a similar power. Now, if these assumptions
taken together possess the least signiicance, they must warrant the in-

ference that you have no faith in the imlividiuzl, conscious eristenw ofthe

spirit, when separated from the body. I would not make the simple
acceptance of any truth a matter of personal merit, nor would I ascribe

sentiments to any man which he is disposed to repudiatc ; but, really,
if Dr. Richmond is serious in what he asserts it is impossible to resist

the conviction ; the fact is as clear as daylight, that in denying the

powers of the spirit you virtually deny the existence of the spirit.
I will prove this. Every living thing, every inanimate object, each

separate substance or distinct element in Nature, has its specific form,
constituent qualities and peculiar uses. These enable us to determine

the essential nature of different objects, as well as the genus and species
to which they severally belong; and, observing these distinctions, we

classify natural objects according to a scientific formula. Deprive any

object of the inherent qualities and forces which belong to it, and its

individual nature is changed or destroyed; it ceases to be what it for-

merly was and becomes something diiferent. Precisely in this manner

do you annihilate man. He is chiefly known to be man by the possc-s~

sion and exercise of his mental or spiritual powers. In drawing the

line between the human and animal kingdoms, the naturalist must ob~

serve certain mental faculties-reason, conscience and the religious
sentiment-rather than any merely outward organic distinctions. The
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reader is here requested to observe that Dr. Richmond asoribes several

remarkable powers to man, among which the following are deserving of

particular attention : 1. He can,
" by the force of his will, constantly

overcome the laws " which govern the lifeless elements. 2. He can,

also, while in Fitcliburgh, Mass., be en rapport with minds in England,
at s. distance of 3,000 miles, so as to receive accurate mental impres-
sions. Now these powers are necessary to constitute man what he is-

to render him truly MAN. But Dr. Richmond deprives him of these the

very moment he abandons his earthly habitation. The Doctor will not

admit that man ever did, or ever can exercise these powers when once

he is separated from the body. . Thus it is virtually assumed that the

/lash is the all of man, and ~ that the immortal life is a mere chimera.

For man, surely, is no longer DIAN when his most exalted attributes are

tbrever gone, and he has no power to perform the things which once

came within the scope of his faculties. And thus docs this crude phi-
losophy continue to deride the principles of common logic, by indulging
in its own vain whimsicalities; thus does it trifle with the noblest real-

ities, and foster a facetious mockery of the deepest instincts and divinest

hopes of humanity.
It must be obvious that if death does not destroy the powers of the

spirit-annihilate the Man-we shall at least be quite as capable of

resisting material forces hereafter as we are in this present life. More-

over, what if the spirit were subject to these forces, so that it would be

inevitably forced away from the earth, agreeably to your hypothesis,
and because it is lighter than air. It would not have far to go. The

extreme hight of' the atmosphere is estimated at less than _fifty mi1es.°

Now an intervening distance of 3,000 miles was, admitting what you

assert, no obstacle to the exercise of the spirit's powers while in the

body ; and, it must follow of necessity, if the spirit still retains its pow-
ers after the separation-in other words,  it exists-for this is the

question stripped of all disguise-it can have no dimeulty in establish-

ing similar relations with other minds that yet remain in the flesh. It

will be perceived, therefore, that granting the assumption with which

you set out, the remarkable powers claimed for the human mind are

wholly incompatible with your conclusion respecting the impossibility of

intercommunication between the Spiritual and Natural Worlds. You

rested your objection, to the possibility of intercourse between spirits
and mortals, on the assumed inability of' the former to remain on earth,
for the reason, as alleged by you, that they are specifically lighter than

° Wollnstd|i';;YlcEntion limits it to abgtgtbrtyiiive 
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air. Granting what you assume, preposterous as it is, and still we per-
ceive no obstacle to the intercourse with spirits. To assert the impos-
sibility of being en rapport with them, because they are some titty miles

off, while you positively insistlthat Mr. Hooper, of Massachusetts, was

m rapport with minds in England, most fully realizes all that is com-

prehended in that significant Scripture, which speaks of '

straining at a

gnat and swallowing a camel.' Thus it legitimately follows, that im-

mortal beings may be en rapport with men, and communicate their

thoughts to the world, without transcending the laws which, according
to your assumed premises, do now exist and are in full operation. Here

is the issue, plain and palpable; and by what new phantasmagorical
shift shall the readers' attention be next diverted?

In your second letter in the negative you pursue the same general
course oi' reasoning. I will cite a brief passage to illustrate the material

tendency of the whole.
'

"All our knowledge of man shows that the atmosphere is essential to his exist-

enoe-he must breathe. The chemical changes produced in the blood are well

known-a constant renovation, or calorification, of the blood is indispensable to

animal life." -

From this you proceed, after the usual mode, to the conclusion, that

spirits could not live in our atmosphere if they were not instantly re-

moved by a physical necessity. But you reason from what you, /mow

ofthe conditions of animal life, and not at all from what is true with

respect to spiritual existence. I profem but a very slight acquaintance
with thc spiritual-anatomical structure, and the particular processes which

characterize its life in the spheres ; but, as it is generally agreed that

flesh and blood do not inherit the immortal life, I venture t.o presume
that the old process of " calonfication " may be dispensed with.

Some of the more important facts of the mysterious voices, cited in

my second letter, you dispose of in two or three lines, which only
amount to an unskillful evasion. -

My third letter contains some important facts of Spiritual agency, as

witnessed in the manifestations by writings, all of which you dispose of

without an effort. It is done in an instant. A peculiar movement of

the pen, and the utterance of a single word is all that is required, the

spirits are cast out, and anything you please is constituted master of

ceremonies for the occasion. Quick as the facile motion of a magician's
wand the transformations occur-not, indeed, in reality, perhaps not

even in appearance; but in your own mind. And thus the most signifi-
cant facts are treated in a careless and trifling manner, which can
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hardly arrest the attention, much less convince the judgment, of the

serious reader.

I need not pause, in this hasty review, to notice your criticism of the

writing in Hebrew, which has been so often referred to in the course of

this controversy. It was altogether harmless in its bearing and has

been effectually disposed of by Prof. Bush. The objections, so formi-

dable in your own mind, disappeared all at once and as suddenly ss

your authorities were scattered when Dr. Cory went to look for them.

Your fourth letter, in the negative, occupies nearly twice the space
allotted' to a single letter by the original stipulations. You managed
to keep at a convenient distance from the subject, and the reader will

not suspect you of any attempt to reply. The contents of number four

appear to have been drawn from a eyclopedia of history without much

efort to render the selections appropriate.
You concluded your fourth epistle by telling us what you would do

if '

you were a ghost? You would accomplish many noble enterprises
-have not Space to enumerate them here-you would at least "do

.comellzing 1l'l)'f[h:l/ of a ghost "! Among the particular reforms that

would first engage your attention we are expressly certified that you
would not have so

" much mental twaddle "
as is said to prevail just

now. Such promises afford much encouragement, especially to those

who believe. How far the reformation of the world might be promoted
by the experiment, it is impossible to tell. We can only judge of what

you would be likely to do by what you are now doing. We should con-

fidently look for a revised edition of the Baron's Dynamics, and the od~

force at Vienna would be made to travel as fast as it does in this coun-

try. It must, to keep up with my friend and the spirit of the age.
But the proposed suppression of the "mental twaddle "

might depend
on circumstances, and especially on the facilities for communication.

Your fifth letter is very long, but it is in no proper sense a reply to

mine. The following brief extract is all that requires attention in this

review :

" I might legitimately refuse these points any notice, and I am aware that any
notice of them places me under the " adium thcologicum." If you have brought
them in to gain an advantage by skulking under the beliefof the church-and

letting me bear the odium, your motive is not a high one and will fail of its de-

sired end. The church is anxious to get rid of Spiritnalism, and favors my views,
so far as I know."

Reference is here made to the introduction of facts from the Bible

which half inclines my correspondent to indulge a slight suspicion con-

oerning the motiyes which prompted the selections. This is not author-
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ized by my mode of treating the subject. It has been my desi:e to meet

the question deliberately and fairly, and to do this it was necessary to

select facts from various sources. This I have done, treating all facts

ofthe same class as equally sacred, regardless of what the church or

world may say. How could I consistently disregard the facts of the

Bible 5' I should as soon think of writing the history of English poetry
without recording the names of William Shakspeare and John Milton,
as I would attempt to treat the subject of Spiritual intercourse, without
referring to the examples contained in the Scriptures. I opine that my
friend is precisely where the subject and his peculiar views place him.

If the predicament is an unpleasant one it is not the fault of the present
writer. The church has known the undersigned longer than Dr. Rich-

mond has-perhaps too long to suspect him of "

skulking" beneath its

shadow for any purpose, and least of all with a view uf; purchasing its

smiles at the expense ot' his most sacred convictions. If this course was

not pursued years ago, when there was much to hope from its fostering
care, it is now quite too late to resort to this temporizing policy. The

time for magnanimous effort has fully come, when the high responsibili-
ties of manhood crowd upon us, and the awakening spirit of Inspiration
bids us look to the opening Heavens for consolation and hope.

In your sixth letter you labor earnestly, but with very questionable
success, to make it appear that my views are founded in Materialism.

The only proof accessible was a single passage from the first volume of

the S1-u~:KmArr which you quoted as follows: " The absurdity of be-

lieving the soul to be and yet to be not/ting, is left to be disposed of

by those who entertain such an opinion." ....

" The soul is an or-

ganized spiritaal body-a form within a iorm." From this brief extract

you proceed to the conclusion which, to say the least, is very sweeping.
I will here give you the benefit of its repetition :

"Now, friend B., out of your own mouth will I condemn you..... Your

whole system, from beginning to end, is materialism, and you will not dispute it

after what you have written. Sincerity is above all price; do not wrong your-

self-you can not wrong me."

What there is here to warrant the assumption that the writer is a ma-

ter-ialist, or to justify a suspicion of his sincerity, I have no means of

knowing. What, I may be allowed to ask, is Materialism ? The fol-

lowing is the answer, according to Noah Webster: " T/u opinion t/url

the soul of man rs Nor A srmrruar. suasnscs distinct from mailer,
but that it is the result or Ervncr of the organization of mailer in the body."
I am willing to accept this definition. I think a more lucid and com-
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prehensive one might be given, but the true distinction will be obvious

even in this. As the word is here deiined those who deny that the soul

is a spiritual substame-all who entertain the idea that its powers depend
on the corporeal organization and are hence merely phenomenal-are
materialists. This, if I do not greatly err, is your position. You evi-

dently make the soul a bodily function. That itis a spiritual entity does

nowhere appear from what you have written. With a, body of jieslt, a

man may be en rapport with his kindred and friends three thousand mike

of so as to receive the most accurate intelligence; and this distance

opposes no barrier to the transmission of his thoughts. Talz away his

jies/L and according to Dr. Richmond he can not telegraph a friend from

the top of the atmosphere, or at a distance of only ffty miles! All

this you confidently assert and maintain, insisting most strenuously that

these essential powers of the soul are suspended by the dissolution of the

body. Now as materialism consists in believing that the soul is the
"

efect of the organization of matter in the body," are you not a mate-

rialist? It certainly appears so. Whenever you are disposed to re-

nounce that creed we shall be happy to publish your recantation.

But it is boldly asserted that the Editor of the Tnuzcnsrrx is a ma-

terialist-that " his whole system from beginning to end is material-

ism." It is easy for Dr. Richmond to .ray that, but is it susceptible of

proof? To enable the reader to decide this question, I will here intro-

duce the passage which you had the misfortune to garble:
I adopt the idea of an ancient Spiritual philosopher: " There is a physical

body, and there is a spiritual body." The soul is an organized spiritual body-
n form within a form. The outward msn is gross and perceptible by its own senses,

while the inward form is refined in its composition, and can only be perceived
through a medium of sensation ethereal as its own nature.-(Shekinah, vol. I,

Plas 64-)
Now agreeably to Webster's definition those who do believe that the

soul is a spiritual substance*-a, substantial entity-are not materialists.

This is precisely our position, and the design of the whole article in the

Sunxuun was to illustrate this view of the subject, in opposition to Dr.

Richmond and others who maintain that the spirit ceases to ad, and of

consequence to be, when the body is dissolved.

In the same letter you attempted to ridicule the claims of Spiritualism,
by introducing a form ofprayer, which was irreverently addressed to the

Supreme Deity. To say that this was in bad taste will not exactly
express the public judgment; it was profane. Spiritualists wi1l,I am

sure, overlook the discourtesy to themselves, but it should be remem-

bered, they are not universally destitute of a becoming veneration for
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the Divine name and nature, and that the religious sensibilities of some

may be outraged, if not by this unmeasured contempt of their faith, at

least by this thoughtless mockery of Heaven. Should it be necessary to

employ such forms of illustration hereafter, allow me to suggest the

propriety of your praying to the god of O¢l;force, the acknowledged source,

or proximate cause, of thc principal wonders you have attempted to

explain.
I am happy to concur in your high estimate of Prof. Buchanan, but

when you express your
"

deep conviction " that neither the Profemor

nor any who entertain the Spiritual idea, "
see clearly the logical appli-

cation of the principles they teach," some incredulous soul may laugh
audibly, and even the gravity of the saints be put to the rack. Shade

of John Locke ! may no recent eifort of my correspondent, to show us

the "logical application " of these things, disturb the serenity of thy
|

repose.
Allow me to terminate this epistle abruptly, while I remain, in the

search for truth, Faithfully yours,
S. B. BRITTAN.



REPLY T0 S. B. BRITTAN.

NUMIll ILIYII.

Mr DEAR Sta : Number eleven of your series of letters reached me

one week lat/er than usual, and as you wish to end the Discussion with

this volume of the Tsar-Joann, I hasten to reply.
You complain, in your opening, ofthe manner in which I have chosen

to answer your letters-and I can only say, that we diR`er in this in-

stance, as in all others. You admit that the negative may
" cite facts

by way of illustration," and this I have done-and the very nature of

the case seemed to require this course. A class of alleged facts have

been piled up by yourself, in proof of your theory of these phenomena,
and I am not aware that one line has dropped from your pen attempt-
ing to prove that these facts necessarily prove that the spirits of the

departed have been engaged in their production. To me it has seemed

that your dedur-non from the facts was a naked assumption or a hare

conjecture that spirits might produce such phenomena, in this or that

manner, without offering any argument or proof on that important point.
,You suggested that the spirits might act on the electrical currents of

the brain, impelliug them over the auditory nerve, producing sound, etc.,
and also that they might "decompose the watery vapor of the atmo-

sphere" aud produce Zig/u, but Mr. Brittan must be aware that sugges-
tions are not arguments, and only establish a presumption. To meet

your facts there was hut one course left for me, and that was to array
an analogous class of facts, evidently depending on causes not connected

with the spirits who have left the mortal body, and then the conclusion

would appear inevitable. No theory can be settled but by classifying
facts which seem to give rise to that partiular theory-and when one

class of the facts relating to it are clearly and indisputably connected

with causes acting within the sphere of our bodies and minds, another

class of facts analogous and similar in their features are thereby shown

to be referable to the same cause-or not necessarily referable to an

entirely different cause.

Your complaint seems groundless, for this very reason: that the

facts I have given most palpably illustrate my theory, and refute yours
at the same time, for they do " account for your spiri/ual fads," as
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you are pleased to call them-and not one fact has been cited but has

been accounted for this side of spirit influence.

I shall not stop to contend with you as to what is logic, and what is

not, or to defend my "candor or logical acumen." That I leave to the

judgment of those who are proper judges of whatl have written. These

personalities I have objected to-they have been frequently repeated ;

and, if your testimony is taken, you have been most unfortunate in

selecting an opponent. My logic is faulty, my candor questionable, my
facts not relevant, my intellect oblique, my method out of order, my

praying profanity-and I can only reply by saying that, I know men

who difer with you on all these points. Y

You again allude to my proposition on the imponderability of spirits,
and their ability to overcome the laws ot gravitation so as to return to

our earth, or to remain near it, when liberated from the body. Man,
in moving his body by force of will, and in seizing physical objects with

the hand and moving them-and indeed all inferior animals, in walking,
running and dying-constantly illustrates the fact that mind in the body,
or will, ifyou please, can overcome gravitation, to a limited extent;
but that does not show to what extent minds holding an entirely diifer-

ent relation to gross matter can overcome those laws. If' the liberated

spirit holds such relations as to enable it to return, or to remain near

the earth, you are bound to show it. All our knowledge of mind and

matter and bodies indicates that they must exert a vast force to remain

here, or to return ; and when I deny the power of the departed spirit
to retum, I no more deny the ezistmae of that spirit, asyou assert, than

in denying your power to By across the ocean I deny your personal ex-

istence. Our gross bodies seem to be in part designed to keep us near

the earth, and were their elements changed as to density, the induence

of our atmosphere on them would be greatly changed as well as their

relative attraction, and if the spirit-body remains near th'e earth after

death, it is clear to all that its will-force must be greatly increased, as

it is evident that their bodies must be light, compared to any substance

known to us-and the action of the atmosphere is to impel all bodies

upward which are lighter than itself-and it is not for me to prove that

spirits can not overcome this opposing force, but for you to prove that

they can. I have not deprived the spirit of its essential attiihutes, but

have merely sought to limit its powers to the extent that seemtd legiti-
mate from all existing knowledge.

Your next point is a strong one, and its legitimate application I shall

not di-ny, or attempt to keep out of sight. If the human spirit can be
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rn, rapport with another spirit 3,000 miles through space, I know of no

reason why a disembodied spirit, cetcras paribas, may not be en rapport
with a human spirit at the same or a greater distance. The legitimate
application of that law of en rapport leads to such a conclusion-but

that by no means proves that they are thus en rapport--that must de-

pend on other testimony. If one spirit in the body may impress au-

other in the body with an idea, and that idea be projected before the

mental vision or hearing, it is clear that a mind out of the body may,

if it can come in contact with a mind in the body, impress it with ideas,
and those ideas may be embodied in voices, sights, or smells-but can

the spirit disembodied thus come in contact with minds in the body?
Is that a fact proven to the satisfaction of any one? It may be to

yon, but to me it is not. We clearly see that the human spirit in the

body is limited in its physical powers, and in its mental also. The

proofs drawn from the law of en rapport go further than any other in

proving the extent to which mind may'act on mind through space-and
these facts seem consistent only in particular minds, and these minds

seem to require a peculiar state of the physical system. Admitting
what you claim-that spirits produce these phenomena-we then have

a clear demonstration that they, too, are limited in their influence on

gros matter-and it was from this point that I reasoned as to their

will~forae. Its manifestation has been quite limited, and it is admitted

by all parties that their manifestations of mind has been very limited

also. You have claimed that they are here in body-present-near
us-touch us-speak to us-and move, by some means, you don't even

guess how, chairs, tables and various other articles. To me there is no

evidence that they are here, or that they do these things by acting on

mediums from a distance. You suppose them to be at the outer surface

of the atmosphere; but we have no reason for supposing that to bo

their location. I have carefully examined the description of every

ghost, whose appearance has been recorded within the range of my

reading, and their personal appearance indicates that they are not disem-

bodied spirits, but the images of men and women existing in our own

minds ; they, for instance, wear clothes, robes, hats, caps, boots, pants,
dresses, cloaks, besrds, hair, etc., demonstrating beyond a cavil that

they are mere specters, mental images, redeeted before the mind"s eye.
Their voices, and acts, bear the same relation to our minds, and no re~

lation whatever to the appearance or voices of departed spirits, so far

as conjecture enables ns to guess what would be their voices, gestures
and habilamentsf The facts I have brought to bear on this point, cuts
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up by the roots theidea that they are really what they have been taken

for-viz., the spirits of departed friends. This is our answer.

When the question fairly comes up, may not spirits impress mediums

with these images, acting from their location, whatever that may be ?

This is wholly improbable, as I view it; for in a multitude of cases we

clearly detect the source of these sights, sounds, and images, and that

source is as clearly human as anything can be shown to be of human

origin. This class of facts demolishes the main pillar of your theory,
for when the spirits themselves, who have been seen in all ages, are proven
to be mental, or visual illusions, the pedestal of your structure is swept

away, and with it must go all the attending phenomena. The one

spiritual fact, as you would call it, of seeing the departed spirit near

us, is so completely refuted that your theory can not be rescued but

by rescuing this point, for no important ease of this class of phenomena
is on record unconnected with this fact of ghost seeing--the spirits of

the departed have been seen.

I have not denied that spirits can mentally impress spirit through
space, but have sustained this as one of the law: of our being by which

a class of these mysteries are explained; nor have I denied, as you

infer, that fair analogy from this law would indicate that departed
spirits might thus be en rapport with embodied spirits, but I do deny
in lots that the facts claimed, as indicating this, give any evidence what-

ever that such is the fact, but they go conclusively to show that the

phenomena is wholly of human origin-thus indicating to my mind most

thrcibly that some obstacle, not understood, or overlooked, does inter~

pose between the departed and spirits in the body.
You can call my opinions "whimsicalities," "faoetious mockery,"

but you you should remember that while you claim such a nice regard-
for your own opinions, you must accord that liberty to others which.

you claim for yourself. While your doctrines s- em to me to be a most

lamentable exhibition of human weakness and crednlity, I freely admit

that mine may seem the same to you-and to the world who disagree
with ns, I doubt not that we both appear to give evidence of being a

couple of the sublimest dunces that exist on the globe.
A word on spirit atmosphere. I compared the breathing of spirits

to our respiration, and the chemical changes which occurred in spirit-
life to calore:/iwtiovz, as the best analogy that I could give of spirit respi-
ration. The Baron Swedenborg sustains a similar idea. He says, in

the Spirit-world each Sf ciety of spirits furnishes for itself, or has around

it, an atmosphere, and that the spirits of one sphere can not breathe-
23

I
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the atmosphere of mother sphere. He says he saw the spirits of one

sphere let down into the sphere of another society, and that they had

respired but a moment when they gasped and exhibited signs of suffo-

caticn. This idea is sustained by all analogy drawn from animal life,
and on this analogy I based my statement. Your acquaintance with

spirit-anatomy does no credit to the sources of your knowledge. They
could impart a small amount of knowledge to you on such vital topics,
und it would, I apprehend, be quite as interesting as what you are

new getting.
I pass over the allusion to the writings in Hebrew, and leave Daniel

and Prof. Bush in the hands of the facts.

You allude to what I promise to do when I get into the Spirit-land,
and I allude to it to illustrate a principle. The law of these communi-

cations, as I view it, were I to enter the unseen world instantly, would

bring out those very suggaslions. The idea in your mind, or that of

any medium, would work out its legitimate result. " Is the spirit of
Dr. Richmond present F" Three raps proclaim him present.

" Has

he a word to communicate P" " Yes." "

Well, what is it 5" " Divide

the soil-give every man a home-find Franklin-down with Austria,
and set up Koasuth." This will as certainly follow as I amsure to

die. I have agreed with no less than six friends, who are now dead,
to return and indicate their presence. Two have pretended to return,
but had forgotten their names. The first asserted that spirits some-

times fcrget their names. The second confirmed the idea, and actually
misstated her father's name. And, should I die to-morrow, and a

thousand mediums get what I have indicated, it would be no evidence

to the world that I /usd returned, but merely indicate that the words or

ideas in the minds of those who had read them had been written out by
the medium, while you and the world might claim that it was the very
evidence I had indicated in the Tr-:Luton/mr-x. I record this explana-
tion, that it may stand on record and refute the communication when it

»comes, as it may even in the lapse of a single year, or ofa single week,
or day. I think the world has been greatly misled by just such a train

of facts.

This train of thought leads me to a remark on Bible facts-to which

-I did not object and which neither of us ought to disregard or set

aside; and when they are classed with similar facts, each should be

treated -with candor ; and as I have spoken of the sprclers seen by the

persons .in the New Testament, I repeat the statement that they are

all accounted for by spectral illusion or mental rg/lcdian, and the persons
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seen follow the idea in the minds of those who saw them. The disciples
had an indefinite train of ideas on the character and death of Christ.

They seem to be that he should be put to death--rise from the dead-

be seen of his friends-ascend to his father-and sit on his right hand

and judge the nations-come again in the clouds, with power and glory,
with hosts of angels with him. The records airm that he was put to

death-rose from the dead-was seen of his disciples. One saw him,
or an angel, on the stone by the door-another saw him in the sepul-
cher-Mary saw him standing by her. He appeared to his disciples in

a room-Thomas put his Engers in the prints of the nails. His disoi-

ples saw him by the wayside-they did not know him ; they then saw

him ascend into heaven-and Stephen saw him sitting at the right
hand of the Father. The ideas in the minds of his friends were literally
copied in the specters seen, and the whole of them, on their very face,
are palpably speders, and not the person of Christ. Christ did not

rise from the dead-and what his disciples saw were releotions of their

own ideas. Use this as you see tit.

You again handy your gull-trap,
" Materialism." Webster defines

substance as matter, as something, and Swedenborg distinguishes matter

from spirit by calling it substance; you believe substance or spirit to be

xi form of matter, a something as opposed to nothing, or your words belie

your meaning-and yourself and Webster, and all others, mean nothing
else-and to attempt to deiine it without such meaning is as absurd as

a distinction made where none exist: can make a thing. I believe that

human spirits are propagated Iikz the body. Do you deny that they
are ? Who teaches that spirits are created separate from the body and

put into it at birth. Do you, friend Brittan? I have never even

hinted that the spirit cease: to act when it ceases to exist.

That prayer shows the ridiculous Ex in which you place yourselves-
henoe its profanity and 

Yours truly, B. W. RICHMOND.
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NUHBII TWII-Yl-

TIIE CONCLUSION OF THE WHOLE MATTER.
' '

Dua Sm : In my last I reviewed the first half of your second series,
embracing six letters, and I now resume my labors at the point where

they were discontinued. Very little, however, remains to be said in

this rejoinder, since the succeeding letters from you are not properly
replies. Your number seven attempts to deal with Mr. Austin°s facts,
but it is altogether harmless in its bearing on the present issue. You

merely repeat the facts-the style, to be sure, is far less orderly and

impressive than that of the narrative by the witnesses themselves-and

then you refer to other miscellaneous examples and conclude without

any serious attempt to account for my facts or your own. In number

eight you have several brief allusions to my letter of the same number,
but there is no earnest effort to dispose of the facts, cited by mc, agree-

lbly to any material hypothesis. Portions of the letter, I am sorry to

say, evince a disposition to triiie with the whole subject, where only
critical analysis and invincible logic were demanded. You devote some

half dozen lines in your answer to my ninth letter, and the remainder

of four wide columns to other matters, chiefly to facts which illustrate

the power of the mind to produce and to remove several forms of dis-

ease. As I did not attempt to prove that all sirk people are cured by
the agency of' spirits, it will be seen that your whole etfort, so far as it

relates to the question under discussion, amounts to nothing but a

superficial sophism. I will endeavor to make this apparent to the

reader.

I bring witnesses to prove that a person who is not a physician is,
unexpectedly to himself and everybody else, made the instrument of

curing-without medicine, and by a particular process unknown to the

faculty-another person, whom the doctors had given up to die. The

evidence is so conclusive that the fact is not disputed by any one. Now

Dr. Richmond, who may be interested to have people cured after what

are denominated the professional modfs, is unwilling to accept the only
inference which seems to be warranted by the facts. And how does he

manage to escape the legitimate conclusion? Does he undertake to
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question the credibility of the witnesses? No. Does he attempt to

prove that the patient was cured by some other process than the one

described by those who were present on the occasion? No; nothing
of the sort. But the Doctor proceeds precisely on this wise : He tells

a story of one of his own patients who wanted physic ; he accordingly
administered the thirtieth dilution of 'nuz vomica, describing at the same

time as its specific action the eH'eet he desired to produce. The result

sought for was obtained; and now it only remains for the readers of

this discussion to arrive at the implied conclusion, which may read thus:

All the cures alleged'to have been wrought, in diferent gee and coun-

tries, by Spiritual power, have wholly resulted from the action of the

patient's own mind on the organs and functions of the body. I know

how powerfully the mental action influences the physical condition, but

this assumption is utterly unfounded. The premises and the conclusion

sustain no relation, however remote, and yet precisely this inference

was intended to be drawn, or the illustration is unsuitable, and my cor-

respondent wrote apparently without a purpose. In these letters the

citations from history are given as usual in alopathic doses in the crude

form, but the logic, which is the highest trituration, is used homeo-

pat/zimlly.
The reader can not fail to observe that my correspondent has, in real-

ity, abandoned his position. When the facts and arguments for Spirit-
ualism elicit no reply, it is virtually conceded that they gn not be met.

Three letters, each of an unusual length, have been written and pub-
lished wherein no real effort has been made to explain, on mundane

principles, the facts offered in elucidation of the Spiritual theory. Of

course Dr. Richmond knows full well what the circumstances of thc case

require. He has undertaken to refute the facts and'arguments adduced

in support of a given proposition, but instead of this he wanders off in

another direction. The whole course is evasive. My friend neither

attempts to disprove the facts nor to show that the deductions therefrom

are illogical-in short there is no direct reply. As no effort is made to

invalidate the reasoning based on the acknowledged facts, and especially
as we have called three times without eliciting an answer, the case may
be permitted, as the lawyers say, to go

"

by default."

A few general observations will conclude, on my part, this protracted
correspondence. I need not say how impossible it is for me to accept

your views, I can not relinquish the hopes and aspirations which make

human life truly significant. The assurance of a future existence is,
with the writer, a Spiritual instinct which, perhaps, requires no further
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outward confirmation. It may be thus with you, but if it be so, I know

not how you can dispute the proximity of the Spirit-world to this, or

remain insensible to the presence of its inhabitants. I can not resist

the conviction, that without some revelation of the other lifersome
tangible demonstration of its reality-the mass of men can have no

hope. They live on the plane of the senses, and to be convinced of

the reality of that life, the understanding must be addressed through
the ordinary avenues and modcs of sensation. In the absence of such

a demonstration, nothing remains for them but to sit in darkness and

nourish their despair. They can but say with Job, in the period of

his hopelessness,
" I have said to corruption, Thou art my father; to

the worm, Thou art my mother and my sister. And where is now my

hope? As tbr my hope, who shall see it P" In what respect is our

condition more tolerable? If you are right, no voice has ever spoken
from beyond the grave. This is distinctly implied and expressed in

what you have written. From the beginning of this controversy you
have boldly asserted that all Spiritual experiences, so-called, belong to,
and have their origin in, the earth-life, and that what have been de-

nominated miracles may all be accounted for without admitting the

agency of' spirits in their production. And why not? If you can thus

account for the modern phenomena, you certainly will not be at a loss

to explain the ancient wonders. Any principles of science or laws of

external Nature which can be made to sustain the human body, and

other equally ponderablc objects, mid air-now a very common occur-

renee-will surely sufhce to account for the so-called miracle of walk-

ing on the water. Thus it will appear that if the " church favors your

views," it must be at the expense of the Spiritual claims of Christianity.
Indeed, if the views you advocate are founded in truth, it must inevita-

bly follow, that no revelation, in the sense in which the word is usually
employed, was ever given to man, and all the world's professedly in~

spired teachers have been vain impostors or visionary enthusiasts. No

spirit, say you, has ever manifested its presence to mortals, or given
one token of renewed life. The countless millions of sentient beings
come and go and are forgotten ; they are unfolded like the buds in spring-
time, and like the seared leaves of autumn they fall unnumbered to the

earth. A lethean spell has bound all that have lived, from first to last,
and as the living generations pass away in solemn succession, they be-

come silent and voiceless forever-more ! And what is the Universe, on

this hypothesis, but one mighty sepuleher-a monument to cover the

ashes of the dead! And what are the records of all human thought
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and experience, but the epitaphs which men have written for their own

souls. You may say that man continues to exist-that the spirit is

immortal-but what proofs have you to olfer, if you deny those we have

been called to consider ? Show us
" the evidence of things not seen,"

if it does not at all consist in the facts we have cited. If you can sweep

away all these, and every similar demonstration of the life to come, it

is worse than idle to expect the rational mind to find repose, in the ex-

ercise of a calm and beautiful faith grounded on your naked assumption.
The reader will readily perceive that we are far from having arrived

at one conclusion, from our observations of the same phenomena. We

are advocates for two systems which stand in bold and vivid contrast.

And here let me briefly notice some of the points of distinction. You

appear to comprehend the general principles of causation within the

domain of mere ternporalities; I apprehend that they exist in the

realm of invisible and vital realities-in the Spirit-world. Your spec-
ulations make the essential reality of things to consist in their exter-

nal forms and phenomenal appearances; I am disposed to regard all

outward, physical developments as instructive and sublime revelations

of the existence and operative power of inward forces, and spiritual
entities. The fundamental difference between Materialism and Spirit-
ualism is especially manifest in what they respectively teach concern-

ing the spirit. You, indeed, suppose it to be endowed with very
exalted powers, but you limit the exercise of those powers to the life

that now is, while I venture to presume that all its faculties are pre-

served, quiclrened and intensified by the transition. You insist that

the spirit becomes inert the moment its corporeal relations are inter-

rupted ; the superior power which it was admitted to possess, while in

the desh, is alleged to be lost in the process that dissolves the body,
and the Godlike nature becomes the slave of mere material forces and

physical conditions. It has no longer any voluntary power of resist-

ance, but like unconscious and lifeless things must go wherever the

laws of material gravitation determine; while, on the contrary, the

Spiritual philosophy teaches that immortalized human beings possess an

increased power over mere material forces, and that instead of being
driven about like inanimate objects, as you presume, they are privileged
to roam at pleasure through the realms of space. Your views te.-nd

to interrupt the most endearing relations of life; on the other hand,

my own aim to preserve and perfect those relations. You place a

cold seal on the eloquent lip, and the strongest affection is silent and.

expressionless; but when the spirit of the divine Philosophy touches
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the palsied lip, love is eloquent again and speaks with an immortal

tongue. You make the objects of my highest hope, the worthless cre-

ations of a distempered fancy; but in the light of the Spiritual era,

they are revealed as the magnets which attract me to the Heavens.

You insist that no earth-born spirit has ever indicated its presence

here, after its separation from the body ; I devoutly believe that such

proofs of the presence of spirits have been given in all ages, and that

they do now frequently occur. You profess to have no tangible evi-

dence that the beautiful aiinities which unite kindred natures here,
have any existence hereafter, or at least that such existence can, by a

possibility, be made known to men; but the Spiritual philosophy im-

mortalizcs all true love, all real beauty, all essential perfection, and

whatever else the spirit does most delight to cherish and adore. Tho

inspiration that fired the soul of Keats descends on us, and we feel of

a truth that
" A thing of beauty is a joy forever,"

because everything that hath life in itself-all things that possess ele-

ments of the Divine excellence are deathless, and must live for a fel-

lowship with God. Your theory cuts me off from communion with

Heaven, and hurls my spirit down to the scenes of its earthly grovel-
ing, while the Spiritual philosophy lifts me up again and honors me, all

imperfect as I am, with the companionship of angels. Your faith, if

such it may be called, deprives me of my kindred and friends ; but my
own restores their presence, and makes them the guardians of my lille.

You locate Heaven far away-at an inconceivable distance-but the

faith which the Spirits teach comes to me, as Jesus of Nazareth came

to the humblest disciple, to bring Heaven to my immediate presence,
and to make me conscious that I sleep and wake within the sacred pre-
cints of its mystical courts.

" Sublime Philosophy !

Thou art the Patriareh's ladder, reaching Heaven,
And bright with beckoning angela."

It can not be denied that the prevailing Spiritual phenomena are

making a. deep and lasting impression on the minds of thousands, who

until recently were without hope in the world. Men who have listened

from their earliest childhood to the appointed religious teachers, and

yet were utterly faithless, with respect to the future life, have been over-

whelmed, perchance in a single hour, with a conviction so deep that its

record shall be effaced from the soul no more forever. I speak soberly
and truly when I say, that this has been the experience of thousands,
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and that each succeeding day adds many to the number. The Spiritual
Manifestations, in this country, have doubtless converted more intelli-

gent skeptics and materialists to a belief in revelation and the future

life, in the short space of three years, than have been convinced bythe
preaching of all Christian sects in the last quarter of a century. I am

conscious of the full import of this lenguage, and would not have it

understood as a mere hyperbolism. I am quite satisfied that the facts

will warrant the most literal construction. And, as the phenomena
are multiplied on every hand, Error trembles in its dusty ahodes; its

altars are shaken, and rays of Divine light, more fatal than the enven-

omed shafts of an armed host, penetrate the thick darkness, and Mate-

rialism, at last, goes reeling and wailing to its final doom. I am aware

that many learned Doctors have tenderly cherished it, even in Christ's

name, but in spite of all their sympathy it is beginning to be eonvulsed

with mortal agonies. In its dying anguish it bites the very dust, and

frantically grasps at all earthly things. Not a. few who were once num-

bered with its best friends, shocked with the terrors of its smitten form

and distorted visage, have fled from its presence. Some faithful disci-

ples, I doubt not, will remain behind to witness the last struggle, and

to smooth the wrinkled brow, made doubly terrible by the reflection of

a thousand errors and the dominion of all earthly lusts. It is well that

the old Materialism should thus die, with no hope of a resurrection.

It was born ofthe Earth, at a period when the human mind was dark

and faith and hope were weak, and it is a satisfaction to know, that in

committing it to the earth again we violate none of its aflinities.

It is not pretended that you have explicitly, and in so many words,
denied the existence of the Spirit alter the dissolution of the body, but

it has seemed to me that this was clearly implied, if it be not fully ex-

pressed, in what you have written ; first, and especially, in the alleged
incapacity of spirits to exercise the powers which they are admitted to

possess during their earth-life ; and, secondly, in the general assumption
of the impofwihility of receiving any revelation from the world of Spirits.
If, however, in the preceeding contrast, or in any part of this discus-

sion, I have misapprehended your views, I can safely depend on you
and our readers to make the necessary corrections. Moreover, in citing
facts to illustrate the Spiritual theory-it may be proper to observe,
what indeed must be self-evident to the reader already: I have often

found it necessary to rely chiefly on the testimony of others, and in

such cases I, of course, only vouch for the reputed veracity and sup-

posed competency ofthe witnesses. If, therefbre, the facts in any given
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example should, hereafter, prove to be otherwise than they are recorded,
I desire that such alleged fact or facts may he discarded by yourself
and the reader, as iiccly as I have already rejected many of yours be-

cause I deemed them irrelevant to the subject. I frankly confess that

many things for which a Spiritual origin is claimed are, apparently at

least, of little value, but I trust that time will explode our errors and

establish us in the truth. The dim shadows of coming events which

fall obscurely on our spirits To-day, may yet stand unvailed, in our

presence and before the world, as living, tangible and divine realities.

In conclusion, I desire you to accept my grateful acknowledgments
for the general good feeling manifested in all your letters, and allow me

to assure you that in this respect, at least, I shall remember our cor-

respondence with eminent satisfaction. We may yet
"

see eye toeye,"
and be enabled to contemplate the great mysteries of our being from a

similar position. The clouds, which conceal the objects of our faith and

the sources of our inspiration, will, ere long, pass away and leave the hea-

vens, bending in henediction over us, clear as the smile of the UNIVERSAL
F/nuns.

Hoping that the success of your professional labors may be commen-

surate with your personal desires and the prayers of suffering humanity
for relief, and that the measure of life, with you, may bc crowned with

the greatest good to others and the highest pleasure to yourself, I shall

ever remain, dear sir, _Faithfully yours,
S. B. BRITTAN.



REPLY TO S. B. BRITTAN.

NUHIIR TWELYI.

Della Sm : In closing this controversy it becomes necessary to reply
to what you term a review of my views, facts and arguments. You

irst alllude to " Mr. Austin's facts." I reply, First, That those oc-

currences '/.cere always wnfnected with "
.Hi", the medium, and no more

indicate that a spirit performed them through her, than the falling of an

apple from a tree indicates that a spirit with unseen hands pulled it 05;
the only logical deduction from them is that they were caused by the

condition-mental and physical-of the medium acting by the mind

through some agency which enabled her to move matter. Second, The

spirit,
" Ann Merrick," as she is called, is said to have left the body of

a most degraded Irish woman who died in a hospital ; and on the the-

ory that like attracts like, how could she be so completely cn rapport
with "H.", a pure minded, intellectual and highly connected woman ?

and further, she claimed that Messrs. Cowles and Snow were kindred

spirits of her's-she was going to spend a night with them, " he! he ! "

and after conducting herself as no decent ghost would do, she winds off

by playing "Yankee Doodle," and, as you suggest, ascended into a

higher sphere. How do you reconcile this with the theory that lik-~

spirits attract like. Third, The ghost of "
Ann," as seen by " H.",

betrays the whole facts; it speaks for itself. It was, beyond a cavil, a

spectral illusion-a reflection from the mind of the Doctor who " laid

her a-rm across her breast." " Yankee Doodle " and " Sweet Home,"
connected with the music, shows that singing to be the work of the

mind ot`" H." You say that I #Me with the facts. I only reply that

no power of mine can so perfectly trifle with this whole subject, as do

the ludicrous combinations of conduct and character contained in that

letter.

You next allude to curing sick people by spirit influence. You cited

two classes of facts. One class who were made .ride by spirits, and

cured by Christ and the Apostles through the aid of the Holy ghost,
and another class of sick persons who are cured by spirits, they having
turned doctors; and the two wings of this Spiritual army exhibit the

charming sight of jerking and foaming devils being expelled from the

bodies of men and women by a holy charm. Seven in one litter went
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out of Mary Magdalen, and devils in the bodies of men turned into doe-

tors and curing the most alarming tits and even making new line: for

poor humanity. My friend Bnttan tells me that the spirits acting
through mediums cure serious maladies, and must be good spirits, while

Rev. Charles Beecher and the Rev. Sunderland tell us the spirits of

the present day are low, bad spirits--a sort of evil genius-who have

entered the bodies of men, as in the days of Christ, and made them "jer/c,
and foam and tear t/ternselres," and they are improperly termed devils

in our Bible, says Mr. Beecher, and after Christ had established the

divinity ot' his mission by
"

by casting out such devils," these devils, or

low order ot spirits, are back here-have turned tid llers and doctors,
and are playing

" Yandee Doodle " and curing the sick. This is an

age of progress. If these be thc kind of devils that Christ cast out,

they seem to have improved upon their privileges. If Mr. Beecher has

not burned the lingers of the Church, then I am 'no judge of hot irons.

The cures by the spirits already go as far as Christ's cures went, facts

as well attested as his, and the spirits aliirm that they are verily the

spirits of friends, brothers, mothers, wives, sisters and children, returned

to us-they speak kindly, give good advice in most eases, and still Mr.

Beecher and Mr. Sunderland
'

atiirm they are cheats-low scamps that

lie and cheat and are called devils in our Bible.

You have not shown that spirits cause disease at all-you have shown

that persons are suddenly cured by the aid of persons not physicians-
and I have met you by a similar class of facts-just as wonderful-

clearly- the work ot' minds in the body acting each upon the other by
sympathy. I have before me a still larger number of cures, the work of

various induences, and etfecting cures as marvelous and sudden as those

recorded in the Bible or attested by Spiritualists. I admit both clam

of facts, but they present no more claims tp a spiritual origin than hun-

dreds of others clearly not attributable to such a cause. The cases ot

possession, cured by Christ, show nothing more clearly, so far as symp-

tom.: are described, than that they were cases of epilepsy, hysteria, lunacy
and various spasmodic affections. The present age, I apprehend, know

quite as much of' pathology, anatomy and physiology, as Christ and his

apostles, and I admit, without hesitation, that my veneration for their

medical and anatomical knowledge is much the same that I have for the

knowltdge of Moses and Aaron on the subjects of geology and plane-
tary motion. Josephus says he saw a countryman of his casting out

devils and evil spirits; he held a poisonous root, fixed to a magical ring,
to the nose of' the dcmoniac, and drew out the spirit through his nostrils;
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and to show that he truly came out, he told the spirit to go into a basin

of water set for the purpose a foot. of-which he did, and upset the

basin and spilled the water.

In my citations of wonderful cures, I gave a variety of facts, showing
the influence that often followed from apparently inadequate causes;
and the case of the patient affected by nux vumica has many analogous
facts. A patient once ate the paper on which the prescription was

written instead of getting the medicine and it acted as a eathartie ; the

efect followed the idea in the mind. Another patient took brmd pills
and was told that they were mercury, and salivatirm followed. Y-fu

cite various cures and claim them as spiritual ; I cite similar cures and

show their cause, which completely cuts up your pretense of spirit influ-

ence. That all the cures that have been claimed as spiritual are the

result of the action of the patient's own mind," is your conclusion, and

not mine; many eases occur where the cure is the work of some other

mind acting on the nervous and mental system of the patient. } man

deaf and dumb for many years, while listening to the jokes and tricks

of Grimaldi, during an uproar of laughter, broke out in a loud voice,
" What a d-d funny fellow Y" He could, from that hour, both speak
and hear. The general mirth of the occasion excited a strong desire to

speak; he made a great efort, and spoke. This Grimaldi became old

and nearly lost his power to walk, but on being told his son was dead,
rushed up a long ilight of stairs with the agility of a child, and told his

wife her child was dead. Now suppose that I set up a claim for a spir-
itual origin for all such facts, and quote as an evidence of miracles that

the " lame walk, the deaf hear, the dumb speak "-would it not be a

most profound evidence that spirits existed in a future state and had

returned here on errands of mercy. These magnetic mental cures

among nervous persons will be indefinitely extended in the space
of ten years among Spiritualists, and let Mr. Beecher prove, il' he will,
that it is the work of devils, such as Christ cast ont, perhaps people will

believe him.

With characteristic sagacity you claim that I " have abandoned my

position "-" that my course is evasive "-and as assertions arc cheap
I meet these with an assertion. I have not abandoned my positions, or

evaded your facts. You have not presented one scintilla of eviden'-c

that spirits either produce or cure disease ; your bare assumption that

certain facts indicate such a cause, is assumption only. Step by step I

have met all your facts by parallel facts, that have confounded and de~

stroyed the claim to spirit influence in any class of these phenomena,
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and when you wind up a reveiw by mere assertion that your Facts have
" elicited no reply," I conclude that you have a heart full of that char-

ity which enables you to believe all things on your own side of the ques-
tion. You have not given either facts or arguments to show that these

occurrences are spiritual-hut you, my friend, with all others who agree
with you, stand on a bare assumptabn. You assume that spirits can

return here-that they can speak with voices-show us lights-move
ponderable bodies-cure diseases-and what is your explanation of

these phenomena ? Why you assume that they act on the electrical cur-

rents ol` the ear to produce sound; you
" conjecture " that they

" de-

compose the watery vapor in the air " to produce lights ; and bow they
move tables or chairs, or cure the sick, you do not even hint at the

mode of action; while these spirits are, as you claim, with you, yet they
vouch no explanation. They admit that they used a

"

battery
" to

write Hebrew with, and when these celestial visitants condcscend to

:how thanselves, as they often do, lo ! and behold! they are dressed up
in their "

Suuday's best "-have on
" oriental costumes," beards, coats,

robes, hats, boots, caps, blue coats, gray and green-and on this point
I press my inquiry, Why has this wholc discussion passed and not one

word or allusion has esaapai you upon this momentous point? These

spirits claim that they can show themselves; they have done so; and

when we put the knife of criticism to them, they vanish into thin air-

resolve into mere specters-mental shadows-" airy nothings, that syl-
labk mc'n's names." Your facts I do not deny,

"

your reascrning "
on

the facts to show that these persons seen and heard and felt, are spirits,
I have not been able to find; but I have arrayed facts from all history
that break the force of every assumption.

The opinions of ghosts and their doings as taught to-day, are identi-

cal with those entertained by the Pagan world three thousand years

ago. A sorcercss directed Ulysses to go to a certain island, pour warm

blood on the ground, and wave his sword above it, and the spirits of' the

departed heroes would appear to him; and they did, and he talked

with them, with his friends and dead companions. To him it was an

evidence that they still existed ; to me it illustrates the law of mental

reflection. It is asserted that Christ rose from the dead; Mary mis-

took him for the gardener, implying that he was clothed. Once he ate

fish with his disciples ; twice he appeared in their midst when the door

was shut ! Once Thomas put his hands in his side ; once he vanished

from their sight when they sat at supper. Once he declared that he wus

not a spirit, but had " flesh and bone.: "! Once they talked with him
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by the wayside, and did not know him. Once he asked them to dine

by the sea shore ; they knew him but dare not say so. Once he was

parted from them and ascended into glory. To the religious world the

above facts are of momentous value. May I put a few inquiries to the

public on the above facts: Did that " blood and bones " body pass

through the door when it was shut ? Did that " flesh and bones " body
vanish out of their sight at supper ? Had his wounds in his side healed

when Thomas thrust in his hand ? If " blood and water "
came out

through the wound of the  pear at his death, had it been re-supplied
when Thomas saw him ? Was it his body of " flesh and bones " that

parted from the disciples and ascended into heaven ? Or, did he ap-

pear to them in a spiritual body, at supper, by the wayside, by the sea-

side, when he vanished from their sight, and when he appeared in their

midst while the door was shut ? Did his spiritual body eat the _/ish with

his disciples ? Do spirits eat fish ? Was it his spiritual body that as-

cended into heaven ? If so, what became of the old body of " blood

and bones " ? If he was mistaken by Mary for the gardener, he was

clothed, of course ; men dou't work in Judea in a. nude state. If he

was dressed, had he on real clothing, and where did he get it? I ask

of the world a solution ot' these didiculties. Taken litem (ly, the various

appearances of Christ, to his disciples and others, can not be reconciled

or explained. They irretricvably contradict and confound each other.

It is claimed that his old body of " flesh and bones "
arose trom the

dead, the wounds in his side were felt and seen ; he ascended, as they
adirm, and must have dropped his corporeal body.

There is but one solution of these various statements: The whole

narration, with all its facts, to my mind, demonstrates the whole tohave

been a .rpedral illusion-a mental rgieclion; for the appearance of this

spirit to the disciples accords with that of every other ghost on the

records of history. It had on garments-ate-talked-vanished from

sight-appeared in the room suddenly when the doors were shut, and

exhibited all the evidences of an intafngible, imaginary being.

This criticism will, I am aware, be regarded asan act of great auda-

city, but truth is truth, and as an honest man I feel bound to put my

opinions where they can be refuted if they are false. I ask no immu-

nity from criticism. I have carefully compared the- above fhcts of

spirit-ming with every other on record, and the result has been that

one of the pillars of the world's faith and religious belief has been

swept from my mind, viz., the resurrection of Christ. The Church will
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residence on the rarer planets lying outward from our earth. I attrib-

ute the force that performs these actst/cthe human mind ; you attribute

them to the mind of spirits disembodied. You regard it as a special
favor for the good of thc race ; I regard it as a nate of preparation
sounded by the laws of' our being to mark the upward movement ofthe

human race. I think the human mind rain will matter; you think none

but disembodied minds can perform such an act. I think mind can

commune with mind through space; you think spirit minds carry this

intelligence from place to place. You think the spirits of the departed
are seen ; I think that all such spirits are our own ideas reilected before

our mental vision as tangible objects. You think that spirits return

and cure diseases; I think Bea-}1er's devils have nothing to do with such

cures.

I conclude that mind will be used as amotive force in mechanical and

commercial pursuits; that tolegraphing will be mental, in place ofthe

wires; that when our psychological temperament is fully unfolded, all

nations will hear in the same tongue, and love and sincerity will guide
us instead of selfishness and falsehood.

The world thinks that spiritualism is all trickery, or devilism, and

will soon disappear. I think it a voice from the inner life, imperfect as

yet, but destined to supersede the church and move the race toward

higher life.

To me the discussion has been proitable and agreeable. I am a

better and stronger man-comprehend God and duty much better-

and close with the wish that we may both remember that the great object
rof life is Truth. God is Truth. Yours truly,

B. W. RICHMOND.



APPENDIX.

RICIIMOND'S LETTERS TO PROF. BRI'1TA_N.~

LETTER I.

[A.]-Mr. T.. to whom this shingle machine was manifested by vnpres-
sion, says, he was at a neighbor's house, and some shinple blocks were

brought in and laid by the fire, for some purpose. While ooking at them,
the method of constructing a machine, so as to shave shingles, with great
rapidity, was in an instant tlashed on his mind. He drew a diagram,I
think, and repaired to a shop. and constructed a model, which he exhibited
to ri friend. In turning it, a clocking noise was made by the machinery.
Br-forepthis exhibition, at a circle, a peculiar claclring noise was made, but
lcft unexplained. This friend, when the machine was in motion, remarked
to Mr. '1`itTany,

*' That is the sound we heard at the circle." When again
convened, by spirit direction, the circle was treated to the same singular
sound by what purported to be the Spirit of Swedenbor _ Instead of the
term

" hallucinations," used in connection with Mr. T., Fshould have said

singular-ities. He has the strange faculty of thinking on more than one sub-

ject; for this the world think him somewhat " out." He has sold already
parts of his right, for ten thousand dollars, and the world will soon cease

to use such words about a man who has that amount of money. This is a

singular but reliable fact in the history of inventions.

[B].-The diagram, or semi-sphere alluded to, may he found in Kerner's
Life of Mrs. llauffe, or the Seeress of Prevost; for sale by Partridge &: Brit-
tan. The curious will not fail to peruse that book. She was, I think,
when she made the sun-sphere, in a magnetic sleep. Mr. T. was in his
normal wa/ring state when he received that very tangible demonstration, by
in/lux, his shingle-machine.

LETTER II.

[C.]-Art English lady, returnin home late in the evening, saw her
brother. then alive and a soldier in fndia, walking before her door, dressed
in his unitbrm. She remarked to her brother, " there is my brother," and
he vauiislied.

She received a letter a few months after from her brother, saying, that on

such :i n.ght'(the one on which she saw his spectre), he dreamed of being
with her, and meeting her in front of her dwelling. This was a mental te-

_flrr/ion; and what should be noticed, hc was asleep and she was awake.
l)r. lliok relates a case, in which a man oiferi-1| to show his friend the

Devil ; and to begin with, odifrcd him a pill ol' opium. which was refused.
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He then took a pill hiinselfl and gave one to his dog; both fell asleep, and
at the same moment both master and dog were aB`ected with similar symp-
toms; both were evidently dreaming. On awaking, he declared he had

seen the Devil-and that his dog was with him, and saw all that he saw.

LETTER III.

[D.]-Mirabeau, when speaking in the French Assembly, on great sub-

jects, always appeared inspired. At these times, says M. 'l`hiers, his mind
in an hour pertiirmed the work of years. He absorbed the entire Assembly
into hiniselt, and carried their judgments and hearts with him. Napoleon
was a sublime specimen of a quiclicned genins; he never reasoned ; logic
had nothing to do with his conclusions. Patrick Henry, when he lighted
the torch of the Revolution in the Virginia. Assembly, his heart and soul
were suddenly impregnated with a great idea-with a world-wide truth-and
when he poured out his peut-up fire, the heart of the nation blazed out at the
touch of truth. John Adams was touched with the holy fire, when he
selected \'ashington to lend the American armies. There is a power in
man at such times that cannot err, if directed to good. These men, and
thousands like them, I believe to have been inspired.

LETTER IV.

[E.]-This'autographic writing is curious, if executed by spirits, or by a

somnambule. They are worthy ot' being studied. Will you inserta plate
ofthe Declaration, and the Chinese writing sent you by Dr. Cory?

L E T '1` E R V .

[F.]-Electric stomis are periodical. May 23d, 1852, I passed the night
on the road. 'I`he air was full ol`electricity--moving in vast waves. chains,
zigzags, and angles. The next night was similar. May 24th, l853, was

succeeded by a fearful niglit-wave on wave, and chain on chain of electri-`
city swept over the heavens. The next night was similar. One year pre-
cisely had elapsed. Much property was destroyed by lightning during these

nights. In April last, a stream of lightning entered the dwelling of Mr.

Ruggles, near me. at the west window-struck a hot stove, and moved in a

circle around its top many times, and passed out the door. The storm

described in Tel., vol. 2, No. 3, corroborates what I have said of elec-

tricity.

[G.]-Vhile these earthquakes were shaking the Mississippi valley, New

England was ravaged by sinking typhus. Mnltitudes of men perished by
it. About this time a new sect appeared in Canada. One of their peculiar-
ities was that their religious ideas partook ol' polari/_i/_ Everything good
,lay in 3 .southwest direction. They organized; passed into the States;
visited and quarrelled with the Shakers; passed on, southwest, towards the

Holy City, covered with rags and filth-shouting as they went,
"

praise
(Ind, praise God !" They disappeared in the valley of the Mississippi.-
IIowe`s History.

LETTER VI.

[H.}-It will by and by be claimed, that they are not magnetic persons,
because they appear perfectly normal.
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[I.]-Josephus tolls us, that Moses had so arranged it, that God could be

present or not at his sacrifices. The stones on the shoulders of the priests
were sardonyxes, and when Moses inquired of God by Urim and Thummim,
the assembled multitude of Jews and also strangers saw a sudden light dart
out from these stones. The Greeks called this the Oracle of the Jews.
The ezciled multitude, when at their sacrifices, saw the odic-sphere that sur-

rounds all crystals and precious stones. As the temperament of the Jews

changed, they saw no inure of their God. The horse-shoe magnet has just
such a. God, blazing out rays from its two poles.-Josep/tus, p. 73.

LETTER VII.

[J.]-Mr, Sunderland says. in his book on Human Nature, that I attribute

"power, intelligence, and spirit," to the od-three, nerve~aura, vital~electri-

city, or the nutrilivcjluirl, as he calls it. This is a mistake: I have only
mentioned it as an agent ofthe human mind. and have repeatedly corrected
that misapprehension. One friend inquires il' electricity has a heart, lungs,
brain, and stomach. lt is not a person. but a duid ; not an intelligence, but
an instrument used by intelligence. Whether that intelligence is in the hu-
man body or out of it. is the question.

LETTER VIII.

[K.]-A Quack in 1ew England intiirmed his friends that a certain con-

sumptive person could be cured, by digging up a dead body, and using a

substance livund growing round his lungs. Green vegetable matter was

found growing in the coflin, when disinterred. One of P|iuy's ghosts, men-

tiooed in his letter to Sura, was connected with a skeleton hnried in the

yard. The susceptibility of some persons to the influence of grave-yards, or

the resting-place of dead bodies, is remarkable.

7

[L_]-Mr. Sunderland, in his Book of Human Nature, remarks, that] call

this intelligence an
" indelinable somehow," having

"

spite," &c. By
noticing this expression in the form of a query, the reader will see that Mr.
Sunderland in his criticisms is capable ofa most erpamive lillleness.

LETTER IX.

[M.]-This medium is the one who was said to be fastened to thejloor.
(ln inquiry. it turns out that she sunk back in her chair, and was stuffy
about being moved. Report says, that she recently gave her husband a

striling demonstration of spirit presence. He was a little skeptical, and the

idea " obsessed" her that he might be czifed into the kingdom.

LETTER X.

[N.]-Similar symptoms frequently appeared among the recent converts

of the V'estley's; they called it "possession by the Devil," and often

prayed with the patients till they went out; simply cured them, as the

dancers were cured by music, or sound.

[O.]-So intense did the excitement become in Morah, that the parents
actually saw all these lhcts as real occurrences. Saw the Devil come, pre-

pare, and mount the children on beasts, and start otf in one grand cavalcade
tbr the mountain ; and still they returned, and found their children in bed.
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The rellected image followed the idea in the mind ofthe parents. Vl'hal
the children believed to occur in their sleep, the parents saw take place
when awake. Mental reflection explains most perfectly all these wonders.
'l`his was actually a caravan ol' children made ol' ideas, mounted on beasts
of the same sort. The Devil had on "gray coat, red stockings, high hat,
with various-colored linen wrapped around it, and garlers of peculiar
length," and he wore a

'° red beard." Why have not those clothes been

burned oil' in that lake ol"' lire and brimstone 3"
Mental reflection explains the above specters as it docs all others.
Will Dr. Buchanan tell me what historic ghost is not explained by this

mental rellection.

Recent accounts ofthe Yeziders, in the N. Y. Tribune, state that spectro-
seeing is a common symptom among them. 'l`he writer was shown a stone,
where one of their chief men held talks with an angel that appeared to him.

LETTER XII.

[P_]-Where lime-water is drank cholera is most fatal, owing to its quality
of promoting the decomposition of vegetable and animal matter. This ex-

lains wh soap induces sickness in times of epidemics. Howard found the

Turkish Iyiazarettos infested with the plague; the lime-wall being covered
with a green Iilth. The Jewish houses, in a leprous state, were marked

by the same green lime. Lime is not the best preventive to infection.
'lhe walls of houses should be washed with a strong solution of salt; filth
should he removed from cities, and salt thrown over the ground. Salt
should be freely used in sickly periods, and our bodies daily covered with

oil, to prevent the rapid evolution of heat in the skin, and protect it from the

atmosphere. All disease is a slow combustion in the blood and capillaries.

SECOND SERIES.

REPLY II.

[A.]-It is represented in various places in history, that spirits eat solid
food. Luther`s Devil ate nuts; and a lady recently in my hearing defended
the idea. The angels who visited Abram ate with him-partook ofthe food
which he ate. Angels and spirits, in all history, are represented and seen

by men, dressed up in garments. Senator Wade recently defended the pro-
priety of that idea ; asserting that the opinion that spirits went to heaven in
a nude state was ridiculous.

_i-

REPLY III.

[Il]-Sir Walter Scott has a case in which a sailor was killed by his

captain ; and when dying, be exclaimed to his captain,
" I will never leave

the ship l" Sure enough, the ghost of poor Hill was seen by all the sailors,
and by the captain. Frequently he would run out on the yard-arm before

them, or up a mast; and to the captain he was continually present. He
resolved to drown himself to get rid of the ghost. lic leaped into the sea,

sunk, and as he rose he clapped his hands, and shouted,
" I see him yet!"

This, like all such cases, is explained by mental rellectiun.
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[C.]-lst. For " His writing begins in the middle ofthe 9th verse," read
" In the middle ofa line."

2d. For "thus giving the beginning instead ofthe llth," read "the be-

ginning of the 12th, instead of the end of the llth."
3d. For "

there," read " three."
4th. For " The two whole lines published in the Telegraph contained

parts
of verses 10th,'llth, and l2th," read "

parts of the 10th, llth, and the
ine at the bottom is a transposed part of verse 12th, its beginning, but it

ought to have been the end ofthe llth."
5th. For " abominations," read " abomination."

REPLY IV.

[D.]-The
" Dark Day" in New England was foretold by an old hag, as

she was called. The legislature of Connecticut was in session, and had to

light candles. Fowls went to roost; and the impression was, that the day
ofjudgment had come. Some member moved an adjournment. Col. Dav-
enport remarked, that if it was that da , he wished to be found doing his

duty ; and called for candles, and movedy to proceed to business.

I E.]-Just before the destruction of Jerusalem,
" when multitudes of the

people had come to the feast of unleavened bread, on the Sth day of the
month Nisir, at the 9th hour of the night, so great a light shone round the
altar and the holy house, that it appeared to be bright day-time; which light
lasted for half an hour." " At the same feast a heifer brought forth a lamb
in the midst of the temple."-Josephus, p. 557.

[l".]-Vhen these lakes are seen, a small shrub is magnified into a tree ;
and a stone a few feet off appears to he half a mile distant, and is somo-

times magnified into a tall monument.

REPLY V.

[G.]-The quotations from Josephus respecting the Urim and Thummim,
(it signifies

"

Hifi
and perfection") clearly indicate that the Egyptian

priests, and that oses was acquainted with the fact, that crystals were sur-

rounded by a sphere or light-as proved by Baron Von Reichenbach-and
that certain persons could, in an excited state, see this sphere. They used
this knowledge to humbug the people.

[lI.]--A Catholic, about to he hung, had his feet supported by the white
hands of the Virgin for two days. They then tried to despatch him by the

sword, but the same hand turned it aside.-Dowlingir Romanism.

Among the miracles of the middle ages, pious Catholics attest on oath,
that they saw blood drop from the wafer when in the pr1est's hands. Others
declare "they saw Christ, in the form of a little boy, sitting on the altar."
Another asserts

" he saw Christ in the form of a child."-Dowling.
A Jew having received the wafer from a lady, stabbed it with his ltnife.

lt bled. Finally, he threw the wafer into a cauldron of boiling water, which

turned to blood, and a cross arose from the water, and Christ was seen dying
on the cross !! I-Dowlinghr Romanism.

" The holy house of the Virgin of Loretto is located in a small town in
the Pope's duminions. This is said to be the house where the Virgin was

horn, and was carried bt/ angels, through the air, from Nazareth to Lo-
retto." This compares well with Philip's ride to Azotus.-See Dowling on

Miracles.
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REPLY VI.

[L]-I regret that you are not pleased with this sample of my praying.
My friends think it the best prayer I ever made.

[J.]-Professor Buchanan asserts the existence of an organ of spectral
illusion. If so, it annihilates all ghosts. Professor Fishbough, in the Macro-

cosm, says, mind comes in contact viith gross matter tlirough a subtle fluid.
Then mind in the body wills matter. Professor Britton teaches the law of

En-rapport, which completely uuravels all the communications and intelli-

gences from pretended spirits.

REPLY VII.

[K.]-Rev. Mr. Caldwell relates the following of his father. He began
to act strangely ; drove the family from the house, except this son ; locked
the doors, and said to the boy,

" Now listen. I have aset of spirits up in the
wall there. and they sing for me." The lad listened, and soon he too heard
the singing in the wall. The voices sung to a period, and then stopped,
and struck up a new tune. The first tune that he clearly recognized, was

"Molly, hang the kettle on." lle also heard these voices in the open
air. After this conversation with Mr. C., I called on a sick patient,
a. child near two years old. Its mother had been watching it, while asleep
in the cradle. She had fallen asleep, and was roused from her slumber

by the sound of sweet voices over-head, in her room. She arose from
her couch, went to the child ; it was asleep. She returned, and sat

down, wondering if she herself was not asleep. She again heard the voices

singing over her head, must sweet and delightful music; it continued for
some minutes. The tunes she did not recognize. She regarded it as a to-

lren of her child's death. At that time it was not dangerous, but has since
died. This I call mental music.

.ii

REPLY X.

[N.]-Earthquakes begin to appear in every part of our globe. The

winters, too, in various parts ofthe country, the Pacific Coast, and the West
of Europe, have been intensely cold.

[0.]-We are on the borders ofa universal period of sickness. Cholera,
Plague, and Yellow and Typhus Fevers will ravage the world in the space
of a tew years. Vastly more males will die than females. One year will
not pass belbre our city authorities will give vastly more attention to clean~
liness of streets and by-lanes than at present.

[P.]-If these manifestations are s Providence, then Divine goodness has

failed, in introducing all similar Providences-as something similar has oc-

curred in all ages. A. J. Davis says, that it is an invention of Benjamin
Franklin and the Spirit ofa scientific German.

[Q.]-Dr. Dick and Valter Scott concluded that all specters could be

accounted for on natural principles. They confounded the three varieties,
and mistook the true explanation of all specters. _

[R.]-Rev. Alexander Caldwell informs me that during the revolutionary
war, a British ollicer was ordered to active duty. \'hen absent. about 36

hours, he came in person into the midst of his brother officers, dressed in

military coat and armor. They all saw him, and asked vhy he returned.

Ile replied,
" I am shot"--" take care of my boy"-" t.he title to his pro-
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perty is in such a city, street, and house, in an iron chest." It turned out as

the spectre told them. He was shot at the moment or hour of his return,
and these facts rushed through his mind in the death-agony, and produced
by en-rapport the mental reflection as above. The above fact was pub-
lished in the English journals, and reminds one of Christ's returning and

talking with his disciples.
A lad was left at home by his mother. IIe came rushing into the house,

saying his mother had come in befbre him, with a new hat and ostrich
teathers on it. A full week after, the mother returned with just such a hat.
He saw the spectre a week before the hat was bought. His mind, en~

rapport with hers, produced the image.

REPLY XII.

[S.]-The miracle mentioned by Josephus was performed in the presence
ofthe Emperor Vespasian and the royal family.

[T.]-The expression is "flesh and bones." Quoting from memory,I
have it "blood and bones." lf Christ did not ascend with his body of
" flesh and bones," where and when did he drop it, and what became of his

garments in the ascension? Did they fall, like Elijah's mantle, or did
he go up with them all on-coat, pants, hat, and sandals? The Spirits of
Paradise must have been nmazed at his pleheian appearance. The resur-

rection and ascension of Christ vill be abandoned by the civilized world, al

soon as they comprehend the law which explains the occurrences of the
New Testament.



TO THE READER. _

In discussing new phenomena, the human niind should never be guided by
past or present opinions; for opinions change, and have their fashions, as

well as everything else. In the course ot' two centuries, the race have been

obliged to abandon one opinion after another. which had been cherished for

ages ; and new discoveries, and new ideas, are pressing so rapidly upon our

attention, that one is scarcely understood, and put in motion for the benefit

of man, bclbre another demands our investigation. I have become con-

vinced, during thc discussion of the subjects connected with these letters,
that mind, in less than half a century, will supersede steam, air, and electri-
city, as a force-agent. The universe is a chain, and the relation of man to

man, and mind to mind, are becoming better understood ; and what has here-

tofore been regarded as the influence of spirit-minds, on minds in the body,I
think will turn out to be the work of one human mind operating on another,

by sympathetic rapport.
Because a certain set of facts are not understood, is no reason for believ-

ing that they are caused by departed spirits, or demons let loose from pan-
demonium. The world in all ages have reasoned, that all occunences not

comprehended, were to be attributed to these two causes. The ghosts and

demons, that have pretended to visit our earth, and intermeddle with men's

aifairs, are found when examined to be a set of intangible shadows, dressed

up in manllcs, coats, robes, hats, boots, beards, gowns, bonnets, and the va-

rious costumes worn by men and women. This class of phenomena will be

clearly explained to the mind of the reader, in the present volume. A dis-

tance of tive hundred miles, intervening between me and the publisher of my

letters, no time could be afforded for corrections, as casts were taken of the

letters as they were published, with a view to give them a permanent form.

The advice of friends induced me to undertake the discussion, and I have

drawn largely on the labors of others for facts, and have given due credit,
in each instance, to the authors consulted. To the gentlemen who have so

liberally given me this opportunity of placing my objections to Spiritualism
before the world, and to all true friends of free discussion,l respectfully
dedicate these pages-hoping that the world will as freely criticise what I

have written, as I have the writings and opinions of others.

B. W. RICHMOND.
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of the fuels, uw., of thc Spirltunl movement that has yet been published. Price 88.

The Bhekinah, Vol. II.
Enilieltighi-fl with Six I'unr:its. Erllu-rl by S. B. Brltmn. The work la elegantly
print( d :um l,=>un.l in nu<lin, nl 51. 51.

Britt.~n's Review of Beecher's Report,
\'hs-r~:i|| tht- conclusions nf the latter are carehllly examined and tested by n oom-

parison with his premium null with the facts. Price 25 cents.

The Telegraph Papers.
Volume I.. sonic ~l|i0 pagan. l2mo., consists of all the more important nrtlclea which

have app--an-il in the Second Volume of the Telegraph, from May to July inclusive,
lS.'»3. Price 75 c<-nts.

Philosophy of the Spirit-World.
Ilev. Charles Hammond, Medium. Prlco 68 eenLs, postage 12 cent;

A Chart,
Exhibiting an outline of the Pmgnnlvo Illswry und approaching Destiny of tho

Raw. Bound, nr un rollers. By A. J. Davis. Price ll 75.


